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Forward

It is my great pleasure and delight to welcome all of us to the 12th International Conference of the Nigeria Computer
Society which is holding at the beautiful city of Akure, Ondo State, Nigeria from July 22 to_ 24, 2015. The theme of this
year’s conference is “Information Technology for Inclusive Development”. This year’s conference is intended to provide
a forum for policy makers, public and private sector, IT practitioners and academia to keep up to date with technology
trends and to discover opportunities for the private sector in the process of inclusive development and avenues for
public-private partnerships towards realizing the IT objectives within the context of Millennium Development Goals
(MDG). The Conference will provides opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas, establish business or
research relations, and find global partners for future collaborations.

In this year conference, professionals from government circle, industry, research institutes and academia have
submitted insightful papers in E-Business, Broadband & Information Security, Data Analytics, Local Content and
Entrepreneurship Development. In addition to the above, there are three special sessions:  Social Media Master -Class,
ICT Policy for States in Nigeria, and Keynote Session. This year Research Consortium on Information Technology
Innovations (ReCITI) will focus more on Big Data Analytics Using Hadoop (theory and practical).

Going by the quality of the papers and the personalities presenting lead papers on well researched and challenging
issues, I am persuaded that an extremely rich cross-fertilization of ideas of experts from across the globe is guaranteed.

The organizers of the conference owe special thanks to His Excellency, the Governor of Ondo State, and Dr. Olusegun
Mimiko for his support towards the success of this conference.The Permanent Secretary, Federal Minister of
Communications Technology, Dr Tunji Olaopa has also been pillar of support in putting up this conference. We are
indeed very grateful to the Vice-Chancellor, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Professor Adebiyi Daramola for the
total support we received from the Federal University of Technology, Akure.

I would like to appreciate our national and international keynote/lead paper presenters including Dr. Anu  Gokhale (USA),
Dr. Iyilade Johnson (Canada), Mr Austin Okere (Nigeria), Mr Denzil Kentebe (Nigeria), Mr Martin Eigbike (Nigeria),  Mr
Tope Aladenusi (Nigeria), and Mr. Biyi Dosunmu (Nigeria)

Let me also use this opportunity to thank all our sponsors including CBC Networks Limited, Computer Warehouse Group,
Data Sciences Nigeria limited, MainOne Cable Limited, National Information Technology Development Agency (NITDA),
Sidmach Technologies Limited and Zinox Technologies Limited who have generally sponsored this year’s conference. It is
my prayer that together, we will move Nigeria to a greater height.  I wish you all, very exciting and resourceful
deliberations and Journey mercies back to your destinations at the close of this conference.

The Chairman, Local Organizing Committee, Mr Ebezer Adejuyigbe and all members of his committee have taken the
organization of this Conference as task that must be accomplished. The National Executive Council of the Nigeria
Computer Society is immensely indebted to the dynamic Conference Planning Committee, which worked assiduously,
even against odds, to make today a reality.

Thank you and God bless you all.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Datacenters have been built around the world
for various cloud computing services,Lu, et al
(2011). Servers in datacenters are interconnected
using datacenter networks. A large datacenter
network may connect hundreds of thousands of
servers. Due to the rise of cloud computing,

datacenter networking (DCN) is becoming an
important area of research, Lu, et al (2011).
Several contribution and studies on various
aspects of DCN have been carried out. For
instance,topology design and routing,
Chuanxiong et al (2008),Al-Fares, et al (2008)
,Guo, et al (2009),Greenberg, et al (2011),Mysore,
et al (2009), Okafor et al., (2014),flow scheduling
and congestion control,Okafor and Nwaodo

ABSTRACT

Contemporarily, the processors in backend server domain havemultiple cores, but the bandwidth to external
memory and other interfaces is not keeping pace with the increase in computing power and the required Quality of
Service (QoS). Many of these servers are running at average utilization rates and perform well under peak
processing power. These servers are good candidates for Field Programmable gate Array (FPGA) processors in
cloud based datacenters. In this research, hardware acceleration through FPGAs is shown to be an attractive
alternative to replacing traditional processors. This paper, explains whycurrent IT network infrastructure,
processing bandwidth of DCNs must leverage the FPGA capabilities to support critical business processes. The
paper analysed FPGAs, characterised a simplified process model for behavioural networkdescription and
demonstrated a typical cloud based DCN for evaluation purposes. From the performance evaluation, it was
concluded that FPGA based platforms, e.g., NetFPGA, or OpenFlow switches, etc. can effectively implement DCN
designs including topology design, control plane and routing, and congestion control.

Keywords: Processor Cores, Cloud Datacenters, FPGA, OpenFlow Switches, Networking, Infrastructure
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(2012), Alizadeh et al (2008), Fares, et al (2010),
virtualization Okafor, et al (2015), Guo, et al
(2010), application support, Shieh, et al
(2010),Abu-Libdeh, et al (2010), have been
studied.
Since DCN is a relatively new exploration area in
cloud based networks, many of the
designsincluding Libdeh et al (2010)have
departed from the traditional Ethernet/IP/TCP
based packet processing. In cloud based
scenario, the type of switch or even server
processor cores can contribute to congestion
delays. For example, Portland performs longest
prefix matching (LPM) on destination MAC
address, BCube advocates source routing, and
Quantized Congestion Notification (QCN),
Alizadeh et al (2008) uses rate based congestion
control.
Hence, current Ethernet switches and IP routers
therefore cannot be used to implement high
performance datacenter designs.To implement
these cloud DCN designs, rich programmability is
absolutely required in the cloud DCN service
processors. There are approaches that provide
thisprogrammability: pure software-based,
Kohler, et al (2000),Dobrescu, et al (2009)or
FPGA-based systems (e.g., NetFPGA,Naous, et al
(2008). Software-based systems can provide full
programmability as verified byDobrescu, et al
(2009),Han, et al (2010)and may provide a
reasonable packet forwarding rate. But their
forwarding rate is still not comparable to
commodity switching FPGA Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASICs). The batch processing
used in existing server switches and Software-
based switches yield optimization that
introduces highlatency. This may be critical for
various control plane functions such as signalling
and congestion control.
Also, the packet forwarding procedure in DCN
are generally simple and hence arebetter
implemented in silicon semiconductor for cost
and power savings.
Since,FPGA-based systems are fully
programmable, Yang, et al.,(2013), one could
virtualize the FPGA by reconfiguring it at run-
time to support more functions than could fit
into a single device.
There is need to explore FPGA service boxes in
developing DCNs for cloud based services (such
the Enterprise Energy Tracking Analytic Cloud
Portal, EETACP, social networks, etc.).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presented related works, while section
III discussed the proposed FPGA-based network
model. Section IV outlined the implementation
via simulation. Section V shows the results and
conclusion.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1 Datacenter Networking
The datacenter architectures such as DCell,
Chuanxiong G. et al (2008), BCube, C.Guo, et al
(2009),Portland, Mysore, et al (2009),etc. have
been studied byUdeze, et al (2014), andOkafor,
(2015).According to Okafor, (2015), and Zhangxi,
(2013), there are many practical issues scaling
existing commercial off-the-shelf Ethernet
switches, especially at a high link speed, such as
10 gigabit per second (Gbps). These practical
issues are:
a. Current networks are extremely complex,
particularly the switch software.
b. Existing networks have many different failure
modes. Occasionally, correlated failures are
found in replicated million-dollar units.
c. Existing large commercial switches and routers
command high margins and charge a great deal
for features that are rarely used in datacenter.
Therefore, they are very difficult to scale out to
larger configurations without complete redesign.
d. Some datacenters require a large number of
ports at aggregate or datacenter-level switches
at extremely high link bandwidth. But such
switches do not exist on the market currently, A.
Ganesan, et al (2011). For instance, Google G-
scale network is running on custom built 10Gbps
switches with 128-ports, with plans for 40Gbps
systems supporting as many as 1,000 ports.
Therefore, many researchers have proposed
novel datacenter network
architectures,Chuanxiong et al
(2008),Greenberg, et al (2011), Guo, et al
(2009),Mysore, et al (2009),Joseph, et al
(2008),Tavakoli, et al (2009), Thacker (2007) with
most of them focusing on new switch designs.
There are also several new network products
emphasizing low latency and simple switch
designs.
Zhangxi, et al (2013) established from figure 1that
datacenter network infrastructure accounts up
to 18% monthly cost (3rd largest cost). In this
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case, large switches/routers are expensive and
unreliable.

Figure 1: DCN Distribution, (source: James 2009)
The work then proposed DIABLO cluster
Prototype shown in figure2which shows an
implementation of high-throughput datacenter
using FPGAs. The DIABLO model abstractions
and the FPGA implementations for three major
datacenter components: server, switch, and
network interface card were carried out.

Figure 2: DIABLO cluster Prototype, Zhangxi
(2013)

Andrew etal.,(2014)described a reconfigurable
fabric (Catapult) designed to balance
someperformance concerns. The Catapult fabric
is embedded into each half-rack of 48 servers in
the form of a small board with a medium-sized
FPGA and local DRAM attached to each server.
As depicted in Fig 2. FPGAs are directly wired to
each other in a 6x8 two-dimensional torus,
allowing services to allocate groups of FPGAs to
provide the necessary area to implement the
desired functionality.The work evaluated the
Catapult fabric by offloading a significant
fraction of Microsoft Bing’s ranking stack onto
groups of eight FPGAs to support each instance
of this service, Andrew et.al, (2014).

a. An FPGA-Based Multiprocessor
Architecture

The new processor architectures based on a
programmable FPGA-device have several
advantages.It allows for scalability on demand
and loosely coupled system designs, Joost, and
Salomon (2009) showed that field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are suited to
fulfil for most industrial applications. It was
established that FPGAs are very powerful,
relatively inexpensive, and adaptable, since their
configuration is specified in an abstract hardware
description language. FPGA-based systems
combine many advantages of Digital Signal
Processors (DSPs) and application specific
integrated circuits (ASICs). This includes, rapid
development cycles, high flexibility and
reusability, moderate costs, easy upgrading (due
to the usage of abstract Hardware Description
Languages (HDLs)), and feature extension (as
long as the FPGA is not exhausted).
Furthermore, current FPGAs allow for the
integration of soft-core processors. An FPGA
scalable architecture was proposed by Tenca, et
al (2000)with relevant evaluations.Xilinx FPGA
comparison showing optimal configuration for
VirtexUltraScale device has been enumerated in
http://www.xilinx.com/products/silicon-
devices/fpga.html. In context, the logic Cells (K),
UltraRAM (Mb),Block RAM (Mb),DSP
Slices,Transceiver Count,Maximum Transceiver
Speed (Gb/s),Total Transceiver Bandwidth (full
duplex) (Gb/s),Memory Interface (DDR3
),Memory Interface (DDR4),PCI
Express,Configuration AES, I/O Pins and I/O
Voltages were all compared against other device
architecture variants showing VirtexUltraScale
device as the most preferred choice. This was
adopted in the proposed DCN design described
in section 3.

In DCN design context, FPGA based system
implementations have the following
characteristics:

- FPGAsdoes not implement complex
combinatorial logic well, such wide
multiplexers. Any logic is mapped with a
number of multi-input Lookup Tables
(LUTs).Actually, complex combinatorial
logic occupies a large number of lookup
tables in the device. Although modern
FPGAs have plenty of logic resources,
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routing resources remain to be a critical
component. The more logic levels the
more routing delays. This observation
will lead to simplified DCN service
process micro-architectural design that
will avoid complex combinatorial logic.

- FPGAs have a lot of RAM. This
observation combined with the lack of
bypass paths, led to a multithreaded
design of large modules.

This work usedthe RAMs on FPGAs to store
simulation thread state, and dynamically
switch threads to keep simple module
pipelines saturated.This strategy is referred
as host-multithreading.
- Modern FPGAs have hard-wired DSP

blocks. Execution units, especially
Floating Point Units (FPUs), dominate
Look Up Tables (LUT) resource
consumption when implementing a
processor on an FPGA. By mapping
functional units to DSP blocks rather
than just LUTs, more resources can be
devoted to execution timing.

- DRAM accesses are relatively fast on
FPGAs. Logic in FPGAs often runs slower
than DRAM because of on-chip routing
delays. This insight will greatly simplify
host memory system, as large,
associative caches are not needed for
high performance. This observation will
led to modelling large target buffers,
such as packet-switch port buffers in
DRAM, with minimum simulation
performance impact.

Given that the proposed DCN design is a
throughput optimized system with a feed
through data path design, one could easily insert
pipeline stages to boost host FPGA clock
frequency. Longer pipeline stages can be filled
with more hardware threads. In addition, it is
possible to double-clock FPGA primitives such as
DSP to have shorter access latency and more
read/write ports on the primitives.
From literature studies, little work has been done
on FPGA based DCNs. Also, most proposed DCN
designs have only been tested with a very small
test bed running unrealistic micro-benchmarks.
Now, it is very difficult to evaluate such network
architecture innovations at scale. DCNs that are

not built on FPGA core will yield different
observations but there is need for a sound
simulation methodology to evaluate these DCNs
based FPGA cores. The system model is
discussed below.

3. PROPOSEDFPGA-BASED NETWORKMODEL

3.1 Mapping to FPGAs

The goal of the FPGA based server model is to
have a credible workload generator that drives
more detailed networking models. Essentially,
building highly-accurate analytical models for the
DCN workload is a less practical approach.
Therefore, the server model must be capable of
running complex server application software
with minimum modifications.
In this proposal, an FPGA functional service
model is responsible for executing the target
procedure (router, switch or server CPU)
correctly and maintaining the device
architectural state. The benefits of this
functional/timing split are:

- Simplified mapping of the functional
FPGA model. The separation allows
complex operations to take multiple
host cycles. For example, a highly-ported
register file can be mapped to a block
RAM and accessed in multiple host
cycles, avoiding a large, slow mapping to
FPGA registers, multiplexers, etc.

- Improved modelling flexibility and reuse.
The timing model can be changed
without modifying the functional model,
reducing modelling complexity and
amortizing the functional model’s
design effort. For instance, it is possible
to use the same switch functional model
to simulate both 10Gbps switches and
100Gbps switches just by changing the
timing model only.

- It enables a highly-configurable
abstracted timing model. Splitting
timing from function allows the timing
model to be more abstract. For
example, a timing model might only
contain target cache metadata.
Different cache sizes could then be
simulated without resynthesis by
changing how the metadata RAMs are
indexed and masked at runtime.
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When looking closely at the FPGA characteristics
for network architectures, this work identified a
wide variety of design choices in almost every
aspect of the design space, such as switch
designs, network topology, protocols, and
applications. See fig 7.

3.2 FPGA Cloud Datacenter Design

Specifications.

The proposed FPGA datacenter is referred to as
Distributed Cloud Computing Datacenter Design
(DCCN).Considering the DCCN architecture
discussed by Okafor, K.C. (2015), the network
design will focus on the two layers functional
areas, viz-a-viz Remote user access and Hybrid
speed redundancy layer. The gateway load
balancer (GLB)/ speed redundancy layer will be
used interchangeably with the service processor
or integrated service Openflow load balancer
(ISOLB)in this work.
In the proposed design, the FPGA based ISOLB is
the major component in the hybrid speed
redundancy layer. This with the interconnected
server subnet clusters are the major components
of the hybrid speed redundancy layer. The DCCN
port architectural model for the FPGA based
ISOLB is shown in fig 4. This will be described to
facilitate a clear understanding of the model
specifications discussed below.

 Let DCCNlb be an acronym chosen for the
DCCN server cluster managed by the FPGA
based ISOLB controller. DCCNlb is
designed to have four subnets  for its
clusters (subnet 1-4) referred to as
DCCNsa, DCCNsb, DCCNsc, DCCNsd

interconnected as shown in Fig 3, where s
is a subnet factor such that s > 0.

Each cluster (DCCNs) uses High Performance
Computing (HPC) servers with the ISOLB

controller layered in linearly defined
architecture. Since our designing of
datacenter network is for efficient server
load balancing and application integration,
this requires one (4-port) from FPGA
based ISOLB controller and few servers,
hence, the choice of four subnets. Virtual
server instances running on the HPC
servers made up for further need of
hardware servers in the network.

 Cisco router (Cisco_Cat6000
[Cs_4000_3s_e6_fr2_sl2_tr2] will be used
as the user gateway interface into the
FPGA based ISOLB.

 Servers in DCCN cluster are connected to
FPGA based ISOLB port of the load
balancer  corresponding to it, and owing
to the running virtual instances Vi, a
commodity 4-port switching/routing
device  with 40GB/s per port serve the
design purpose. Also, each of the DCCNsis
interconnected to each other through the
ISOLB switch ports.

 The virtualized server used in this work
has two ports for redundancy (in
Gigabytes). Each server is assigned a 2-
tuple [a1, a0] in consonance with its ports
(a1, a0are the redundant factors) together
with an OpenFlow VLAN id from(1 to
1005).

 Emulated NEC IP8800 OpenFlow
controller was the FPGA based ISOLB
used in this work, hence, the number 1005
is the maximum number of OpenFlow-
VLAN that can be created in it. The load
balancer switch is a multilayer commodity
switch that has a load balancing
capability. This capability together with
its OpenFlow-VLAN capability was
leveraged upon to improve the overall
DCCN performance.
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Figure 3: Proposed FPGA based Load Balancer Interfacing in DCCN Subnet Cluster

 Each server has its interface links in
DCCNs. One connects to an FPGA based
ISOLB, and other servers connect as well
but all segmented within their subnets via
OpenFlow-VLAN segmentation, as shown
in figure 3. OpenFlow-DCNs servers have
virtual instances running on it and are
fully connected with every other virtual
node in the architecture. The composite
model, Okafor, (2015) was be used to
expand the details of figure 3.

3.3DCCN Composite Process Model
Figure4 shows the composite process model for
resource allocation, scheduling and load balancing.
From the model, the DCCN comprises of the remote
users Ui, terminal gateways Gg, load managers
(OpenFlow Controller), and  the resource pool of
virtualized processors, storages, etc. (DCCN
clustered resources or resource pools).
In the design, while the core layer (resource pool)

addresses issues of resource control and processing
center jobs, the load balancer OpenFlow effects
services integration while offering fault tolerance.
Users Ui, gets services from internet via the
gateways Gg using their terminal devices Tds. All jobs or
tasks sent by the Users Ui, represents a request to
network resources Nr in the DCCN.
The resource pools in the DCCN cluster server’s
processes all user requests via the Internet, but the
DCCN OpenFlow load balance and the Vm
processors are connected via high speed
interconnection links Hil. .

The controller at the hybrid layer allocates the
jobs/requests received from Users Ui, to the
processors (DCCNsa, DCCNsb, DCCNsc, DCCNsd) they
manage in their clusters (DCCNlb).The FPGA based
Vm processors execute the jobs received from the
load balancer and send it back to the Users Ui.  Fig
5simplifies the Vm Server cluster integrations via the
FPGA based OpenFlow controller.
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4
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n

S1aPorta
S2a

S3a

S4a

4
Sna

n
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4-port FPGA
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DCCNsa DCCNsb DCCNsc DCCNsd

S1dPortd
S2d

S3d

S4d

Snd

S1b

1

Portb
S2b

2S3b

3S4b

4
Snb

n

Dg
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Figure4: Composite process model for DCCN Figure5: Virtualization Design for DCCN Server Cluster

From figure 4, let the FPGA based OpenFlow
Controller manager (hybrid layer) and its
server processors (resource pool) represent a
cluster C. It literally depicts an M/M/1 Queuing
System.In the model, there is an interplay between
the access layer , the Hybrid layer and the
server resource pool. Equation1 gives the
composite model description.

=∑ 〈 + + ⋯⋯⋯+ 〉 +∑ 〈 + + ⋯⋯⋯++1+ =0 +1 1+2+ 3⋯⋯⋯+ +1 (1)From Equ1, users with job generation rates
represents users accessing DCCN resources via the
front end application from the OpenFlow load
manager in the cloud domain C at a pay-as- you
(PAGO) price .
A user can connect to the computing resources of
the application servers from the distributed load
managers/controllers. The load manager with
job arrival rates or connects the users at
the and facilitates the processors as
soon as it receives user requests . Each
processor only executes jobs allocated to it and
never dispatches again to another processor’s .
In this case, each processor maintains a queue
(M/M/1) that holds the jobs to be executed based
on First-In-First-Out (FIFO) pattern and sends

feedback to the user Ui. From figures 4 and 5, a
derivation of the job allocation to OpenFlow load
controller given by

=∑ = ∑ 〈 + ++⋯⋯⋯+ 〉
(2)
Where

represents a percentage of the workload
(jobs) that user Uisends to OpenFlow load
controller .
For an effective model, the average job arrival rate

of the should be less than the total average
processing rate of the cluster resource pool.
Hence, the Job arrival rate is given by

= ∑ ( ) ∗ < (3)
But must be constrained such that Equ 4
holds0 ≤ ( ≤ 1

(4)
Such that Equ 5 validates this scenario∑ 〈 〉 = 1

(5)

Where = Job generation rate of user Ui= Processing capability of cluster
branch and server instance
From Fig4, recall that the OpenFlow load manager
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dispatches the user Uijobs to the processors
it manages immediately it is received. This will
result in zero waiting queue state (ZWQS) at the
load balancer controller .  In the DCCN model,
this results in excellent service availability
condition and it is a measurable QoS parameter.
Consequently, in the DCCN, the work considered a

resource pool server cluster managed by a
cluster load controller (OpenFlow Controller)
as a High Performance Processor (HPP) with an
average job processing rate given by= ∑ [ ∗ ](6)
Where = Job generation rate of user Ui∗ = Processing capability of processor

managed by the OpenFlow load controller .

3.4 DCCN Job Completion Delay Model
In proposed DCCN architecture, job completion
time is described as the transaction time between
the user Uivia the load manager to the servers,
in addition to possible waiting time at the queue
and the processing time at both the and server
cluster.
Let user Uitransaction time be given asTu. This
influenced by the average size of the job, the
distance between the user and the DCCNlb the
bandwidth available to users, etc.
At each clusterDCCNlb, the server chain is viewed as
an M/M/1 queuing system (Poisson arrivals and the
exponentially distributed times), Okafor, K.C.
(2015).
Recall that this type of queuing system is a single
server queuing system with Poisson inputs,
exponential service times and unlimited number of
waiting positions (∞) as shown in Fig 4.
Now, let the system response time (delay time) of
a job workload sent by user Ui at cluster C be given
by

(t)= + [ ] + [ ∗ ∗ ] (7)

Where, ∗ = job arrival rate of the processor
managed by the load balancer
The system delay time as depicted in Equ.7
comprises of the load balancer delay time, the user
transaction time and the server processing
queuing times.
If a user Uisends job to the load controller via
Dg, it will require (t) time in seconds from
and server cluster at a price . The (t) is the
time required to communicate to a user request

per time. Therefore, the functional cost model for
Uiwith its job allocation is given by

= ∑ 〈 〉 ∗ ∗ (t)
(8)
From the foregoing, the DCCN Piossion Server
Queuing System Model (User Job Tasks) and the
DCCN service availability models have been
addressed for FPGA based processor cores.

3.5 DCCN Switch Models
There are two categories of datacenter switches:
connectionless packet switching, also known as
datagram switching, and connection-oriented
virtual circuit switching. In the first case, each
packet includes complete routing information, and
is routed by network devices individually. The
second case requires a pre-allocated virtual circuit
path before transferring any packet. To
demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed
approach, this work builta simplified FPGA cloud
DCN model for only connection-oriented virtual
circuit switching.
In order to provide more predicted latencies and
take advantage of new high-speed switching FPGA
technologies, fordatacenters, the connection-
oriented virtual circuit switching is proposed to be
directly implemented on FPGAs core. Therefore, it
is straightforward to build highly-accurate models
for these circuit-switching switches. Here are the
abstractions employed in the FPGA based DCCN,
Okafor, K.C. (2015):

- Ethernet QoS related features (e.g.
support of IEEE 802.3 class of service
(CoS))

- Use of a simplified source routing. This is
used to simplify modelling of packet
routing, and it was noted that source
routing is actually a component of many
datacenter-switch research proposals.
The DCCN switch model implement large
flow tables.

- Abstract packet processors: Commercial
datacenter switches include many
pipelined packet processors that handle
different tasks such as MAC address
learning, VLAN membership, and so on.
The processing time of each stage is
relatively constant regardless of packet
size, and the time can be as short as a
few hundred nanoseconds to a few
microseconds. The work simply
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employedFIFO with runtime-
configurable delays to model packet
processing. Virtual-output-queue switch
and common scheduling algorithms are
to be used in developing the mode in Fig
4 and 5.

- High link bandwidth and cut through
switching fabrics for low port-to-port
latencies. These are essential features to
evaluate FPGA based high performance
datacenter switches, which are very
hard to deploy at scale in real world
because of cost issues.

While there has been an increasing research
interest in the area of Software Defined Network
(SDN), using Openflow-capable switches in
datacenter, simplifies the switch control
performance for packet switching networks.
It is known that the basic architecture of existing
commercial datacenter switches fall into two
categories: output-queue and combined input-
output queue with virtual output queue. The
former has no on-chip congestion, and minimum
buffering latencies. Therefore, it is the ideal
memory architecture for FPGA based switches.
However, this architecture requires that all switch
ports can simultaneously read/write into the
shared buffer memory, which demands enormous
bandwidth. The combined input-output queue
architecture uses separate egress and ingress
memory structures to reduce the memory
bandwidth requirement at the cost of a more
complex internal switching arbitration design. The
input queues employ Virtual-output-Queue (VoQ)
like structures to eliminate the issue of Head-of-
Line (HOL) blocking. The proposed FPGA based
DCCN switches will adopt this architecture in the
implementation. Combined input-output queue
switches have lower performance compared to an
ideal output-queue switch. Nevertheless, the basic
queuing architectures of either input or output
queues are similar.

4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Network Simulation

Firstly, this work built the FPGA server process
models on top of the Riverbed modeller
academic edition 17.5
(https://splash.riverbed.com/community/product-
lines/steelcentral/university-support-
center/blog/2014/06/11/riverbed-modeler-academic-
edition-release)with a heavilymodifiedhost-cache
design. The server model supports the full 32-bit
OS. The VirtexUltraScale was emulated into the
service processors shown in Fig 7.The FPGA
service processor cores for gateways, firewall,
and servers at was built for low cost. The work
utilized programmable FPGA devices in order to
achieve high performance in the datacenter
network design.
Now, from figure 7, the components introduced
in this test environment includes: the server
farm- firewall router, emulated NEC IP8800
OpenFlow controller, application and profile
configuration centres. This testcenter
configuration emulates all the web servers, such
as DCCN_server1, server2, server3, server4,
server5,…...N and six location A-F with active
users. Table 1 shows the simulation design
specifications. Here, the DCCN load balancer
(emulated as NEC IP8800 OpenFlow-enabled
switch or load balancer) simulates firewall. The
service processes connects user locations to the
cloud internet which processes services
concurrently. The applications (http service) runs
on the OpenFlow controller whose job is to
dispatch the requests to the server clusters.

The work used the testCenterconfigs to emulate
clients that possess authorized public IP
addresses (class A). On the other hand, servers
are placed on the DCCN as clusters. The Network
Address Translation (NAT) function translatesthe
server’s private IP addresses (192.168.1.0/24) to
the public IP address (100.1.1.100). As a result,
clients can access the DCCN servers successfully
once authorised. Figure 7 shows that the HTTP
cloud servers will equally receive request packets
from the clients. From the design, OpenFlow
switch is capable of providing Firewall, switching
functions.

Table 2: Simulation Design parameters for DCCN
S/N Design Parameters/Specifications Values
1 Server link Connection 40GB Ethernet
2 No of Servers 2(Intel D850EMVR-3GH) [VirtexUltraScale]
3 Virtualization Type Full/Active
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4 Load balancer 1(Random Http) [VirtexUltraScale]
5 Load balancer Address Auto Configured
6 IP Routing Protocols Enabled
7 IP Gateway Function Enabled
8 Server farm Firewall Etherent2_Slip8_Firewall [VirtexUltraScale]
9 Internet Cloud Enabled
10 Client gateway 75xx_router [VirtexUltraScale]
11 Packet Discard Ratio (PDR) 0.0%
12 Packet latency (Secs) None
13 Number of Client Location 6 Subnets(Min)
14 Failure Recovery Modelling (FRM) Enabled
15 Profile Configuration Web User (http Service[EETACP]),VirtexUltraScale
16 Client Address Auto Assigned

Figure 7: Riverbed Modeller DCCN Service Process Model

Fig 8 shows the FPGA service process
throughput (Bits/Secs). High-throughput
architectures for maximizing the number of bits
per second that can be processed by the design.
A high throughput design is one that is
concerned with the steady-state data ratebut
less concerned about the time any specific piece
of data requires to propagatethrough the design
(latency). The idea with a high-throughput design
is that an FPGA pipeline design conceptually
allowsvariousstages of manipulation and
processing. This Pipeline concept found in FPGA
makes facilitates very-high-performance in the

proposed DCCN. The throughput yield in Fig 8 is
over 90% while maintaining stability over a long
period of time.This behaviour literally
accommodates scalable cloud services.
In Fig 9, a low latency scenario was observed. A
low-latency design is one that passes the data
from the input to the output as quickly as
possible by minimizing the intermediate
processing delays. Oftentimes, a low-latency
design will require parallelisms, removal of
pipelining, and logical short cuts that may reduce
the throughput or the max clock speed in a
design. As showed in the plot, with less than
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0.002 secs at a simulation time of less than
50secs, the system already switches the loads.
This is also very acceptable for high performance
workloads.
From the plots in figures 8 and 9, IT network
infrastructure that processes bandwidth
intensive applications will scale optimally by

using FPGA based devices. This is because; their
capabilities can support critical business
processes that depend on speed and scalability.
The data networking and telecommunication
market segments can explore FPGA capabilities
to drive their business processes further.

Figure 8: FPGA Service Process Throughput (Bits/Secs)
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Figure 9: FPGA Service Process latency/delay Response (Secs)
5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

FPGA’s are increasingly used in the
datacenter for CPU data access as well as to
improve the overall performance of the
network. Cloud datacenter built on FPGA
core fabrics will offer excellent throughput
and low latency as deduced from the results
of this study. It is evident that most
hardware architects in multiple markets are
looking for alternatives to ASIC, and
solutions that can address their bandwidth,
performance, integration, and power
requirements. This research validates the
proposal of FPGA cores in cloud DCNs. This
paper proposes FPGA-based hardware
acceleration architecture for the processing
of high-throughput datacenter feeds,
providing a solution able to operate up to
the maximum data-rate of the network
connection, while offering a very low latency
path from the network interface to the
consuming process, irrespective of network
load. Various mathematical models on the
FPGA based DCN was discussed while
analysing the obtained results from the
Riverbed modeller version 17.5. This work
have extended the capabilities of the Smart
green Energy management system discussed
in an earlier workwhile showing that FPGAs

can enhance the performance of computing
systems. Future work will derive a
comparison between FPGA based DCCN
proposal and the traditional DCN cores. Also,
various varying parameters will be
investigated in future studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION The failure of democracies across Africa to deliver
dividends of governance has generated heated

ABSTRACT

Public confidence in the political process is normally enhanced by access to information. Both the government and
the governed are entitled to voice concerns on policies, programmes and projects that could transform the lives of
citizenry through prudent management of state resources. However, in recent memory, fiscal indiscipline has
characterized the African political domain with vested interests served above and beyond the collective good of
the people. In the aftermath of monumental corruption, the African landscape is branded by weak institutions,
poor infrastructure and low human capital development index and as such, African countries are less competitive in
the comity of nations. To address this downward spiral, some measures have been suggested, one of which is
application of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). In this study, the researchers explored the use
of ICTs in promoting participatory social accountability against the background that corruption thrives in the
absence of transparency and accountability. We applied design and software engineering skills to achieve the
objective. The work designed and implemented a multi-tier online real-time e-Democracy system using Component-
based Software Engineering (CBSE) approach. Requirements were gathered, proposed system modelled using
Universal Modelling Language, and development done on Microsoft SharePoint platform. The proposed e-
Democracy system will drive conversation between leaders and the led in an African political setting in such a
fashion that the masses can voice concerns over policies, programmes, projects and services that political office
holders are offering. This background check will ensure that fiscal budgets are judiciously utilized for the greatest
good of the greater number of people. The paper reports outcome of simulated government-people interactions
using the e-Democracy prototype system and indicates that optimal use of reusable components in the political
domain could significantly promote participatory social accountability. It equally brings to the fore the role of
computational algorithms in driving healthy political dialogue for inclusive development.

KEYWORDS: COMPONENT-BASED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, DEMOCRACY, E-GOVERNMENT, INCLUSIVE
DEVELOPMENT, PARTICIPATORY SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
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debates. Some schools of thought are of the view
that devolution of power at the centre and
empowerment of confederating units for
competitiveness is the solution. This theory does
not resonate with other schools of thought, though
there is a general consensus that good governance
is key to survival. Meanwhile, religious bigotry,
ethno-religious cleansing, tribalism, nepotism,
terrorism, kidnapping have taken root in the wake
of governance failure and pervasive corruption.
Little did Africa's founding fathers know that years
down the line the continent would be gasping for
breadth for  socio-economic development and
growth, giving its abundant natural and human
resources. Their optimism of a great Africa and a
future economic frontier began to fade soon after
many countries gained independence in the 1960s -
corruption fuelled by poor leadership had
contributed to this downward spiral. Studies have
shown that corruption thrived mainly because
transparency and accountability were lacking in
governance - lack of participatory social
accountability. Leaders were more egocentric than
people-centric. And in this scenario, state resources
were plundered for vested interest leaving sour
legacies of poor infrastructure, weak institutions,
and low-skilled human capital. Clearly, such a
business landscape is unattractive to investors let
alone becoming a global economic frontier.

To realize the dreams of the founding
fathers, the need to put systems in place for
managing corruption in Africa cannot be
overemphasized.

As expected, countries within the continent share
a lot in common in terms of identity, culture,
custom and history, but still have their peculiarities.
Equally, there are similarities and peculiarities
across governments  ministries, departments and
agencies (MDAs) coupled with complex
administrative and operational bureaucracies. This
scenario suggests that a reuse-based approach –
(Component-based software engineering (CBSE))
to modelling and developing software that will be
relevant to several countries and MDAs would yield
considerable benefits. The application of CBSE for
developing the e-Democracy systems is promising
because of the reasons stated in (Pressman, 2009;
Debayan, 2011; Sommerville, 2011; Crnkovic and
Larsson, 2003).

This paper reports a study of the use of CBSE for
developing an e-Democracy system for the political
domain in Nigeria. It empirically investigates the
claims of endemic corruption in Africa that some
authors have alluded to in the literature (Bamidele,
2013; Tom and Attai, 2014; Raymond, 2008).
Specifically, we proposed an e-Democracy system
that implements a transparency process in Africa's
democracies.
The remaining segment of this paper comprises the
following: section 2 gives the background of study
and related work; section 3 presents the
methodology and the selected case study; section 4
focuses on results and discussions; and finally, the
paper is concluded in section 5.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Corruption Incidence and Measurement in
Africa
In order to manage corruption successfully in
Africa, there is need to understand its depth and
breadth. The menace is real and of monumental
threat to the socio-political and socio-economic
development of the continent. Against the
backdrop that measuring corruption will enable us
to manage it more effectively and efficiently, we
measured corruption incidence in Africa for a
period of 3 years (2012 - 2014) relying on data from
the global corruption perception index by the
global corruption watchdog, Transparency
International. Our findings indicate that  Africa is
the poster child for corruption and poor
governance. Of the 175 countries measured for the
3-year period, data clearly indicates that vast
majority of African countries were at the bottom of
the table, a segment classified as highly corrupt.  To
corroborate these statistics and global perspective
with ground-level perspective, virtually all
institutions  in Africa ranging from legislature to
judiciary are under the yoke of corruption and
mismanagement of public resources. A case in
point: despite the pervasive poverty in African
countries like Nigeria and Kenya, the  cost of
governance is high. In a comparative study, Tom
and Attai (2014) provided statistical evidence (Table
1) comparing the emoluments of legislators and
their minimum wages in six countries, Nigeria and
Kenya inclusive.
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Table 1: Comparison of legislators' pay in six countries

Country Legislators'
pay monthly

Legislators'
pay annually

Minimum wage
monthly

Minimum wage
annually

% of legislators' pay
that is minimum
wage

Nigeria
Senate N15.2m
Reps N10.6m
($69,533)

Senate N182m
Reps N127m
($834,402)

N18,000
($118.15)

N234,000
($1,536) inclusive
of 13th month
salary

0.13%
0.18%

India N305,058
($1,999)

N3.7m
($23,988)

Varies from state
to state, sector to
sector - -

US N2.2m
($14,500)

N26.5m
($174,000)

N191,667
($1,257)

N2.3m
($15,080) 8.6%

UK N1.3m
($8,686)

N15.9m
($104,228)

N283,333
($1,883)

N3.4m
($22,597) 21.68%

Sweden N1.2m N14.1m
Set by annual
collective
bargaining deal - -

France N1.02m
($6,754)

N12.3m
($81,951)

N275,433
($1,805)

N3.3m
($21,664) 26.73%

Kenya
N2.2m
($14,543) N26.7m

($175,000)
N10,534
($6,917)

N126,413
($830) 0.4%

It is alarming, if the excerpt above is anything to go
by, that politicians in Africa (Nigeria and Kenya)
compared to their counterparts in developed
societies have positioned themselves to get
stinkingly rich while the masses get impoverished
by poverty. It is instructive to note that only 0.47%
and 0.13% (0.18%) of legislators' pay constitute
minimum wage in Kenya and Nigeria respectively
while it is 8.6%, 21.68% and 26.73% in US, UK and
France respectively. Since these pay structures
don't reflect the economic realities of these African
countries, it is safe to say that politics in Africa
favours political officials to the detriment of the
masses. Little wonder then that would-be political
office holders would do anything, including corrupt
practices, to secure position at all cost.  An inclusive
dialogue platform that allows the masses to air
their concerns will certainly checkmate these fiscal
excesses.

To substantiate the sentiment in some quarters
that corruption has assumed the status of a culture
in Africa, both the highly and lowly placed citizens
engage in the practice with impunity. Overtime, the
weakening of institutions has made things worse as

prosecution of offenders is now a mirage.
Nonetheless, the judicial system, home and abroad,
has been instrumental in bringing to book some
high profile corruption cases in Africa.  This
situation calls for urgent measures to get Africa out
of the woods. One of such measures we proposed
in this study is the technology approach (e-
Democracy) which provides a technique of
enhancing participatory social accountability in the
political process using e-Government, e-
Governance and e-Administration.

2.2 Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs)

Information and communication technologies
(ICTs) include any communication device—
encompassing radio, television, cellular phones,
computer and network hardware and software,
satellite systems and so on, as well as the various
services and applications associated with them,
such as videoconferencing and distance learning.
This research study revealed that the application of
ICTs in the political domain  has popularized the
concept of e-Government as both a developmental
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agenda and academic discipline. The pervasive
nature of ICTs and its use for all-round
development has equally popularized the concept
of ICT for Inclusive Development (ICT4ID).
Consequently, governments, NGOs, international
organizations and individuals have advocated the
use of ICTs for improving living standards,
particularly in developing economies where the
underprivileged are shut out of mainstream
economy.

2.3 Inclusive Innovation, Social Inclusion and
Inclusive Development
Irrespective of race, social status, religion, gender,
all hands have to be on deck for growth and
development. Inclusive innovation defines the
characteristic of new goods and services that are
created for those who are denied access from the
development mainstream—most especially lowest
incomes and/or the poverty line. These new
technologies are for the lowest ladder in the social
hierarchy – which includes: Information and
Communication (like mobile phones, mobile
services and telecentres); Agriculture (better seed
varieties); Healthcare (vaccines); and etc. Quiet a
number of countries are increasingly using inclusive
innovation in various sectors and fields, like China,
India, Indonesia,  Thailand, and other national
governments. Some African governments have
engaged ICTs to  directly empower the less
privileged across Africa (Matous et al.,2014, Bhavni
et al., 2008, Masiero 2013 ) just as Okewu (2013)
reports that a number of social security schemes
have been put in place in Nigeria, targeting the
vulnerable groups. However, as a result of corrupt
practices in the social security schemes, the study
advocated the integration of biometric system.
Biometrics  ensured that only genuine beneficiaries
were handed social benefits.

Inclusion is an organizational practice and goal
aimed at bringing together different groups or
individuals having different backgrounds like origin,
age, race and ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual
orientation and gender identity in a culturally and
socially accepted fashion for equal treatment
towards the attainment of set common objectives
(Miller and Katz, 2002; Gasorek, 1998; Hyter and
Turnock, 2006; Roberson, 2006).  Apparently,
governance is meant to drive set objectives of

growth and development. Online real-time
participatory social accountability will harness the
vocal skills, experience and knowledge of even
citizens at the bottom of the economic ladder
(Arnstein, 1969) for inclusive development. The
need to coordinate effort and share information
dynamically among all players in the polity
regardless of gender, ethnicity, age, sexual
orientation, disability or poverty is key to the
success of governance. Inclusive development in
the context of participatory social accountability
galvanise the electorate to use their voices to
dictate the pace of growth and  development by
prioritizing initiatives that focus on productive
employment as a means of increasing the incomes
of the poor and excluded groups and raising their
standards of living (Ianchovichina and Lundstrom,
2009).

Languepin (2010) reports that efforts to promote
digital inclusion has made the use of mobile phones
predominant among vulnerable people and proven
to be a success as the rapid distribution of mobile
telephony has made it possible for poor people to
have easy access to useful and interactive
information, thereby increasing the momentum of
political discourse.
The United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) opines that many people are excluded
from development because of their gender,
ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, disability or
poverty. Development can be inclusive - and reduce
poverty - only if all groups of people contribute to
creating opportunities, share the benefits of
development and participate in decision-making.

2.5 Related Work

Some of the previous efforts that are related to this
study  in the literature are presented as follows.

Raymond (2008) warned of the negative impact of
corruption on foreign investment in Africa. He
perceived corruption as a dent that could dwindle
investors confidence and therefore derail the
dream of Africa emerging as the new economic
frontier of the world. As a curative measure, he
advocated sustained investment in institutions,
legal structures and civil service reform. Though he
drew a link between corruption and the downward
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investment trajectory in Africa as well as suggested
curative measures, his approach did not include the
use of ICTs as a tool and technique for instituting
participatory social accountability for inclusive
development, the main motivation for this work.

Kalika (2000) studied e-Management, a variant of e-
Administration and postulated that the emergence
of e-Management shows that the integration of
ICTs in organizations makes it possible to generate
new practices and services and to reduce the cost
and time of the services rendered. The researchers
observed that the introduction of technology and
innovation into the political domain represents a
new way of conducting government business. We
equally observed that cost-reduction and efficiency-
injecting sentiments, though not the chief
objectives of this work, are hallmarks of an online
real-time dialogue platform like e-Democracy. The
work did not indicate whether the e-Management
application could be used to enhance participatory
social accountability for the purpose of inclusive
development. Neither was there a mention of the
software approach used.

Michel (2005) articulated e-Administration, e-
Government, e-Governance and the Learning City
as a typology of citizenship management in France.
This two-year research study opined  that
citizenship implies a certain model of relationship
between citizens and their government. This type
of relationship can be conceived in several ways.
Citizenship can be presented in the form of an
object to be governed in various ways. Citizens can
also be positioned as either passive or active agents
in governance. By and large, the researchers
characterised  citizens as source of ideas and
initiatives that provides a mutual enrichment in a
democracy and would at the same time be actors
and determinants of the rules. The study concluded
that role of government officials and the ICT tools
in governance remains to be imagined. Though
citizenship management is a cardinal component of
a democratic system, the work did not elaborate on
how participatory democracy serves as a tool for
consolidating inclusive development in Africa. The
author also fell short of mentioning whether
software applications were implemented let alone
highlighting the software approach used.

Okewu (2014) applied component-based software
engineering (CBSE) approach to the development
of a university e-Administration system. The study
compared CBSE approach to traditional software
development approach, and based on the outcome
of the experiment in an educational domain,
concluded that CBSE has gains over traditional
approach. Another outcome of the study was a n-
tier enterprise application that added practical and
commercial value to the university community. It is
worth mentioning that this study focused on an
industrial experience in the education sector while
our research seeks to explore reusable components
in the political domain for galvanising participatory
social accountability with a view to mitigating
corruption and promoting inclusive development.

ICT4D in Africa (2014) and The Transformation
(2014) focused on harnessing the power of ICTs in
Africa. They hinted that over the last decade, the
ICT access in Africa has increased immensely. As
access increases, opportunities arise to leverage
ICT to extend timely information and services to
previously underserved populations, and to
increase productivity and innovation in the public
and private sectors. Examples of this are the
increase in the number of people who are able to
acquire mobile phone service, improved disease
monitoring and vaccination planning and m-
banking services using the mobile to extend access
financial services to populations that never before
had a bank account. Nonetheless, they observed
that despite dramatic ICT improvements made,
significant access gaps are still there. They however
were shy of mentioning that ICTs could be used to
strengthen inclusive development through
participatory social accountability in Africa.

Other instances of ICT implementations in Africa
and other continents that have been mentioned in
the literature include Heeks and Molla (2012),
Development Informatics (2014), Transparency
International (2014). Although most of these efforts
highlighted the benefits, costs, challenges, and
implementation scenarios of ICTs in the African
context, the emphasis were not the use of ICTs for
enhancing participatory social accountability.
Summarily, it was observed from the literature that
none of the previous studies had focused on the
implementation of an e-Democracy system in an
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African context using CBSE approach with a view to
promoting participatory social accountability for
inclusive development, which is the main
motivation for this work. We are also motivated by
the fact that transforming the African political and
business landscapes through judicious utilization of
state resources as a consequence of fiscal discipline
will make the continent investors' delight and pave
the way for its emergence as the new global
economic frontier.

3. METHODOLOGY - CBSE FOR E-DEMOCRACY
SYSTEM

In order to identify the requirements for the e-
Democracy system and get a sense of current
developments in the democratic space, relevant
literature were consulted, interviews held and
several observations made in the Nigerian polity as
a reasonable representation of Africa.

Governance process and procedures were
modelled using the Unified Modeling Language - in
particular: use cases, collaboration diagrams,
sequence diagrams, class diagram and deployment
diagram.

The study used the CBSE approach for the design
and development of the proposed solution on the
Microsoft SharePoint development platform. This
platform supports four components namely:
Document Library, Custom List, Task and Site.
Microsoft SharePoint was used because it supports
the doctrine of component reusability with COM+
as its component model. It is also a web-based
platform that advocates distributed computing.

A number of controlled experiments were
conducted using simulated data. The participants
in the experiments were given the opportunity to
interact with the system. Thereafter, their
perspectives of the system were sought. Figure 1
shows visual version of the activity workflow of the
methodology used for the work.

Figure 1:  Activity Workflow of the Research
Methodology

We used Nigeria as a case study amid established
concerns that political developments in Nigeria
represent in microcosm happenings in Sub-Saharan
Africa. It is made up of a Federal Government, 36
State Governments (including the Federal Capital
Territory, Abuja) and 774 Local Government Areas
with a population of over 170 million people (Figure
2).
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Figure 2: The geopolitical space called Nigeria
(Source: Google). Downloaded  December, 2014

Using the objective-methodology mapping in the
Table 2, we embarked on the CBSE lifecycle
activities to actualize the proposed e-Democracy
system as a measure for promoting participatory
social accountability and inclusive development in
the polity.

Table 2: Objective-methodology mapping
SN Objective Methodology

1.

To provide online
real-time information
on proposed public
policies,
programmes,
projects and services
by government for
approval and
feedback of
electorate

Design and
implement an e-
Government sub-
system

2.

To provide online
real-time information
on proposals by
citizens on people-
oriented policies,
programmes,
projects and services
for government's
consideration

Design and
implement an e-
Governance sub-
system

3.

To provide online
real-time information
on services offered
by government for
the wellbeing of
citizens

Design and
implement an e-
Administration
sub-system

4.
To provide
integrated
information system

Integrate e-
Government, e-
Governance and e-

for transparency and
accountability in
governance for
purposes of inclusive
development in the
African body politic

Administration
sub-systems to get
e-Democracy
system

3.1 Requirements Analysis and Specification

In this section, the requirements for  the e-
Democracy system are analysed. The requirements
were gathered by interview, observation and
studying existing processes and systems. The
functional requirements (Table 3) include add
information, access information, edit information,
and delete information while the non-functional
requirements include  quality requirements that
span performance, security, usability, aesthetics,
availability, reliability, scalability, fault tolerance,
modifiability, portability and interoperability. The e-
Democracy system incorporates mechanisms that
respond to these requirements. The mechanisms
include components of e-Democracy: e-
Government, e-Governance and e-Administration.

Table 3: Functional requirements
Requirement
ID Requirement Brief Description

R01 Add
Information

The system shall
allow every user to
add proposals on
public policies,
programmes,
projects and
services

R02 Access
Information

The system shall
allow every user to
retrieve and view
information on
public policies,
programmes,
projects and
services

R03 Edit
Information

The system shall
allow users to edit
information on
public policies,
programmes,
projects and
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services

R04 Delete
Information

The system shall
allow users to
delete information
on public policies,
programmes,
projects and
services

Use Case modelling was used (Figure 3) to
galvanise requirements analysis in a bid to
comprehend  the core functionalities and usage
scenarios associated with the identified
requirements. Use case diagram captures the
functional aspects of a system by visually
representing what transpires when an actor
interacts with the system (Aggarwal and Singh,
2008).

Figure 3: Use Cases for e-Democracy System

The use cases empower both government officials
and the citizenry as end-users to articulate
information on strategic tools (policies,
programmes, projects) and social services that
transform the body politic. This promotes
participatory social accountability.

3.2 System and Software Design

Component reusability and distributed computing
are closely linked in an enterprise application. To
leverage on this relationship, we designed the n-tier
enterprise architecture in Figure 4 for the proposed
e-Democracy solution incorporating mechanisms
that respond to user requirements.
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Figure 4: e-Democracy System Multi-tier
Architecture

The n-tier architecture comprises of presentation
layer, logic layer and database layer. While
government officials and the citizens operate at the
presentation layer as end-users using devices like
personal computers and phones to voice concerns
on initiatives (policies, programmes, projects) and
social services, the logic layer made of clustered
application servers process the information which
is stored in the database layer. The fact that these
layers are networked makes dialogue to be online
real-time.

The interfaces between the respective e-
Democracy components are captured in the
component diagram in Figure 5. The role of
component model (COM+) in this architecture is
critical as it provides standards and support
services to components though they are not
represented physically in the software architecture
in line with best practice (Gorton, 2011). The
interdependence between e-Government, e-
Governance and e-Administration as graphically
illustrated underscores the reality that
conversations on policies, projects and
programmes initiated by one party (say political
office holders) can be supported or rebuffed by

another (say the people) which may translate into
social services for the well-being of society with
high sense of fiscal discipline. Hence, any lamebrain
scheme by political office holders to siphon public
funds can be checkmated. And this way, resources
would be freed for overall and inclusive
development.

Figure 5: e-Democracy component diagram

The e-Democracy reusable components (e-
Government, e-Governance, and e-Administration)
were subsequently built from Microsoft SharePoint
using standard components such as Document
Library, Custom List, and Tasks and are explained in
Table 4.

Table 4: e-Democracy  components
S
N

e-
Democracy
Component
s

Descripti
on

Function Points

1. e-
Governmen
t

Useful
for
accessin
g,
editing,
storing,
and
deleting
informat
ion on
governm
ent

addGovernmentI
nputInformation(
),
accessGovernme
ntInputInformati
on(),
editGovernmentI
nputInformation(
),
deleteGovernme
ntInputInformati
on()
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inputs or
proposal
s on
policies,
program
mes, and
projects
that will
socially
and
economi
cally
transfor
m the
lives of
the
people.

2. e-
Governance

Gives the
user the
right to
access,
edit,
store,
and
delete
informat
ion on
citizen’s
inputs or
proposal
s on
policies,
program
mes, and
projects
that will
socially
and
economi
cally
transfor
m the
lives of
the
people.

addCitizensInputI
nformation(),
accessCitizensInp
utInformation(),
editCitizensInput
Information(),
deleteCitizensInp
utInformation()

3. e-
Administrati
on

Empowe
rs
political
stakehol
ders to

addServicesInfor
mation(),
accessServicesInf
ormation(),
editServicesInfor

access,
edit,
store,
and
delete
informat
ion on
social
services
designed
to
transfor
m the
lives of
the
people.

mation(),
deleteServicesInf
ormation()

The class diagram for the e-Democracy system is
given in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: e-Democracy class diagram

Other design tools we used include collaboration
diagram,  sequence diagrams,   class diagram,
analysis class, design component and elaborated
design class, class elaboration, algorithm,
composite (appropriate) interfaces, and elaborated
deployment diagram (Pressman, 2009; Martin,
1998).
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The researchers used deployment diagram to
represent the location of key packages or
components of the e-Democracy system
(Pressman, 2009) as illustrated in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: e-Democracy deployment  diagram

The study used class elaboration and algorithm to
present abstraction details of the components and
functions of the proposed  e-Democracy system as
shown in Figures 8 to 13 below.

Figure 8: e-Government component design

Figure 9: e-Government class analysis

The  e-Government algorithm design is as follows:

Procedure addGovernmentInputsInfo()
governmentInputsInfo ← " "
while (not endOfGovernmentInputsInfo())
governmentInputsInfo ← addInput()

return(governmentInputInfo)

Procedure accessGovernmentInputsInfo()
while (not endOfGovernmentInputsInfo())
getInfo(governmentInputsInfo)

return

Procedure editGovernmentInputsInfo()
while (not endOfGovernmentInputsInfo())
getInfo(governmentInputsInfo)
editGovernmentInputInfo()

return(governmentInputsInfo)

Procedure deleteGovernmentInputsInfo()
while (not endOfGovernmentInputsInfo())
getInfo(governmentInputsInfo)
deleteGovernmentInputInfo()

return(governmentInputsInfo)
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Figure 10: e-Governance component design

Figure 11: e-Governance class analysis

The e-Governance algorithm is as follows:

Procedure addCitizensInputsInfo()
citizensInputsInfo ← " "
while (not endOfCitizensInputsInfo())
citizensInputsInfo ← addInput()

return(citizensInputsInfo)

Procedure accessCitizensInputsInfo ()
while (not endOfCitizensInputsInfo ())
getInfo(citizensInputsInfo)

return(citizensInputsInfo)

Procedure editCitizensInputsInfo ()
while (not endOfCitizensInputsInfo ())
getInfo(citizensInputsInfo)
editCitizensInputsInfo ()

return(citizensInputsInfo)

Procedure deleteCitizensInputsInfo()
while (not endOfCitizensInputsInfo ())

getInfo(citizensInputsInfo)
deleteCitizensInputsInfo ()

return(citizensInputsInfo)

Figure 12: e-Administration component design

Figure 13: e-Administration class analysis

The  e-Administration  algorithm design is as
follows:

Procedure addServicesInfo()
servicesInfo ← " "
while (not endOfServicesInfo())
servicesInfo ← addInput()

return(servicesInfo)

Procedure accessServicesInfo()
while (not endOfServicesInfo ())
getInfo(ServicesInfo)

return

Procedure editServicesInfo()
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while (not endOfServicesInfo ())
getInfo(ServicesInfo)
editServicesInfo()

return(servicesInfo)

Procedure deleteServicesInfo()
while (not endOfServicesInfo())
getInfo(servicesInfo)
deleteServicesInfo()

return(ServicesInfo)

3.3 Implementation and Unit Testing

This study used Microsoft SharePoint as the
development platform for the tailor-made e-
Democracy system.  SharePoint is a web-based
enterprise development tool that makes
components available for reuse, the components
are called services. It is a component platform that
uses  Microsoft COM+ as the component model. It
provides an integrated development environment
(IDE) and its core components are Document
Library, Custom List and Tasks, which are not only
independent but are distributed (Gorton, 2011). The
development of the e-Democracy system was
achieved using incremental approach. The minimal
e-Democracy system to start with was the e-
Government module. Other modules were added
on incremental basis. As testing of component-
based system is different from normal software
testing, the authors used black box testing as it is
more suitable in component based systems (Sirobi
and Parashar 2013).

3.4 System Integration

With e-Government as minimal e-Democracy
system, regression test was conducted as more
modules were interfaced to ascertain that there
were no interface errors.  Else, if they existed,
debugging took  place before adding another
module. In the final analysis, e-Government was the
most tested component in the e-Democracy
system. It is the most  referenced component in the
proposed system.  Test cases were developed and
used to test the various components (Table 5) prior
to integrating them. Then  we used system test
cases at the point of integration for regression

tests. As typical of component-based systems,
black-box testing was performed for all
components (Beydeda and Gruhn, 2003). Table 5
shows components and their function points.

Table 5. Component testing (e-Democracy function
points)

S
N Component Function Points

1. e-
Government

addGovernmentInputsInfo(),
accessGovernmentInputsInf
o(),
editGovernmentInputsInfo(),
deleteGovernmentInputsInf
o()

2. e-
Governance

addCitizensInputsInfo(),
accessCitizensInputsInfo(),
editCitizenInputsInfo(),
deleteCitizensInputsInfo()

3.
e-
Administratio
n

addServicesInfo(),
accessServicesInfo(),
editServicesInfo(),
deleteServicesInfo()

3.6 System Verification and Validation

We verified and validated the process-
correctness and requirements-compliance of the e-
Democracy architecture by examining the various
software representations - requirements
documents, design documents and program code.
Our concern was to ascertain  that user
requirements had been well catered for in each
software representation in the build-up process just
as we ensured that the software product met both
operational needs of users and emergent
properties.

3.7 Operation Support and Maintenance

A number of both technical personnel and end-
users were trained to test-run the application.
While the end-users operated the software, the
technical staff  provided sustained support.
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Use as many sections as are necessary but don’t
use more than three levels. Number them
according to the format indicated in this guideline.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In a bid to extract information and measure

outcomes of this study objectively, we used
software experiment.  We also evaluated possible
threats to our results.

4.1 Results of Software Experiment

The e-Democracy site was created as a
community site using Microsoft SharePoint
enterprise development platform. As the name
suggests, it is a site where political community
members discuss topics of common interest.
Behind this software engineering is the political
message that in the absence of participatory social
accountability, transparency and inclusive
development would be a mirage and corruption will
thrive. We set up an experimental design in
University of Lagos, Nigeria precisely at the Centre
for Information Technology and Systems and test-
run the system from near (Lagos environs) and
remote locations, including Lafia in Nassarawa
State and Abuja, all in Nigeria as shown by broken
arrows in Figure 14 below. By this act, the
researchers used an n-tier web-based e-Democracy
system to mimic the sensation of sustained
dialogue between the led and leaders in a political
setting.

Figure 14: e-Democracy experimental corridor -
Lagos, Abuja and Lafia (Nassarawa)

The simulation experiment confirmed that ICTs
could bridge the gap between the governed and
their governors and more importantly entrench
transparency and accountability in conducting
government business. The subjects who
participated in the experiment concurred that the
outcome of the experimental survey was a
seamless and robust online real-time
communication among political stakeholders on
topical public policies, programmes, projects and
services that are people- and result-oriented. The
bottom line is that the e-Democracy dialogue
framework engendered a sense of transparency
procedure capable of enhancing participatory social
accountability and inclusive development. Though
we experienced platform-dependent and
hardware-dependent challenges particularly testing
from remote locations (Lafia and Abuja), this only
suggested that more robust infrastructure was
needed for wide-scale implementation.

4.2 Evaluation Threats

There is the possibility that an expanded
evaluation of the different components of the e-
Democracy system could unearth new perspective
of things. In any case, the subjects (who are
Nigerians) that participated in the experiment
survey have the required experiential knowledge of
the Nigerian political domain and its  governance
challenges - corruption, weak institutions, poor
infrastructure, low-skilled human capital and
unfavourable investment climate. They equally had
sufficient practical engagements with the e-
Democracy system. This offered them good basis to
make objective comparison between the old way of
information exchange between political actors and
the new e-Democracy model of interactions.
Therefore, there is sufficient reason to take their
views seriously.

Equally important is the fact that only two
classes of users were involved in the evaluation -
one representing government while the other
represented the masses, which could in a sense
limit the statistical significance of the outcome.
However, the result of the experiment clearly
indicates that both parties who incidentally are the
stakeholders in any political space were adequately
represented and were functional in the dialogue on
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acceptable service levels . This is considered to be a
good result because at this juncture in the project,
the core objective is to gain a first impression of the
degree of transparency and accountability injected
into governance by the e-Democracy system.
Therefore, despite the constraint of using a limited
number of evaluators, there is sufficient grounds to
conclude that there is a positive and preferential
disposition to the e-Democracy system as a tool for
enhancing participatory social accountability and
promoting inclusive development. It means optimal
utilization of state resources as a consequence of
transparency, and translates into  wellbeing of the
citizenry. We can thus generalize that the CBSE
developed e-Democracy system is effective for
enhancing participatory social accountability for
purposes of inclusive development.

5 CONCLUSION

Entrenching participatory social accountability in
Africa's polity could well be the antidote to poor
leadership and massive corruption. Corruption
tends to be endemic and most detrimental in
African states that are transitioning from one form
of governance to another or fragile from violent
conflict. New ideas and approaches on how to
tackle corruption are being developed on sustained
basis. These approaches span from helping to
establish good governance to incorporating the
power of civic involvement. As part of our
contribution, this study used the ICTs approach to
entrench transparency and accountability in
governance through online real-time interaction
between government and citizens on public
policies, programmes, projects and services.  The
component-based approach to e-Democracy
system adopted in this study offers benefits to
political stakeholders - government, citizens,
among others. First, the output of the study is an
enterprise software that has practical and
commercial value to the governance context in
Africa. For the governance process, it will help to
inject transparency and accountability. Also, the
free-flow of information between government
MDAs and citizens on public policies, programmes,
projects and services means better utilisation of
state resources for the wellbeing of citizens. Yet
another benefit is the fact that the incidence of

corruption will be greatly reduced as studies have
shown that corruption thrives in the absence of
transparency and accountability. It will also
promote inclusive development as the masses are
empowered to determine the bearing of
development through their voices. Hence, the
combination of e-Government, e-Governance and e-
Administration provides a platform for
participatory social accountability and inclusive
development.  This will in turn promote
developmental politics, socio-economic
enhancements and attract foreign direct
investments as Africa looks forward to becoming
the next preferred global investment destination.
Finally, the e-Government research community has
been presented with a new case study report of the
application of e-Government, which adds to the
existing body of knowledge in this field.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The impetus for this paper is to address a number
of the recommendations of The Global Information
Technology Reports 2014 & 2015 (Bilbao-Osorio et
al., 2014; Di Battista et al., 2015), published by World
Economic Forum, regarding sub-Saharan Africa
slow progress in developing its ICT infrastructure,
especially by expanding the share of the population
covered by, and having access to, mobile phones
and expanding the number of internet users.  It

further stresses that strong ICT infrastructure can
be achieved through improving the framework
conditions for innovation and entrepreneurship in
order to avoid what it termed as a new digital
divide.  In addressing this possible digital divide in
terms of ICT infrastructure in sub-Saharan Africa,
Oriogun, et al., (2015) proposed a model for
auditing ICT infrastructure projects in developing
economies.  We believe that this model will assist
government and ICT regulatory bodies in alleviating

ABSTRACT

In this paper we specifically address a number of recent recommendations suggested by The
Global Information Technology Reports 2013 - 2015 with respect to Sub-Saharan Africa
countries slow progress in developing its ICT infrastructure within the current world of Big
Data and ICT for inclusive growth; warning that if care is not taking in terms of improving the
framework condition for innovation and entrepreneurship there could be a digital divide
between the developed and developing economies.  In addressing this possible digital divide,
we proffered a solution through a model we developed recently at Elizade University for
auditing ICT infrastructure projects in a developing economy.    We isolated and fully analyzed
the sub-Saharan Africa data from the two reports and present our model in this paper.  We
argue that the model will address the specific shortcomings of the region in terms of
strengthening its ICT infrastructure, and will improve the framework for innovation and
entrepreneurship.
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poverty and to improve the lives of indigenous
communities by building the capacity of target
populations to harness the opportunities that ICTs
offer.
The Global Information Technology Report 2014 &
2015 (Bilbao-Osorio et al., 2014; Di Battista et al.,
2015) offers benchmark for ICT uptake in a world of
Big Data and ICT for inclusive growth in terms of
what has been termed as the Networked Readiness
Index - NRI.  Commonly known as the 3Vs, The
Gartner IT Glossary (2015) defines Big Data as “high-
volume, high-velocity and high-variety information
assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms
of information processing for enhanced insight and
decision making”.  In the context of this paper, we
are using the term Networked to mean adaptation
and/or implementation of Information
Communication Technologies (ICTs). This paper will
first analyze through descriptive statistics, the 35
Sub-Saharan Africa countries from the 148
countries investigated by The Global Information
Technology Report worldwide, this will be followed

by explanation of our proposed model to address
the (Bilbao-Osorio et al., 2014; Di Battista et al.,
2015) Networked Readiness Index in detail, making
references to aspect of our framework that will
particularly deal with the inadequacies of ICT
infrastructure in the region, followed by some
tentative remarks through a brief discussion and
finally some concluding remarks.

2. THE GLOBAL IT REPORT AND NETWORKED
READINESS INDEX FOR SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
(2014 – 2015)

The Global IT Report (Bilbao-Osorio et al., 2014) and
the Networked Readiness Index (NRI) were created
over 13 years ago based on a new way of organizing
and managing economic activity in terms of the
new opportunities and the impact that the Internet
provided for businesses (Information Technologies
Group, 2000; Dutta et al., 2012)

Table 1: NRI Ranking / Scoring for 35 Sub-Saharan Africa Countries -Adapted from (Bilbao-Osorio et al.,
2014)

Sub-
Saharan
Position
in 2014

(from 35
countries

)

Sub-
Saharan

Africa
Country
in 2014
Report

NRI
Ranking /

Score 2015
(from 143
countries)

NRI
Ranking /
Score

2014 (from
148

countries)

Sub-
Saharan
Position
in 2014

(from 35
countries

)

Sub-
Saharan

Africa
Country in

2014
Report

NRI
Ranking /

Score
2015

(from 143
countries

)

NRI
Ranking /

Score
2014

(from 148
countries

)
1 Mauritiu

s
45 (4.5) 48 (4.31) 19 Swaziland 125 (3.0) 126 (3.00)

2 Seychell
es

74 (4.0) 66 (4.02) 20 Mali 127 (3.0) 127 (3.00)

3 South
Africa

75 (4.0) 70 (3.98) 21 Gabon 122 (3.0) 128 (2.98)

4 Rwanda 83 (3.9) 85 (3.78) 22 Ethiopia 130 (2.9) 130 (2.95)
5 Cape

Verde
87 (3.8) 89 (3.73) 23 Cameroon 126 (3.1) 131 (2.94)

6 Kenya 86 (3.8) 92 (3.71) 24 Malawi 133 (2.8) 132 (2.90)
7 Ghana 101 (3.5) 96 (3.65) 25 Lesotho 124 (3.0) 133 (2.88)
8 Botswan

a
104 (3.4) 103 (3.43) 26 Sierra

Leone
Excluded

in 2015
134 (2.85)

9 Namibia 102 (3.5) 105 (3.41) 27 Benin Excluded
in 2015

135 (2.82)

10 Gambia,
The

108 (3.3) 107 (3.38) 28 Burkina
Faso

132 (2.8) 136 (2.78)
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11 Zambia 114 (3.2) 110 (3.34) 29 Mozambiq
ue

129 (2.9) 137 (2.77)

12 Nigeria 119 (3.2) 112 (3.31) 30 Madagasca
r

135 (2.7) 139 (2.74)

13 Senegal 106 (3.3) 114 (3.30) 31 Mauritania 138 (2.5) 142 (2.61)
14 Uganda 116 (3.2) 115 (3.25) 32 Angola 140 (2.5) 144 (2.52)
15 Zimbab

we
121 (3.1) 117 (3.24) 33 Guinea 142 (2.4) 145 (2.48)

16 Liberia Excluded
in 2015

121 (3.19) 34 Burundi 141 (2.4) 147 (2.31)

17 Cote
d’ivoire

115 (3.2) 122 (3.14) 35 Chad 143 (2.3) 148 (2.22)

18 Tanzania 123 (3.0) 125 (3.04)

The concept of Big Data relate to every conceivable
data that we make use of on a daily basis as
humans can be captured and studied as part of
what has been termed as Big Data. From a total of
49 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, The Global
Information Technology Report 2014 (Bilbao-Osorio
et al., 2014) captured 35 countries as shown in Table
1, therefore, only 71.42% of the countries in Sub-
Saharan Africa countries were represented.  The
average NRI 2014 value is 4.12 (average of the
lowest score 2.22 Chad and the highest score of

6.06 for Finland).  However the average of the
highest 12 (35%) of the 35 Sub-Saharan Africa
countries captured in the study is 3.67 (Mauritius
4.31; Seychelles 4.02; South Africa 3.98; Rwanda
3.78; Cape Verde 3.73; Kenya 3.71; Ghana 3.65;
Botswana 3.43; Namibia 3.41; The Gambia 3.38;
Zambia 3.34; Nigeria 3.31).  We observe in Figure1, a
graphical representation of sub-Saharan Africa
Networked Readiness Index scores for 2014
(Adapted from GITR 2014 using 54 NRI indicators)
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Figure 1: Graphical Representation of Sub-Saharan Africa Networked Readiness Index 2014 Scores (Adapted
from Bilbao-Osorio et al. (2014) using 54 NRI indicators)

3. ANALYSIS OF THE NRI SCORES FOR SUB-
SAHARAN AFRICA 2014 – 2015 INCLUSIVE

The analysis of the Global Information Technology
Report 2014 for Sub-Saharan Africa included 35
countries as listed in Table 1.  The remaining 14
countries (South Sudan, Democratic Republic of
Congo, São Tomé and Príncipe, Central African
Republic, Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea,
Djibouti, Eritrea, Somalia, Comoros, Sudan, Guinea-
Bissau, Niger and Togo) were not covered in the
report - Bilbao-Osorio et al. (2014), and Liberia,
Sierra Leone, Benin were omitted from the report
in 2015. The term Environment in this paper refers
to Political and regulatory environment as well as
the Business and innovation environment in the
context of the Networked Readiness Index (NRI)
framework. The Affordability of ICT Infrastructure
has to match the appropriate knowledge and Skills
acquisition before the environment is deemed to
be at the state of Readiness.  Furthermore, the
Environment has to interact with Business,
Government and Individual in order to have
meaningful state of Usage of available information
communication technologies (ICTs) resources.
There must also be a method of measuring both
the economic and social impacts of the ICT
infrastructure environment before we can measure
what has been termed as the Networked Readiness

–NRI (Dutta et al., 2012). From Figure 2, it is evident
that there was no data for Liberia, Sierra Leone and
Benin as there were no 2015 NRI scores for these
countries.  It is possible that the reason for this may
be due to the Ebola crisis when the data was being
gathered, especially in Liberia and Sierra Leone.

The Di Battista et al. (2015) report did not explain
the reason for excluding Benin in its 2015 NRI
scores. According to Di Battista et al. (2015) the
scores of the NRI showed that the ICT revolution
has not extended worldwide. They claim that the
capacity of a country to benefit from ICTs is
strongly influenced by its stage of development’.
They concluded that:
The performance of sub-Saharan Africa is particularly
disappointing: 30 of the 31 countries included in the
sample appear in the bottom half of the NRI
rankings. The only exception is Mauritius, at 45th.
This country has progressed three places since last
year and eight since 2012. Among the large
economies of the region, Nigeria drops seven places
to 119th. South Africa drops five to 75th—it is now
third in the region behind Mauritius and Seychelles
(74th). In contrast, Kenya (86th, up six) has been
slowly improving since 2012… p.14 Di Battista et al.
(2015) noted further that: the developing world still
lacks universal, reliable, and affordable Internet. The
lack of proper ICT infrastructure and cost of fixed
broadband access, mobile broadband is becoming
the technology of choice, but it remains prohibitive in
too many countries. p.26

Figure 1 shows the overall scores for the 35 sub-
Saharan Africa included in the Networked
Readiness Index study of 2014.  This is closely
followed by the sub-indices for Environment,
Readiness, Usage and Impacts accordingly. On a
scale of 1 to 7 scoring regime, sub-Saharan Africa
average is 3.27 (maximum score of 4.31 for
Mauritius and minimum score of 2.23 for Chad).
The country scoring the maximum NRI for 2014
worldwide is Finland with a score of 6.04.  The
average NRI 2014 score worldwide is 4.14 (minimum
score Chad 2.22, and maximum score Finland 6.04).
In terms of statistics, from the 148 countries that
took part in the study, we can safely infer that

59.14% of the maximum score was achieved
worldwide (4.14 / 7.0). If we separate the scores of
developing countries in sub-Saharan Africa (a total
of 35 countries for this study), we discover that
only 46.71% of the maximum score (3.27 / 7.0) was
achieved from this sample population.  This is one
of the reasons that Bilbao-Osorio et al. (2014)
suggest that sub-Saharan Africa need to develop a
more solid ICT infrastructure, and should also
improve the ‘framework conditions for innovation
and entrepreneurship in order to avoid the
emergence of a new digital divide’ in what Bilbao-
Osorio et al. (2014) referred to as possible age of
‘digital revolution’
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Figure 2: NRI Scores for 35 sub-Saharan Africa Countries (adapted from Di Battista et al. 2015; Bilbao-Osorio
et al. 2014)

In Figure 2, the Sub-Sahara Africa countries
considered in the (Bilbao-Osorio et al. 2014; Di
Battista et al. 2015) reports are shown with the
range of their NRI scores.

4. A MODEL FOR AUDITING ICT
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS IN DEVELOPING
ECONOMIES

We offer our model for auditing ICT infrastructure
projects in a developing economy (see Figure 4) as

a way of addressing some of the shortcomings
identified in the Global Information Technology
Reports (Bilbao-Osorio et al. 2014; Di Battista et al.
2015).  At the heart of the model are government
and ICT regulatory bodies making policies that will
have profound influence on ICT investments and
use.  The model is also robust enough to be able to
alleviate poverty and improve the lives of
indigenous communities by building the capacity of
target populations to harness the opportunities
that ICTs offer.

We offer our model for auditing ICT infrastructure
projects in a developing economy (see Figure 4) as
a way of addressing some of the shortcomings
identified in the Global Information Technology
Reports (2014 and 2015).  At the heart of the model
are government and ICT regulatory bodies making
policies that will have profound influence on ICT

investments and use.  The model is also robust
enough to be able to alleviate poverty and improve
the lives of indigenous communities by building the
capacity of target populations to harness the
opportunities that ICTs offer. Figure 4 shows our
published model for auditing ICT infrastructure
projects in a developing economy
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Figure 4: A Collaborative Model for Auditing ICT Infrastructure Projects in Developing Economies (Oriogun,
et. al, 2015)

The model defines four key stakeholders (this
ultimately will include any other possible users of
the ICT infrastructure projects) in ICT project
delivery in developing countries. These
stakeholders are; the government/ICT regulatory
bodies, ICT professional bodies, ICT consultants and
in-house ICT departments. The inter-relationship
amongst these groups creates synergies captured
by the proposed model as well. These synergies are
encapsulated in ICT professional courses,
certification of ICT personnel, together with the
actual ICT projects. This knowledge will come from
both higher education and from professional
certification.

4.1 Stakeholders in the Model for Auditing ICT
Infrastructure Projects in Developing Economies

Government, through ICT regulatory bodies plays a
pivotal role in auditing ICT infrastructural projects.
This is done through setting national policies,
standards, specifications and requirements to
govern the execution of projects. Within the
context of developing countries, this role cannot be

ignored as “best practices” are yet to be developed
and adopted in many parts of the industry. The
model recognizes the pivotal role of government in
the process by bringing together and regulating the
activities of all the other stakeholders in the
delivery of ICT infrastructure projects.  At the heart
of the model are government and ICT regulatory
bodies making policies that will have profound
influence on ICT investments and use. The
intersections of the three major sectors of the
model will provide incentives for ICT education and
training at all levels, make provisions for
strengthening ICT education and training, provide
incentives for private sector research and
development, together with a transparent ICT
infrastructure audit.

The second stakeholders recognized by the model
are ICT professional bodies. These are formal
associations of ICT practitioners which have as their
focus the development and advancement of the
various ICT disciplines and technologies. In
collaboration with government regulatory bodies,
the professional bodies have the responsibility to
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develop and maintain a professional “body of
knowledge” in ICT. This knowledge is then codified
and disseminated through ICT professional courses
to create a pool of “certified” ICT professionals.
Hence, the model provides for these professional
bodies to regulate the quality and quantity of ICT
competencies possessed by the practitioners of the
discipline.

The third recognized stakeholders by the model are
ICT Consultants, they are assumed by the model to
mean companies set up in order to provide ICT
goods and services. Naturally, the proposed model
requires that these consultants/vendors provide
these goods and services in collaboration with the
in-house ICT departments of the organizations they
consult for. This provision of goods and services is
done through what this paper recognizes as “ICT
infrastructure projects.” These projects are codified
modules of work to be done in order to meet a
specific need of the client. In cooperation with the
in-house ICT department of the client, and in
conformity to policies of government, these
projects are defined and executed.

The model requires all companies wishing to
undertake ICT infrastructure projects to have our
fourth and final stakeholders, in-house ICT
department. This is crucial so that proper technical
specifications for the project as well as assessment
of work done can be handled by an in-house team
of competent ICT practitioners. The size and mix of
professionals in these in-house ICT departments
will vary based on the size and nature of the
organization in question. However, these
departments should be staffed by personnel who
possess the requisite skill in their various ICT sub-
disciplines to effectively carry out the work of the
organization. This “requisite skill” is determined
through certification. In the context of this model,
it is expected that the practitioners in this in-house
ICT department possess both theoretical as well as
hands-on knowledge of the ICT tools and
techniques to be deployed in the infrastructure
projects.

5. DISCUSSION

We are particularly interested in the Networked
Readiness Index (NRI) for sub-Saharan Africa, as
the authors of this paper are from Nigeria, and are
working and operating from Nigeria.  We observe
that from a total of 49 Sub-Saharan Africa
countries, only 35 were included in the analysis,
there was no particular reason supplied in (Bilbao-
Osorio et al. 2014; Di Battista et al. 2015) to explain
the rational for not including the 14 countries that
were excluded.  We are however of the opinions
that since a number of these excluded countries are
undergoing some radical social and economic
conflicts and unrest, this might have been one of
the reasons for their exclusion.  As the share of the
population in this region having access to mobile
telephone, and the use of the internet is expanding,
the ICT infrastructure is still in its infancy compared
to majority of the developed countries.

It was mentioned in the (Bilbao-Osorio et al. 2014)
report that a number of countries in sub-Saharan
Africa are slow in their uptake of ICT, with no sign
of improvement in the near future.  The authors
cautioned that the ‘gap may hamper their capacity
to support further economic and social
development as the positive impacts of ICTs
become more and more apparent’ p17.  We believe
that our proposed model for auditing ICT
infrastructure projects in developing economies is
an idea tool to address a number of concerns raised
in the reports (Bilbao-Osorio et al. 2014; Di Battista
et al. 2015) of the last two consecutive years.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, in order for business and innovation
ecosystems to flourish, we offer our model for
auditing ICT infrastructure projects to the IT
community that, when implemented, will address
the specific shortcomings of the region in terms of
strengthening its ICT infrastructure, and will
improve the framework for innovation and
entrepreneurship.  The model requires all
companies wishing to undertake ICT infrastructure
projects to have an in-house ICT department with
competent, reliable, dependable, trustworthy
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professional ICT practitioners. The four major
stakeholders in our proposed model for ICT project
delivery in developing countries are: the
Government/ICT regulatory bodies, ICT professional
bodies, ICT consultants and in-house ICT
departments. The inter-relationship amongst these
groups creates synergies captured in the model.
These synergies are encapsulated in ICT
professional courses, certification of ICT personnel,
together with the actual ICT projects. This
knowledge will come from both higher education
and from professional certification. Our future
work on the model is to begin to gather empirical
data from governments, private and public sector
organizations from Sub-Saharan Africa countries in
order to recommend a detailed framework for
promoting and developing ICT infrastructure
projects, such that future Networked Readiness
Index for the region will be much enhanced and
comparable to that of the developed economies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work is part of an ongoing research aimed at
developing an automated system for graded
grammaticality evaluation, error detection and

error correction in English language expressions.
British English is the standard adopted in this study.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a branch of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) that deals with the ability
of machines to act intelligently within a language

ABSTRACT

Grammaticality is a concept within the fields of Natural Language Processing and Computational Linguistics
that deals with the measure of grammatical correctness or incorrectness of a natural language expression.
Among the methods employed for grammaticality evaluation, handcrafted grammar is the most precise. The
major drawback of handcrafted grammar however is that its evaluation process scarcely computes
gradience of grammaticality. It therefore evaluates the grammaticality of an expression in a binary (right or
wrong) fashion. This approach however, for instance, does not provide second language learners a scale for
measuring progress made in the learning process. To solve this problem, a number of mechanisms were
observed from which a vector space approach was considered to be appropriate, having been successfully
applied over a wide range of disciplines, including computational linguistics. A vector space approach was
therefore adopted as a suitable means of addressing the gradience problem in handcrafted grammar. In this
work therefore, a new vector space model for grammaticality grading was formulated using key identifiable
grammaticality error features (missing word, extra word, real word spelling, verb form, puctuation and
agreement errors) as elements of the vector space. The results showed that the grammaticality gradience µG
is such that 0 ≤ µG ≤ 1. Therefore, by using the new vector space model with handcrafted grammar,
grammaticality can be evaluated on a graded scale between 0 and 1. Where the grammaticality gradience
value of 0 is for a perfectly grammatical sentence while 1 is for a totally ungrammatical expression.

Keywords: Grammar, Grammaticality Grading, Handcrafted Grammar, Model , Vector Space.
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domain (MacKinlay, 2012; Chu, 2003). Grammar is a
linguistic concept often considered within the field
of NLP in Computational Sciences. It has attracted a
lot of research interest from a wide range of
disciplines. It is the branch of linguistics that deals
with syntax, morphology, and sometimes,
semantics. It determines the set of acceptable
constructs of a language (Baldridge et al., 2007). As
a derivative of grammar, grammaticality describes
whether a sentence is grammatical (well-formed)
or ungrammatical (ill-formed). Grammaticality has
been the focal point of interest in a number of NLP
research (Wagner, 2012). Grammaticality judgment
has been applied to significantly improve the
performance of a number of NLP systems involving
language generation, machine translation, text
summarization, second language learning, and
automated essay scoring (Nerbornne, 2002; Pauls
and Klein, 2012). Several approaches have been
adopted in evaluating the grammaticality of
sentences based on two prevailing schools of
thought. The first argues that the natural way
languages are learnt is independent of grammatical
rules. This school of thought cites that a child learns
to communicate in a language without necessarily
having to first learn the grammatical rules of the
language. This school of thought often uses
induced grammar approaches for evaluating
grammaticality. The second school of thought lays
emphasis on following a strict set of grammar rules
(handcrafted grammar) in determining the
grammaticality of a sentence. These grammar rules
are designed by linguistic engineers and employed
as natural language parsers for parsing (evaluating)
expressions of the target language. Irrespective of
the school of thought being considered, the degree
of grammatical correctness or incorrectness is of
significant interest in NLP (Parfitt et al., 1999).
Handcrafted grammar which is the focus of this
study, makes it possible to describe the question of
grammaticality with precision (Blache et al., 2005).
It however scarcely  expresses the gradience of
grammaticality. Thus making it difficult to quantify
the degree of correctness or incorrectness of an
expression. This quantification feature is however
very desirable, especially for second language (L2)
learners, and particularly for providing L2 learners
with performance feedback. This study is therefore
aimed at formulating a gradience mechanism to

facilitate grammaticality quantification in
handcrafted grammar. Previous works on
grammaticality gradience have been almost
exclusively within the domain of probabilisticaly
induced grammars (Crocker and Keller, 2006).
After considering a number of alternatives, Vector
Space approaches having been successfully
employed in a variety of disciplines including
computational linguistics was considered a suitable
mechanism for computing grammaticality
gradience in handcrafted grammar. This paper
therefore presents a new vector space model for
grammaticality grading in handcrafted grammar.
The formulations in the model showed that
grammaticality gradience µG is such that 0 ≤ µG ≤ 1.
Where the grammaticality gradience values 0 and 1
are for perfectly grammatical sentences and
completely ungrammatical expressions
respectively. Subsequent studies will further
explore the effectiveness of the new vector space
model.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Grammar and Grammaticality
Grammar is a term used to define the body of rules
that describe the structure of expressions of a
language. This is inclusive of the structure of words,
phrases, clauses, and sentences. A grammar is said
to under-generate if it excludes grammatical
sentence, and over-generate if it allows
ungrammatical sentences (MacKinlay, 2012). A
grammar should avoid both of these situations.
There is thus this tension between avoiding over-
generation and maximizing coverage. Grammar
developers therefore seek to make grammars as
constrained as possible, while they avoid rejecting
grammatical sentences. This therefore calls for
grammars to exhibit a high degree of precision. The
parsability of a sentence however does not
necessarily imply its acceptability (Lin, 2007).
Therefore, the real world context of word usage
must be put into consideration.
Fillmore (1998) and Kay and Fillmore (1999) looked
at Construction Grammar in which all objects are
considered as constructions. Blache (2006) looked
into the robust and efficient property grammar
which employs constraints relaxation to allow the
system select the best assignments, and not just
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the assignment satisfying the constraint system.
Thus, permitting the system to deal with more or
less grammatical sentences. Constraints based
approach makes it possible to process any kind of
inputs. Sampson (2007) on the other hand asked
the question of whether it was possible to talk
about grammar without talking about
grammaticality. The role of grammaticality
judgment in the learning (acquisition) of a second
language cannot be over emphasised (Gass, 1983).
The roles of metalinguistic awareness in the
learning of a second language (L2) make
grammaticality judgment for L2 learners an
observation that can be considered either as an
implicit or an explicit concept (Bialystok, 1979;
1981). The study of Clark et al. (2013) examined the
relationship between grammaticality and
acceptability. It viewed grammaticality as a
theoretical notion while acceptability was viewed
as an empirically testable property. Acceptability
was also further explained to be partly dependent
on grammaticality.
Automating grammaticality evaluation has taken
the front line in a number of linguistic and NLP
research. A system equipped with the capability to
determine how users will perceive the
grammaticality of a sentence could be useful in
fields involving language generation, machine
translation, and text summarization. It could also
be used for automatic essay scoring and for the
learning of a second language. Lau et al. (2014)
described an experiment explaining that even the
most popular translation tools are in many
occasions not congruent in performing a backward
translation (from L1 to L2 and then to L1 again) of
given sentences. It therefore becomes necessary to
ensure the grammatical correctness of written
expressions to minimize distortion when translated
to other languages.
2.2 Handcrafted Grammar
Handcrafted grammars are grammars that are
manually specified and evaluated by grammar
engineers (Witbrock and Mittal, 1999). Handcrafted
grammars differ from induced grammars in that in
contrast to requiring large scale treebanks,
handcrafted grammars provide a single point of
control for the handling of syntactic phenomena
(MacKinlay, 2012). Owing to this single point of
control, grammar rules can be designed to handle

even very rare and complex phenomenon, or to
even ignore particularly difficult ones. Such precise
control is not possible with induced grammars.
It is quite a labour-intensive task to create a
grammar of a language which has reasonable
coverage and can create meaningful parse trees
and semantics. There has nonetheless been a range
of concerted efforts targeted at creating broad-
coverage grammars for several languages, some of
which are closely related in formalism.
2.2.1 Transformational Grammars
Chomsky (1957) proposed Transformational
Grammar TG in response to his argument that
Context-free Phrase Structure Grammar (CFPSG)
cannot capture linguistically significant
generalization of natural language syntactic
properties. The TGs augment the CFPSGs with rules
that map their syntactic structures unto other
syntactic forms. Thus for instance, “to die” could
be transformed into “to cease to live”. However,
following founded criticisms from  Peters and
Ritchie (1973) as to the overly unrestricted nature
of the TG, Chomsky developed the theory of
Government and binding, Principles and
Parameters P&P, and Minimalism, which are more
constrained versions of TGs (Chomsky, 1981). TGs
were literarily abandoned for over a decade after
this period (Malchow, 1992).
2.2.2 Feature Based Grammars
Following the crisis with TGs came the Feature
based grammars, also known as information based
grammars, attribute-value grammars, constraint
based grammars or unification grammars (Johnson,
1988; Kay, 1979). Unification is one of the crucial
techniques employed by all feature based
approaches and it is the emphasis of the unification
grammar (Malchow, 1992). Among the feature
based grammars are the following formalisms:
Functional Unification Grammar (Kay, 1979; 1982);
Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar,
1981; Gazdar et al., 1985); Lexical Functional
Grammar (Bresnan, 1982); Categorial Unification
Grammar (Karttunen, 1986; Uszkoreit, 1986); and
Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard,
1984; Pollard and Sag, 1987).
Representing the sets of features of a grammar as
one complex symbol using feature based grammars
has attracted a lot of research interests. Malchow
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(1992) explained that there are three basic ways of
representing complex categories. These
representations are: Tree diagrams, also known as
directed acyclic graphs (dags); Terms; and Matrices.
The following sentences demonstrate an example
of constraint on English sentences as discussed by
Müller (2013):

a. Kim loves Sandy
b. * I loves Sandy

Where ‘*’ connotes an error in sentence (b) owing
to the violation of the constraint that the subject
has to agree with the verb both in person and
number.
2.2.3 Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar
Considering the different linguistic categories such
as noun phrase and verb phrase, it is observed that
the noun plays a very important role in the noun
phrase. The noun in the noun phrase determines
things like the plurality or otherwise. The same is
true of verbs in verb phrases and prepositions in
prepositional phrases. This concept is referred to as
‘headedness’ in linguistics. Headedness is used to
describe the fact that phrases usually have an item
of high importance referred to as the ‘head’, which
determines the main characteristics of the entire
phrase. The head of a noun phrase is the noun,
while the head of a verb phrase is the verb. This
equally applies to other forms of phrases. Head-
driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) clearly
expresses the relationship between the heads and
their phrases. Context free grammars (CFG) in the
natural form lack this ability to express the
relationship between the heads and their
respective phrases, thus making CFGs unable to
give linguistically acceptable analyses of phrases
(MacKinlay, 2012).
Harlow (2010) explained that HPSG is indebted
mainly to non-derivational approaches such as
Categorial Grammar, General Phrase Structure
Grammar, Lexical Functional Grammar, and
Situation Semantics. It is equally indebted to NLP
studies in Computer Science. The similarities
between the Transformational Grammars and the
Feature based approach (including HPSG) include:
Having the same goal of characterizing human
linguistic competence; having the same empirical
base of acceptability judgment of native speakers;
determination of grammaticality based on the

interaction between highly articulated lexical
entries and universal principles of grammar; they
both make use of binding theory but are non-
configurational; and though applied differently,
they both make use of multiple levels of
representation. HPSG however has the following
features in contrast from the Chomsky approach. In
HPSG, syntax does not take preeminence; it is
mathematically rigorous; it employs bottom-up
approach; it employs structure sharing but not
transformations; it is fractal; it is non-derivational;
and it employs only local constraints.
2.2.4 Parse Trees
The syntactic structure of natural language
sentences are usually expressed using context-free
grammars which are often represented as ordered,
rooted trees known as parse trees or phrase
structure trees. As an example, let us consider the
parse tree for the English sentence “The fat pony
sleeps in the barn” shown in Figure 1. Terms
abbreviated in this example include: sentence as ‘S’,
noun phrase as ‘NP’, verb phrase as ‘VP’, verb as ‘V’,
determiner as ‘D’, noun as ‘N’, adjective as ‘A’,
preposition as ‘P’ and the nominal category as
NOM. Each of the nodes in this tree is either a root
node, a branch node, or a leaf node (Carnie, 2013).
There can only be one root node, in a tree. A root
node (S in this case) is one with no parents (no
branches on top of it). A branch node on the other
hand is a non-root node (VP and NP in this case)
that connects to two or more child nodes. Finally, a
leaf node is a terminal node with no child nodes
attached to it. The leaves are the actual lexical
tokens of the sentence.
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NP VP

D NOM V PP

N P NP

D NOM
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Figure 1: A parse (Phrase Structure) tree for “The
fat pony sleeps in the barn” (MacKinlay, 2012)

2.2.5 HPSG Feature Structure
Features are the basic tools of linguistic description.
They are used to describe the information
associated with units of a language. There is a
feature structure associated with each unit of
written or spoken languages, such as word, phrase
or sentence. Each lexical entry equally has an
associated feature structure. The feature structure
is an abstract representation associated with the
lexical item which can be realised as a word in a
sentence (MacKinlay, 2012). Feature makes it
possible for linguistics to talk about information
such as the category of a word, and words that
must go with it, also known as its theta grid (Carnie,
2013). Features are paired with a value in an
Attribute Value Matrix (AVM), and are thus
frequently used for representing feature structures.
Features in an AVM can also take feature structures
as values. For example, the lexical entry for the
word ‘cat’ is shown in a very simplistic AVM
implementation in Figure 2a. The entry shows that
the Part of Speech (POS) of ‘cat’ is noun, the
number (NUM) is singular (sg), and the person
(PERS) is third-person (3). Considering the complex
relationships that often exist between NUM and
PERS and the need for them to agree, they could be
grouped into a single feature known as
“agreement” (AGR). Hence the feature structure
can further be represented as shown in figure 3.
There are different types of feature structures
including those that indicate the “word” versus
“phrase” status of the constituent elements. Carnie
(2013) explained further that the features for a
node are next divided into three main classes
namely Syntax (SYN), Argument Structure (ARG-
ST), and Semantics (SEM).
SYN has it values as structures which are relevant
to syntax. It focuses on the formal grammatical
properties of the node including the syntactic
category, any inflectional properties, and other
elements that must be combined with the node.
SYN has three main features namely HEAD,
Specifier (SPR), and Complement (COMPS). The

HEAD feature is the feature that determines the
category of the node and its inflectional properties.
SPR is the feature that restricts what kind of nodes
appear in the specifier position, while the COMPS
feature restricts what kind of nodes appear in the
complement position. Figure 3 is an example AVM
for the word ‘letter’.
The angular bracket (< >) indicate ordered lists. The
boxed number ([1]) at both the HEAD and SPR
features called conference-tags are used to indicate
identical structures. In HPSG, the concept of
structural identity expressed by the conference-tag
facilitates non-transformational analyses. In this
example, the structure of the AGR feature of the
SPR determiner (D) is identical to the structure of
the AGR feature of the HEAD. It was equally noted
that in English language, when single count nouns
are involved, specifiers are not optional. To
illustrate this fact, consider the following
sentences:

(i) I have a letter.
(ii) I have the letter.
(iii) *I have letter.
The asterisk (*) in the third sentence is used to

indicates that something is wrong with the
sentence.

The <(PP)> value associated with the COMPS
feature in Figure 3 indicates an optional
prepositional complement.

For example:
(i) a letter from the teacher
(ii) the letter

Carnie (2013) further explained the argument-
structure (ARG-ST) feature, which is the next major
feature whose values are structures (ordered-lists)
that represent the theta grid. Values held by this
feature are required for binding reasons,
independent of the SPR and COMPS features. For
example, the ARG-ST feature for the verb like:

(i) < like,   [ARG-ST<NP,NP>] >
(ii) < likes,    [ARG-ST < [NP [AGR 3s]],

NP >] >
Various categories of selective restrictions can be
imposed on the ARG-ST feature. As shown in the
second example, the verb “likes” requires a third
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person singular subject, which is indicated by
inserting an AVM with the specification into the
first NP slot in the ARG-ST list.
The last of the major features is the SEM (semantic)
feature, whose values are structures (ordered-lists)
that represent the semantic properties of a
construct. The SEM gives us information about how
words and sentences are to be interpreted.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: AVM for the word “cat”
(b) AVM for the word cat using feature structure as
value (MacKinlay, 2012)

Figure 3: AVM for the word letter (Carnie, 2013)

2.3 Grammaticality Gradience
Grammaticality gradience or quantification is the
degree to which a sentence belongs to the
grammar of a language (Lau et al., 2014; Chomsky,
1975). Grammaticality is inherently graded by
nature and not absolute (Parfitt et al., 1999; Taylor,
1995). The acceptability of sentences can equally be
predicted by quantifying its grammaticality. Crocker

and Keller (2006) explained that probabilistically
induced grammars are inherently models of
gradience in language processing due to their mode
of operation. Handcrafted grammar on the other
hand scarcely expresses gradience of
grammaticality.
Blache et al. (2005) however characterized the
result of a parse operation into the set of satisfied
properties noted as P+, and set of violated ones
noted as P-. Thus the sentence is acceptable if its
grammaticality falls within a particular range, and
unacceptable if its grammaticality falls outside of
that range.
Linear Optimality Theory is very effective when
applied in weighting the different syntactic
constraints associated with a given grammar. Such
evaluated constraint weights is then useful for
quantifying sentence grammaticality (Keller, 2000;
Sorace and Keller, 2005). In a similar sense,
Schroder (2002) and Menzel and Schroder (1998)
looked at the use of Constraint Dependency
Grammar framework for weighting syntactic
constraints.
2.4 Vectors and Vector Spaces
Vectors and points are common concepts
considered in many areas of Mathematics and
Computer Science. They are applied extensively in
data compression, image processing, computer
vision, computer graphics, and numerical analysis.
Two-dimensional vectors can be defined as directed
arrows in the plane. The position of the arrow is not
important. The length (magnitude) and direction of
the arrow are the important features of the vector,
and they determine the vector. They can be added,
scaled and rotated (Lindeman, 2008). Vectors
having the same length and direction are said to be
equivalent (Kambites, 2014). Two vectors in the
same direction are said to be parallel. The zero
vector has a magnitude of zero and is denoted as 0.
Figure 4a shows a vector a between two points (x1,
y1) and (x2, y2). In Figure 4b, the vectors AB and DC
are equivalent, because two-dimensional vectors
are distinguished only by length and direction. They
are thus treated as equal i.e. AB = DC.
2.4.1 Vector Space
The concept of vector space is the focus of a
number of literatures (Zybura, 2004; Nowak, 2010;
Luenberger, 1969; van Hassel, 2009; and
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Kondratieva, 2008). A vector space V can summarily
be defined as a set of vectors over the field F (such
as real, complex, or natural numbers) which may be
added together and multiplied (scaled) by numbers
referred to as scalars, such that, given x, y, z ∈ V,
the following eight axioms are satisfied:

i. Associativity of addition
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z;

ii. ii. Commutativity of addition
x + y = y + x;

iii. Identity element of addition. There exists an
element 0 ∈ V, called the zero vector, such that
y + 0 = y for all y ∈ V;

iv. Inverse element of addition. For every y ∈ V,
there exists an element −y ∈ V, called the
additive inverse of y, such that
y + (−y) = 0;

v. Compatibility of scalar multiplication with field
multiplication. a(by) = (ab)y;

vi. Identity element of scalar multiplication
1y = y, where 1 denotes the multiplicative
identity in F;

vii. Distributivity of scalar multiplication with
respect to vector addition.  a(x + y) = ax + ay;

viii.Distributivity of scalar multiplication with
respect to field addition.     (a + b)y = ay + by.

(Zybura, 2004; Nowak, 2010; Luenberger, 1969; van
Hassel, 2009; and Kondratieva, 2008).

2.4.2 NLP Applications of Vectors and Vector
Spaces

The concept of vector space is considered in most
linguistic and NLP literatures from the perspective
of lexical and semantic distribution. Semantic
vector space models of language make use of real-
valued vectors to denote each word that are
typically associated with a particular word. Words
that typically occur together are assigned values
that often depict their probability of occurring
together in a sentence. Vector space is employed in
a wide range of NLP operations including
grammaticality evaluation and error detection.

Detailed semantic and syntactic regularity have
been successfully captured using

(a)

(b)
Figure 4 (a): Vector in the plane (b): Two equivalent
and parallel vectors (Lindeman, 2008; Kambites,
2014)

The study of Pennington et al. (2014) came up with
global vectors for word representation (GloVe). The
study focused on highlighting the properties that
made the emergence of such captured regularities
possible in word vectors. Schmid (2004) however
focused on efficient parsing of highly ambiguous
context-free grammars using bit vectors. The study
of Stolcke (1991) represented a formalism dubbed
Vector Space Grammars (VSG) for deriving phrase
structure categories that made use of structured
samples of a context-free language. Using the
connectionist approach, the entire training process
made use of adaptation, competition and error
back-propagation, all occurring in a continuous
vector space. It advocates the use of vectors
instead of symbols for the purpose of linguistic
category labeling.
Vector Space Semantic Parsing (VSSP) presented in
the work of Krishnamurthy and Mitchell (2013) is a
framework for learning compositional models of
vector space semantics. It applies Combinatory
Categorial Grammar (CCG) to define the
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relationship between syntactic categories and
semantic representations. The representations
were handled as vectors and functions on vectors.
Using a CCG based semantic parser, texts were
parsed into lambda calculus formulae that compute
to equivalent vector space representations.
In general, vector space models make use of
vectors and operations on vectors to represent the
semantics of natural language expressions (Turney
and Pantel, 2010). A number of other studies
including Coecke et al. (2013), Socher et al. (2011),
Socher et al. (2012), Turney (2006), and Rapp (2003)
focused on similar concepts. The studies achieved
significant performances that corresponded well
with human judgment.
Grammaticality was considered a vector concept
within these literatures, having both magnitude
and direction. The direction of grammaticality is
either towards grammatical correctness, or away
from grammatical correctness. Grammatical
correctness is a state described as Grammatical
Equilibrium (GE) within this literature, and is
ascribed a gradience value of zero (0).
On a general note, grammars are designed or
induced in such a way as to express the state of
grammatical equilibrium. For constraint based
grammars (Johnson, 1988; Kay, 1979), each
appropriate constraint within the grammar
enforces the grammar towards being able to
produce or determine sentences that are
grammatically correct.
Furthermore, although the word ‘grammaticality’ is
generally used to express the state of grammatical
correctness or incorrectness of a sentence, it is
sometimes used strictly as a measure of
grammatical correctness, especially when used in
contrast to ‘ungrammaticality’. From this
perspective, grammaticality is used as a measure of
grammatical correctness while ungrammaticality is
used as a measure of grammatical incorrectness.

3. PROPOSED VECTOR SPACE MODEL FOR
GRAMMATICALITY GRADING IN HANDCRAFTED
GRAMMAR

3.1 The Vector Space (V) of Grammaticality
Let x, y, z be weighted entities associated with
grammaticality such as possible error categories

including missing-word, extra-word, real-word
spelling, verb-form, punctuation and agreement
errors, which are uniquely identifiable within a
sentence. Also let {x, y, z, ...} ∈ V. Like any other
standard vector space, V is a set of vectors over the
field F (which in this case is the set of real numbers
R) which may be added together and multiplied
(scaled) by numbers referred to as scalars, such
that the eight axioms listed in section 2.4.1 are
satisfied.
These grammaticality vectors dubbed Mosesean
vectors are one-dimensional over the written plane.
Therefore, the addition operation on the elements
of V is performed by simple arithmetic summation
(∑). Furthermore, ungrammatical elements within
an input sentence are assigned negative values;
while counter measures to correct such
ungrammaticality are assigned positive values.
Thus, the magnitude of grammaticality the
Mosesean vectors introduce into the system at any
point in time is totally dependent on the magnitude
of existing ungrammaticality. Figures 5, 6 and 7
illustrate these concepts.

Figure 5: Mosesean vectors on a real number line
showing –ve Grammaticality ≡ Ungrammaticality

Figure 6: Resultants of Mosesean vectors not yet at
equilibrium
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Figure 7: Resultant of Mosesean vectors at
equilibrium

3.2 Resultants of Mosesean Vectors
The default value of zero (0) is assigned as
gradience value to any sentence introduced into
the proposed system of Mosesean vectors. At this
default value, the sentence is at equilibrium, and is
completely grammatical. This equilibrium is toppled
when ungrammatical elements are identified within
the sentence. When a sentence is ungrammatical
by a certain magnitude, the proposed system
attempts to find complementary grammaticality
measures to pull the sentence back into equilibrium
as depicted in Figure 5. Grammaticality (+g) is
generated in response to Ungrammaticality (-g). +g
can only be as large as to cancel out -g, thus
bringing the system into equilibrium once again.
3.3 Derivation of Grammaticality Gradience

Equations Using Mosesean Vectors
The default value of zero (0) is assigned as
gradience value to any sentence introduced into
the proposed system of Mosesean vectors. If the
sentence is grammatically correct, the gradience
remains unchanged at zero, and requires no further
computation. However, if ungrammaticality (-g) is
found within the sentence, the cumulative
ungrammaticality (-Gsum) is the arithmetic sum of
the individual ungrammaticality values.

Thus:
if the values assigned to ungrammaticality items in
a sentence are -g1, -g2, -g3, … -gn

then

-Gsum = (-g1) + (-g2) + (-g3) +…+ (-gn)

-Gsum = 1

therefore

Gsum =

Hence, the cumulative grammaticality (Gsum)
required to bring the sentence into equilibrium is:

Gsum = 2

Furthermore, the grammaticality gradience of an
ungrammatical sentence is computed by dividing
the cumulative grammaticality (Gsum) by the total
number of leaf nodes in the sentence parse tree.
The number of leaf nodes in a sentence parse tree
is equal to the number of words in the sentence. It
therefore follows that the grammaticality
gradience (µG) for a sentence with word-length m
is:

µG   = (3)

In addition, this model assigns a value of minus one
(-1) to each ungrammatical item in a sentence. This
follows that the cumulative grammaticality (Gsum)
can at most be as large as the number (m) of words
in the sentence.

Thus in equation (3):
when n → 0:

m = m
and µG → 0

when  n → ∞:
m → ∞

and µG → 1
Hence, the grammaticality gradience µG is such
that:

0 ≤ µG ≤ 1

As grammaticality evaluation extends beyond the
evaluation of a single sentence to the evaluation of

n

i = 1
-gi∑

n

i = 1
|gi|∑

n

i = 1
|gi|∑

n

i = 1
|gi|∑
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m
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multiple sentences, the gradience for each
sentence is computed in the same manner,
applying equation (3) to each of them. The
arithmetic mean of the gradience(s) of the
different sentences is then computed to give the
gradience of all the sentences put together.
Thus: if there are q sentences with gradience values
µG1, µG2, µG3, … µGq

then
µGsum = µG1 + µG2 + µG3 + … + µGq

µGsum = (4)

and by extension, the grammaticality gradience µG
for multiple sentences is:

µG = (5)

3.4 Illustrations
To illustrate how the new model for grammaticality
grading works, three illustrations are considered.
Illustration 1: Grammatical sentence
Consider the sentence “The fat pony sleeps in the
barn”. To evaluate this sentence for
grammaticality, HPSG (section 2.2.3) is employed in
a bottom-up fashion as shown in the parse tree in
section 2.2.4. As each lexical token in the sentence
is parsed upward in the parse tree, it is replaced by
its corresponding feature structure similar to those
shown in section 2.2.5. For reasons of space, Figure
1 only shows the POS components of the respective
feature structures for each lexical entry. Hence the
grammaticality of the sentence is evaluated as
discussed in sections 2.2.2 through 2.2.5. Since the
sentence was successfully parsed all the way to the
topmost root node (S in Figure 1), and no error
(n=0) was identified during the parse process. The
sentence is therefore considered grammatical. To
compute the grammaticality gradience for this
particular sentence:
Using equation (3)
where n = 0 and m = 7

µG   = 0  7

therefore
µG   = 0

which is the value expected for a grammatical
sentence.
Illustration 2: Ungrammatical Sentence
Consider the following sentence “I loves Sandy”.
The simplified feature structure for each lexical
entry is shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the
agreements expected of the lexical entries. The
numbers in square bracket (e.g. [1]) show what
attributes should agree. Comparing the agreement
between “I” and “loves”, a subject-verb error was
observed (n = 1). “I” is first (1) person singular (sg)
and therefore expects a first person singular verb,
but rather it gets a third (3) person singular verb
“likes” and vice versa. The ARG-ST feature for the
verb “loves”
< loves, [ARG-ST < [NP [AGR 3s]], NP >] >
shows that the third lexical entry “Sandy” is in
agreement with the object expected by the verb.
Thus, to compute the grammaticality gradience for
this particular sentence:
Using equation (2)
where  n = 1 and g = 1

Gsum = 1
Using equation (3)
where n = 1 and m = 3

µG   = 1  3
therefore

µG   =    0.3333
which is within the range of values expected.
It should be noted that the feature structures
shown in Figures 8 and 9 are highly simplified.

Illustration 3: Multiple Sentences
Finally, consider a text that consists of both
sentences in illustration 1 and 2. That is “The fat
pony sleeps in the barn. I loves Sandy”. To compute
the overall grammaticality gradience for the text,
the gradience for the individual sentences is
computed as has already been done in illustrations
1 and 2. Equation (5) is then used to compute the
overall grammaticality of the text:
Using equation (5)

q

i = 1
µGi∑

__________
q

q

i = 1
µGi∑
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where q = 2 and µGi =    {0, 0.3333}

µG = (0 + 0.3333)  2
therefore

µG = 0.1667

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: (a) AVM for the word “I”
(b) AVM for the word “loves”
(c) AVM for the word “Sandy”

Figure 9: Parse tree for the sentence “I loves
Sandy” highlighting the ungrammaticality weight.

3.4 Result
The study showed that using the newly formulated
model, grammaticality gradience µG in handcrafted
grammar can be computed such that 0 ≤ µG ≤ 1.
This implies that the new model evaluates
grammaticality gradience on a graded scale with
values ranging between 0 and 1. Where the
grammaticality gradience value of 0 is assigned to a
perfectly grammatical sentence and the
grammaticality gradience value of 1 is assigned to a
completely ungrammatical expression. Therefore,
the new model is designed such that, the higher the
grammaticality gradience of an expression, the
more ungrammatical the expression is.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the adoption of the
formulated model for the computation of
grammaticality gradience in natural language text.
Subsequent phases of this research will focus on
applying the formulated model in an automated
grammaticality evaluation and error detection
system. Such automated implementation will
facilitate testing across relatively large corpus so as
to further validate the effectiveness of this
approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data has become a driving force behind almost every
interaction between individuals, businesses, and
governments. Across manysectors, including banking,
financial services, energy, healthcare,
media,education among others, the exponential
automation of business processes is enlarging the
scope of data usage and analytics.Data once stored in
different offline repositories in a variety of formats,
are now available in digital format, ready to be
correlated and analyzed in huge chunks of terabytes,
petabytes, and zettabytes in real time, leading to the
rise of Big Data.

(Laney, 2001) describedBig Dataas data sets with
three aspects: Volume, Velocity and Variety,
whileGartner, (2014), describedBig Dataas high-
volume, high-velocity, high-variety and highly
complex information assets that demand cost-
effective, innovative forms of information processing
for enhanced insight and decision making. Also, Big
Data can be defined as data that exceeds the
processing capability of conventional database
systems. The data istoo big, moves too fast, or does
not fit the structures ofconventional database
architectures (Dumbill, 2013).

BigData possesses characteristics which can be
described by ‘6Vs’. They are: Volume, Velocity,

ABSTRACT

Big Data, which are high-volume, high-velocity, high-variety and highly complex information assets, has a lot of
potential benefits in financial institutions. To compete in a consumer-empowered economy, it is pertinent that
financial institutions use their information assets to acquire understanding of customers, markets, products,
competitors, suppliers, channels etc. The extraordinary benefits of Big Data are however hampered by
concerns of privacy. The issue of privacy has raised serious concerns in Big Data, thus financial institutions need
to constantly review the analysis of large datasets of potentially sensitive private information about individuals.
This paper introduces the Big Data concept, characteristics, analytics, sources, benefits and its challenges in
financial institutions. A framework for enhancing privacy of financial Big Data in the cloud is presented in this
work. The analysis of the framework shows a promising system for enhancing privacy of financial Big Data.
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Variety, Value, Variability and Veracity (Russom, 2011;
Eaton et al., 2012; (O’Reilly, 2012; Zikopoulos et al,
2012; Bellini et al, 2013; Demchenko et al, 2013;
Megahed and Jones-Farmer, 2013; Minelli et al, 2013;
Rajpathak and Narsingpurkar, 2013).
a.Volume: The quantity of data that is generated is
very important in Big Data. Big Data refers to data
size such as Terabytes (TB: approximately 1012 bytes),
Petabytes (PB: approximately 1015 bytes)and
Zettabytes (ZB: approximately 1021 bytes), etc.
b.Velocity: This refers to the speed of generation of
data.
c. Variety: This represents all types of data, such as
structured data from relational tables and
unstructured data from email messages, texts,
streamed video and audio, etc.
d.Value: It is defined by the added-value that
thecollected data can bring.
e. Variability:This refers to the inconsistence that can
be exhibited by the data. Increasing variety
andvariability of data increases thepotentiality in
providing unexpected, hiddenand valuable
information.
f. Veracity: This refers to the varying quality of the
data being captured.

Big Data creates enormous value for the global
economy, driving innovations, productivity, efficiency
and growth. Big Data represents a trend in
technology that is leading the way to a new approach
in understanding the world and making business
decisions (ISACA.org, 2013). It is currently building
great relevance in areas such as scientific and medical
research, credit risk analysis, security, marketing,
management, etc.

Big Data collected requires adequate analysis as the
real value of Big Data is the insights it produces when
analyzed. Big Data Analytics is the process of
examining Big Data to reveal hidden patterns,
unknown correlations and other useful information
that can be used to make better decisions. With Big
Data analytics, data scientists can analyze huge
volumes of data that conventional analytics cannot
do. High-performance analytics is necessary to
process Big Data and as such, using high-performance
data mining, predictive analytics, text mining,

forecasting and optimization on Big Data guarantees
maximum outcomes.

Many organizations seeking to collect, process and
analyze Big Data make use of technologies that
includes Apache Hadoop and related tools such as
MapReduce, YARN, Hive and Pig. Hadoop is an open
source framework for storing and processing large
and diverse datasets across distributed systems.
Hadoop has two primary components, namely,
Hadoop Distributed File System and MapReduce
programming framework.Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) (Borthakur, 2008) is a distributed file
system that is used to storedata across cluster of
commodity machines while providing high availability
andfault tolerance.

The programming model used in Hadoop is
MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) which was
proposed byDean and Ghemawat at Google.
MapReduce is the basic data processing scheme
usedin Hadoop which includes two components, the
Mappers and Reducers. Mappers read the data from
HDFS, process it andgenerate some intermediate
results to the reducers. Reducers are used to
aggregatethe intermediate results to generate the
final output which is subsequently written to HDFS.A
typical Hadoop job involves running several mappers
and reducers across differentnodes in the cluster.

Apache Pig and Hive are set of wrappers developed
for MapReduce. MapReduce wrappers provide a
better control over the MapReduce code and aid in
the source code development. These wrappers
provide a better environment and make the code
development simpler as the programmers do not
have to deal with the complexities of MapReduce
coding. YARN (Vavilapalli et al, 2013) is a resource
management layer and schedules the jobs across the
distributed systems.

Cloud computing has become a powerful architecture
to perform large-scale and complex computing. The
advantages of cloud computing include virtualized
resources, parallel processing, data service
integration with scalable data storage, etc.
Organizations are looking up to cloud computing to
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support their Big Data projects. Big Data
environments require clusters of servers to support
the tools that process and analyze the big data. Cloud
computing offers a cost-effective way to support big
data technologies and the advanced analytics
applications that can drive business value.Some of
the first adopters of Big Data in cloud computing are
users that deployed Hadoop clusters in highly
scalable and elastic computing environments
provided by vendors, such as IBM, Microsoft Azure,
and Amazon AWS (Chang et al, 2013).

Big Data and Cloud computing are interrelated.As Big
Data provides the ability to process multiple datasets,
cloud computing provides the underlying engine
through the use of Hadoop. Big Data utilizes
distributed storage technology based on cloud
computing rather than local storage attached to a
computer or electronic device. Cloud computing
infrastructure serves as an effective platform for data
storage required to perform Big Data analysis.
MapReduce is used for Big Data processing in a cloud
environment.

In this paper, Big Data challenges are highlighted with
focus on Privacy.Privacy poses a major threat even as
the capabilities and potential applicationsof Big Data
computing are evolving rapidly in financial
institutions. The goal of this paper therefore, is to
present a framework useful for enhancing privacy of
financial big data in the cloud. The sources of Big
Data and its benefits in financial institutions were also
discussed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2.0 presents an overview of Big Data in financial
institutions. The methodology and architecture for
enhancing privacy of financial big data are presented
in Section 3.0.The analysis of the proposed
framework is presented in Section 4.0 while the
paper concludes in Section 5.0.

2. BIG DATA IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Big Data is especially promising for financial
institutions as data is one of its important assets. In
banking and financial management, hundreds of
millions of transactions are conducted daily, each

adding another row to the sectors’huge and growing
ocean of data. Log data which are machine-generated
data, produced to record the details of every
operational transaction and automated function
performed within the bank’s business or information
systems,existsand requires adequate analysis.Such
internal data has outgrown the ability to be stored
and analyzed by traditional systems. In many cases,
these data have been collected for years without
been analyzed. Many of these institutionsare curious
onhow to use thesedatato gain a competitive
advantage.

Research shows that 71% of these banking and
financial markets report that the use of big data and
its analytics is creating a competitive advantage for
their organizations, compared with 63% of cross-
industry respondents. Compared to 36% of banking
and financial markets that reported an advantage in
IBM’s 2010 New Intelligent Enterprise Global
Executive Study and Research Collaboration, this is a
97% increase in two years as shown in figure 1 (LaValle
et al, 2010).

Figure 1: competitive advantage of financial
institutions over their cross-industry counterparts
using Big Data and Analytics
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Major sources of BigData for financial institutions
include internal sources that produce structured data
and social mediathat produces unstructureddata.
Structured data can refer to data that currently
resides in a product and customer-servicing systems.
Unstructured data can refer to data not easily
captured or stored, such as social media data, voice
call logs, emails, website click streams, video files,
etc. Figure 2 shows the classifications of Big Data
sources, comparing sources for banking and financial
markets with their cross-industry counterparts.

Figure 2: Sources of Big Data for banking and
financial markets.
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2.1Benefits of Big Data in Financial Institutions

The introduction of Big Data has enabled the financial
industry to access more data than before. Previously,
unstructured data had no value, but with Big Data, it
can be collected and analyzed for the benefit of the
industry.Banks and insurance agencies have access to
more data than ever before and they must determine
how to use this data to deepen the customer
relationship (World Retail Banking Report, 2013).
Benefits of Big Data in financial institutions include:

a. Customer-centric Outcomes: In financial
institutions, customers are the focus around which
data insights, technology, operations and systems
revolve. Customer analytics will enable better service
to customers due to the ability to understand
customer needs and anticipate future behaviours. By
improving the ability to understand changing markets
conditions and customer preferences through the
analysis of unstructured data from social media,
sentiments and complains of customers can be
uncovered which will induce the creation of new
customer-centric products and services. This
improves customer service leading to higher
customer retention.

b.Business-centric Outcomes: Big Data can
simultaneously reduce costs and increase revenues, a
duality that will give the business a boost.Financial
Institutions can use customer insights derived from
big data to design marketing strategies, execute
campaigns and capture sales leads across all
channels, product lines and customer segments. By
leveraging innovative business models enabled by Big
Data, investment managers, sales teams, and
operation teams have the ability to predict market
changes and forecast sales.

c.Enhanced Risk and Financial Management:
Predictive analytics enhanced by Big Data allows the
analysis of data to combat fraud, track anti-money

laundering, cash management and alleviate
operational risk.

d. Improved Decision Making: For important business
decisions, Big Data provides the availability of a
wealth of data that can influence timely and quality
decision making with confidence. Relationship
managers, investment bankers, financial advisors,
loan officers and others can have access to data for
better and more informed decisions.

e.Improved Accurate Data: Big Data offers the
financial industry the opportunity to discover data
correlations and patterns that would have remained
hidden, which enables theindustry to have access to
more accurate information.

2.2Financial Big Data in the Cloud
By developing a comprehensive Cloud-based Big Data
strategy, optimized value can be derived from Big
Data. In financial institutions, as customers’ data,
which can be of individuals, organizations or
enterprises are analyzed, cloud computing models
can help accelerate the potential for scalable
analytics solutions. Analytics as a Service (AaaS) can
be deployed in the cloud based on various cloud
service models. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a service (PaaS), and Software as a
Service (SaaS) are basic cloud service models for
Analytics as a Service.

IaaS enables the allocation of shared server
resources, which are often virtualized to handle the
computing and storage needs for Big Data analytics.
Cloud operating systems manage high-performance
servers, network, and storage resources. PaaS
provides tools and libraries to build, test, deploy, and
run applications on cloud infrastructure. PaaS serves
as a development platform for advanced analytics
applications. SaaS can provide specific applications
for cloud-based big data analytics. SaaS can be
referred to as a standalone application or part of a
greater cloud provider solution.

2.3 Challenges of Big Data in Financial Institutions
In a financial institution, the usage of big data on a
daily basis and in real time encounters challenges,
such as:
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a. Data Privacy
b. Security of Data
c. Storage of Data
d, Analysis of large data sets
e. Identity and Access management
f. Lack of IT infrastructure, skills and expertise

2.4Big Data Privacy Challenge
The ability of an individual or group to seclude
themselves, or information about themselves, and
thereby express themselves selectively can be
referred to as Privacy. Concerns over privacy are
causing drawbacks in the benefits of Big Data
computing. The ease and efficiency of cloud
computing comes with privacy and security risks
(Kaufman, 2009). Privacy of data is the main hurdle in
implementation of cloud services.Creating an
appropriate balance between privacy challenge and
big data rewards may very well be the biggest public
policy issue in financial institutions (Ira, 2013). The
growth of Big Data has influenced different
repository storage of personally identifiable credit
card data details and transaction data in financial
institutions. The storage and analysis of such data
have increased the demands of privacy. A breach in
privacy will be detrimental to a customer and the
institution’s overall brand, including a loss in revenue
from decreased business or from regulatory fines.
Since privacy is critical, government agencies heavily
regulate the use of personal information for financial
services and insurance companies.

Three broad categories of Big Data privacy threats
can be conceived, namely,Surveillance, Disclosure,
and Discrimination. Surveillance regards the feeling of
being watched resulting from the collection,
aggregation, and/or use of one’s information (Ryan,
2011). Another threatarises due to the disclosure of
data beyond the entity that initially collected it. Other
big data privacy problems include discrimination,
which is treating people differently on the basis of
information collected about them.

Preserving privacy of Big Data is challenging due to
the following:
a) Massive increase of transaction data volumes

b) Rise of new forms of interaction data, such as
social media
c) Increasingly complex IT environment
d) Use of insecure java-based frameworks, such as
Hadoop and its programming paradigm MapReduce.

3. BIG DATA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK
Driven by the need to solve privacy issues of BigData
in financial institutions, a privacy-enhancing
framework was proposed.

3.1 Noise Addition
Noise addition perturbation methods can transform
data by adding noise to preserve privacy. The noise
addition mechanism works by adding stochastic or
randomized attributes to confidential data. The
stochastic value is selected from a normal distribution
with zero mean and a diminutive standard deviation.
With stochastic noise, random data is added to
confidential attributes to hide the distinguishing
values. The added noise is targeted at the following:
a)Anonimizing: Hiding the customer.
b) Hashing: Disguising a customers’ identity.
c) Cloaking: Making a customer invisible.
d) Blurring: Decreasing accuracy of a query
e) Lying: Intentionally giving false information.

3.2Differential Privacy
With differential privacy, analysts can extract useful
information from datasets containing personal
information while offering strong individual privacy
protections (Salido, 2012)(Heffetz and Ligett, 2013).
Differential privacy is a promising method for
preserving privacy in Big Data.It aims to minimize the
chances of individual identification while analyzing
data.

Formally, Differential Privacy is defined as follows:A
randomized function A gives -differential privacy if
for all datasets D1 and D2that differs on a single
element (i.e., data of one person), and all S⊆Range(A),

1
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Since differential privacy is a probabilistic concept,
any differentially private mechanism is necessarily
random. We consider the Laplace mechanism that
relies on adding controlled noise. The Laplace
mechanism adds Laplace noise (i.e. noise from
the Laplace distribution), which can be expressed by
probability density function.

2which has a mean of zero and standard deviation λ.

The output function of A is defined as a real valued
function (called the transcript output by A)as:

3

where and f is the original real valued
function to be executed on the datasets.

can beconsidered to be a continuous random
variable, where

4

which is at most,

5

We can therefore consider to be the privacy
factor.

3.3 Proposed Privacy-EnhancingFramework
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The proposed framework combines three concepts, Big data, Cloud computing and Differential privacy. The
architecture is shown in figure 3.

Figure3: Privacy-Enhancing Big Data System Architecture

The Cloud provides facilities for the computation and
processing of Big Data. Financial Big Data from
several sources are analyzed with Hadoop using its
programming model, MapReduce and HDFS. The
outcomes of the analytics are stored in specific data
centers in the cloud. Laplace noise distribution is
calculated and added to the analytics to provide
enough perturbation such that queries sensitive
enough to reveal a customer’s data will give
responses that hides the individual.

Considering some zettabytes of data, Δf is calculated.
A small value is chosen. Laplace noise is set to Δf/.
Thus we arriveat Laplace (0, Δf/) noise distribution.

Therefore,

Big data analytics plus Noise from Laplace (0, Δf/) is
equal to Perturbed datasets.
Research concludes thata smaller  epsilon value
creates a more enhanced privacy.

4.  ANALYSIS OF THE FRAMEWORK
Consider a large dataset that is a collection of rows.
For instance, a row might be a customer’s data and
transactions. On query f, the customer’s data di of
the data in row i of the large dataset, computes f (di),
i = 1, . . . , n. The output bits are represented as 0/1
values in Af (D), for a large dataset D. We denote this
set {0, 1} Af (D), where Af (D) is the perturbed datasets.

For a set of bits di,1 , di,2......di,n,

Af(D) =0if ∀i ϵ {1,….n}, ∃ j1′, j2′such that:
A(Di,di∀ i)= Di,j′di ∀ i.
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Thus, Di,j′di = Di,di +noise ∀ i. Hence, if Af(D) = 0, the privacy of the big data
analytics has been enhanced.

The framework can be analysed based on two
measures, namely,

a. Privacy Invasion
b. Effect of noise

Privacy Invasion: By acquiring a perturbed versionof
datasets, Af (D) = 0.
Effect of Noise: The privacy factor  in differential
privacy usually takes a small value to give an
appropriate measure of noise as more noise renders
the data useless.

5.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As financial institutions create and store more
transactional data and logs, big data analysis can be
conducted on such data to derive value that gives a
competitive advantage. Big Data analytics can
perform predictive modelling to detect fraud, track
anti-money laundering and as such enhance risk
management. The potential benefits of Big Data are
however hampered by challenges that include data
privacy, data security, processing and storage of data,
lack of infrastructure, expertise and skills, etc.
Sensitivities around privacy are a big hurdle that
financial institutions need to overcome if the
economic benefits of Big Data are to be realized. We
focused on noise addition as a perturbation
methodology to transform large datasets for
enhancing privacy. Future work should be targeted at
the evaluative results of this framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many challenges are confronting SMEs growth and
development in Africa: poor infrastructure, access
to markets, access to finance, and unattractive
investment climate occasioned by regulatory,
institutional and legal barriers. The obstacles vary

from country to country. The financing of small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) has been a topic of
keen interest in recent years because of the key
role that SMEs play in economic development and
their potentially important contribution to
economic diversification and employment in
various economies.

ABSTRACT

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are mechanisms for inclusive development in Africa, breaking
barriers of age, gender, social class, religion, and tribe. They are aimed at productively engaging minds for
socio-economic growth and development through job creation and wealth generation. However, a major
road block to SME sector is the investment climate in Africa. A less than conducive business environment
means high cost of doing business, low access to finance, poor access to markets, and low capacity
building. Undoubtedly, measures have been proposed to address these challenges facing the sector in
view of its huge contribution to the gross domestic product (GDP) of African countries. Against the
backdrop that information availability and accessibility is key to tackling these challenges, this work
explored the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for repositioning and retooling the
sector. Design and engineering skills were applied to achieve the mandate - the study designed and
implemented an n-tier enterprise system tagged Automated System for Informal Sector (ASIS) using
Service-oriented Software Engineering (SOSE) approach. Requirements were gathered, proposed system
modelled using Universal Modelling Language, and development done using Microsoft SharePoint. This
paper reports on the promising results obtained so far. The outcome ostensibly indicates that a well
articulated and coordinated online real-time information system is one of the measures that could serve
as a game-changer in providing condusive business landscape. And ultimately, the envisaged SMEs
growth and development would be guaranteed, strengthening inclusive development.

Keywords: Inclusive Development, SMEs, Service-Oriented Software Engineering, Automated System for
Informal Sector, Socio-Economic Transformation
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Nonetheless, a system of measures is being put in
place to address the issues so that SMEs would
continue to engage all particularly the under-
privileged for socio-economic inclusion. One of
such measures is a technology-based SME sector in
which ICT is given the pride of place. Information
availability, accessibility and reliability will boost
investors' and financial institutions' confidence in
the sector and the multiplier effects will result in all
other indicators looking upward. A case in point is
the ongoing Bank Verification Number (BVN)
exercise in Nigeria. The initiative involves capturing
biometric data of customers, among other data,
with potential for providing banks with adequate
information about customers under the aegis of
KYC (Know Your Customer). No doubt, this will
stimulate banks' confidence and propensity to lend.

This research study focused on the provision of ICT
infrastructure that will facilitate access to markets,
assist in capacity building for SMEs operators to
have requisite operational and managerial skills,
enhance access to finance, and provide online real-
time data to galvanize regulatory, institutional and
legal frameworks of the investment climate.
Specifically, the study developed an enterprise
application tagged Automated System for Informal
Sector (ASIS) using Service-oriented Software
Engineering (SOSE) approach with the expectation
that the online real-time information it provides will
fast-track socio-economic transformation.

The application of SOSE for developing an SME
system is promising because of the reasons stated
in (Pressman, 2009; Debayan, 2011; Sommerville,
2011; Crnkovic and Larsson, 2003; Breivold and
Larsson, 2007).

The remainder of this paper comprises the
following: Section 2 gives the background of study
and related work; Section 3 presents the
methodology and the selected case study; section 4
focuses on results and discussions; and finally, the
paper is concluded in section 5.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Challenges of SMEs in Africa
The main challenges facing SMEs growth and
development in Africa include poor infrastructure,

access to finance, access to markets, electricity
deficit, and weak regulatory, institutional and legal
frameworks. Earlier studies revealed that enabling
environment lags far behind in Nigeria, Tanzania,
and even in Kenya. However, studies have shown
that the number of small established businesses is
high (Global Entrepreneurship, 2012). Figure 1
illustrates that while established business
ownership is relatively high for some African
countries it is relatively average in others. It equally
emphasizes that the percentage of established
owned businesses in some African countries is
higher than that of more developed economies
such as China, Brazil, France, the United Kingdom
(UK) and the United States of America (USA).

Figure 1: Established business ownership rate (%)
(Source: Global Entrepreneurship Monitor Survey
Data’, May 2012,
http://www.globalentrepreneurshipmonitor).
Downloaded March, 2015.
However, the challenges confronting SMEs in Africa
are impacting on the growth of start-ups. Hence,
start-up expectations for growth remain low
despite the large number of SMEs. Research has
shown that start-ups in France, the UK and the USA
show greater expectations for their business’
growth than those in Africa as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Expectations for growth in next 5years (%)
(Source: Global Entrepreneurship Monitor Survey
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Data’, May
2012, http://www.globalentrepreneurshipmonitor).
Downloaded March, 2015.

The macroeconomic environment in which SMEs
operate in Africa is less than appropriate. The
World Bank Doing Business Report named Chad the
most difficult Sub-Saharan African country to
conduct business in 2012 (Doing Business, 2012).
High tax rate, difficult insolvency regulations, and
long processing times make it difficult for SMEs to
operate and make profit. Particularly, high
insolvency costs make it extremely difficult for
entrepreneurs to try again when their businesses
fail. Other factors include absence of building
permits issued to the private sector and the
nightmare of accessing credit (Carstens, 2012;
Bangudu, 2013).  Furthermore, poor infrastructure,
corruption, and unreliable electricity are
contributory factors. For instance, Nigeria ranks
poorly in the world for ease of doing business,
despite Government policy that attempts to
encourage entrepreneurship. Specifically in 1999,
the Federal Government implemented a Small and
Medium Enterprises Equity Investment Scheme
(SMEEIS) which aimed to encourage a more
productive SME sector. However, the policy
objectives have not been met due to poor
implementation (Mamman, et al., 2007). This has
constrained SMEs from tapping into the market
potential resulting from the country’s young, large
and growing middle class and population, thus
slowing down economic growth and employment
creation. However, while some countries are
grappling with high levels of regulatory and
institutional barriers, others have made significant
improvements in easing the cost of doing business
in their countries (Carstens, 2012). Indeed, the
World Bank Doing Business Report 2012 shows that
over the last few years, an impressive 78% of
African countries undertook meaningful
governmental regulatory reform as a means of
improving the business climate and encouraging
investment (Doing Business, 2012, Carstens, 2012).

Though some governments do more to facilitate
and encourage local business development in
African countries, access to credit for
entrepreneurs remains the key problem for SME

development. The African Development Bank
(AfDB) recently reported that only 20% of African
SMEs had access to credit and that only 9% of the
investments SMEs make are funded by a bank
(Calice et al., 2012). This contrasts South America
and the Caribbean where 44% of SMEs reported
access to credit, and to Europe were 23% of SMEs’
investments are financed through bank loans. As it
were, it is traditional for number of start-ups and
small businesses to fail, and a climate that permits
failure positions an entrepreneur to learn from that
failure and start afresh. It is in such an environment
that innovation and success can most thrive (Les
Miserables, 2012). Study also revealed that most
entrepreneurs were ‘serial entrepreneurs’ in that
they launched one or two other companies before
achieving success (Ernst & Young, 2011).

Notwithstanding this difficultly, there are a number
of indicators that suggest that the situation is
improving (Calice et al., 2012).

2.2 Information Technology and SMEs Challenges

The fact that the ICT strategy is one of  many
strategies that is auspicious of taking SMEs to the
next level underpins this research study. Against
the background that the integration of ICTs (mobile
systems, biometric systems, etc) into SME
initiatives will promote socio-economic inclusion for
inclusive development, this study embarked on the
design and implementation of an automated
system for the informal sector (ASIS). A critical
component of an ICT infrastructure is the software.
And to fast-track growth and development,
information exchange between users and providers
needs to be dynamic. In this light, we chose a
software engineering approach that dynamically
meets the information needs of SME stakeholders.
This approach is the Service-oriented Software
Engineering (SOSE) model of developing software.

2.3 Service-Oriented Software Engineering and
Inclusive Development
Inclusion is an organizational practice and goal
aimed at bringing together different groups or
individuals having different backgrounds like origin,
age, race and ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual
orientation and gender identity in a culturally and
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socially accepted fashion for equal treatment
towards the attainment of set common objectives
(Miller and Katz, 2002; Gasorek, 1998; Hyter and
Turnock, 2006; Roberson, 2006).  Ostensibly, SMEs
in the African body politic are meant to drive set
objectives of growth and development. SME
initiatives in Africa mean more than just businesses
and entrepreneurship; they represent conscious
and concerted efforts to get all strata of the
economic ladder to contribute to socio-economic
growth and development. This implies that SMEs
are tools for social-economic inclusion and provide
platform for those shut out of mainstream society
like the less privileged to be actively engaged in
socio-economic drive.  Entrepreneurship ignites
utilization of skills, experience and knowledge even
among citizens at the bottom of the economic
ladder (Arnstein, 1969). The need to coordinate
effort and share information dynamically among all
players in the economy regardless of gender,
ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, disability or
poverty is key to the survival of SMEs. Inclusive
growth encourages equitable opportunities for
economic participants during economic growth
with benefits incurred by every section of society.
Sustainable economic growth requires inclusive
growth. Emphasis on inclusiveness, especially on
equality of opportunity in terms of access to
markets, resources, and an unbiased regulatory
environment, is an essential ingredient of
successful growth. The inclusive growth approach
focuses on productive employment as a means of
increasing the incomes of the poor and excluded
groups and raising their standards of living
(Ianchovichina and Lundstrom, 2009).

Languepin (2010) reports that efforts to promote
digital inclusion has made the use of mobile phones
predominant among vulnerable people and proven
to be a success as the rapid distribution of mobile
telephony has made it possible for poor people to
have easy access to useful and interactive
information, thereby increasing the momentum of
SMEs activities.

The United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) opines that many people are excluded
from development because of their gender,
ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, disability or

poverty. Development can be inclusive - and reduce
poverty - only if all groups of people contribute to
creating opportunities, share the benefits of
development and participate in decision-making. In
pursuing inclusive development, African countries
have chosen SMEs as a critical element for creating
productive and gainful employment. This is often
paired with effective and efficient social safety nets
to protect those who cannot work or who earn too
little (Okewu, 2013).

The desire to provide business data that are easily
accessible by all SME stakeholders just-in-time
means a dynamic-based model of software
development is required.

Service-oriented Software Engineering (SOSE) is a
software engineering methodology focused on the
development of software systems by composition
of reusable services (service-orientation) often
provided by other service providers. These services
may be provided by others as web services, but the
essential element is the dynamic nature of the
connection between the service users and the
service providers (Cervantes and Hall, 2004;
Breivold and Larsson, 2007).

There are three types of actors in a service-oriented
interaction: service providers, service users and
service registries. Service providers are software
services that publish their capabilities and
availability with service registries. Service users are
software systems (which may be services
themselves) that accomplish some task through
the use of services provided by service providers.
Service users use service registries to discover and
locate the service providers they can use. This
discovery and location occurs dynamically when the
service user requests them from a service registry
Stojanović, (2005); Okewu and Daramola, (2014).

Figure 3 shows the service-oriented architecture on
a web service platform.
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Figure 3: Service-oriented architecture (Source:
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web service). Downloaded
February, 2015.

As illustrated figure 3, the service provider sends a
WSDL (web service description language) file to a
directory named UDDI (Universal Description,
Discovery and Integration). The service requester
contacts UDDI to know the provider for the data it
needs, and then it contacts the service provider
using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). The
service provider validates the service request and
sends structured data in an XML (extensible
markup language) file, using the SOAP protocol.
This XML file would be validated again by the
service requester using an XSD file. Generally, UDDI
outlines which software system should be
contacted for which type of data. In the event a
software system needs a particular report/data, it
would go to the UDDI and find out which other
system it can contact for receiving that data. Once
the system to be contacted is known, SOAP is used
to make the contact.

2.4 Related Work
Some of the previous efforts that are related to
SMEs in Sub-Saharan Africa in the literature are
presented as follows.

Olawale and Garwe (2010) provided
information on their investigation of the
obstacles to the growth of new SMEs in South
Africa using the principal component approach.
The most important obstacle was termed
Financial which is largely an internal factor. The

other obstacles were Economic (external),
Markets (external), Management (internal) and
Infrastructure (external). Despite highlighting
challenges confronting SMEs, the study did not
elaborate on using ICT strategy to tackle the
challenges. Neither was there mention of the
use of any software engineering approach.

International Finance (2015) researched challenges
confronting SMEs in Africa and categorized them
into four building blocks - conducive business
environment (investment climate),  limited
management and operational capacity,  access to
markets and access to finance. It is of the view that
SMEs make up 90% of all businesses in African
markets and are important drivers of growth in
economies across Sub Saharan Africa.
Hersman (2012) observed that the dearth of
government support for companies has seen a
proliferation of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) hubs spread across the entire
continent. The mention of the role of ICT in
stimulating growth and development is heart-
warming even though the study stopped short of
mentioning software applications used let alone
the software engineering approach used for
developing such software. The research also did
not elaborate on the place of SMEs in inclusive
development.
Leo et al. (2010) was concerned about the role
that SMEs play for growth and development in
Sub-Saharan Africa. The study pointed to
substantial literature showing that there is a
strong correlation between business environment
and growth opportunities for SMEs. The better
the business environment, the more SMEs will be
established. It should be pointed out that Okewu
(2015) had indicated that corruption is a major
factor hindering progress in Africa and suggested
the use of information and communications
technologies (ICTs) in entrenching transparency
and enhancing the African business landscape.

Mousley (2014) highlighted issues, challenges and
prospects of developing SMEs in Africa. The work
focused on two dynamic indicators - one,
transformation of micro and informal firms into
formal firms and two, growth of small and medium
firms into globally competitive firms. As clinical as
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the study was, it fell shy of mentioning that
information technology is a viable strategy for
addressing the constraints. Additionally, it did not
harp on SMEs as a vehicle for inclusive
development.

Obeche (2015) reiterated that SMEs hold the ace for
growth and development of Africa’s economies,
but their potential cannot be fully tapped until
critical challenges bedeviling the sector are tackled.
While lack of financing and infrastructures such as
power are critical challenges facing SMEs in Africa,
the African Development Bank (AfDB) is partnering
with governments, local and international financial
institutions to strengthen the SMEs in Africa.
Though the emphasis of this research was more on
the challenges posed by finance and power, and
less on information technology as an emerging
critical infrastructure, it nonetheless brought to the
fore the invaluable contribution of infrastructure to
providing an enabling environment for SMEs to
thrive.
In a nutshell, we observed from the literature that
none of the previous studies had focused on the
implementation of an SME system in an African
context using SOSE approach with a view to
strengthening inclusive development, the main
motivation for this work.

3. METHODOLOGY - AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR
INFORMAL SECTOR (ASIS)

The study used Nigeria as a test bed. This is against
the background that it has the largest economy in
Sub-Saharan Africa and findings here could, to a
large extent, be representative of economic
realities on the African continent. The proof of
technology was done using Microsoft SharePoint
while the underlying theoretical framework used
was service-oriented software engineering. Guided
by the software architecture process, the study
progressed through activities of gathering
architectural requirements, designing architecture
to validating the service-oriented architecture

3.1 Architectural Requirements
The researcher gathered requirements and
summarized the cross-cutting functional
requirements of the proposed solution in Table 1.

Table 1: Cross-cutting functional requirements
Req
. ID

Requirem
ent

Brief Description

R01 Add SMEs
informatio
n

The system shall allow
authorized users to add
SMEs information to the
database depending on
assigned rights and
privileges.

R02 Access
SMEs
informatio
n

The system shall allow
authorized users to
access SMEs information
from the database in
accordance with assigned
rights and privileges.

R03 Edit SMEs
informatio
n

The system shall allow
authorized users to edit
SMEs information on the
database in line with
assigned rights and
privileges.

R04 Delete
SMEs
informatio
n

The system shall allow
authorized users to
delete SMEs information
from the database
contingent upon rights
and privileges assigned.

3.2 Architectural Design
The deployment diagram for the proposed solution
is shown in Fig. 4. Users can view outcome on
personal computer (PC) and third party tool such as
phone.
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Figure 4: ASIS deployment diagram

For financial deepening with the SME industry,
payment systems like automatic teller machine
(ATM) and point-of-sale (POS) terminal are
incorporated. Also integrated is biometric system
for identification and verification of SME
stakeholders. The ASIS algorithm design is treated
offline in this paper.

The ASIS software architecture pattern is
presented as 3-tier architecture as shown in Figure
5.

3.3 Architecture Validation
To verify and validate the ASIS architecture, a
prototype was developed using Community Site
component of   Microsoft SharePoint. The web-
based solution was then tested using simulated
interactive sessions between stakeholders.

Figure 5: Visual overview of the 3-tiered ASIS
architecture

As the name suggests, the Community Site
component facilitated online real-time conversation
between SME stakeholders. Test scenarios were
presented where service users (requesters) sought
for information from the service providers housed in
the service registry. To underscore the dynamic
collaboration philosophy of SOSE which encourages
real-time exchange between information users and
providers, the prototype ensured that information
was provided on real-time basis. This confirmed that
ASIS is not only web-based, but also service-
oriented. Put in another fashion, service users were
able to access service providers warehoused in the
service registry of ASIS.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The study conducted a mock-trial of ASIS using
simulated questions and answers posted online
real-time between users of the system. The
researcher also evaluated possible threats to
results obtained. This ASIS Simulator provided new
information that online real-time dynamic
communications can take place among SME
stakeholders.

4.1 Results of Software Experiment
Outcomes of the test-run as graphically

demonstrated in Figures 6-8 clearly indicate that
both information requesters and information
providers could exchange information on issues
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that bother on the growth and development of
SMEs in a dynamic fashion. This ensures that
stakeholders are well informed about
developments in the sector on minute-by-minute
basis, thus boosting their confidence and
commitment to the sector. ASIS can also facilitate
implementation of regulatory, institutional and
legal procedures, giving a facelift to the investment
climate.

The following snapshots (Figures 6 - 8) show
simulated postings on the ASIS platform. The
simulation shows information exchange between
the SME stakeholders who are seeking for
information and stakeholders who responded on
just-in-time.

Figure 6: The ASIS sub-site showing simulated items
for SME stakeholder’s discussion

Figure 7: An ASIS sub-site showing SME stakeholder
asking question

Figure 8: An ASIS sub-site showing an SME
stakeholder responding to question asked by
another stakeholder

4.2 Evaluation Threats
It is quite possible that an elaborate evaluation

of the different modules of the proposed system,
ASIS, could present new insights and change
information obtained. Nonetheless, the subjects
that participated in the survey have the required
practical knowledge of the challenges confronting
Nigeria's SME sector - lack of electricity, access to
markets, access to finance, corruption, and
investment climate barriers (regulatory,
institutional and legal). They equally had sufficient
practical engagements with ASIS. This offered them
good basis to make objective assessment of the
role of online real-time information in promoting
growth and development of SMEs. It is therefore
safe to say that there are ample reasons to take
their views seriously.

In addition, only 2 classes of people were
involved in the simulation exercise - one
representing information service requester while
the other represented the information service
provider, which could in a sense limit the statistical
significance of the outcome. However, the result of
the experiment clearly indicates that both parties,
who incidentally are the stakeholders in an SME
information space, were adequately represented
and were functional in the exchanges on
acceptable service levels. This is considered to be a
good result because at this point in the project, the
core objective is to gain a first impression of the
impact of information availability and accessibility
on SMEs growth and development. Therefore,
despite the limitation of using a limited number of
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evaluators, there is sufficient ground to infer that
there is a positive and preferential disposition to
the use of information technology in confronting
the challenges confronting the informal sector and
promoting inclusive development through the
engagement of the vulnerable groups in job
creation and wealth generation.  We can thus
generalize that the SOSE developed automated
information system is effective for facilitating
growth and development of SMEs, and by
extension overall socio-economic development of
Sub-Saharan Africa.

5. CONCLUSION

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are on
a growing scale being acknowledge as productive
drivers of economic growth and development for
African countries. It is established that SMEs
account for 70% of Ghana’s gross domestic product
(GDP) and 92% of its businesses. They also make up
91% of formalized businesses in South Africa and
70% of the manufacturing sector in Nigeria (Abor
and Quartey, 2010; Mamman et al. 2007). SMEs not
only contribute substantially to the economy but
also is catalyst for economic diversification through
their development of new and unsaturated sectors
of the economy. Moreover, innovative and
technology-based SMEs can provide a solid
platform for expanding outside of domestic
borders, and entering intra-regional and
international markets. Hence, the motivation to
build a web-based multi-tier architecture SME
system, ASIS that can facilitate the realization of
this objective. Taking into cognizance the
increasing emergence of SMEs across sub-Saharan
Africa and their impact, an automated system for
the sector will enhance SMEs development, success
and potential across the African continent. This
study opined that an information technology
architecture that supports SMEs access to markets,
access to finance, capacity building and
coordinated regulatory/legal frameworks was
needed against the backdrop that once this pillars
are galvanized, SMEs will prosper. The
implementation of ASIS has demonstrated that
online real-time information can be shared
dynamically among stakeholders for best business
decision making.  And by extension, growth and

development can be guaranteed through inclusive
development that is the hall-mark of SMEs.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Smart City is a powerful paradigm that applies

the most advanced communication technologies to
urban environments, with the final aim of enhancing the
quality of life in cities and provide a wide set of value-

added services to both citizens and administration. A
fundamental step towards the practical realization of the
Smart City concept isin the development of a
communication infrastructure capable of collecting data
from a large variety of different devices in a mostly

ABSTRACT

Cities are the economic, social and political hubs of our world. They contribute the most to our world's economy and
consume most of its resources. Despite its contributions, cities still face a storm of economic, environmental and
demographic challenges. In the process of tackling these challenges, the term “smart city” was conceived and is
defined by some authors as the combined use of software systems, server infrastructure, network infrastructure
and client devices to better connect some critical city infrastructure components and services, such as
transportation, education, healthcare, and so on. Also, with the advancement in new technology platforms like
broadband, software applications, mobile technologies, big data analytics and social technologies, there has been an
explosion of new products and solutions that reach billions of users, connect billions of devices and create several
new applications. This research paper is focused on reviewing the concept of smart city, its applications and possible
future architectural design model.
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uniform and seamless manner, according to the Internet
of Things (IoT) paradigm. While the scientific and
commercial interest in IoT has been constantly growing
in the last years, practical experimentation of IoT
systems has just begun. (Angelo, et al, 2014)

It is a developed urban area that creates
sustainable economic development and high quality of
life by excelling in multiple key areas; economy, mobility,
environment, people, living, and government. Excelling
in these key areas can be done  through strong human
capital, social capital, and/or ICT infrastructure. The
emerging trend towards “smarter” cities strengthens
the importance of information and communication
technology in urban development. Wireless city
initiatives can be seen as a vehicle to fulfil technology-
related objectives which refer to wireless technology.
Smart buildings are one of the major application areas of
technologies bound to embedded systems and the IoT.
Such systems have to be adaptable and flexible in order
to provide better services to its residents.

The IoT represents a variety of things or objects
which, through unique addressing schemes, are able to
interact with each other and cooperate with their
neighbours to reach common goals. These things include
different (often embedded) devices including but not
limited to sensors of various kinds, actuators, mobile
devices, TV sets, vehicle computers; but also non-ICT
appliances (dishwashers, microwave ovens,
refrigerators), electrical energy sources and building
components. Some of the key application areas of IoT
are smart cities, smart power grids, smart health, smart
transport, as well as smart buildings which includes
smart living solutions(Schatten, 2014).
The concept of Smart City is a natural evolution because
current global trends in energy supply and consumption
are patently unsustainable; environmentally,
economically, and socially. The scientific community
believes that the future of human prosperity depends on
how successfully we tackle the two central energy
challenges facing us today: securing the supply of

reliable and affordable energy; and effecting a rapid
transformation to a low-carbon, efficient and
environmentally benign system of energy supply. This
can be tagged “an energy revolution”. (Bartoli, et al,
2011)

Smart Cities are a future reality for municipalities
around the world. These cities will use the power of
ubiquitous communication networks, highly distributed
wireless sensor technology, and intelligent management
systems to solve current and future challenges and
create exciting new services. Smart City officials will be
essential visionary leaders who drive Smart City progress
using public-private partnerships to invest in scalable
projects, smart regulation to connect city laws to new
digital realities, and innovation clusters to create jobs
and vibrant economies. Its technologies integrate and
analyze massive amounts of data to anticipate, mitigate,
and even prevent many problems. This data is leveraged,
for example, to intelligently reroute traffic and reduce
accidents, identify crime hot spots and target resources
for crime reduction, and connect citizens at work or out
on the town. Smart Cities proactively provide services,
notifications, and information to citizens such as where
to find a parking spot or a new local shop or even to
monitor air pollution. It connects citizens to local
government and encourages more direct participation,
interaction, and collaboration. It also provides solutions
that are economically and environmentally sustainable.
This is the potential future for every city and town.

When we consider the Internet
ofEnvironment(IoE) and the Smart City, the importance
of network infrastructure becomes apparent. Smart
Cities must be built upon a pervasive broadband network
to connect all parts of a city, and data must be sent
faster, securely, in real time, and in unprecedented
volumes. "Network infrastructure must be a key
investment to prepare for our 2020 digital universe."
(Ruthbea, 2013)

Hence, the purpose of building smart city is to
provide better working and living environment, involving
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multi-subjects as governments, businesses, and scientific
research units.

2.0 RELATED WORK
The concept of Smart City originated in a U.S.
information technology company IBM. The CEO Sam
Palmisano put forward this concept of smart earth in the
roundtable after Obama took office in January 2009.
Obama gave positive affirmation to the idea that smarter
planet building would lead a new generation of
economic investment and acknowledged such concept
as the information superhighway plan. Since then, the
construction of smart society has become a focus in
countries throughout the world.  The concept of “smart
cities” has attracted considerable attention in the
context of urban development policies. The Internet and
broadband network technologies as enablers of e-
services become more and more important for urban
development while cities are increasingly assuming a
critical role as drivers of innovation in areas such as
health, environment and business. (Dmitry Namiot and
Manfred Schneps-Schneppe, 2012)

Smart city has its root into the world as the
Obama administration responded positively to the
wisdom of smart earth with $787 billion economic
recovery and reinvestment strategy, in order to support
and promote the development in fields of energy,
healthcare and the Internet. Since then, development of
smart earth has caught the world's attention. The United
States, Japan, Korea, Europe and other countries made
the IoT technology development into national strategy.
U-Korea, The first u-society on the best of u-
infrastructure, is the core development strategy in South
Korea. Japanese's u-Japan strategic aims at realization of
all the Japanese people, things, objects and persons
connected (4U =Ubiquitous and Universal, the User-
oriented, Unique). The European Commission has put
forward the Internet of Things-An action plan for Europe
program to promote the right to speak in the initial stage
of IOT era. Singapore is building smart country, one of
the pioneers constructing smart city. On June 19, 2006,

the Singapore government official launched the 2015
Intelligent Nation Plan. Singapore's Intelligent
Transportation System (ITMS) is world's first intelligent
transportation systems. The investment in Singapore
makes itself the world's most smooth traffic city.
Stockholm Sweden also began to use the smart city-
building concepts to solve the congestion of traffic
system. German has started implementation of the T-City
project. Ireland set up Galway Bay Smart Bay project.
South Korea's Incheon city government announced
cooperation with technology companies. Smart City in
China's development begins when Premier Wen Jiabao
visited WuXi High-techMicro-nano Sensor Network R & D
Center in 2009. The concept has been included in the
12thFive-Year Development Plan, focusing on investment
in smart grid, intelligent transportation, smart home and
smart logistic. (Kang-juanandLiu-qing, 2012)

The IoT is indeed a recent communication
paradigm that aims at annexing into the Internet any
kind of object, provided it is equipped with a micro-
controller, a communication transceiver, and a suitable
protocol stack. Hence, the IoT can enable easy access
and interaction with a wide variety of devices such as, for
instance, home appliances, surveillance cameras,
monitoring sensors, actuators, displays, vehicles, and so
on. The potentially enormous amount and variety of data
generated by such objects will then foster the
development of new services to citizens, companies, and
public administrations. Therefore, the adoption of the
IoT paradigm in a Smart City scenario is very attractive to
public administrations, which may become the
promoters for the adoption of the IoT paradigm on a
wider scale. (Angelo, et al, 2014)

Also, smart city is based on IoT, because it
improves informational infrastructure and urban
management. It is put forward based on the requirement
of city developing needs and driven by technology
breakthrough. Its infrastructure is the fourth basic
infrastructure after water, electricity and gas. Perfection
of information technology is an important benchmark to
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measure the degree of information, international
competitiveness and influence for a city or country. As at
2010, 1500 cities had started smart city construction
throughout Asia, Europe, the United States and Africa.
The IoT technology is the technology push power of
smart city building. Through information technology, the
entire city functions as an organism.Any information in a
cell (urban component) can be neural networked in real
time to the brain (perception layer, and transmission
layer). The brain analysis and data processing can then
make a scientific decision-making in order to realize
successful applications. Known as the third technology
wave of industrial revolution, IoT provides technical
supports to solve current urban development and social,
economic, natural contradictions. Sensor and actuator
layer targets at terminal objects, such as assets,
environment, vehicles and even physical state of people.
This level is made up of hundreds of millions of sensing
equipment, to obtain information and data (similar to
human nerve fibres feel perception of the physical
world) and to perform instructions on terminal objects it
receives. The terminal data collection equipment
includes sensors, radio frequency identification (RFID)
tags, smart meter, camera, GPS, mobile phones and so
on. The sensing technology is the fundamental base in
realization of a more thorough perception smart city.
(Kang-juanandLiu-qing, 2012)

Furthermore, information security is the core
and fundamental element of smart city where anyone
can obtain any data in any place at any time through
wireless network. The easy accessibility of information
resources is also a potential leak of confidential
information and brings risk of theft. Therefore, the
construction of smart city should strengthen network
and information security, set safety norms on
information collection, and establish security protection
and encryption system.  The key element for information
industry and the IoT are technical standards. As related
information and technology in smart city is massive and
complex, uniform standards must be established. Lack of

technical standards, enterprises will be faced with
investment risks or repeated switching costs. Research
and development might be delayed because of potential
replacement costs if there is no standard for technology
compatibility. Thus it is required to establish a unified
industry standards and transparent criteria. In order to
ensure implementation of the decisions made by the IoT
processing system, a strong executive government and
organizational institution are also significant. (Namiot
and Schneps-Schneppe, 2012)

There are various definitions of smart city, For
example, IBM’s Smart Cities digitize and connect
infrastructures (IoT) to infuse them with new
intelligence (IBM, 2012). As per Forrester, Smart City is
the combined use of software systems, server
infrastructure, network infrastructure, and client devices
to better connect seven critical city infrastructure
components and services: city administration, education,
healthcare, public safety, real estate, transportation, and
utilities. (Namiot and Schneps-Schneppe, 2012)

Consequently, for a city to be considered a
Smart City, it must call for the cooperation of a multitude
of fields of activities including industry, education,
community participation, technical infrastructure, and
various ‘soft factors’: “A Smart City is a city well
performing in a forward-looking way in six characteristics
(Smart Economy, Smart People, Smart Governance,
Smart Mobility, Smart Environment, Smart Living), built
on the smart combination of endowments and activities
of self-decisive, independent and aware citizens.” If
analyzed, the above-mentioned definition can be broken
down into the following characteristics. A Smart City
must have well-developed connectivity obtained through
a networked infrastructure. High-tech and creative
industries (known as ‘soft infrastructure’) must emerge
from this fertile foundation and over time attract new
businesses and investments therefore producing both
urban growth and a positive socio-economic
performance. (Sauro, et al, 2012)
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Furthermore, over the past two decades,
communication networks have experienced tremendous
growth and expansion all over the world. The explosive
growth of many types of mobile devices such as smart
phones, variations of tablet computers, and laptops, has
fuelled the demand for more bandwidth with varying
Quality of Service (QoS), with pervasive connectivity and
at affordable costs. This has brought about smart city
which is pushed by the application of the paradigm of
IoT to an urban context is of particular interest as it
responds to the strong push of many national
governments to adopt ICT solutions in the management
of public affairs, thus realizing the so-called Smart City
concept.  The final aim of smart city is to make a better
use of the public resources, increasing the quality of the
services offered to the citizens while reducing the
operational costs of the public administrations. This
objective can be pursued by the deployment of an urban
IoT, i.e., a communication infrastructure that provides
unified, simple, and economical access to a plethora of
public services, thus unleashing potential synergies and
increasing transparency to the citizens. (Andrea, et al,
2014)

2.1 ASPECTS OF SMART CITY
Smart Cities have been characterized and defined by a
number of factors including sustainability, economic
development and a high quality of life. Enhancing these
factors can be achieved through infrastructure (physical
capital), human capital, and social capital and/or ICT
infrastructure.
A Smart City is a place where citizens interact with the
city in order to satisfy their necessities (relationship,
communication, green energy, economy, connectivity,
accessibility, culture) and improve their quality of life
using new technologies as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Graphical representation of Smart City and its
aspects. (Source: Małgorzata Hanzl, et al, 2014)

City environment
• Cities as inherent parts of the environment.
• Bringing “nature” into the city.
• Lack of proper care for the environment in the past.
• The simplification of urban landscape generates a loss
of biodiversity.
• Trials to respect and protect the environment inside
the city, creating green areas, parks and using green
energy in order to reduce the pollution of the
atmosphere and prevent climate changes.
Communication and relationship
• Communication - “the process by which information is
passed between individuals and/or organizations by means
of previously agreed symbols” (Little, 2012).
• Technology enables effective communication but its
speed may constrain the ability to build meaningful
relationships.
• Effective communication anticipates citizen’s
requirements. It uses codes: colours, light, sounds, signs,
it enhances mass collecting of information, i.e., crowd-
sourcing, it assists process organisation or just provides a
communication platform (Hanzl, 2007).
Culture and innovation
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• Cities compete to provide comfort, which requires
satisfaction of human needs: security and safety,
education, etc.
• The recognition of the city’s own culture and history is
key for knowledgeable and respectful development.
• Every area of human activity may be enhanced with
the use of technology: education, sports or musical and
theatre spectacles.
• The constraints are creativity and organisation, the
background is the adjustment to local culture.
Connectivity and accessibility
• The transportation system: accessibility of goods and
citizens' mobility – effective management.
• Availability of interactive information increases the
comfort of commuters, thus significantly improving
travel conditions.
• The role of pedestrian movement as a form of
transportation.
• Smart-smart urbanism should follow specific planning
principles, privileging the complexity of ground-plane
design, recognising the cognitive value of pedestrian
experience(Senett, 2012;Hanzl, et al, 2014).
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF A SMART CITY

A smart city can be described as a city that:
• Allows real-world urban data to be collected and
analyzed by the use of software systems, server
substructure, network infrastructure, and client devices.
• Implements solutions, with the support of
instrumentation and interconnection of sensors,
actuators, and mobile devices.
• Can combine service production and an intelligent
environment, exploits accessible information in its
activities and decision making and adopts information
flows between the municipality and the urban or
business community.

The city may be considered as a service
organization with citizens as the customers - it provides
services to its citizens. There is a demand for smarter,
effective, efficient and more sustainable cities, pushing
the collective intelligence of cities onward, which can

improve the ability to forecast and manage urban flows,
and integrate the dimensions of the physical, digital and
institutional spaces of a regional agglomeration. Urban
development and improvement of the city has been
turning towards technology. Smart cities use different
information and communication technologies (ICT).

Hence, smart city services and applications
focuses on how to shape future Internet based services
and applications from a smart city perspective. The
deployment, implementation and approval of innovative
internet based services and applications have to be
made in order to permit facing the challenges of
advanced cities. This change and prospect especially
involves people who work with knowledge and
information. The creation of information stuff is not
restricted to a particular location, and the resulting
products are typically delivered through the network.
Smart city services are also available through wireless
mobile devices and are enabled by services oriented
enterprise architecture including web services, the
extensible mark-up language (XML), and mobilized
software applications. (Novotný, et al, 2014)

2.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF SMART CITY
Smart cities refer to the urban centers which are

made safe, environmentally green and efficient. The
management of all utility services whether power, water,
gas or transportation are maintained using advanced
integrated sensors, electronics and networks. Finally, the
services are interfaced with computerized systems
comprised of databases, tracking and decision making
algorithms. Technology has changed the traditional ways
of city development. The characteristics of a smart city
are:

(a) A broadband infrastructure which is widely available
and affordable to all, including developed and
undeveloped area.
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(b) Applications and services in different areas such as
safety, health, education and economy.
(c) An interconnection between the communities
through integrated service architecture.
(d) A platform for innovation that promotes the
development of new applications and services.

With the Internet and worldwide web,
teleconferencing, video communication devices, cell
phones, people and companies now have freedom to
choose how they want to be organized in a smart city.
Moreover, wireless technologies, have gained great
momentum by the cities around the world as quick and
effective technologies for enabling Municipal Area
Networks (MAN). The availability of advanced
broadband communications, services and effective
electronic applications help in bridging the “digital
divide” and improved economic competence. In short,
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) are
increasingly recognized as a powerful instrument for
reducing poverty, promoting and facilitating sustainable
good governance(Shahnaj and Fouzia, 2012).

3.0 APPLICATION AREAS OF A SMART CITY
A smart city is recognized by the availability of

some very common applications. These front-end
services are mostly electronically managed and
maintained. The application areas of a smart city are
numerous. Some of them are as follows:
Education: The spread of education in the smart city is
ensured through distant learning methods. More
benefits are derived by establishing interactive learning
process. Although not much effective but off-line digital
learning is also a modern tool for education. Digital
learning includes the provision for digitized lecture
notes, electronic books and journal. Apart from the
education itself, the system of education is
computerized by providing web-based results, course
content, students’ record and/or teachers’ performance.
Public Utility Services: All of the utility services provided
to the citizens: electricity, water, gas etc. use state-of-
the-art techniques using leading-edge ICT to change the

way of services. Such techniques are used in order to
improve customer service, productivity, effectiveness
and efficiency.
Public Health Care: A prompt and accurate diagnosis is
the fundamental requirement for an effective public
health care system. For that a distributed database is
developed with patient records. And most importantly
accessibility of the patient records to the doctors is
established. This data includes the test reports of the
patients.
Public safety: At the key installation and security
sensitive area, network based security camera is installed
for crime prevention. Moreover, in order to make public
life easy, smooth and reduce traffic congestions,
synchronous traffic signalling is computerized. An online
traffic update system is also established for the public to
follow roads with less traffic.
Business: Different ICT projects in public and private
sectors are encouraged to involve local ICT educated
graduates as this creates more ICT related jobs for the
younger generation. Experts are developed gradually for
creating opportunities for more business from home and
abroad. This, in turn, improves internal communication
to help strategic planning and prioritizing resources as
well as promote innovative thinking and collaboration.
Within a short span of time, people learn how to become
a successful entrepreneur.
Standard of life: In a smart city, the government delivers
new "value-added" services to its citizens using leading-
edge technology to improve their quality of life. It is
expected that each individual can derive economic
benefits by accessing information in cost-effective ways.
A smart city provides the tools and infrastructure to let
citizens and community organizations take advantage of
the information age and to participate and express their
views as part of local decision-making process. By
providing information open for all, everything becomes
transparent. By this, the misappropriations and
corruption in the society are reduced and economic
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development of the country is ensured. (Shahnaj and
Fouzia, 2012)

3.1 NEEDS FORA SMART CITY
Countries can operate effectively in the new

global economy only if they meet two conditions. They
must (i) command adequate information and
communication technology infrastructure and (ii)
generate the human resource to operate it. The ability to
maximize the use of knowledge is now considered to be
the single most important factor in deciding the
competitiveness of countries as well as their ability to
empower their citizens through enhanced access. The
smart city is needed for several reasons such as:

a) Cities and Towns are growing in size and influences
making the world becoming more urban and global.

b) Government is being reformed – e.g.
decentralization /devolution of governments

c) Technological developments and e-commerce are
having a profound effect on society.

d) Increasing pressure to alternate service delivery i.e.
find creative methods through which municipalities
can mobilize energy capacity and resources outside
the municipality for the development of the area.

e) Increasing pressure to become service and customer
oriented.

f) Increasing pressure to involve the community to the
work of municipality

g) Increasing pressure to provide all relevant
information to other levels of government,
communities and other stakeholders.

h) Lack of integration between departments and
directorates.

i) Increasing bureaucracy - huge reliance on manual
processes and people based processes.

j) IT systems focused mainly on cost reporting not
business enablement.

k) IT enabled governance, socio-economic
development as well as Administration/Service
delivery.

(Shahnaj P. and Fouzia F., 2012).

4.0 MODEL AND FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
In turning talk into action, a Smart City

Framework is a simple decision methodology that
enables both the public and private sectors to plan and
implement Smart City initiatives more effectively. Most
cities actually undergo this process in an intuitive way
rather than in a clearly structured manner. A structured
method not only will enable efficiencies in city
infrastructures, but also transparencies into how cities
work. Smart City Framework as shown in Figure 2, starts
with city objectives as its base, against which all
initiatives are then measured(Gordon and Shane, 2012).

Figure 2: Smart City Framework Layers (from bottom to
top). (Source: Gordon and Shane, 2012)

Figure 3 represents the city services intended for
a smart city model and services are divided into three
different groups:

1. Infrastructure services
2. Community services
3. Noncommunity services
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Figure 3:Smart City
Management
Information System
(Source: Nina and
Anna, 2013)

The infrastructure
servicesconsist of
services related to
buildings, transport
infrastructure and
infrastructure for
water, energy, electricity, waste, and data- and
telecommunication. Thecommunity servicesinclude
services that are provided directly to citizens and visitors
of the city. These are services like education and
healthcare, but the community service layer also includes
things like proximity to commerce, culture, sports and
parks. Furthermore, the non-community servicesconsist
of other services where ICT could be used and which will
have an impact on sustainability of the city. The finance
services include for instance creation of an attractive
business environment, while a workplace service relates
to improve work efficiency, and persuasive information
services to influence people’s choices.

The city needs to attract both people and
business. Many people move to cities aiming for a better
life, where “better” stands for different things
depending on your situation. Employment and the
household budget are Important factors for groups of
various ages, while health becomes more and more
important with age (Uchida, et al, 2011). For visitors, the

availability of culture, architecture, restaurants,
commerce, sports, parks and nature are of special
interest. The growth state of a city, expressed as mature,
transitional, and emerging, is related to what kind of
challenges the city needs to tackle. For instance a city
which grows fast will have major challenges providing
people with basic needs such as access to food, water
and safety. For transitional and mature cities the
challenges are more related to choice and convenience,
and lifestyle and independence. (Loft, 2006)
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Figure 4: A Smart city Model (Source: Koen, 2014)

Figure 4: is another model that has mostly technical
view, which concentrates on how (sub) systems interact
with each other supported by telecommunications and
information technology. The city is divided into the built
environment (including homes, offices and shops and
the devices within them), infrastructure-based sectors
(e.g. energy and waste) and service-based sectors (e.g.
healthcare and education). There is possible interaction
between elements within any of these subsystems as
well as between subsystems. Smart city infrastructure
sectors, such as telecommunications, information
technology and electronics, enable and support this
interaction. A common theme in the example smart city
models is the use of sensors to collect data from the city
which, through platforms, can be combined, stored,
analysed and displayed. This provides decision support
for actors in the city who can then act and make
changes,
theeffect of which can in turn be measured. (Koen,
2014).

4.1    ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
The illustration in Figure 5 is an architectural data flow
model of a Smart City, and it shows how data is created
in social and physical systems, collected, transmitted,
stored and possibly shared before the data can be
analysed, displayed and finally used to make decisions.
At each step there are different actors involved (e.g. the
person whose actions lead to new data, the owner of a

Figure 5:Data Flow of a Smart City Model (Source: Koen,
2014)

sensor, the maintainer of a web platform, and various
owners of the data) in the social system.Also, technical
challenges will be addressed such as those given on the
right in the figure above, with the first column
highlighting a few technical challenges (e.g. related to
interfaces and interoperability) while the second shows a
number of social issues (e.g. privacy, security,
monetization). Such data flows can be observed within
as well as between the systems as shown in Figure 4.
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According to Nina. and Anna (2013), the
following requirements are to be considered before the
implementation of the architectural design of any smart
city in order to avoid waste of resources.

• Selection of indicators: to have a manageable, yet
sufficient amount of indicators both on a city level
and for specific ICT solutions used in the city.
• Data: to handle case specific as well as general
publicly available data, considering both city-related
data and evaluation indicators, with the possibility to
define baseline, reference year, etc.
• Transparency in city boundary: to have
transparency in the definition of the city boundaries,
both geographically and around what impacts are
included in the assessment e.g. impacts occurring
within the defined city boundaries, in the
surrounding region, on a national level or on a global
level, e.g. whether import/export is included.
• Transparency in results: avoid merging impacts
into too few categories and avoid translating
different impacts into one unit (e.g. money).
• Life cycle thinking: use a life cycle perspective
when possible and especially for the ICT solutions.
• Realistic scenario for ICT implementation: the
scale of the ICT solution and its impacts should be
based on relevant data for the specific city.

After the above have being considered certain
research, questions need to be answered so as to access
the effectiveness of implementing smart city and
broadband;

 Identify ICT solutions to apply to a city’s
implementation process and its cost effect.

 Define the system boundary for the city and a
functional unit for the assessment.

 Build scenarios and assess ICT solutions at a city
level.

 Select indicators to connect solution specific
impact results to overall city level sustainability.

 Scale ICT solution scenarios between cities.

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENT
Hardware Requirement:

 Strong wireless broadband network
(Wi-Fi or WiMAX) which is crucial for
communication within the same region,
same country and global network

 Technology (i.e. Indicators or sensors)
for communication and dissemination
of information.

Software Requirement
 Integrated Database for each

incorporated city service in the smart
city model

 Development of applications for
sectors, utilities, governance e.t.c

 Measurements: application to take
statistics of the impact, intelligence,
innovation and efficiency of smart city.

Human Requirement
 Programmers to Model each of the

smart city service, develop the
database required for each service and
also program the sensors.

 Technical Personnel
 Network Experts

5.0 CONCLUSION
The concept, characteristics, application areas as

well as reasons and importance of Smart Cities was
discussed in this paper. It has gained importance in the
last years, as a means of enabling services and
applications available to the citizens, companies and
authorities that are part of a city’s system. It aims at
increasing citizens’ quality of life, and improving the
efficiency and quality of the services provided by
governing entities and businesses. This perspective
requires an integrated vision of a city and of its
infrastructures, in all its components and it has to
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incorporate a number of dimensions that are not related
to technology, e.g., the social and political ones. As a
critical infrastructure element of future society, its
architectural design model was highlighted. Like in the
aspect of transportation, smart city traffic routing will be
of great benefit as its being presently implemented in
cities such as Lagos and Ibadan in Nigeria in an attempt
to decongest traffic in those cities. Also, Smart City
requires the highest levels of security. A comprehensive
architecture with security built in from the beginning is
necessary. In order to achieve user consent, trust in, and
acceptance of Smart Cities, integration of security and
privacy-preserving mechanisms must be a key concern of
future research. We recommend that our country Nigeria
starts taking the building of smart cities serious and
include it as a long term budget plan.
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1. INTRODUCTION
E-learning has been described as a digital learning
platform that integrates various multimedia
components (text, images, sounds, videos, graphics
etc.) which are developed with the intention to be
used for educational and training purposes within
various organisations including, schools,
universities and further education centres (Okoye,
et al, (2014). Current innovations is what motivates
software engineers over the years to provide
personalised adaptive e-learning systems. With

such system, learners can proceed at their own
pace, get recommendations about what learning
content best fits their learning needs, practice as
much as they need on their own, and move ahead
to greater challenges when motivated by interest,
or data that demonstrates they have mastered a
skill. Personalised adaptive e-learning system is
imperative and necessary to provide continuous
intelligent recommendations, guidance and
feedback on learner’s performance. Studies have
shown that challenges in current information-rich
world is not only to make information available for

ABSTRACT

Effective utilization and profitability in today’s e-learning systems demands a well-designed and easy to use
system that meets the goal of the learners or intended users. To meet the needs of intended users, there is
requirement for e-learning systems to embody technologies that support learners in achieving their
learning goals and this process don’t happen automatically. This calls for the development of e-learning
systems that exhibits a high level of usability and achievements on performance; since what most users of
these learning platforms do is to read, view and interact with the contents that are embodied in these
educational products. This paper considers the conditions and standards that are critical to ensuring quality
of usability and performance centered on e-content users. The focus is on identifying some of the common
design problems with e-learning systems as means to revealing the implications for designers to stick to
usability standards when building their products. Designers of e-learning systems must put into
consideration what the learners expect from a particular product, and must be planned and developed to
meet the intended users need. To this end, this paper proposes a personalised adaptive learning system to
help address some of the design problems with present e-learning systems in order to improve Learners
engagement and outcome on performance.
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learners at any time or in any form, but should
essentially offer the right content to the right user
and in the right format [Huang and Shiu, 2012, ; Yu
Z. et al, 2011). E-learning systems should dynamically
support different adaptive learning paths and
contents to fit learner’s diverse needs based on the
users’ profile, background, learning styles and
goals. This should take into account the fact that
there is an additional task of matching these
persons (user profiling) with solutions that best fits
their particular learning needs (personalization). E-
learning systems should enable users to create,
share and collaboratively edit contents to suit their
individual learning needs and styles.

This paper, explore some of the common design
problems with e-learning systems performance and
usability that needs to be solved in order to provide
a user-centred intuitive, and effective use of such
systems. We reveal the implications for designers
to stick to certain design standards when building
e-learning applications and then propose an
adaptive e-learning system to help address some of
the design problems with present e-learning
systems in order to improve learners’ engagement
and outcome on performance as well as provide
road map for future improvements. The research
looks at the determining factors from three
perspectives; Accessibility, Presentation Design,
and Standard Compliance; bearing in mind that if e-
learning systems developers do not take into
consideration these factors along with the user
experience, that most users tend to turn away from
the readily available products looking for easier to
use and intuitive e-learning platforms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows; in the
next section, we discuss and analyse appropriate
related works in relation to this area of research.
Next, we identify some of the key design criteria
necessary towards achieving performance and
usability in e-learning systems, and then propose
design principles that serves as an effective guide
towards the design and development of a user-
centric adaptive learning system. In addition, we
propose an automated learning system that is
capable of detecting changing trends in learning
behaviours and abilities in order to help address
some of the design problems with present e-
learning systems. Subsequently, we discuss the

importance of the design methods described in this
paper and its necessity towards the achievement of
performance and effectiveness in e-learning
systems. The last section concludes the paper and
points out directions for future research.

2. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, there has been a combination of
factors that affect learners experience with e-
learning products including the level of efficiency in
use and effortlessness learning, lack of satisfaction
with the system, confusing navigation, slow in
loading and download time, frequency of errors
and difficulty for first time users in learning the
interface quickly.

There is evidence, that in the design of e-learning
products that it is essential to define usability goals,
and to specify the intended context of users and
that the adoption of clear, visible and concise
guidelines for assessing usability in e-learning
products will help both learners and designers in
achieving an intuitive, in-depth and effective use of
learning technologies. Okoye, et al., (2014) put
forward a novel framework for practice that
enables a deeper understanding of accessibility
requirements for dynamic web applications centred
on a particular user group.  Through evaluation of
collected facts and analysis; the authors propose
and implement solutions to the dynamic web
accessibility issues by designing and deploying a
software application, and its implementation for
best practice that informs developers on how best
to significantly and effectively approach the design
of e-contents/applications with accessibility issues
in mind as well as considering the user groups.

There has been remunerations both in theory and
in practice towards developing standardized and
strategic means of evaluation of e-learning
applications to accord with the changes in demand
for users. Okayed, K. et al (2014), authors
proposed theoretically means to rich and enhanced
usability in e-contents and validated the
technological impact by suggesting two types of
methodology; one that suggests the removal of
unnecessary and non-essential contents, new
materials to be added to a content repository
and/or re-use of already existing contents (the no-
frills methodology) - and another which identifies
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the potential users as well as the content type,
creates prototypes fitting the expected user’s need
and finally evaluates the developed product with
test/heuristics to analyse its impact on the users
(the Agile methodology).

Niu and Kay, (2010) mentions that an important
pragmatic concern is that it must be inexpensive to
create e-contents and its presentations for
different learners. The authors argue that e-
learning platforms should dynamically update the
representation of knowledge to take into account
the changing state of the leaners and changes in
the information that is relevant to each user over
time. They further suggest that such system is
applicable and effective especially for users with
learning difficulty; to manage their learning
progress and also help improve their activity of
daily life, thereby bridging the gap between such
users and other learners seen as non-disabled.

In another research, Okoye, et al, (2014) used the
idea of process mining to discover, monitor and
improve the set of recurrent behaviours that can be
found within learning processes. The authors
utilised the technique in order to address the
problem of determining the presence of different
learning patterns within a learning knowledge-
base. The study constructs a semantic learning
process model; a User-Oriented Learning
Knowledge-Base system (UOLKBs) that is of great
impact and significance in this area to drive learning
using process mining techniques to discover new
rules through semantic reasoning, and adopting
web languages such as Ontology Web Language
and Semantic Web Rule Language. The result of the
research shows that learning is the flow of activities
within a Learning process Knowledge-Base
(workflow), and being able to use Description
Logics and programming languages to
automatically compute the class hierarchy of
learning activities is one of the major benefits of
building personalized adaptive e-learning systems.
Annotation properties are used to add information
(Metadata – data about data) to the classes,
individuals and object/data properties within the
learning knowledge base. The outcome is relevant
in bridging the gap between the levels of learning
for different users by providing them with the same
learning opportunity; through a system that

adaptively support the personalisation of contents
based on data regarding the users learning
behaviour or actions.

Process discovery, which lately has been seen as
the most important and most visible intellectual
challenge related to semantic mining of processes
e.g. learning process, aims to automatically
construct useful models like Petri net (Murata,
(1989)) or a BPMN model (Van der Aalst  (2011)) and
describes causal dependencies between learning
activities (Fahland and Van der Aalst, (2012)). In
principle, one could use process discovery to obtain
a model that describes learning in reality. The
second type of process mining is conformance
checking where, an existing learning process model
is compared with an event log of the same process
to check if in reality it conforms to the resulting
learning model (Adriansyah, et al, (2011); Calders, et
al, (2009); Cook, and Wolf (1999); Munoz-Gama,
and Carmona, (2011); Rozinat, and Van der
Aalst, (2008); Weerdt, at al, (2011)). Conformance
check could imply that the model does not describe
the executed learning process as observed in reality
or is being executed in a different order. It could
also mean that activities in the model are skipped in
the log or that the log contains events not
described by the learning model. Given this
drawback, the last type of process mining; model
enhancement comes into play. Van der Aalst et al
(2011) used the idea of an enhanced existing model
to maintain compliance and to quantify deviations
using information about the actual process
recorded in the event logs from a given process.

According to the authors in (Huang and Shia,
(2012)) searching for suitable learning paths and
content for achieving a learning goal is time
consuming and troublesome especially on dynamic
learning platforms. To tackle these problems, the
authors proposes a User-Centric Adaptive Learning
System (UALS) that uses sequential pattern mining
to construct adaptive learning paths based on
users’ collective intelligence and recorded events,
and then employs Item Response Theory (IRT) with
collaborative voting approach to estimate learners’
abilities for recommending adaptive materials.

This paper differs from these previous works in
several aspects. First, an automated learning
system that ensures performance through user-
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centric design was provided. The focused on
personalizing learning based on user’s profile or
learning behaviour as opposed to most existing
systems that provide guidance based on views of
designers or experts. Second, the paper also
support e-learning process bearing in mind the
determining design factors that allows for usability
and performance from three perspectives;
presentation design, accessibility and standard
compliance. Third, this work is not only intended to
ensure learner’s ability to learn or meet their
learning needs but is expected to be useful in
providing learning path and guidance based on
individual differences. This is achieved by collecting
user’s initial capabilities and preferences on
interaction and then determine which adaptations
or further assistive measures are best suited or may
be required through time.

3. DESIGN APPROACHES AND METHODS.
In this section, we ascertain some of the key design
criteria necessary towards achieving performance
and usability in e-learning systems, and then
propose some design principles that serves as an
operational guide towards the design and
development of user-centric adaptive e-learning
systems.

3.1 Accessibility Design
Accessibility is essential for e-learning systems
usability, as learners will not be able to interact and
complete tasks if they find it difficult to use the
system. Studies have shown that many e-learning
applications do not provide fully sufficient level of
accessibility to the users (Okoye, et al (2014);
Parmanto and Zeng, (2005); Saldaño, et al., (2013);
Ali, et al, (2008)). These studies suggests that
designing and developing a reasonably accessible e-
learning application should be a priority to the
designer as most learners are more satisfied with
accessible platforms, attracts more users and are
more likely to make return visits.
The increase in dominance of various computer
user interface results in conditions whereby
learners with disabilities finds it cumbersome to use
and access the e-contents. This group of learners
may unintentionally be kept out from the feasible
benefits of e-learning; if designers do not conform
or put into consideration the problems with

accessibility of design structure and outcome on
performance. Take for instance, in a situation
whereby users who are hard of hearing or deaf are
being provided with e-learning materials that
includes sound and does not contain texts or
captions, or on the contrary, e-learning platforms
that tends to exclude users with visual impairments
by presenting the contents only in text or graphical
forms without sound. According to Okoye, et al
(2014) provision of multiple ways to operate the
technology and retrieve information so that users
can choose alternatives based on their physical
capabilities; is a great way to help ensure users
have an improved accessibility and support for the
learning technologies they use. For instance,
ensuring keyboard accessibility and navigation, and
providing accessible user interface control over the
font size or page colours. This means that a good
design practice should provide various or diverse
means of accessing the learning resources.

The IMS Global Learning Consortium (IMS, 2006)
provided guidelines for developing accessible e-
learning platforms. They stated specifically that in
dealing with e-learning applications, that these
guidelines addresses accessibility issues in tests,
interactive exercise, presentation tools,
repositories, schedule organizers, threaded
message boards and synchronous collaboration
tools such as text chat and video conferencing.
They proposed and recommended the use of
standard technical formats in providing accessibility
for e-learning applications, and that in providing
accessibility; e-learning application developers
requires a detailed understanding or knowledge
about these standards and guidelines.
The International Standards Organization (ISO) in
part of ISO 9241 (Travis, (2009) contains general
recommendations to improve the accessibility of
learning technologies. The standard advocates a
conceptual structure for accessibility that comes in
four dimensions.

 Comprehension and specification of
context to be used focusing on diversity of
the users, the significance of objective,
resources and interface features that
impacts accessibility.
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 Identify the accessibility requirements for
users, knowing who the intended users
are.

 Designing the model and algorithm for the
product considering accessibility.

 Evaluating the accessibility of the user
profile and design algorithm of the e-
learning product with the intended user
group.

From the arrangement, we see without doubt that
e-learning application developers should bear in
mind the need and requirements of the learners in
their context goal when designing new learning
products. The process involves putting into
consideration the requirements and purpose for
various users together; including users with diverse
educational background, capabilities and
disabilities. For instance, stipulating  list of terms
and definitions or summary of the necessary
knowledge the learner must have already as to be
able to accomplish their learning purpose will make
the e-learning product more accessible especially
for first time users. Consideration of accessibility
factors is a great way of increasing performance
and usability of e-learning systems.

3.2 Design Presentation
Presentation Design is the quality of content and
components in e-learning products (Leacock and
Nesbit, (2007)). This is relevant to all expository
media with regard to text, images, sounds, videos,
graphics and animations. Presentations that are
very high in quality usability standard is expected to
incorporates aesthetical design values and
development of learning information in formats
that are efficient and consistent with the
fundamental essence of research and knowledge of
educational multimedia products, by
demonstrating standards in the development of e-
learning applications.

The principles about clear and concise expression
for data graphics and writing style recommended
by Tufte back in 90’s represents the significance of
the presentation design subject in the design of e-
learning products, Tufte, (1997). Further, findings in
support of Tufte design presentation results from
the provenance of the abstract quality of the
human working memory as expressed by Mayer’s

principle for developing educational multimedia
products (Mayer and Moreno, 2003)

Mayer & Moreno (2003) described presentation
design as being a basic and intrinsic element in the
process of learning due to interactions among the
components of the systems designed for learning,
and that these components cannot be impaired
without affecting the purpose of the system. To
this end, an effective presentation design is
relevant to e-learning systems development and is
expected to efficiently contribute to intellectual
and learning development. E-learning systems that
have poor presentation design can result to
extraneous information representation, which
tends to reduce the quality and amount of
information available for learners understanding.

The International Standards Organization (ISO) are
engaged in developing a new standard called the
ISO/AWI 23973 "Software ergonomics for World
Wide Web user interfaces". They has been
developing ergonomics standards for over 20 years
in the field of human-system interaction. Most of
the set standards contain general principles from
which appropriate interfaces and procedures can
be derived. Their purpose and strategy has been
focus on the following aspects of user interface
design; high-level design decisions and design
strategy, content design, navigation and search as
well as content presentation. These principles have
been used by software developers as a framework
to guide their design towards improved
performance in e-learning applications as we show
in Figure 1.

Fig 1. Human-System Interaction Design
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Following these practice, we propose some design
principles that can serves as an effective guide to
minimizing these extraneous information content
through;
 Clear and logical principles that suggest

the excluding of materials that are
irrelevant and are not needed by the
intended users.

 Contiguity rule that suggests the
presentation of components that the
learners can manage and integrate
rationally in time and space.

 Modality rules in addition to standard
which suggests explanation of graphics or
animations with some form of audio
narration other than text only (Okoye, et al
(2014)).

These method has been adopted by the software
developers’ community and has proven to be
effective towards the design and development of
personalized and adaptive e-learning systems
(Okoye, et al (2014); Stephen, (2012)). There is
strong evidence that presentations which combine
graphics with text, most of the time tends to
magnanimously ease and improve learning when
compared with text only designs (Stephen, (2012)).
Designers have to understand the implication of
graphical representation in presenting speech
notions so prominent from their more self-
explanatory use in presentation of useful data and
information. Table 1 shows the technical criteria
and benefits of performance and user-centric
design.

Table 1. Technical Criteria and Benefits of
Performance/User-centric Design

Critical
Success
Factor

Technology
Enabler

Projected
Benefits

Protect
usability by
avoiding
resource loss

Flexibility –
Writing fewer
lines of code
results in
quicker delivery
of product
offerings.
Enabling
intuitive learning
model based on

Return on
expected
outcome
Commercial
viability of
usability
protection
program –
Increased agility
to meet learning

Web services demands

Enhance e-
learning
operational
efficiencies

Interoperability
– XML-based
data exchange
simplifies
application
integration with
back-end
systems and
legacy
environments
enabling data
mining and rich
management
reports

Real-time noise
detection and
direct notification
to users at
learning stage.
High available and
scalable solution
Data transfer and
storage as XML
enables
integration with
back-end systems
and improved
learning analysis

Reduce
development
time and
support costs

Manageability
and
Supportability–
Multi-language
and object-
oriented
development
environment
enables faster
time to
application
development
cycle. Code
reuse enables
greater
efficiency and
productivity
with fewer
support calls
from users.

Product
development
cycle from 6 to 8
months reduced
to 6 weeks 75%
to 80%
Available
development
time reduced
from 130 person-
days to 30 person-
days 77%
IT support costs
 19%
Lines of code 
44%
Development
costs66%
Writing lines of
reusable code as
.NET Framework
components
Rapid learning
curve/cycle

As shown in Table 1, designers should put into
consideration how the platforms they build make
use of text, sounds, conceptual diagrams, videos,
animations etc to effectively communicate their
ideas or purpose to the intended users. Table 1, also
shows that Presentation design that is flexible and
consistent in usage, clear, concise, aesthetically
pleasing, and which effectively integrates the
various components of multimedia (text, images,
graphics, sounds and videos) in formats that are
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suitable for the learning platforms can profitably
provide an exhaustive and efficient application that
is convenient for learning.

3.3    Standards and Compliance Design
In e-learning application design, standard promotes
best practice and attitude. This is important
especially for system performance and usability.
Standards compliance is an essential prerequisite in
the development stages of many software
applications including e-learning applications. With
the rapid advancement in learning technologies, it
is appealing to state that there is a lot more too
proper and ethical design than simply making use
of standard (Travis, 200923). In spite of all ideas,
usability standard is still critical and plays an
essential role in the development of an intuitive e-
learning system because the idea of compliance to
standard;

 Makes sure consistency is achieved in
automated learning systems. The approach
provides measures that assist educational
multimedia designers in avoiding noise and
inconsistencies in user interfaces.

 Determines and make clear good design
practice and routine.

 Helps the designers put into consideration
the user profiles/requirements and the
issues with design of graphical user
interface.

Standards compliance is essential in solving some
of the technical problems that affect the usability
of e-learning products.
According to Travis, (2009), the ISO revealed
comprehensive design principles that e-learning
application developers must put into consideration
to ensure the design of a usable learning platform.
The standard consists of five scopes of concept;

 Design decisions in addition to strategic
designs - what are the objectives of the e-
learning product? How does it meet the
need and requirement of its intended
users? Who are the intended learners and
what are their objectives?

 Design of content- how is the content
arranged, how would the system handle
other issues like offering user-specific

customization and privacy? What is the
conceptual model of the system?

 Search and navigation - how would the
content of the e-learning application be
arranged so that learners can navigate the
pages with ease? How can the learners
search for information and contents of the
e-learning product?

 Presentation of the content- how will the
individual pages of the product be
designed to enable learners in accessing
and in making use of the content or
information in the system? How will the
links be designed?

 General design view - how will the
developers design for an international
audience? How will the system provide
help? What is the download time? And is it
acceptable?

To accomplish a high level of standard compliance
towards solving these common problems;
designers of e-learning applications should stick to
all applicable standard and should make resources
available for the intended users. The quality of how
information is described and how it closely confirm
to the learning objective is critical in assisting
learners advance from searching to discovering
(Duval, and Hodgins, (2006); Okoye, et al, 2014a).

As the prevalence of e-learning applications
continue to increase, the significance of a
utilitarian, consistent and distributive information
system continue to increase as well. The
compliance to/and consistent use of standardized
means of information representation will
significantly increase the interactivity of e-learning
depositories. With consistency of data and
information, searching tends to be more precise
and broad, organization of work becomes uniform
and simple and there is also efficiency and accuracy
in sharing of information. Compliance to standards
is a good way of assessing the quality of e-learning
systems, and designers must make sure that the
combination of resources associated with the
systems complies to the international standards
and ascertain whether they have completed them
with the applicable details and exactness; to allow
others make use of the content in evaluating
pertinence of the resulting systems.
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4.  USER-CENTRIC DESIGN METHOD TOWARDS
AUTOMATED LEARNING

It is evidenced that one of the key challenges in
developing automated system for learning is to
build effectively represented user profile, learning
styles and goal to help support reasoning about
each learner (Nganji, et al, (2011); Huang and Shiu,
(2012)). It should also be possible to dynamically
update the representation of users’ performance to
take into account the changing state of leaners and
the variations in the information that is relevant to
each user over time. There is need to consider the
fact that there is an additional task of matching
such learners (user profiles) with solutions that
best fits their particular learning
needs/requirement (Nganji, et al, 2013). The work in
this paper propose a personalised adaptive learning
system that is expected to collect routines and
monitor changes in user’s behaviour during the
learning process. This is to determine which
adaptations technique is suitable or may be
required progressively through time. The approach
as described in Figure 2, is expected to take into
account users profile (prior knowledge of learners’
background), learning behaviour and actions when
using the system. The propose system is an
automated learning system that is capable of
detecting changing trends in learning behaviours
and abilities. The goal is to discover user interaction
patterns, and respond by making decisions based
on adaptive rules centred on captured user profiles.
The approach also focuses on the personalization
of learning contents for the individual users. The
tactics makes it possible to efficiently generate
learning patterns based on the sequence or
control-flow of each individual learning
patterns/behaviours.

The proposed approach uses learning process
adaptation and discovery technique (Okoye et al.,
2014a ; Van der Aalst, (2011)) to allow for traces not
present in an existing learning process to be
discovered, by using adaptive rules to generalise

and allow for behaviours unrelated to the ones in
the learning knowledge-base to be observed. These
observations are further enhanced by revealing the
most likely underlying learning activity that is not
invalidated by the next set of observations. The
important aspect of our approach, is that we aim to
analyse the sequence of activities to produce the
behaviour of a particular learner (user profile) and
can be used to extract, transform and load
new/more enhanced system for learning capable of
increasing learners performance or goal in an
unswerving path as shown below;

These Activities as they happen sequentially take a
workflow log as input and result in a
workflow net being constructed.

Workflow Logs is a definitive relationship
management algorithm: where

W is a finite set of Events.

T is a finite set of transitions where W /T ¼;

Hence,                       is a set of directed pattern,
called the flow-relation.

Our goal is to create rules of the form; X Y

IF X THEN Y,
where X = Learning pattern (Antecedent)

and Y = Learning pattern extension (Consequent)

Driven by these variables, it is possible that the
following learning path can be suggested to
improve the performance or learning pattern of a
particular user;

Rules like “Learners that have similar learning
characteristics as Learner(X) are most likely to
come across LearningActivities(Y) of Learner(X)”
can be established. Thus; ( forall   ( ?X )

(=> (Learner? X)
(exists (? Y)

(And (someActivity? Y)
(Learning_Activity ?X ?Y ) ) ) )

)
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Figure 2: Architectural Diagram of proposed Personalised Adaptive Learning System

In figure 2, it is easy to check whether or not all the
traces of activities within the learning process are
possible in the model. The initial marking of activity
is enabled because of the token at the Start of the
learning activities. The control-flow for its
execution (X Y) (Okoye et al., 2014a) results in
the marking that learner (X) performs an activity
that is casually followed by activity (Y), hence, the
stronger the relation between Learner X and its
learning activities Y. Now this enables the
execution of the remaining learning activities to the
final event, End in the path.

5.   DISCUSSION

To achieve effectiveness in design and
development of e-learning systems, designers must
stick to all relevant standards and specifications
and should make available to the intended users
the adequate and specific information required.

Considering a situation whereby different caption is
being provided for the same element eg. “goal” vs
“objective” the points being raised is that these
factors are critical and should be put into
consideration by e-learning system developers
during the development and evaluation of the
system. When the determining factors
(accessibility, presentation design and standard
compliance) are narrowed down and put into
consideration, it is perceived to assist e-learning
product designers to procure a fit for purpose user-
centered planning and instructional design. We
point out that designers have to understand who
their targeted audience are before moving into the
design as many learners tends to turn away from
some e-learning system if they find it difficult to
intuitively use the presented platform. As a final
point, it may be seen that without clear standards
by which usability in e-learning products is
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evaluated or measured, it will be difficult for
designers to have knowledge on how to ensure the
system will be comprehensively usable. We show
that the adoption of clear, concise and visible
guidelines will help both learners and designers in
achieving an exhaustive, intuitive and effective use
of learning technologies. Optimistically, with the
wide spread of the rate at which these evaluation
standards would be adopted for design, we believe
a large scale in proportionate of e-learning systems
will exhibit rich usability and prove effective for e-
learning.

6.    CONCLUSION

This paper ascertain some of the key design criteria
necessary towards achieving usability in e-learning
systems and revealed variables and measures that
are of relative importance when considering the
performance and usability of e-learning systems.
The outcome shows that the technological
response to satisfying the increasing learning
demands is by providing a personalized adaptive
learning system for the users. From all indication,
the adoption of these new technological
developments will spark a great success for many
learners. It is therefore, of great significance for e-
learning system developers to maintain a higher
degree of performance and usability design
standards that is centered on the intended users,
when developing their systems in order to ensure
learners satisfaction and constancy. As part of its
contribution in this area of research, the work in
this paper propose an adaptive e-learning system to
help address some of the design problems with
present e-learning systems in order to improve
learners engagement and outcome on
performance. This is required and necessary to
provide continuous intelligent recommendation,
guidance and feedbacks on learner’s performance
as well as in achieving their learning goal.

Future research can be conducted by replicating
the present study to uncover the perception of
performance and usability in various segment of
digital platforms; ranging from e-commerce to e-
business, e-work to e-marketing to e-government
etc.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information Technology plays a significant role in
bringing about sustainable development in every
aspect of life of any nation. Without a determined
use of Information Technology, no country can
realize a speedy socio-economic growth and
development. The evolution of a cashless economy
will increase a lot of security issues in our financial
establishment.
In everyday fast insecure world, the need to
maintain a well secure Automated Teller Machine is

increasingly significant and increasingly
complicated. Fraudulent, hackers and identity theft
are beginning to spread from states to states, from
countries to countries and thus a proper security
approach needs to be adopted by the government
in other to protect the account holders and their
money. It have been proved by my researchers that
the perpetrators of this acts make used of stolen
card, password and pin of bank customers and
abandon it after finish using it for their evil acts.

ABSTRACT

In cashless policy, security is vital to protect customers’ funds. One major problem in the world of the
cashless economy is Internet related fraud. Nigeria is at the center of electronic related fraud and this can
only be expected to increase as we march into the cashless economy. Another major problems people face
is the loss of the password and not remembering it again, these have cause a lot of damage to many people
and organizations. In order to fight or reduce the aforementioned problem a secure automated teller
machine using fingerprint and short-code system was proposed.
The proposed system demonstrated a three-tier architectural structure, the verification system which
centered on the enrolment, enhancement, feature extraction and matching of fingerprints after which a
short-code will be send to the holders phone number. The backend database system that serves as
storeroom of the templates of all ATM account holders’ pre-registered fingerprints. The results obtained
confirm that the proposed approach could significantly reduce ATM fraud if not totally eradicate it.

Keywords: ATM Machine, Authentication, Account holder, Minutiae, Bank verification number
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A cashless society is a culture where no one uses
cash, all purchases being made are by credit cards,
charge cards, cheques, or direct transfers from one
account to another through mobile banking and
other electronic systems. The cashless society
anticipated refers to the widespread application of
computer technology in the financial system
(NSACC, 2011). In the wider society, effective
implementation of the policy would curb
corruption in all forms of transactions. The expert
also expressed optimism that Nigeria would truly
move on progressively as a cashless society
(NSACC, 2011). ATM fraud has been very common in
all banks and the problems has created fear in
many costumers heart that they prefer going to the
bank to collect their money than to use an ATM,
also many people are illiterate that they don’t know
how to use the ATM card. So, the main aim of
introducing ATM machine has not been met
because you still find long queues in almost all
banks in Nigeria.
In line with this, the apex bank, Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN) has announced the introduction of
Bank Verification Numbering (BVN) in all our banks
and this is to increase the security of ATM machine
and other related systems. The BVN gives each
bank customer a matchless identity across the
banks, and can be used for easy identification and
verification of account holder.
The BVN elucidation is to ensure accountability,
protect bank customers’ account from illegal
access, reduce exposure to fraud, check identity
theft, enhance credit advancement to bank
customers, and also encourage financial
attachment. The BVN will promote a safe and
sound financial system in Nigeria, especially as it
will keep records of suspected falsified individuals
in the banking system. It will make life and banking
operations easy for bank customers as it will be
accepted as a means of identification across all
banks in Nigeria. This will improve speed of service
and shorten queues in our banks. It involves
capturing customers’ fingerprint and signature,
among others, at the account holder banks, the
BVN enables each individual to have one credentials
within the banking system and gives each customer
maximum protection and security of transactions.
Biometric technologies have been used to evaluate
human characteristics as an enriched form of

authentication for immediate security
improvements. Biometric refers to identifying an
individual based on physiological or behavioral
characteristics such as fingerprint, face recognition,
signature, voice among others. The customers
unique BVN is accepted as a means of identification
across all banks in Nigeria. Each customer can only
enroll once in any banks that he/she has account,
while his/her BVN will be linked to all his bank
accounts across Nigeria banks (NSACC, 2011).
The apex bank had also taken a giant step to gain
the confidence of ATM consumers following the
circular enforcing migration from Magstripe type of
debit card to chip and Pin (EMV compliance) type of
debit card. Statistics show that this effort has
reduced the fraud incidences by 70 per cent. Many
customers are now embracing these electronic
(ATM and PoS) channels in their transactions
because of near-impossible efforts of would-be
fraudsters to clone debit cards to perpetrate fraud
as was the case during the pre-migration era.
Interswitch also helps customers with the
availability of its e-payment solutions such as
Paydirect, Autopay, Direct Debit, Verve Card,
Quickteller, Webpay and Smartgov”. ``The
Biometric authentication for POS and ATMs to
address safety of customers’ fund and avoid losses
through compromise of PIN is being considered by
the apex bank and it will be implemented by 2015,
(Leadership New Paper, 10-07-2013).
Fingerprint based authentication is a prospective
contestant to replace password-based
authentication. Among all the biometrics,
fingerprint based identification is one of the most
mature and proven technique. At the time of
transaction fingerprint image is acquired at the
ATM terminal using high resolution fingerprint
scanner. Security measures at banks can play a
critical, contributory role in preventing attacks on
customers (Kuykendall, et al., 2003). Because
fingerprint-based authentication offers several
advantages over other authentication methods,
there has been a significant surge in the use of
biometrics for user authentication in recent years
(Akwaja, 2010).
The cashless economy policy will help the security
agencies to control the menace of insecurity in the
country by reducing the sequence of armed-
robbery, because thieves will not attack people’s
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houses when they are aware that people are no
longer keeping money at home. This policy will not
only help in making Nigerian economy cashless, but
as the axiomatic silver capsules it represents, would
assist in resolving other socio-economic problems
troubling Nigerian as a nation.
When there is a massive reduction in the
movements of huge cash, it will invariably help the
apex bank to checkmate the surge of inflation,
because whenever there is a reduction in bulk cash
transactions; definitely inflation rate is going to
subside. Cashless policy will also help financial
crime commissions like EFCC and ICPC to fight
financial crimes by making money laundering to be
expensive because of charges that apply when
making lodgments or withdrawals above the
stipulated limits of N500,000 and N3 million for
individual and corporate accounts, respectively.
Therefore, those who are in the ugly habit of
carrying huge money around will now have to pay
for their excesses, especially Nigerian politicians
who convert their cars into bullion vans and
bedrooms to strong rooms, mainly during the
electioneering campaigns(NSACC, 2011).
The paper proposed a convenient cost effective
system that uses fingerprint and a short-code
message to authenticate account holders
transaction.
The  remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section two provides a literature review on state of
the art review on automated teller machine using
fingerprint verification and related work on short-
code SMS. Section 3 presents the overview of the
method. In section four the paper outlines the
implementation process and finally, section five
discuss conclusions and the future work.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Automated Teller Machine using Fingerprint
Verification

For customers to really embrace the use of ATM for
their major transactions the issue of ATM security
must be taken with all seriousness. ATM cards must
be very secure even when the owner misplaced or
lost the card. This will prevent any attacker from
using the card on any ATM machine. Since security
measures at ATM centers play a significant role in

preventing attacks on customers money, several
researches have proposed the used of fingerprint in
a like manner of this paper, to shift from PIN to
biometric based security. Fingerprinting has been
the most widely used during the 20th century. The
maturity of biometric techniques and generally the
dramatic improvement of the captured devices
have led to the proposal of fingerprinting in
multiple applications but in the last years, minutiae
have been the main type of algorithm used. The
minutiae are relatively stable and robust to
contrast, image resolution and global distortion as
compared to other fingerprint representation
(Fatai, et al., 2014). (Jeroen, et al., 2011) provided a
better understanding of the benefits and limitation
of integration of biometrics in a PIN-base payment
authentication system. Based on their review they
proposed a biometric that can be integrated in a
PIN-based authentication infrastructure by binding
a fixed binary, renewable string to a noisy biometric
sample. The South African Social Security Agency
(SASSA) has introduced a new SASSA Payment Card
that has a fingerprint authenticated features. The
card is a SASSA-branded smart payment
MasterCard, which has an embedded chip
containing personal details, fingerprint and secret
PIN, with the card the customers can easily
withdraw and make payment at point-of-sale (POS)
center, purchase airtime, pay water and electricity
bill from the accounts, or open accounts (SASSA,
2013). (Fengling, et al, 2005) proposed a smartcard
based encryption/authentication scheme for ATM
banking system. The first layer of the scheme is
used to perform authentication based on available
information on the smartcard. Fingerprint based
authentication via feature and minutiae matching
then followed on the second layer. (Das and Jhunu,
2011) focused on vulnerabilities and the increasing
wave of criminal activities occurring at ATMs and
presented a prototype fingerprint authentication
for enhancing security. The systems adopt the
same measure as the current work by formulating
modules for fingerprint enrolment, enhancement,
feature extraction and database and matching.
(Santhi and Kumar, 2012) proposed an ATM security
enhancing method with secured Personal
Identification Image (PII) process. A detailed study
on various existing biometric systems is also
presented stating the strengths and limitations.
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(Bhosale and Sawant, 2012) and (Ibiyemi, et al.,
2012) present ground-breaking models for
biometric ATMs which replaces card system with
biometric technology. The proposed systems
hybridize feature-based fingerprint, iris and PIN to
provide reliable and fool-proof ATM authentication.
(Mali, et al., 2012) provided a network security
framework for real time ATM application using a
combination of PIN, thumb scanning and face
recognition to foster security. The proposed
framework is expected to register thumb and face
features to be stored at a server side in encrypted
format. Authentication is done by decrypting
patterns from database, and matching with input
pattern before access is granted for ATM
operations. The integrated system uses Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Eigen algorithm for
face recognition, LSB algorithm for stegnogaphy
and AES algorithm for cryptography. Though the
framework looks promising, its practicality is not
supported by detailed implementation and
evaluation. (Abayomi-Alli, et al., 2012) proposed an
enhanced e-banking system where customer can
access multiple accounts over different banks
institutions with a single ATM card with fingerprint
authentication. A match-on-card technique was
used that relies on a one-to-one matching where
the data from the ATM fingerprint sensor is
compared only to the template stored on the user’s
ATM card. This will help in privacy concern of users;
the system will also help the users to have access to
multiple accounts with a single ATM card. It is
secured and help in reducing ATM fraud. The paper
used the characteristic features of fingerprint to
overcome the limitations of the PIN based ATM
authentication. However, the proposed method
presented adequate implementation and
evaluation to back-up the performance claim. The
proposed system is different from others
approaches because it makes use of the UML
modeling in designing the system, used a three-tier
architectural structure and minutiae for the
extraction of the fingerprint.

2.2 Related Work on Short-Code SMS
(Vandana and Deepali, 2012) proposed a system
GSM Modem Based Data Acquisition that is a
process control system. The system help in
gathered data from various processes present at

distant places. It helps to scrutinize and monitor
parameters like temperature, rainfall, humidity etc.
With the proposed system the service personnel
need not to visit distant sites for data collection
.The data is collected automatically formed a data
base and stored in a computer. Information
gathered from the computer server can be used in
industries as well as in home automation.
(Ramamurthy, Bhargavi, and ShashiKumar, 2010)
proposed the development of a Low-Cost GSM
SMS-Based Humidity Remote Monitoring and
Control system for Industrial Applications. They
proposed a wireless solution, based on Global
System for Mobile Communication networks for
the monitoring and control of humidity in
industries. This system provides ideal solution for
monitoring critical plant on unmanned sites.
(Ghose, et al, 2011) presented the design and
development of microcontroller based SMS
gateway for GSM Mobile. In their work, a
microcontroller based SMS gateway for GSM
mobile has been designed and developed. Most of
the SMS gateway system was controlled by PC
based software where microcontroller only used
for controlling and sending status of devices or any
appliances connected with the system. Successful
completion of the design and testing of the SMS
Gateway indicates that the PC as an SMS gateway
can easily be replaced by a PIC microcontroller.
Beside this, the additional IC, MAX232, used for
voltage adjustment between the mobile and PC is
no longer needed in the proposed micro-controller
based system. It also reduces the complexity and
the overall development cost of such a system.
(Oke,et al., 2013) proposed a system that used GSM
module for receiving short message service (SMS)
from user’s mobile phone that automatically enable
the controller to take further action like switching
ON and OFF electrical appliances such as fan, air-
conditioner, light etc. The system was integrated
with microcontroller and GSM network interface
using C language. MPLAB software was utilized to
accomplish the integration. The system is activated
when user sends the SMS to the controller at home
(regarded as Smart Home). Upon receiving the SMS
command, the microcontroller unit then
automatically controls the electrical appliances by
switching ON or OFF the device according to the
user’s order.
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In other word, it reads message from the mobile
phone and respond to control the devices
according to the received message.
(Pany and Das, 2011) proposed an Embedded
Automobile Engine Locking System, Using GSM
Technology, the proposed system deal with the
design & development of an embedded system,
which is being used to prevent /control the theft of
a vehicle. The developed instrument is an
embedded system based on GSM technology. The
instrument is installed in the engine of the vehicle.
An interfacing GSM modem is also connected to
the microcontroller to send the message to the
owner’s mobile. The main objective of this
instrument is to protect the vehicle from any
unauthorized access, through entering a protected
password and intimate the status of the same
vehicle to the authorize person (owner) using
Global System for Mobile (GSM) communication
technology.

3. METHODOLOGY
Account holders' fingerprints were captured using
SecuGen fingerprint optical scanner and Unified
Modeling Language (UML) was used for the
formulation of the fingerprint biometric model to
show the flow of the proposed system. The model
was simulated using Java Programming Language.
In addition, customers’ details as well as the
template of account holder fingerprint were stored
using MySQL database management system. The
Minutiae-based was also adopted due to its
acceptance and it is a well-known method for
fingerprint verification. It is the most prevalent
ones being included in almost all existing
fingerprint identification and verification systems.
Minutiae-base represents the fingerprint by its local
characteristics like, terminations and bifurcations

called minutia. Minutiae are small points of interest
in the fingerprint image.

3.1 Framework of the Proposed System
The proposed system consists of the different
modules as shown in Figure 1.

3.1.1 Fingerprint Image Acquisition
A fingerprint is a unique pattern of ridges and
valleys on the surface of a finger of an individual. A
ridge on the fingerprint is defined as a single curved
segment, and a valley is the region between two
adjacent ridges. Minutiae points are the local ridge
discontinuities, which are of two major types: ridge
endings and bifurcations. It was revealed that a
good quality image has around 40 to 100 minutiae
(Roli, Priti and Punam, 2011). This fingerprint is
captured using SecuGen fingerprint optical scanner
sensors.

3.1.2 Fingerprint Features
Fingerprint feature can be categorized into two,
which are global ridge pattern and local ridge
pattern. Global ridge pattern relies on the ridge
structure, global landmarks and ridge pattern
characteristics. Fingerprint ridge pattern, which
consist of right loop, left loop, whorl, arch and
tented arch. Equally, local ridge patterns are the
discontinuities of local ridge structure referred to
as minutiae. The proposed system was executed
using minutiae fingerprint feature extraction
method for extracting the fingerprint features of
card holder for the purpose of template generation
and subsequent identification.
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Figure 1: Proposed System Framework

3.1.3 Fingerprint Image Enhancement
Enhancement of the fingerprint image is frequently
employed to reduce the noise and improve the
definition of ridges against valleys. The commonly
use approach is the Gabor filtering which has four
main stages namely: normalization, ridge
orientation estimation, ridge frequency estimation
and filtering. This work used the approach
employed by (Raymond, 2003) by including three
additional stages with the four stages stated above
which are segmentation, binarization and thinning
for the fingerprint image enhancement.

3.1.4 Fingerprint Feature Extraction

Crossing Number (CN) approach was employed
since it the most commonly used method of
minutiae feature extraction (Roli et al., 2011;
Raymond, 2003). This method extracts the ridge
endings and bifurcations from the skeleton image.
The minutiae features are extracted by scanning
the local neighborhood of each ridge pixel in the
image using a 3 x 3 window. The CN value is then
computed, which is defined as half the sum of the
differences between pairs of adjacent pixels.

3.1.5 Fingerprint Template Generation
This phase cuttings the minutiae features of the
fingerprint image and generates a template from
these features. The procedure involves defining a
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window of size 3x3 pixels fixed at the black pixel.
The algorithm finds the number of pixels, N, within
the window which determines the feature of the
minutiae. The template extracted is stored into the
database along with other card holder biographical
information.

3.1.6 Fingerprint Template Matching
For efficient matching process, the extracted data
is stored in the matrix format. The data matrix is as
follows. Number of rows: Number of minutiae
points. Number of columns: 4

Column 1: Row index of each minutia point. (
Coordinate)

Column 2: Column index of each minutia point. (
Coordinate)
Column 3: Orientation angle of each minutia point.

(Minutiae angle of the particular minutiae point
to be paired i.e. input image and template image).
Column 4: Type of minutia. (A value of ‘1’ is
assigned for termination, and ‘3’ is assigned for

bifurcation). In other words ( and the
minutiae type of input template would be paired

with the same of and the minutiae type of
registered template).
During the matching process, each input minutiae
point is compared with template minutiae point

considering the above properties i.e. ( and
the type of minutiae). In each case, template and
input minutiae are selected as reference points for
their respective data sets. The reference points are
used to convert the remaining data points to polar
coordinates. Equation (1) is used to convert the
template minutiae from row and column indices to
polar coordinates.

= ------ (1)

= Radial distance of kth minutiae.

= Radial angle of Kth minutiae

= Orientation angle of Kth minutiae
RowTref , colref T= row index and column index of
reference points currently being considered.
Similarly the input matrix data points are converted
to polar coordinates using the Equation (2)

= ------ (2)

Rotate values represents the difference

between the orientation angles of and .

and represent the extracted data in all the
columns of row k and row m in the template and
input matrices, respectively.

3.1.7 Template Database Storage
This part stores data that is, all the templates and
information that are been generated from the
process of minutiae extraction and rotation and
displacement of image. Fingerprint templates’ and
information that been generated from the
extraction and rotation and displacement of image
were stored using MySQL database management
system.
Minutiae Algorithm
Input: Gray-scale fingerprint image.
Output: Verified fingerprint image with matching
score.
 Fingerprint is binarized
 Thinning on binarized image
 Minutiae points are extracted. Data matrix is

generated to get the position, orientation and
type of minutiae.

 Matching of live test fingerprint with template
 Matching score of two images is computed, if

matching score is greater than the threshold
then it stops else it returns to enrollment

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
The process of enrolment involve the card holder
opening an account and register with the bank of
their choice this will enable the bank to have all the
enrollee’s information and all necessary details that
concern the enrollee and take the biometric data
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captured of the person that own the account and
store in the database, which will be used later for
the process of verification and further update of
information.
The process of extraction and verification make
used of minutiae-base techniques. This is to obtain
an efficient and thoughtful result in order to reduce
or eradicate the problems which is associated with
the use of card-PIN and high rate insecurity people
faced in using ATM machine.

4.1 Enrollment Process
Before an Account holder being identified or
verified by a biometric device, the enrollment
process must be completed. The aim of this
enrollment process is to create a summary profile
of the user (Card Holders’). The process consists of
the following:

4.1.1 Bio data
This comprises the Following: Surname, First Name

and Last Name which take alphabetic characters,
Account Type: Current, or Saving this also take
alphabetic characters, picture of the enrollee which
can take binary characters, Nationality of the
enrollee take alphabetic and string characters, date
of birth take string characters and the date account
was issue take string characters too.

4.1.2 Fingerprint Image Capture
The Account Owner fingerprint will be captured
with fingerprint scanner for a minimum of two or
three biometric readings, by placing a finger in a
fingerprint reader. Not all the samples will be
stored; the technology analyzes and measures
various data points unique to each individual. The

number of measured data points varies in
accordance to the type of device.

4.1.3 Minutiae Feature Extraction from Image
This is where the minutiae extraction is done and of
course processes like binarization, thinning and
bifurcation would be done have a perfect minutiae
feature extraction from the image.

4.1.4 Rotation and Displacement of Image
This is where the image is normalized to get an
authentic and effective image to be stored in the
database, which aids the process of matching.

4.1.5 Template Database Storage
This part stores all the templates and information
that are been generated from the process of
minutiae extraction and rotation and displacement
of image.

4.1.5 Conversion and Encryption
The Account Owner measurements and data points
are converted to a mathematical algorithm and
encrypted. These algorithms cannot be reversed to
obtain the original image. The algorithm may then
be stored as a user’s template in the database
servers and on the ATM card

4.1.6 The Enrollee Storage
This has all the details of all the people that have

been enrolled and its stores them with the account
number. when there is need to view enrollee’s
details or make amends this can easily be done with
the use of account number to trace individual’s
details and it makes the process of verification
easier and faster as it saves time (Figure 2)

Start Enrollment

Slot in Card to
reader/Writer

Input the Required
Data

Fill the Card with Holder’s
Details

All required
Field Filled?

Scan Card Hold’s
Fingerprint

End Enrollment

Load the Fingerprint detail
on the card

Padlock all Data

Scan Image
established?

Yes

Yes
No

No
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Figure 2: Flowchart for Enrollment process

4.2 IDENTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION
PROCESS

Once the account holder has been enrolled in a
system; he/she can start to use biometric
technology to have access to his/her account via
the ATM machine or related system to authorize
transactions.

4.2.1 Identification
This is a one-to-many match. The user provides a
biometric sample and the system looks at all user
templates in the database. If there is a match, the
user is granted access, otherwise, it is declined.

4.2.2 Verification
This is a one-to-one match it requires the user to
provide his/her identification such as a PIN and valid
ATM card in addition to fingerprint. The account
holder is to establish who he/she is and the system
simply authenticates if this is correct. The biometric
sample with the provided identification is
compared to the previously stored information in
the database. If there is a match, access is provided,
otherwise, it is declined Figure 3, while Figure 4

shows the architectural design of the proposed
system.

4.2.3 Authentication
This is the part of the database that allows access
into and out of the database, this part monitors the
kind of people that uses the database and controls
unwanted users and unnecessary logins and access
into the database for more secured and protected
database environment. For security purposes
servers must also address the problem of
authentication. In a networked environment, an
unauthorized client may attempt to access sensitive
data stored on a server. Authentication of clients is
handled by using cryptographic techniques such as
public key encryption or special authentication
servers such as in the OSF DCE system.

4.2.4 Short-Code Message
After the verification and identification process, the
system send a short-code inform of SMS to the
phone of card holder, which in turn the card holder
will enter the short-code. If the shortcode is enter
correctly access will be given to the card holder to
make all necessary transactions with the card.

Figure 3: Flowchart for Identification & Verification Process
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Figure 4: Architectural design of the system

KEY
DMZ - Demilitarized zone
Z9PE - D8- This is used for more reliable
network
VPN - Virtual Private Network

4.3.0 Account Details Capture
This is where data collected from account holder
are been collected and stored in the database i.e.
extraction and matching process.

4.3.1 VPN
This is known as virtual private network, it is a
dedicated network for the system that protects the
data been captured and stored in the database for
present and future purposes.

4.3.2 Fire Walls
This is a kind of security that helps protect the
network from spam ware and other attacks like
hacking, virus attacks etc. of the proposed system.
A firewall protects networked computers from
intentional hostile intrusion that could compromise

confidentiality or result in data corruption or denial
of service. It may be a hardware device or a
software program running on a secure host
computer. In either case, it must have at least two
network interfaces, one for the network it is
intended to protect, and one for the network it is
exposed to. A firewall examines all traffic routed
between the two networks to see if it meets
certain criteria. If it does, it is routed between the
networks, otherwise it is stopped. A firewall filters
both inbound and outbound traffic. It can also
manage public access to private networked
resources such as host applications. It can be used
to log all attempts to enter the private network and
trigger alarms when hostile or unauthorized entry is
attempted. Firewalls can filter packets based on
their source and destination addresses and port
numbers.

4.3.3 Collation Server
This is responsible for distribution of information to
all clients on the network and even share of
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resources and other necessary things that are
needed on the network.

4.3.4 Z9PE-D8
This provides additional layer of security to the
proposed system’s local area network, it provides a
good and secured motherboard for more reliable
networking environment as it has in built dual Intel,
Ethernet that leads to lower CPU utilization and yet
it is very affordable

4.4 Minutiae Matching
Once the minutia feature extraction is done the
next phase is to compare the live template with the
stored template, the system fetches the template
from the template database storage and compare
it with the live template. Once the matching is
done, the matching score from the templates is
computed (Fatai, et al., 2014).

4.5 Short-Code Message
Once the identification and verification of an
account holder is established, the machine will send
a short-code to the phone of the customer which in
turn enter the code. If the code enter is correct the
transaction will be allow if not the ATM will rejected
the card.

5.0 CONCLUSION
ATM has provided evidence that it is useful in
reducing queue in our banks, since you don’t have
to presently be in bank before you can withdraw
your money. It can also be used to make others
transactions like Point-of-Sale (POS), on-line
transaction and a lot of other benefits. It is 24/7
hours operations which enable the account holder
to withdraw at anytime and anywhere. But
notwithstanding the above advantages the account
holders has not embraced the use of ATM due to it
security challenge. This paper tried to find a way to
eradicate or reduce the insecurity associated with
the use of ATM machine by introducing a Smart
card-based ATM with fingerprint authentication
and shortcode system to ameliorate these
challenges. The proposed system is cost-effective
and much secured compared with the PIN-base
ATM card. The proposed system was developed

using java programming language, the
programming language was used because of its
platform independence, scalability, easy
integration, implementation and upgrade. The
system can run on any operating systems e.g.
Windows, Linux etc. with .NET framework and
MySQL. These tools were chosen for their coding
versatility, friendliness and compatibility. The
proposed system is much secured and will reduce
the ATM machine theft if not totally eradicate theft
associated with the use of ATM machine.
Furthermore, mobile phones can be found in
almost every part of the world in both urban and
rural areas, therefore the system provided a better
authentication and identification with the use of
smart-phones to further enhanced the system.

5.1 FUTURE WORK
Future researchers can work on how to do away
completely with PIN-Card authorization by the
introduction of Bimodal biometrics like Palm and
Finger vein, fingerprint and face recognition
authentication which is very fast, accurate and
difficult to contravened.
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1.0 Introduction
Object classification in videos is an important
requirement in surveillance systems as it aids
understanding of the intentions or actions that the
object can perform. For instance humans beings can
sit, walk, run, fall while cars can move, run, over-
speed, crash etc. Object classification is a
challenging task because of various object poses,
illumination, occlusion, etc. The desire to carry out
this research is to use the result of the object
classification in higher layer of surveillance system
for action recognition. In such systems a higher
degree of recognition accuracy and higher response
time is highly required. We proposed to use a
parallel- based kernel density estimation (Akintola
etal., 2011) for an adaptive background subtraction
which has been applied to both outdoor and indoor
environments and was found very fast and robust.
Unlike the previous systems in the literature that

uses motion information, our systems is based on
shape information. It has been recognized by Zhao
etal.(2000) that the shape information from
silhouettes extracted from the segmented region is
invariant to color and texture changes. Moreover,
computing the distance signals is very fast and
demands small storage space which is good qualities
for a surveillancesystem which requires fast
operation and storage minimization.
After object segmentation, connected component
analysis is carried out using morphological opening
and closing operations. The resulting blobs
extracted are then used to extract the feature
vectors. The feature vectors are gotten by
calculating the distance from the centroid of the
object to the contour outline starting at right hand
side and moving in anticlockwise direction. The
feature vector is thennormalizing by dividing by the
sum of the lengths. These vectors are then used to

ABSTRACT

Moving object classification is a requirement in smart visual surveillance systems as it allows the system to
know the kind of object in the scene and be able to recognize the actions the object can perform. This paper
presents a neural-network machine learning approach for real time object classification in videos. This is
necessary for the higher layer surveillance systemto detect actions being performed by the moving objects.
Fast kernel density estimation background subtraction algorithm is used for object segmentation. Distance
signal features are then extracted from the silhouettes of the detected objects. The distance signals features
are then normalized and fed into a multilayer feed-forward neural network to classify the object as human or
vehicle. We implemented the classification algorithm on a set of objects detected from real life video
surveillance of human and videos. We trained the network with some of the objects and perform recognition
with the rest. The algorithm performs excellently at discriminating between these two classes of objects with
the recognition rate of 98.5%.

Keywords: algorithm kernel density, neural network, segmentation, normalized,
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train a neural network using supervised learning
approach.

2.0 Related works.
Many researches have been carried out in literature
on object classification using neural networks (Modi
etal., 2011, zhao etal., 2000, Teschioni etal., 2008,
Khashman etal., 2008, Karital etal., 2012, Collins etal,
2000). In many of the researches, the background
subtraction adopted is not robust to quazzi-
stationary backgrounds, sudden illumination
changes, and efficient coding. The problems
addressed in this research are on coding of the
silhouettes of the actors that can be processed in
real timeand that will require moderate storage
space, using silhouette shape features that is robust
to sudden illumination changes, and issue of better
algorithm for background subtraction that can work
in a quazi-stationay background. A robust and fast
object tracking algorithm was used. Thus,this
research focuses on fast background subtraction
using parallel adaptive kernel density technique, fast
object tracking technique and fast object
classification algorithm.
There are two categories of methods used for object
classification (shape-based approach and the motion
–
based approach).Shape – based classification is the
use of an object shape properties such as the
bounding rectangle, area, silhouette of detected
object regions. Collins etal., (2000) classifies moving
object blobs into general classes such as “humans”
and “vehicles “using viewpoint-specific neural
networks, trained for each camera. Each neural
network is a standard three-layer network. Learning
in the network is accomplished using the back
propagation algorithm. Input features to the
network are a mixture of image-based and scene
based object parameters: image blob dispersedness
(perimeter2/area (pixels)); image blob area (pixels);
apparent aspect ratio of the blob bounding box; and
camera zoom. There are three output classes:
human; vehicle; and human group. This approach
fails to discriminate object with similar
dispersedness.Modi et al., (2011) presents Neural
Network approach for recognition of human motion
using stationary camera. It is noted that task to
classify and identify objects in the video is difficult
for human operator. Object is detected using
background subtraction technique. The detected
moving object is divided into 8x8 non-overlapping
blocks. The mean of each of the blocks is calculated.
All mean value is then accumulated to form a feature

vector. A neural network is trained using the
generated feature vectors. Experiment performed
shows a good recognition ratebutthe object
detection algorithm used cannot work under a quasi-
stationary background. Zhao etal., (2000) presents
stereo-and neural network approach for pedestrian
detection in videos. The motivation for the research
is to develop a surveillance system that can avoid
dangerous situations. This is achieved using a stereo-
based segmentation and neural network based
recognition.This system performs well in pedestrian
detection especially stationary pedestrians but fails
to incorporate motion cues into the system which
should have enhanced the performance.

Motion method uses the object’s motion
characteristics to distinguish the object. Zhou etal.,
(2006) used the variance of compactness of the
object to classify target object as single person,
people group, or vehicle. It is noted in the paper that
vehicles are more consistent in their motion because
they are rigid objects whereas humans shift some
parts forward to maintain balance. So the variance
of motion direction is employed to measure motion
consistency. These features are got from the optical
flow of the motion. The computation of optical flow
can be computationally expensive.

3.0 System Description

Figure 1System description

3.1 Object Segmentation
Kernel density estimation (KDE) is the most used
and studied nonparametric density estimation
method. The model is the reference dataset,
containing the reference points indexed natural
numbered. This model has been used by (Elgammal
et al., 2002)for foreground detection. In this
algorithm it is assumedthat a local kernel function is
centered upon each reference point, and its scale
parameter (the bandwidth). The common choices
for kernels include the Gaussian and the
Epanechnikov kernel.

Blob Entering Detection

Object Segmentation

Object ClassificationObject Tracking
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Let , , … , , ϵ be a random sample taken
from a continuous, univariate density f. The Kernel
Density Estimator (KDE) is given by:( , ℎ) = ∑

(1)

K(.) is the function satisfying:∫ ( ) = 1
(2)

Thus, K(.) is refered to as the Kernel, h is a positive

number, usually called the bandwidth or window

width. The Gaussian Kernel is given by:= (2 ) exp ‖ ‖
(3)

The Epanechnikov kernel is given by:= ( )( || || | | < 10 ℎ
(4)

Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) for background
modeling involves using a number of frames
(training frames) to build the probability density of
each pixel location. A histogram of each pixel
location of the image is then constructed. After the
histogram is built, we find the adaptive threshold of
each pixel.
For every pixel observation, classification involves
determining if it belongs to the background or the
foreground. The first few initial frames in the video
sequence (called learning frames) are used to build
histogram of distributions of the pixel color. No
classification is done for these learning frames.
Classification is done for the subsequent frames
using the process given below. Typically, in a video
sequence involving moving objects, at a particular
spatial pixel position a majority of the pixel
observations would correspond to the background.
Therefore, background clusters would typically
account for much more observations than the
foreground clusters. This means that the probability
of any background pixel would be higher than that
of a foreground pixel. The pixels are ordered based
on their corresponding value of the histogram bin
based on the adaptive threshold in the previous
stage. The pixel intensity values for the subsequent

frames are estimated. The corresponding histogram
bin is evaluated and the bin value corresponding to
this intensity is determined.
If the value is < threshold

Classify as foreground
Else
Classify as background.
The classification process is performed on all the
pixel locations in the current frame as shown in
figure 2.

Figure 2: Human and Vehicle
Objects Detection Results

3.2 A spatio-color Histogram Algorithm for
Scalable Object Tracking
The proposed algorithm is composed of two stages.

(a) background (b)Moving objects moved

(c) Noisy Mask with shadow (d) Colored foreground with shadow

(e)Foreground Mask with shadow removed and morphological
operation performed

Vehicle Segmentation process

(a)
background (b)Moving objects moved

(c) Noisy Mask with shadow (d) Colored foreground with shadow

(e)Foreground Mask with shadow removed and morphological
operation performed

Human Segmentation process.
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First is the appearance correspondence mechanism.
Once detected, Appearance models are generated
for objects appearing in the scene. The model is the
estimate of probability distribution of pixel colours.
Multiple models are developed for a single object.
These models are then used in subsequent frames to
match the set of currently detected models and that
of target models. In the second phase occlusion and
object merge and separation are handled. The
foreground object detected in previous stage is
passed to the object tracker. This information is the
appearance model of the object.
We adopt a multi-part tracking algorithm in our
system. That is, we segment each silhouette into
upper-body area and lower-body area and generate
a histogram of colures in HSV color space. This
approach is good enough at discriminating
individuals because of varying intensity in identical
objects with similar color and occlusion.  Our
approach makes use of the object color histograms
of previous frame to establish a matching between
objects in consecutive frame.

3.3 Feature Extraction.
After extracting the contour, the centroid of the
contour is calculated using equation (4).From that
centre a pre-defined number of axes are projected
outwards at specified regular angles to the nearest
edges of the contour in an anti- clockwise direction
as shown in figure 3., = (∑ , ∑ ). …

(5)
The distance from the contour’s centre to its nearest
edge along that a predefined angle is then stored.
This is done for all the other angles to for a set of
values called a vector.  The dimension of the vector
equals to the number of axes being projected from
the centre. The vector is then normalized. This
ensures that the vector is scale invariant as the
largest value in the vector will at this point be 1.0,
which will be the longest of the axes projected.
Let S be the segmented object region within the
frame. Let linei be a line projected at angle I from
the centroid to the object boundary at angle i to the
horizontal line passing through the centoroid of the
object. The length of each line to the contour
boundary of the object is given by
linei=∑ ( ( , ))

(6)
Where k and l are the co-ordinates in the x and y

directions respectively.
L is given by ktan( )(. ) is a binary function that returns 0 or 1( , ) = 1 ( , )0 ℎ

(7)
p(k,l) =is the pixel value of the object
The number of lines in each image containing an
object as well as the number of neurons in the input
layer is j where j = {1, 2, 3, n) and n is given by
N=360/ where is the smallest of the
angles.Angle size of 10 degrees interval have been
used in this research e.g. (10,20,30,360) will divide
the object into 36 regions. Out of these 36 lines we
only used 32 of them as feature vectors.

3.4 Design of Neural Network for Object
Classification

We developed a neural network model to train the
network. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the
neural network developed. The data collected from
the contour of the moving objects were used for the
modeling.

The BPN learns during a training epoch, it will
probably go through several epochs before the
network has sufficiently learnt to handle all the data
you’ve provided it and the end result is satisfactory.

Figure 3b A typical 1D distance feature vector
generated from vehicle silhouete
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car features

car
features

Figure 3a  A typiocal 1D distance feature vector
generated from pedestrian silhouete
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foreground object detected in previous stage is
passed to the object tracker. This information is the
appearance model of the object.
We adopt a multi-part tracking algorithm in our
system. That is, we segment each silhouette into
upper-body area and lower-body area and generate
a histogram of colures in HSV color space. This
approach is good enough at discriminating
individuals because of varying intensity in identical
objects with similar color and occlusion.  Our
approach makes use of the object color histograms
of previous frame to establish a matching between
objects in consecutive frame.

3.3 Feature Extraction.
After extracting the contour, the centroid of the
contour is calculated using equation (4).From that
centre a pre-defined number of axes are projected
outwards at specified regular angles to the nearest
edges of the contour in an anti- clockwise direction
as shown in figure 3., = (∑ , ∑ ). …

(5)
The distance from the contour’s centre to its nearest
edge along that a predefined angle is then stored.
This is done for all the other angles to for a set of
values called a vector.  The dimension of the vector
equals to the number of axes being projected from
the centre. The vector is then normalized. This
ensures that the vector is scale invariant as the
largest value in the vector will at this point be 1.0,
which will be the longest of the axes projected.
Let S be the segmented object region within the
frame. Let linei be a line projected at angle I from
the centroid to the object boundary at angle i to the
horizontal line passing through the centoroid of the
object. The length of each line to the contour
boundary of the object is given by
linei=∑ ( ( , ))

(6)
Where k and l are the co-ordinates in the x and y

directions respectively.
L is given by ktan( )(. ) is a binary function that returns 0 or 1( , ) = 1 ( , )0 ℎ

(7)
p(k,l) =is the pixel value of the object
The number of lines in each image containing an
object as well as the number of neurons in the input
layer is j where j = {1, 2, 3, n) and n is given by
N=360/ where is the smallest of the
angles.Angle size of 10 degrees interval have been
used in this research e.g. (10,20,30,360) will divide
the object into 36 regions. Out of these 36 lines we
only used 32 of them as feature vectors.

3.4 Design of Neural Network for Object
Classification

We developed a neural network model to train the
network. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the
neural network developed. The data collected from
the contour of the moving objects were used for the
modeling.

The BPN learns during a training epoch, it will
probably go through several epochs before the
network has sufficiently learnt to handle all the data
you’ve provided it and the end result is satisfactory.

Figure 3b A typical 1D distance feature vector
generated from vehicle silhouete
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A training epoch is described below: For each input
entry in the training data set:
 feed input entry data into the network
(feed forward).
 Initialized weights
 check output against desired value
and feedback error (back-propagate)

Where back-propagation consists of:
 calculate error gradients
 update weights (in our case the
weights between output and hidden layers hidden
and hidden layers and input and hidden layers were
updated in that order)
The network parameters for our system model
consist of an input layer with 32 neurons, one hidden
layer with 4 neurons, and an output layer with 1
neuron (MLP 32 : 4: 1). The number of epochs
used is 1000, with the momentum of 0.5 and
learning rate of 0.3. The initial weights were
randomly initialized to small random numbers less
than 1 using random number generators.
For the stopping conditions there are various
commonly used stopping conditions for neural
networks, such include; desired accuracy, desired
mean square error and elapsed epochs. In this
project we used the 1000 elapsed epochs to train the
Network.

Figure 4 The Neural Network Model for the
Pedestrian/Car Detection.

3.4.1 The Back-propagation Learning Algorithm

Back-propagation algorithm is a supervised learning
algorithm where an error function is defined
(based on the training set) and the error function is
minimized by adjusting the weights using hill
climbing algorithm. The Mean Square Error (MSE) is
the performance index. The error is calculated as the
difference between the target (t) expected and the
actual value (a) of the network output. Mean square
error of one output neuron over all n examples is
given by: = ∑ ( ( ) − ( ))

(8)
Multilayer perceptions use the back-propagation
algorithm to adjust the weights and biases of the
network in order to minimize the mean square error
overall output and all examples. It is a generalization
of the least mean square algorithm whereby an error
function is defined to be minimized by using the
gradient descent algorithm. This is achieved by
adjusting the weights. The generalized delta rule
does this by calculating the error for the current
input example and then back-propagating this error
from layer to layer. The training algorithm as
presented by (Koprinska ,2013) is as follow:
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Consider a neural network with one hidden layer
(Figure 4) indexes i over output neurons, j over
hidden neurons, p over input patterns. The MSE over
all neurons over all input patterns is given by:= ∑ ( − )

(9)
where is the target output of neuron i for input
pattern p, is the actual output of neuron i for
input pattern p
If E is expressed in terms of weights and input
signals, the input for the hidden neuron j and for a
given pattern p is:

= ∑ . +
(10)

Activation of neuron j as function of its
input: = =∑ . +

(11)
Input for the output neuron i is given by:= ∑ . + = ∑ . ∑ . + +

(12)
Output for the output neuron i is given by:= = ∑ . + =∑ . ∑ . + +
(13)
Substituting 13 into 9 gives:= ∑ − ∑ . ∑ . + +

(14)
Steepest gradient descent adjusts the weights so
that the change moves the system down the error
surface in the direction of the locally steepest
descent, given by the negative of the gradient, that
is; ∆ = − . =. ∑ ( − ). ′ .

(15). ∑ ( − ). ′ . = . ∑ .
(16)

Thus the change in weight for output
neuron is given by:

= ( − ). ′

(17)
For hidden neuron, the derivatives is

calculated using the chain rule as follow:∆ = − . = − . .

= . − . ′ . . ′ .= . ∑ . . ′ .
= . ∑ .

(18)
where the change in weight for hidden

neurons is given by := ′ . ∑ . .
(19)

In general for a connection from x to y:∆ = . ∑ .
(20)= + ∆

(21)
where o is activation of an input or hidden neuron
and is given either by Equation 17 for the output
neuron or Equation 19 for the hidden neuron. From
the formulas for , the derivatives of f can be
calculated. For a sigmoid transfer function the
derivative is calculated as follow:. = =

(22)= 〈 〉
(23)

( )
(24)

=. (1 − )
(25)

The Back propagation rule for sigmoid transfer
function is as follows:
The change in weight calculation for the output
neuron is given by:

= ( − ). . 1 −
(26)∆ = . ∑ ( − ). . 1 − .
(27)

The change in weight calculation for the hidden
neuron is given by:

= . 1 − . .
(28)∆ = . ∑ ( . ) = ∑ (1 − ).∑ .

(29)
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4.0 Experiment and Result
ANN models’ performances can be measured by the
mean relative percentage error. It measures the
accuracy of prediction through representing the
degree of scatter.  Eq.1 was utilized to calculate the
relative error for each case in the testing set. Then,
the calculated values were averaged and factored by
100 to express in percentages. (actual)-
(predicted)/actual *100%.In this research the
network was trained using 80 data items consisting
of forty vehicles and 40 pedestrians. The class
vehicle was assigned 1 while the class human was
assigned 0. The network is then trained using back-
propagation algorithm. The weights from the
training are then saved. For testing, 343 data items
were used. Out of this 120 were vehicle data while
223 were human data. We decided from the ROC
curve (figure 5) to make the threshold for vehicles to
be greater or equal to 0.9 while that of the human is
set to less or equal to 0.1. Out of the 120 vehicles,
only one was misclassified while for 223 human class
data items, only four were misclassified. Error in
forecast is 1.46% so the accuracy is 98.54%

Figure 5: ROC curve of the Neural
Network.

5.0 Implementation
The model has been applied in real life scenario to
recognize vehicles and human. Figure 6 shows the
performance of the algorithm on the international
surveillance data called PETS 2002 dataset provided
by third IEE international workshop on performance
evaluation of tracking and surveillance. Figure 7
shows the performance of the algorithm in an
indoor environment. Figure 8 shows the

performance of the algorithm in an outdoor
environment at FUTA community. It is observed that
the classifier is able to classify the objects
irrespective of their sizes and environmental
conditions. Thus the algorithm is adaptive to
changes.

Figure 6Classifications of Vehicles in an

Outdoor Environment
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Figure 7 Classification of Humans in an Indoor

Environment

Figure 8: Classification of Vehicles in Outdoor

Environment

6.0 Conclusion
The essence of this paper is to present a neural
network model and lightweight object shape
descriptors for fast object classification in videos.
Distance signal features are extracted from the
silhouettes of the detected objects. The distance
signals features are then normalized and fed into a
multilayer feed-forward neural network to classify
the object as human or vehicle. We implemented the
classification algorithm on a set of objects detected
from real life video surveillance of human. We
trained the network with some of the objects and
perform recognition with the rest. The algorithm
performs excellently at discriminating between
these two classes of objects with the recognition
rate of 98.5%.It can be seen that neural network on
the shape descriptor performs excellently at object
classification. Future work can be done on this study
by considering other classifiers such as radial basis
network, recurrent network and support vector
machines.
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ABSTRACT

Grammaticality is a concept within the fields of Natural Language Processing and
Computational Linguistics that deals with the measure of grammatical correctness or
incorrectness of a natural language expression. Among the methods employed for
grammaticality evaluation, handcrafted grammar is the most precise. The major drawback of
handcrafted grammar however is that its evaluation process scarcely computes gradience of
grammaticality. It therefore evaluates the grammaticality of an expression in a binary (right or
wrong) fashion. This approach however, for instance, does not provide second language (L2)
learners a scale for measuring progress made in the learning process. To solve this problem, a
number of mechanisms were considered from which Linear Vector Space (LVS) was observed
to be appropriate, having been successfully applied over a wide range of disciplines, including
computational linguistics. LVS was therefore considered a suitable mechanism for addressing
the gradience problem of handcrafted grammar. In this work therefore, a linear vector space
of grammaticality was formulated using key identifiable grammaticality error features
(missing word, extra word, real word spelling, verb form, puctuation and agreement errors)
as elements of the vector space. Equations for grammaticality grading were further derived
based on the formulated vector space. The results showed that the grammaticality gradience
µG is such that 0 ≤ µG ≤ 1. Therefore, by using the formulated vector space with handcrafted
grammar, grammaticality can be evaluated on a graded scale between 0 and 1. Where 0 is for
a totally ungrammatical and unrecognisable expression while 1 is for a perfectly grammatical
sentence.

Keywords: Experimental Formulation, Grammaticality Grading, Handcrafted Grammar, Vector Space Of
Grammaticality
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work is part of an ongoing research aimed

at developing an automated system for graded
grammaticality evaluation, error detection and
error correction in English language expressions;
using British English as a standard.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a branch of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) that deals with the ability
of machines to act intelligently within a language
domain (MacKinlay, 2012; Chu, 2003). Grammar is a
linguistic concept often considered within the field
of NLP in Computer Science. It has attracted a lot of
research interest from a wide range of disciplines. It
is the branch of linguistics that deals with syntax,
morphology, and sometimes, semantics. It
determines the set of acceptable constructs of a
language (Baldridge et al., 2007). As a derivative of
grammar, grammaticality describes whether a
sentence is grammatical (well-formed) or
ungrammatical (ill-formed). Grammaticality has
been the focal point of interest in a number of NLP
research (Wagner, 2012). Grammaticality judgment
has been applied to significantly improve the
performance of a number of NLP systems involving
language generation, machine translation, text
summarization, second language learning, and
automated essay scoring (Nerbornne, 2002; Pauls
and Klein, 2012). Several approaches have been
adopted in evaluating the grammaticality of
sentences. There are two prevailing schools of
thoughts about the concept of grammaticality. The
first argues that the natural way languages are
learnt is independent of grammatical rules. This
school of thought cites that a child learns to
communicate in a language without necessarily
having to first learn the grammatical rules of the
language. This school of thought often uses
induced grammar approaches for evaluating
grammaticality. The second school of thought lays
emphasis on following a strict set of grammar rules
(handcrafted grammar) in determining the
grammaticality of a sentence. These grammar rules
are designed by linguistic engineers and employed
as natural language parsers for parsing (evaluating)
expressions of the target language. Irrespective of
the school of thought being considered, the degree
of grammatical correctness or incorrectness is

equally of significant interest in NLP (Parfitt et al.,
1999).
Handcrafted grammar which is the focus of this
study, make it possible to describe the question of
grammaticality with precision (Blache et al., 2005).
It however scarcely  expresses the gradience of
grammaticality. Thus making it difficult to quantify
the degree of correctness or incorrectnes of an
expression. This quantification feature is however
very desirable, especially for second language (L2)
learners, and particularly significant for providing L2
learners with performance feedback. This study is
therefore aimed at formulating a gradience
mechanism to facilitate grammaticality
quantification in handcrafted grammar. Previous
works on grammaticality gradience have been
almost exclusively within the domain of
probabilisticaly induced grammars (Crocker and
Keller, 2006).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Grammar and Grammaticality
Grammar is a term used to define the body of rules
that describe the structure of expressions of a
language. This is inclusive of the structure of words,
phrases, clauses, and sentences. A grammar is said
to under-generate if it excludes grammatical
sentence, and over-generate if it allows
ungrammatical sentences (MacKinlay, 2012). A
grammar should avoid both of these two situations.
There is thus this tension between avoiding over-
generation and maximizing coverage. Grammar
developers therefore seek to make grammars as
constrained as possible, while they avoid rejecting
grammatical sentences. This therefore calls for
grammars to exhibit a high degree of precision. The
parsability of a sentence however does not
necessarily imply its acceptability (Lin, 2007).
Therefore, the real world context of word usage
must be put into consideration.
Fillmore (1998) and Kay and Fillmore (1999) looked
at Construction Grammar in which all objects are
called constructions. On the other hand, Blache
(2006) looked into property grammar which can be
very efficient and robust. Constraints relaxation
allows the system to select the best assignment,
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and not just the assignment satisfying the
constraint system, thus permitting to deal with
more or less grammatical sentence. Constraints
based approach makes it possible to process any
kind of inputs.
Sampson (2007) asked the question of whether it
was possible to talk about grammar without talking
about grammaticality. The role of grammaticality
judgment in the learning (acquisition) of a second
language cannot be over emphasised (Gass, 1983).
The roles of metalinguistic awareness in the
learning of a second language (L2) make
grammaticality judgment for L2 learners an
observation that can be considered either as an
implicit or an explicit concept (Bialystok, 1979;
1981). The study of Clark et al. (2013) examined the
relationship between grammaticality and
acceptability. They considered grammaticality a
theoretical notion while acceptability was
considered an empirically testable property.
Acceptability was also further explained to be
partly dependent on grammaticality.
Automating grammaticality evaluation has taken
the front line in a number of linguistic and NLP
research. A system equipped with the capability to
determine how users will perceive the
grammaticality of a sentence could be useful in
fields involving language generation, machine
translation, and text summarization. It could also
be used for automatic essay scoring and for the
learning of a second language. Lau et al. (2014)
described an experiment explaining that even the
most popular translation tools are in many
occasions not congruent in performing a backward
translation (from L1 to L2 and then to L1 again) of
given sentences. It therefore becomes necessary to
ensure the grammatical correctness of written
expressions to minimize distortion when translated
to other languages.
2.2 Handcrafted Grammar
Handcrafted grammars are grammars that are
manually specified and evaluated by grammar
engineers (Witbrock and Mittal, 1999). Handcrafted
grammars are completely different from induced
grammars. In contrast to requiring large scale
treebanks, handcrafted grammars provide a single
point of control for the handling of syntactic
phenomena (MacKinlay, 2012). Owing to this single

point of control, the grammar can be designed to
handle even very rare and complex phenomenon,
or to even ignore particularly difficult ones, which is
not possible with induced grammars. It is a very
labour-intensive task to create a grammar of a
language which has reasonable coverage and can
create meaningful parse trees and semantics. There
has nonetheless been a range of concerted efforts
targeted at creating broad-coverage grammars for
several languages, some of which are closely
related in formalism.
2.2.1 Transformational Grammars
Chomsky (1957) proposed Transformational
Grammar TG in response to his argument that
Context-free Phrase Structure Grammar (CFPSG)
cannot capture linguistically significant
generalization of natural language syntactic
propoerties. The TGs augment the CFPSGs with
rules that map their syntactic structures unto other
syntactic forms. Thus for instance, to die could be
transformed to  ceases to live. However, following
founded criticisms from  Peters and Ritchie (1973)
as to the overly unrestricted nature of the TG,
Chomsky developed the theory of Government and
binding, Principles and Parameters P&P, and
Minimalism, which are more constrained versions
of TGs (Chomsky, 1981). TGs were literarily
abandoned for over a decade after this period
(Malchow, 1992).
2.2.2 Feature Based Grammars
Following the crisis with TGs came the Feature
based grammars, also known as information based
grammars, attribute-value grammars, constraint
based grammars or unification grammars (Johnson,
1988; Kay, 1979). One of the crucial techniques,
unification, employed by all feature based
approaches is the emphasis of the unification
grammar (Malchow, 1992). Among the feature
based grammars are the following formalisms:
Functional Unification Grammar (Kay, 1979; 1982);
Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar,
1981; Gazdar et al., 1985); Lexical Functional
Grammar (Bresnan, 1982); Categorial Unification
Grammar (Karttunen, 1986; Uszkoreit, 1986); and
Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard,
1984; Pollard and Sag, 1987).
Representing the sets of features of a grammar as
one complex symbol using feature based grammars
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has attracted a lot of research interests. Malchow
(1992) explained that there are three basic ways of
structuring complex categories. These structures
are: Tree diagrams, also known as directed acyclic
graphs (dags); Terms; and Matrices.
The following sentences demonstrate an example
of constraint on English sentences as discussed by
Müller (2013):

a. Kim loves Sandy
b. * I loves Sandy

Where ‘*’ connotes an error in sentence (b) owing
to the violation of the constraint that the subject
has to agree with the verb both in person and
number.
2.2.3 Parse Trees
The syntactic structure of natural language
sentences are usually expressed using context-free
grammars which are often represented as ordered,
rooted trees known as parse trees. As an example,
let us consider the parse tree for the English
sentence “The fat pony sleeps in the barn” shown
in Figure 1. Terms abbreviated in this example
include: sentence as ‘S’, noun phrase as ‘NP’, verb
phrase as ‘VP’, verb as ‘V’, determiner as ‘D’, noun
as ‘N’, adjective as ‘A’, preposition as ‘P’ and the
nominal category as NOM. Each of the nodes in this
tree is either a root node, a branch node, or a leaf
node (Carnie, 2013). There can only be one root
node, in a tree. A root node (S in this case) is one
with no parents (no branches on top of it). A
branch node on the other hand is a non-root node
(VP and NP in this case) that connects to two or
more child nodes. Finally, a leaf node is a terminal
node with no child nodes attached to it. The leaves
are the actual lexical tokens of the sentence.

Figure 1: A phrase structure tree for “The fat pony
sleeps in the barn” (MacKinlay, 2012)
2.3 Grammaticality Gradience
Grammaticality gradience or quantification is the
degree to which a sentence belongs to the
grammar of a language (Lau et al., 2014; Chomsky,
1975). Grammaticality is inherently graded by
nature and not absolute (Parfitt et al., 1999; Taylor,
1995). The acceptability of sentences can be
predicted by quantifying its grammaticality. Crocker
and Keller (2006) explained that probabilistically
induced grammars are inherently models of
gradience in language processing due to their mode
of operation. Handcrafted grammar on the other
hand scarcely expresses gradience of
grammaticality.
Blache et al. (2005) however characterized the
result of a parse operation into the set of satisfied
properties noted as P+, and set of violated ones,
noted P-. Thus the sentence is acceptable if its
grammaticality falls within a particular range, and
unacceptable if its grammaticality falls outside of
that range.
Linear Optimality Theory is very effective when
applied in weighting the different syntactic
constraints associated with a given grammar. Such
evaluated constraint weights is then useful for
quantifying sentence grammaticality (Keller, 2000;
Sorace and Keller, 2005). In a similar sense,
Schroder (2002) and Menzel and Schroder (1998)
looked at the use of Constraint Dependency
Grammar framework for weighting syntactic
constraints. Blache (2005) looked at fully
constraint-based syntactic formalism called
Property Grammars that take into account
automatically derived parameters and empirically
determined weights in calculating a grammaticality
index.
2.4 Vectors and Vector Spaces
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Vectors and points are common data structure
considered in many areas of Mathematics and
Computer Science. They are applied extensively in
data compression, image processing, computer
vision, computer graphics, and numerical analysis.
Two-dimensional vectors can be defined as directed
arrows in the plane. The position of the arrow is not
important. The length (magnitude) and direction of
the arrow are the important features of the vector,
and they determine the vector. They can be added,
scaled and rotated (Lindeman, 2008). Vectors
having the same length and direction are said to be
equivalent (Kambites, 2014). Two vector in the
same direction are said to be parallel. The zero
vector has a magnitude of zero and is denoted as 0.
Figure 2a shows a vector a between two points (x1,
y1) and (x2, y2). In Figure 2b, the vectors AB and DC
are equivalent, because two-dimensional vectors
are distinguished only by length and direction. They
are thus treated as equal i.e. AB = DC.
2.4.1 Linear Vector Space
The concept of linear vector space also commonly
referred to simply as vector space is the focus of a
number of literatures (Zybura, 2004; Nowak, 2010;
Luenberger, 1969; van Hassel, 2009; and
Kondratieva, 2008). A vector space V can summarily
be defined as a set of vectors over the field F (such
as real, complex, and natural numbers) which may
be added together and multiplied (or scaled) by
numbers referred to as scalars, such that, given
that x, y, z ∈ V, the following eight axioms are
satisfied:

i. Associativity of addition
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z;

(a)

(b)
Figure 2 (a): Vector in the plane (b): Two equivalent
and parallel vectors (Lindeman, 2008; Kambites,
2014)

ii. Commutativity of addition
x + y = y + x;

iii. Identity element of addition. There exists an
element 0 ∈ V, called the zero vector, such that
y + 0 = y for all y ∈ V;

iv. Inverse element of addition. For every y ∈ V,
there exists an element −y ∈ V, called the
additive inverse of y, such that
y + (−y) = 0;

v. Compatibility of scalar multiplication with field
multiplication. a(by) = (ab)y;

vi. Identity element of scalar multiplication
1y = y, where 1 denotes the multiplicative
identity in F;

vii. Distributivity of scalar multiplication with
respect to vector addition.  a(x + y) = ax + ay;

viii.Distributivity of scalar multiplication with
respect to field addition.     (a + b)y = ay + by.

(Zybura, 2004; Nowak, 2010; Luenberger, 1969; van
Hassel, 2009; and Kondratieva, 2008).

Depending on the literature, these expressions are
sometimes compounded to give fewer axioms or
expanded to give more axioms, though expressing
the exact same concepts. Also, contrary to the
common use of the word “linear” in linear vector
space to connote vector space in a straight line, this
study considers the word from the perspective of
dimensionality. “Linear” is applied in this study to
refer to “one-dimensional”, as against “multi-
dimensional”.
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2.4.2 NLP Applications of Vectors and Vector
Spaces

The concept of vector space is considered in most
linguistic and NLP literatures from the perspective
of lexical and semantic distribution. Semantic
vector space models of language make use of real-
valued vectors to denote each word that are
typically associated with a particular word. Words
that typically occur together are assigned values
that often depict their probability of occurring
together in a sentence. They are used for a wide
range of NLP operations including grammaticality
evaluation and error detection. Detailed semantic
and syntactic regularity have been successfully
captured using vector space representations and
vector arithmetic. The study of Pennington et al.
(2014) came up with global vectors for word
representation  (GloVe). The studies focused on
highlighting the properties that made the
emergence of such captured regularities possible in
word vectors. Schmid (2004) however focused on
efficient parsing of highly ambiguous context-free
grammars using bit vectors.
The study of Stolcke (1991) represented a formalism
dubbed Vector Space Grammars (VSG) for deriving
phrase structure categories that made use of
structured samples of a context-free language.
Using the connectionist approach, the entire
training process made use of adaptation,
competition and error back-propagation, all
occurring in a continuous vector space. It advocates
the use of vectors instead of symbols for the
purpose of linguistic category labeling.
Vector Space Semantic Parsing (VSSP) presented in
the work of Krishnamurthy and Mitchell (2013) is a
framework for learning compositional models of
vector space semantics. It applies Combinatory
Categorial Grammar (CCG) to define the
relationship between syntactic categories and
semantic representations, taken as vectors and
functions on vectors. Using CCG based semantic
parser, texts are parsed into lambda calculus
formulae that compute to equivalent vector space
representations.
In general, vector space models make use of
vectors and operations on vectors to represent the
semantics of natural language expressions (Turney
and Pantel, 2010). A number of other studies

including Coecke et al. (2013), Socher et al. (2011),
Socher et al. (2012), Turney (2006), and Rapp (2003)
focused on similar concepts. The studies achieved
significant performances that corresponded well
with human judgment.
Grammaticality is considered a vector concept
within this literature, having both magnitude and
direction. This is in contrast with scalar quantities
that have only magnitude but no direction. The
direction of grammaticality is either towards
grammatical correctness, or away from
grammatical correctness. Grammatical correctness
is a state described as Grammatical Equilibrium (GE)
within this study, and is ascribed a gradience value
of zero (0).
On a general note, grammars are usually designed
to express the state of grammatical equilibrium. For
constraint based grammars (Johnson, 1988; Kay,
1979), each appropriate constraint within the
grammar enforces the grammar towards being able
express or determine sentences that are
grammatically correct.
Furthermore, although grammaticality (Lau et al.,
2014) is generally used to express the state of
grammatical correctness or otherwise of a
sentence, it is sometimes used strictly as a measure
of grammatical correctness, especially when used
alongside ‘ungrammaticality’. From this
perspective, grammaticality is used as a measure of
grammatical correctness while ungrammaticality is
used as a measure of grammatical incorrectness.

3. FORMULATION OF A LINEAR VECTOR SPACE
FOR GRAMMATICALITY GRADING

The formulation of the vector space V of
grammaticality vectors for grammaticality
gradience is presented in this section. V defines the
space of operation of grammaticality gradience for
handcrafted grammars.
3.1 The Vector Space (V) of Grammaticality
Let x, y, z be weighted entities associated with
grammaticality such as possible error categories
including missing-word, extra-word, real-word
spelling, verb-form, punctuation and agreement
errors, which are uniquely identifiable within a
sentence. Also let {x, y, z, ...} ∈ V. Like any other
standard vector space, V is a set of vectors over the
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field F (which in this case is the set of real numbers
R) which may be added together and multiplied
(scaled) by numbers referred to as scalars, such
that the eight axioms listed in section 2.4.1 are
satisfied.
These grammaticality vectors dubbed Mosesean
vectors are strictly linear (one-dimensional) over
the written plane. Therefore, the addition
operation on the elements of V is performed by
simple arithmetic summation (∑). Furthermore,
ungrammatical elements within an input sentence
are assigned negative values; while counter
measures to correct such ungrammaticality are
assigned positive values. Thus, the magnitude of
grammaticality the Mosesean vectors introduce
into the proposed system at any point in time is
totally dependent on the magnitude of existing
ungrammaticality. Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate these
concepts.

Figure 3: Mosesean vectors on a real number line
showing –ve Grammaticality ≡ Ungrammaticality

Figure 4: Resultants of Mosesean vectors not yet at
equilibrium

Figure 5: Resultant of Mosesean vectors at
equilibrium
3.2 Resultants of Mosesean Vectors
The default value of zero (0) is assigned as
gradience value to any sentence introduced into
the proposed system of Mosesean vectors. At this
default value, the sentence is at equilibrium, and is
completely grammatical. This equilibrium is toppled
when ungrammatical elements are identified within
the sentence. When a sentence is ungrammatical
by a certain magnitude, the proposed system
attempts to find complementary grammaticality
measures to pull the sentence back into equilibrium
as depicted in Figure 5. Grammaticality (+g) is
generated in response to Ungrammaticality (-g). +g
can only be as large as to cancel out -g, resulting in
equilibrium.
3.3 Derivation of Grammaticality Equations Using

Mosesean Vectors
The default value of zero (0) is assigned as
gradience value to any sentence introduced into
the proposed system of Mosesean vectors. If the
sentence is grammatically correct, the gradience
remains unchanged at zero, and requires no further
computation. However, if ungrammaticality (-g) is
found within the sentence, the cumulative
ungrammaticality (-Gsum) is the arithmetic sum of
the individual ungrammaticality values.

Thus:
if the values assigned to ungrammaticality items in
a sentence are -g1, -g2, -g3, … -gn

then
-Gsum = (-g1) + (-g2) + (-g3) +…+ (-gn)

n

i = 1
-gi∑
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-Gsum = (1)

Multiply both sides by -1 we get

Gsum =

Therefore, the cumulative grammaticality (Gsum)
required to bring the sentence into equilibrium is:

Gsum = (2)

Furthermore in the proposed system, the
grammaticality gradience of an ungrammatical
sentence is computed by dividing the cumulative
grammaticality (Gsum) by the total number of leaf
nodes in the sentence parse tree. The number of
leaf nodes in a sentence parse tree is always equal
to the number of words in the sentence, it
therefore follows that grammaticality gradience
(µG) for a sentence of length m is:

µG   = (3)

In addition, the proposed system assigns a value of
minus one (-1) to each ungrammaticality item in an
input sentence. This follows that the cumulative
grammaticality (Gsum) can at most be as large as
the number (m) of words in the sentence.

Thus in equation (3):
when n → 0:

m = m
and µG → 0

when  n → ∞:
m → ∞

and µG → 1
Hence, the grammaticality gradience µG is such

that:
0 ≤ µG ≤ 1

As grammaticality evaluation extends beyond the
evaluation of a single sentence to the evaluation of
multiple sentences, the gradience for each
sentence is computed in the same manner,
applying equation (2) to each of them. The

arithmetic mean of the gradience(s) of the
different sentences is then computed to give the
gradience of all the sentences put together.
Thus: if there are q sentences with gradience values
µG1, µG2, µG3, … µGq

then
µGsum = µG1 + µG2 + µG3 + … + µGq

µGsum = (4)

and by extension, the mean grammaticality
gradience µG for multiple sentences is:

µG = (5)

3.4 Result
The formulations show that grammaticality
gradience µG is such that 0 ≤ µG ≤ 1. Therefore,
based on the formulated vector space,
grammaticality is evaluated on a graded scale
between 0 and 1. While the grammaticality
gradience value of 0 is assigned to a totally
ungrammatical sentence, a grammaticality
gradience value of 1 is assigned to a perfectly
grammatical sentence.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the use of the derived
equations (Equations 1 through 5) for computing
the grammaticality gradience of natural language
text. The gradience of grammaticality of a natural
language text can be computed by inserting the
derived equations into respective sections of a
grammaticality evaluation algorithm. Subsequent
phases of this research will focus on applying the
derived equations in the automated grammaticality
gradience computation for handcrafted grammar.
Such automated implementation will provide more
data for further validation of the proposed
approach.

Future Work

n

i = 1
|gi|∑

n

i = 1
|gi|∑

n

i = 1
|gi|∑

__________
m

q

i = 1
µGi∑

__________
q

q

i = 1
µGi∑
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More work is still been done with respect to
implementing these equations in an automated
system for evaluating grammaticality gradience in
user sentences. The effectiveness of these
formulations will be tested extensively and results
published.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The origin of Internet could be traced to a proposal
of  the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA),
the idea was to explore how computers could be
connected to a network i.e. (ARPA-NET) to access
information on research facilities and universities
(Mishra, 2009).  Mishra, (2009) reported that in
1969, four computers located at Stanford Research

Institute, University of California Santa Barbara and
the University of Utah were successfully connected.
As time advances, other networks were connected
such that by the end of 1971, ARPA-NET traversed
the United States of America (USA), and
subsequently the connection to Europe became
possible. In Nigeria the most populace country in
Africa, the Internet was first introduced in 1995 by

ABSTRACT

The advent of Internet has propelled the dependency on Information Technology (IT) by enabling millions of
Internet users to download software, music, upload digital pictures, buy goods, or search for information or
services. Due to the Internet’s openness and non-secured structured, trust in usage and services rendered by
the Internet might be an issue. Prior research had suggested that the perceived trust has influence on user
continuous intention in utilization of information systems platforms. Thus, in order to draw the support of
users in exploring the issue that inspires them for continuous patronage of IS platforms, exploring the trust
in users is critical for continuous usage of Internet cafe. Understanding the relationship between perceived
trust and continuance intention based on a modified Bhattachee's model of expectation-confirmation theory
(ECT) is the objective of this paper. An attempt is made in proposing a conceptual frame work of ECT
Modification with perceived trust constructs towards Internet café continuance intention. The approached
adopted has support from prior literatures. The integration of perceived trust constructs into the ECT model
in context of Internet café is vital in understanding the antecedent factors of its continuance intention.
Consequently, the proposed model is set forward as the basis of future empirical research with the purpose
of validating the proposed framework.

Keywords: Perceived trust, Use Continuance, Internet cafe, Information systems, Digital divide.
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the UNESCO–sponsored project tagged Regional
Informatics Network for Africa (RINAF) project
(Mishra, 2009). Among  the several workshop held
by RINAF to disseminate the awareness of the
Internet, the outcome gave rise to the formation of
Nigeria Internet Group (NIG)  formed as a non-
profit, non-governmental organization of the
primary aim at promoting and facilitating access to
the Internet in Nigeria (Mishra,2009). The RINAF
node for West Africa was established at the
National Center for Technology Management
(NACETEM) at Obafemi Awolowo University. By the
end of the 1990s, several Internet service providers
(ISPs) emerged, notable amongst the ISP’s includes
Link serve, Cyberspace, Hyperia, Infoweb, Skannet,
and Steineng (Mishra, 2009).
However, the current trend of globalization has
echoed the importance of the Internet as a
conspicuous tool for information and
communication technology (ICT) (Abdulwahab &
Mijinyawa, 2012). Yet, Internet is not accessible to
the majority of people in developing world most
especially the rural inhabitants. The cost of
connecting to the Internet has been a challenge
(Ani, 2010; Aladeniyi  & Fasae, 2013). In most of the
developing world, the most noticeable access to
Internet is by shared access to Internet café (Bjorn
& Kristianson, 2005; Alam, et al., 2009).
Until recently, utilization of Internet services had
been the preserve of private sectors in Nigeria
(Adenike & Osunade, 2005). The earliest services
offered was electronic mail (e-mail) using a dial up.
But with development recorded in the technology,
Internet services flourished to other sectors such
that some organization and individuals get access.
The services are provided through various means to
end users. Among some of the technology use
presently include VSAT, DSL, and Broadband. The
VSAT option is mostly used by many organizations
and institution due to ease of deployment. Internet
service providers are allowed access directly to the
internet backbone through VSATs. Recently some
fixed wireless operators and GSM operators
employed the use of fiber optics in deployments of
Internet to customers. Accessibility to Internet is
largely through cafés. Inadequate backbone access
and capacity are the major obstacles to network
growth, accessibility and quality of service. Most

Internet connection backbones are set on VSAT
with few internets broadband services.

Against the backdrop that Internet access requires
telecommunication links and information
technologies particularly networks and computer
terminals prior research has suggested that
communal access to Internet  in developing world
is much feasible than individual access
(Abdulwahab & Mijinyawa, 2012; Alao &
Folorunsho, 2008).

The emergence of Internet has increased
dependency on IT by encouraging millions of
Internet users to download software or music,
upload digital pictures, buy goods, or seek
information or services, due to the Internet’s
openness and non-secured structures, generally
trust in the services rendered by the Internet
became an issue. The continuous use of Internet
have brought concerns regarding issue of trust and
security of information over the Internet.  Prior
study has suggested that Trust plays a vital role in
helping Internet users overcome perceptions of
insecurity and risk (McKnight & Chevrvan, 2002). In
surfacing Internet, only Trust makes users
comfortable sharing personal information.  A Study
suggested that the perceived trust has gained
growing attention in the context of research
related to examining user´ acceptance and
adoption of innovative technologies in a rapidly
changing digital world (Wiedmann, et al., 2010).
Perceived trust in the reliability of technical
elements and structures, as well as the fairness of
other Internet user, is one major determinant of
sustainable Internet usage among individuals
(Wiedmann et al., 2010; Chang, et al., 2006). Thus, it
could be argued that Trust plays a fundamental role
in aiding users overcome perceptions of insecurity
and risk associated with Internet cafes Usage.
Gefen (2000) posited that trust is essential in the
acceptance of Internet technologies. This paper
proposed a theoretical extension of the
Bhattachee’s model of expectation-confirmation
theory (ECT). The extended model aims at
exploring the relationship between perceived trust
and Internet café use continuance

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
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Prominent theories like the theory of
planned behavior (TPB) proposed by Ajzen (1991)
and technology acceptance model (TAM) and TAM
3 (Davies, 1989; Venkatesh & Bala, 2008) have
elaborated on the variables that inspire an
individual to accept and use a new IS initiative.
Particularly, the (TPB), was developed to
supplement the TRA. The additional construct
combined to measure intention in TPB is perceived
behavioral control (Dillon & Morris, 1996).
Particularly, in TPB intention is theorize as the
direct determining factor of behavior. Moreover,
attitude towards behavior, subjective norm and
perceived behavioral control determined intention.
Ajzen (1991) defined PBC as “the perceived easy or
difficulty of performing a behavior”. The TPB
posited that the control people have over their
behavior varies from behavior that can be done
easily to those requiring effort, and resources.

In the same context, the unified theory of
acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) model
was applauded to have portrayed a unified view of
constructs that inspired the acceptance of IS
initiatives (Venkatesh, et al., 2003; Venkatesh, et al.,
2011)

Although initial acceptance of IS appears to be an
important step toward realizing its success, Use
continuance has been applauded to be an
appropriate measure of IS success (Bhattacherjee,
2001) Bhattachee’s, (2001) argued that long-term
viability of an IS and its eventual success depends
on its continued use than initial adoption.
Accordingly, assessing use continuance is a crucial
factor in appraising the IS success (Bhattacherjee,
2001; Barnes, 2011). Earlier, expectation
confirmation theory (ECT) proposed by Oliver
(1980) explored consumers’ satisfaction and their
re-purchasing decision behavior.  Bhattachee’s,
(2001) modified the ECT to suit IS context.
Researchers adopting the ECT to IS focuses on the
use of information systems for operations,
decision-making or other organizational activities
(Barnes, 2011; Chen, et al., 2010). Although
satisfaction as a prominent construct from ECT
might play a crucial role in predicting users’
continuance intentions, it is not known if
satisfaction might be the main factor of Internet

café use continuance, though Internet cafés may
offer services often on shared manner, prior
research has shown perceive trust has potential to
attract or distract users (Chang et al., 2006).

Perceived trust is as an important indication of
evaluating a user’s decision on patronizing Internet
café, specifically, users tend to consider the
relevant link between perceived trust and their
expectations by comparing it with their previous
experiences of café usage (Chang et al., 2006).
Wiedmann et al. (2010), considered different
components of perceived trust in IT-ecosystems
(ITEs), the multi-dimensional framework of trust
effects proposed that include system-centric as
well as user-centric determinants of trust. Based on
their conceptual model, two sets of propositions
were developed. The first covered technological
drivers of trust in ITEs, while the second set of
propositions considered individuals as well as social
drivers of trust. Their finding suggested the
existence of a variety of trust-related determinants
in the context of personal interaction with and
adoption of innovative technologies. On the one
hand, there are aspects that are directly connected
with the technology itself in terms of security,
privacy, and functionality issues; its usability,
including perceived usefulness, ease of use, and
information quality, and the presentation of
complex information. The researcher posits a
better understanding of users´ perceived trust and
associated risks in interacting with ITE components
and living in a digital environment may help to
improve the diffusion and adoption of innovative
solutions.

Chen et al. (2010) explored the role of Internet self-
efficacy adapting the ECT, the finding suggested
that the self-efficacy lacks significance on perceived
usefulness and continuance intention.
Atchariyachanvanich et al. (2006) extended
expectation-confirmation theory by introducing a
new factor of customer loyalty. The finding
suggested that not only basic factors of
satisfaction, confirmation , perceived incentives
and perceived usefulness also a new factor,
customer loyalty, is found to
significantly influence the online customers
‘intention to revisit the Internet. Fig 1 shows
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Bhattachee's (2001) model of expectation-
confirmation theory.

CON. INTSATISF.

P. USEFUL

CONFIRM.

HA1

HA4

HA2

HA3

Fig 1  A Post Acceptance Model of IS Continuance

HA5

Thus, in order to adapt ECT to a different context
theoretical extension associated with the perceived
trust is proposed. Therefore, this research intends
to incorporate perceived trust construct into the
expectation confirmation theory to enhance the
understanding of continuance intention of user in
perspective of Internet café based on the literature
review (Wiedmann et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2006).
The conceptual model is presented in Fig 2.

CON. INTSATISF.

P. USEFUL

CONFIRM.
PER. TRUST

HA1

Fig 2  Conceptual Model

HA6

HA5

HA2

HA3
HA4

3.0 The Conceptual Framework
The ECT was adapted to include individual factors
(IS continuance, satisfaction, perceives usefulness,
confirmation and perceived trust) which could
influence continuance intention of Internet café
(Bhattacherjee, 2001; Barnes, 2011).  Since
continuous intention to use IS platform could not
only be the factors of satisfaction, confirmation and
perceived usefulness but also, user perception

regarding trust.  The trust construct could be the
main influencing factor of Internet café
continuance intention, theoretically, these claims
have not been tested empirically. The factors
shown in the conceptual model are thus defined
based on studies reported by (Bhattacherjee, 2001;
Barnes, 2011; Oliver 1980; Chen et al., 2010).
3.1 Satisfaction
Satisfaction is the degree of contentment or
displeasure obtained by comparing the
performance of a product or service to its expected
level (Chen et al., 2010). Bhattacherjee (2001)
suggested that continuance intention is mainly
affected by satisfaction of previous experience
in the evaluation of an IS adoption. Satisfaction is
increased by positive emotions and decreased by
negative emotions that could be attributed to
service failure (Chen et al., 2010). Previous study
have shown that satisfaction is a determinant of IS
continuance intention (Bhattacherjee, 2001). In the
context of this study, satisfied users would form a
continuance intention, while dissatisfied users
discontinue subsequent use of the Internet cafe.
Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed:

HA1. Satisfaction has a positive impact on internet
cafe continuance intention

3.2 Confirmation/ Disconfirmation

Confirmation is defined as the objective judgment
of client on the difference in experience of pre-
expectation and actual experience (Oliver, 1980).
ECT forwarded that satisfaction is affected by
expectation and disconfirmation (Chen et al., 2010).
Literarily, disconfirmation indicates the gap
between expectations and perceived performance.
Bhattacherjee (2001) argued that the
confirmation is positively related to satisfaction
with IS use because it implies realization of the
expected benefits of IS use,
whereas disconfirmation (perceived performance
lagging expectation) indicates failure to achieve
expectation. Furthermore, Bhattacherjee (2001)
proposed that confirmation has a positive influence
on satisfaction and perceived usefulness. Thus, the
following hypotheses are proposed:
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HA2. Confirmation has a positive impact on
satisfaction.

HA5. Confirmation has a positive impact on perceive
usefulness

3.3 Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Usefulness is the degree in which an
individual believes that using a particular IS would
enhance his/her job performance (Davies, 1989).
Usefulness is quantified into three; job
performance, productivity and time saving.
Accordingly, using IS enhances job performance,
productivity and makes jobs to be accomplished on
time (that is, by reducing the time to carry out a
task or providing timely information (Davis, Bagozzi
& Warshaw, 1989; Karahanna, Straub and Chervany,
1999). In the context of this study, the quality and
variety of services offered by internet cafés
operators will affect users’ perceived usefulness.
Thus the following hypotheses are proposed.

HA3. PU has a positive impact on satisfaction.

HA4. PU has a positive impact on continuance
intention

3.4 Perceived Trust
Perceived Trust is define as relying or depending on
infrastructure systems like the Network or relying
on specific information systems application
software like Microsoft Excel((McKnight, &
Chevrvan, 2002) . Trusting belief in an IT’s
competence means the IT is perceived to have the
functionality or functional capability expected by
the trustee to do some task (McKnight, &
Chevrvan, 2002). Trust in information technology
has interesting implication. Trust in IT influence use
or adoption of a technology. For instance, unless
one trusts a software product to be reliably

otherwise, why would one continue using it? Thus
the following hypotheses are proposed.

HA6. PT has a positive impact on continuance
intention

4. CONCLUTION
The continuous use of Internet café have yielded
concerns for users regarding the trust in
infrastructure and services that can make internet
cafes clients to use the services rendered.  Review
of the previous literatures on IS continuance,
reveals dearth of research that essentially
addresses the issue of incorporation of perceived
trust in post acceptance model of IS continuance.
This paper under studies the Bhattachee’s model of
expectation-confirmation theory and proposed a
modification particularly with regard to perceived
trust, the need for the incorporation of the
perceive trust construct in to Bhattachee’s model in
context of Internet cafés. Perceived trust could be
a fundamental factor when accessing the use
continuance of Internet cafés. This paper only
proposed a conceptual frame work for measuring
the proposed construct in context of Internet
cafés. The research presented is limited being that,
the proposed model is only based on literature
review. Subsequent studies should focus on
empirical validation of the conceptual model using
the survey instruments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing refers to the delivery of
computing resources over the Internet. Instead of
keeping data on your own hard drive or updating
applications for your needs, you use a service over
the Internet, at another location, to store your
information or use its applications. Examples of
cloud services include online file storage, social
networking sites, webmail, and online business
applications (Armbrust et al., 2009).

Peter & Timothy (2011) defined the concept as “a
model for enabling convenient, on-demand

network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction”
Cloud computing has grown up to a mature
industry standard supported by many companies
(Heena & Naghma, 2013). There are several major
cloud computing providers including Rack Space,
HP Cloud, Amazon, Google, City cloud, Microsoft
Windows Azure etc that are providing cloud
computing services.  It provides access to resources
like online files, data, program, online business

ABSTRACT

The emergence of the cloud computing concept has changed the way information technology (IT)
services are developed, deployed, used, maintained and paid for. Due to the increased in demand for IT
resources and the cost of managing and maintaining IT infrastructure, companies providing IT services
and users have started deploying their services to cloud environment in order to obtained data reliability
and minimize their overhead. However, obtaining data reliability and minimization of this overhead
depends on the appropriate selection of web server and cloud computing environment. Despite many
attempts to evaluate the performance of these web servers, most of the performance evaluation carried
out mainly focused on a single cloud environment. This paper evaluates the Performance of apache web
server on 3 major cloud computing environments (i.e. HP Cloud, City Cloud and Rack space cloud
computing) using execution time and throughput as performance metrics in order to examine in which of
the 3 environments does Apache web server performs better.  Results of the analysis have shown that
Rack space outperform the other 2 environment (i.e. HP and City Cloud) in almost all the workloads
because it has the lowest execution time and highest throughput than the 2 environments.

Keywords: Cloud computing, Apache web server, Execution time, Throughput, Performance evaluation
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applications etc through web browsers via Internet.
Cloud Computing describe applications that can be
accessible through the Internet and for this reason,
large data centres and powerful servers are used to
host the web applications on web servers (Faisal &
Majid, 2012).
The aim of this research is to evaluate the
performance of Apache web server on cloud
computing environment. While the specific
objectives includes  to measure and compare the
average execution time and average throughput
using sieve algorithm respectively in cloud
environments.

2. RELATED WORK
The performance of Apache and Nginx web servers
was analysed by (Dabkiewicz, 2010) using request
per second as performance metric. Apache
Benchmarking tool was used to test the
performance of web servers using static, dynamic
and image files. Even though, experimental results
shows that Nginx outperforms apache on static
files while Apache outperforms Nginx on dynamic
files but the researcher conducted the experiment
using benchmarking tool not on the real site and
consider only one performance metric in the
experiment (i.e request per second). Testing the
performance on real website using other important
metrics like CPU load, RAM usage will give more
insight on the performance because increasing the
system resources means increasing the
performance of that system.
Analysis and evaluation of high performance web
servers using CPU load and RAM usage as
performance metrics was examined by Albert(2011)
where Apache HTTP server benchmarking tool was
used to test the performance of different web
servers. Static test, dynamic test and load test were
carried out in the experiment.

The author did a comprehensive work in evaluating
the performance of various web servers using CPU
load, RAM usage as performance metrics. However,
conducting the research by testing other important
metric like round trip times (RTT) is very important
because RTT estimates the time required for a
packet to travel from a specific source to a specific
destination and back again, such estimates are used
to ensure that data is reliably delivered.

Chao, (2012) compared the performance evaluation
of two popular cloud computing platforms (Google
App Engine and Amazon) and traditional web
servers using Round-trip time (RTT) as performance
metrics. Three data sizes are chosen for the
experiment, i.e small image (12kB), medium image
(350kB) and large image (1MB).
From the experiments, result shows that cloud
computing platforms perform better than
traditional web servers. Even though only one
performance metric (Round-trip time) was
measured in the experiment. However, the
experiment can be conducted using other cloud
computing environment with different
performance metrics like execution time.

Faisal & Majid, (2012) compared the performance of
apache web server in cloud computing and local
environment using execution time and throughput
as performance metrics. The result shows that the
execution time of the cloud environment took
more time to accomplish than the local
environment. Also the throughput of apache web
server is better in local environment than in cloud
environment.

Even though the experimental results shows that
Apache web server performed better in local
environment than cloud environment. However,
the researchers conducted the research using only
one cloud provider. Thus, the need for evaluating
the web server using different cloud computing
environments such as HP Cloud, Amazon, Windows
Azure, Rackspace etc.  .

3. METHODOLOGY
This section presents an overview of the methods
employed in conducting the research. It shows the
steps involved in evaluating the performance of
apache web server as well as the tools used to
conduct the experiment.

3.1 Experimental Procedures
In order to measure the performance of Apache
web server on cloud computing, the experiment
was conducted using benchmarking method;
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Benchmarking is the process of comparing the
performance for two or more systems by
measurements (Jain, 1991). The method was also
adopted by other researchers like Faisal & Majid,
(2012). Benchmarking was used to measure the
performance of Apache web server on three cloud
computing environments.

The three Clouds computing environment selected
for the experiment includes HP, Rackspace and City
cloud. An account was created on each of the three
cloud environment after verifying the account a
server was created, apache web server was
installed on each environment, php application was
hosted into apache web directory (www) to
measure the execution time and throughput of
Apache web server. Forty (40) experiments were
conducted using different workloads and the result
of each experiment was measured and recorded.
Table 1 shows the specifications for the 3 cloud
computing environments.

3.2 Experimental Setup

The experiment was conducted by setting up
Apache web server on 3 cloud computing
environments. Apache web server was considered
Table 1:  Specifications for the 3 cloud computing
environments

for the experiments because it is currently one of
the most popular web server technologies in use
today; it is also used and adopted by many
organizations and companies (Netcraft, 2014).
Apache web server was installed in each of the

three cloud computing environments (Rackspace,
HP and City Cloud computing)

3.2.1 Setting up Apache Web Server on 3 Cloud
Environment

The following procedures were followed to setup
Apache web server on 3 Cloud Computing
Environments,

(i) Account was Created on each of the three
Cloud computing environment namely:
Rackspace, HP and City Cloud.

(ii) Billing information for verification of
accounts was provided

(iii) A server was created by selecting the
required specifications i.e. the server
name, operating system, memory,
processor and hard disk. IP address was
assigned to the server automatically.

(iv) Putty software was installed on the client
computer for remote login to the server.

(v) After login into the server, Apache web
server version 2.2.20 and PHP version 5.0
was installed on the server, other software
installed includes dpkg-dev  and php5-dev.

(vi)Sieve algorithm written in PHP script was
hosted into Apache web directory (www)
and accessed via a web browser using the
IP address of the server and the name of
the script. (e.g. http://
192.168.0.16/execution.php).

Rack space and HP Cloud Computing Environments
were choosing for this experiment because their
billing is cost effective and their procedure of
configuration and testing is easier to understand
compared to other cloud computing environment.

3.3 Performance Metrics
Two performance metrics were employed to
evaluate the performance of Apache web server on
cloud computing environment. They are: Execution
Time and Throughput
(i) Execution Time:Is the time spent by a web
server in executing a task or program. (i.e. the
actual time spent in executing or running a
program). The time start (the time program started
executing) and time end (the time program finished

Description Rackspace
Cloud

HP Cloud City Cloud

Memory 4 GB 4 GB 4 GB
Processor 2 cores CPU 2 cores

CPU
2 cores
CPU

Hard Disk 60 GB 60 GB 60 GB
Operating
System

Ubuntu
Linux 12.04
server
version 64-
bit

Ubuntu
Linux
12.04
server
version
64-bit

Ubuntu
Linux
12.04
server
version
64-bit
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executing) were recorded and the execution time
was computed using the expression in (1)

Execution Time = Time End - Time_Start (1)

(ii) Throughput:Is the maximum number of
simultaneous requests served successfully per
second by a web server (Faisal & Majid, (2012)).
Throughput can be computed as:
Throughput = No. of successful requests/ Total
time. (2)

3.5 Workload
Performance of a Computer system is generally
evaluated and measured by using a specific
workload. Workload is the amount of processing
that the computer has been given to do at a given
time. One of the popular workload to compare
systems, microprocessors and high level languages
is sieve kernel. It is based on Eratosthenes
algorithm and is used to find all prime numbers
below a given number n (Jain, 1991).
In order to measure the performance of Apache
web server on cloud computing environment, a
sieve algorithm written in PHP script was
implemented. Sieve Algorithm is a simple, ancient
algorithm for finding all prime numbers up to any
given limit. The algorithm, in its manual form,
consists of first writing down all integers from 1 to n
and then striking out all multiples of k for k = 2,3,...,
n (Jain, 1991).

Two scripts used by Faisal & Majid, (2012) was
adopted in this research, one for execution time
and the other one for throughput. The scripts
calculate the time spent for executing prime
numbers.In this experiment, five workloads (i.e.,
10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, 5,000,000 and
10,000,000) has been defined each of which serves
as an input to measure execution time and
throughput of Apache web server.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presented the results obtained from
the experiment in a graphical format. Five
workloads have been selected to serve as an input

to measure the execution time and throughput of
Apache web server.

4.1 Execution Time

In order to measure the execution time of Apache
web server, Apache web server was installed in
each of the 3 cloud computing environments,
Execution time’s script was hosted into apache web
directory (www) and access via a web browser
using the IP address of the server and name of the
script (e.g., 192.168.0.16/execution.php). The script
was executed 40 times for each of the 5 workloads
(10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, 5,000,000 and
10,000,000). The execution time was computed
using equation 1
The average execution time was presented in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Execution Time for 3 cloud computing
using different workloads

Figure 1 shows the execution time of 3 cloud
environments for 5 workloads (i.e.10,000 to
10,000,000), it can be seen from the graph that for
workload 10,000, HP cloud computing environment
performed better than the entire environments
because it took less time to execute i.e. 0.006474
seconds followed by Rack Space 0.006995 seconds
and City Cloud 0.018089 seconds respectively.

For workload 100,000, it can be observed that Rack
Space cloud environment performed better
because it executes faster i.e. 0.128858 seconds
followed by City Cloud 0.31395 seconds and HP
Cloud took 0.353925 seconds respectively.
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For workload 1,000,000, Rack Space execute faster
because it took 2.802829 seconds to execute
followed by City Cloud 3.360128 seconds and HP
took 8.319734 seconds respectively.

For workloads 5,000,000, both Rack space and City
cloud took almost the same time to execute
(26.24685 and 26.7204 seconds respectively)
followed by  HP 76.43266 seconds.

For workloads 10,000,000, Rack space perform the
best by taking less time to execute i.e. 68.75184
seconds followed by City Cloud 69.39657 seconds
and HP took 152.8653 seconds respectively.

Thus, the result obtained indicated that Rack space
performs better for about 80% across all workloads;
therefore it is the best among the 3 cloud
computing environments.

4.2 Throughput
The throughput was measured by repeating the
experiments 40 times and in each of the
experiments the total execution time against each
workload for each cloud were recorded and
throughput was calculated and the average of all
the 40 tests were computed and presented in
Figure 4.2.

Figure 2: Throughput for 3 cloud
environment using different workloads

Figure 4.2 depicted the throughput of 3 cloud
computing environments for workloads 10,000 to
10,000,000.
It can be seen from the graph that for workload of
10,000 HP cloud perform better than the rest of the

environments because it has the highest
throughput of 1543.211 seconds followed by Rack
space and City Cloud respectively while For
workload 100,000 Rack space outperform with
highest throughput of 76.85678 seconds followed
by City cloud with 69.80531 seconds and HP with
27.69643 seconds.

For workload 1,000,000 Rack Space has the highest
throughput of 3.525636 seconds followed by City
Cloud and HP cloud respectively.
For workload 5,000,000 it can be observe that Rack
Space also perform the best with highest
throughput of 1.931868 seconds followed by city
cloud and HP respectively.
For workload, 10,000,000, Also Rack Space
outperform with highest throughput of 0.14712
seconds followed by city cloud and HP respectively.
Thus, the result of the experiment shows that Rack
space outperformed by 80% across all workloads
because it has the highest throughput, and
therefore is the best among the 3 cloud computing
environments used in this study.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Performance evaluation of Apache web server on
cloud computing environment was presented in
this paper using execution time and throughput as
performance metrics. The experiment was
conducted by Setting up Apache web server on
three Cloud computing environment (HP Cloud,
Rack Space and City Cloud). In this experiment, five
workloads (10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, 5,000,000
and 10,000,000) have been selected to serve as an
input to measure the execution time and
throughput of Apache web server.
A Sieve algorithm written in PHP script that was
hosted into Apache web directory (www) was used
to compute the prime numbers on 3 cloud
environments. Forty (40) experiments   were
conducted for each workload and the execution
time and throughput against each experiment was
recorded and analysed.
The results analysis shows that Rack space cloud
computing environment outperforms the other
environments (i.e. HP and City cloud) in almost all
the workloads because it execute faster than the 2
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environment. It has also been observed that as the
complexity (workloads) increases the Rackspace
cloud environment continue to outperforms the
other environment. For throughput, it has been
observed that Rackspace cloud environment
performs better than City Cloud and HP cloud in
almost all the cases because Rackspace clouds has
the highest throughput than the 3 environment. It
has also been observed that the throughput
decreases with the increase in workloads (i.e. the
throughput for a less complex task is more than
that of complex task).

Future Work

This research can be extended by conducting the

same experiment to compare the performance of

proprietary and open source web servers on cloud

computing environment using other measurement

techniques like benchmarking. Furthermoreother

major providers can be consider using other

performance metrics.
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1. Introduction

In modern academic institutions, there is a growing
necessity for a range of high-bandwidth Internet
applications such as E-learning, Online Web Seminars,
Voice and Video Conferencing, E-medicine, and Desktop
Sharing. Even commonly used applications such as Gmail,
cloud computing and online chats now require

broadband Internet, due to use of complex graphics,
embedded audios and videos. Also the need for high
speed internet connection has caused many developed
countries to invest in super-fast broadband access
networks, with current speeds of 20Mbps to 80Mbps.
(Broadband Commission. (2013)). Broadband generally
refers to “any high-speed Internet connection that offers

ABSTRACT

Many modern Internet applications require fast client-server interaction to maximize user interactivity. This
need has caused many developed countries to invest in super-fast broadband access networks, with current
speeds of 20Mbps to 80Mbps. This super fast broadband service is generally deployed using either wire lines
or wireless infrastructure. However, wire line infrastructure deployment is quite expensive to set up. As such
most cell phone operators provide this broadband service using wireless infrastructure. Nevertheless, there
is little or no empirical data to evaluate the performance of most of these mobile broadband network
services offered by the different operators. Our framework has been designed to produce one sample
location for the three networks on 3G technology. We did this by setting of one test site in Usmanu
Danfodiyo University Sokoto (UDUS) where 3G is available on MTN, Airtel, and Etisalat network. Data were
captured from the Networx simulator on three systems and recorded manually which was further processed
using Microsoft Excel. The performance evaluation of the three selected mobile broadband network (i.e.
MTN, Etisalat and Airtel) within UDUS main campus was carried out using host-based empirical measurement
tool “Networx Speed meter”. The ‘Network Speed meter’ was used to monitor and collect the real-time
Internet upload and download throughput at different times of the day. The main result shows that MTN is
currently the best performing network, with highest average throughputs for both data uploads and
downloads.

Keywords: Broadband, Download speed, Upload speed, Network applications
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integrated access to voice, high-speed data, and
interactive delivery services” (Dazhi, 2013).

Broadband within the Nigerian context is defined as “an
Internet experience where the user can access the most

demanding content in real time at a minimum speed of
1.5Mbit/s”(Nigeria’s Presidential Committee on
Broadband, 2013). In practice however, so called
“broadband access” is most times a highly frustrating
experience for many Nigerian subscribers, with very few

data download or upload sessions being able to complete
speedily, if at all. Nigerians living in semi-urban areas
(such as many areas in Sokoto) are at a particular
disadvantage in accessing broadband data and services,
which prevents them from fully utilising the Internets
potentials. On the other hand, Mobile broadband is “the
marketing term for wireless Internet access delivered
through mobile phone towers to computers, mobile
phones (called "cell phones" in North America and South
Africa), and other digital devices using portable
modems”(Ergen, 2009).

Currently, Nigeria has six submarine cable landings,
which provide up to 9Tbits/s of combined Internet access
capacity to its shores. However, the fact that all the
landings are in Lagos, seriously limits maximum
transmission speed in other parts of the country due to
an inadequate distribution network (Nigeria’s
Presidential Committee on Broadband, 2013). Unlike
many countries where subscribers have a wide range of
cable and wireless broadband access providers to choose
from, most of over 136 million Nigerians rely on four
national mobile network operators for broadband
Internet services (NCC Operator data (2014)). This
‘monopoly’ situation presents a major problem because
there is every tendency for the dominant operators to be
negligent or even non-compliant by providing poor
network services (below service contract) without any
fear of loosing a significant market share. This has far
reaching social implications because broadband is a basic

utility for societal transformation and development,
necessary for all segments of society in the modern world.
There are also economic costs such as loss of businesses
and commercial revenues that would have been earned
(e.g. through research activities), loss of savings due to
transport costs that could otherwise be saved with
broadband access, and also loss of job opportunities.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section
2 reviews a set of recent literatures that are relevant to
the work presented in this paper. Section 3 explains the
methodology and tools used to carry out the work.
Section 4 presents a summary of results with analysis and
discussion. The paper concludes in Section 5 with
presentation of future work.

2. Related Works

Oborkhale et, al, (2012) evaluated the Quality of
Service (QoS) of data service of Etisalat wireless cellular
network in Nigeria using Ping and Trace route tools. Their
study compared how well the Etisalat broadband
network performs in Yola, Nigeria, at different periods of
the day, using analytical hierarchy process method. They
used jitter, latency, data loss and throughput as the basic
metrics for evaluating the QoS.

Their results showed that the Etisalat network offers
the best QoS at night followed by morning, evening and
then afternoon. However, this study evaluated the end-
user experience based on data service of a single
network (Etisalat). The results would be more useful if
the experiment is conducted for multiple networks, and
using different performance metrics like
download/upload speed, and data volume for
download/upload.

Temidayo, et al, (2014) evaluated the performance of
mobile data networks for MTN, Airtel and Globacom
(GLO) using host-based experiment approach. They
measured the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
download/upload rates, download/upload volumes and
daily average data volumes for a period of fourteen days.
The main interest of this work was to evaluate impact of
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rainfall on respective network performances. The study
was carried out using the “Networx” tool.

Their results showed that while rainfall had little
impact on performances for all the networks, MTN
network service was more consistent during rainfall with
highest peak download speed (22.2Kbits/s) compared to
the other networks (GLO and Airtel). Although the
authors conducted their experiment with modems of
different technology and using Networx software tool,
the experiment would be more valid if conducted using
same cellular technology (such as HSPA+ modem) for all
the networks.

Siwakoti (2014) evaluated the performance of four
Norwegian mobile broadband networks under mobility
using delay, packet loss, and connectivity as performance
metrics. The experiment was conducted using “Nornet
edge tool” to monitor/measure the performance of the
four mobile data operators.

The result of the experiment showed that mobile
broadband performance is affected by mobility, but the
degree varies with respect to performance metrics. Also
different mobile data operators perform differently. Even
though three performance metrics (delay, packet loss
and connectivity) were used in the experiments, the
distance of the point of experiment from the base station
for all the operators chosen for testing was not the same
and this may affect integrity of the final results.
Additionally, the experiment can be conducted using
other tools to monitor /measure and evaluate the effect
of mobility on mobile broadband performance using
different performance metrics like: latency, web
response time, download/upload speed at the same
distance away from the base station of all the mobile
data network operators.

3. Material and Method

The work presented in this paper compares
performances of three mobile broadband networks
(MTN, Etisalat, and Airtel Nigeria) at UDUS. Host-based
empirical measurement was employed, using Networx
tool to simultaneously monitor the real-time Internet

upload and download throughput of the three networks.
Our framework has been designed to produce one
sample location for each network on 3G technology. We
did this by setting of one test site in UDUS where 3G is
available on MTN, Airtel, and Etisalat and data were
captured from the Networx simulator and recorded
manually. Networx was chosen because it permits close
supervision of uploads and downloads and has a speed-
meter feature that automatically keeps track of
downloads/uploads via any chosen network interface.
The Networx tool also provides a clear graphical display
of the numeric average and peak throughput values.
Significantly, it is free and does not contain any
spyware/malware, thus can be used to monitor all types
of network connections e.g. Dial-up, Cable modems,
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines (ADSL), and Ethernet
network interface cards.

All the experiments in this work are stationary and
carried out at a location that is centrally located between
the base stations of the three networks. Each experiment
was conducted by plugging each of the three 3G HSPA
modems for MTN, Airtel & Etisalat Cat 7 (7.2Mbps Upload,
5.67Mbps Download speed) on three identical laptops
(Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3120M CPU@ 2.50GHz, 4GB
Memory, 64bits System, Windows 8 OS). Each of the
laptops was pre-installed with the network device’s
software, and Networx software version 5.3.3.0. The
three network interfaces to be monitored were also
preconfigured on the laptops respectively, namely
Easynet, MTN F@stLink and Airtel Broadband.

To measure the performance of wireless mobile
broadband network, the three laptops were connected
to the Internet via the interfaces being monitored. The
Networx software was loaded and its speed meter
activated, which was used to measure the network
device throughput for incoming and outgoing
applications data. At this point, an upload was initiated
via 4Shared and Gmail applications while a download was
initiated via iLivid setup-r20-n-bc.exe version 5.0.2.4813
and YouTube application.
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All the measurements were taken at Usmanu
Danfodiyo University Sokoto main campus for a period of
two weeks in March 2015. For each week, experiments to
test the mobile broadband performance for data
download and upload were conducted on four different
days comprising three working days (between Monday to
Friday) and one weekend day (Saturday or Sunday). Each
experiment was carried out at four different periods of
the day (morning, afternoon, evening and night). For
each period, experiments were run within two hours,
consisting of eight different upload and download
sessions (i.e. thirty two upload and download sessions
per day). For each session, the following data were
recorded in Microsoft Exel: Average Throughput
(Download/Upload Rate), Peak Throughput and Type of
Application/Service which were later processed to hourly,
daily and weekly average throughput. Finally, Microsoft
Excel was used for computations and plotting of graphs.

4. Results and Discussion

This section discusses results obtained from
preliminary investigation of performances of MTN,
Etisalat, and Airtel mobile broadband networks at UDUS.
The key performance metrics measured were

 Average Throughputs (Download and Upload)

 Peak Rates (Download and Upload)

4.1 Average Download Throughput

Figure 4.1 shows the average download rates of MTN,
Etisalat, and Airtel at UDUS, Sokoto monitored over the
two-week period in March 2015. As seen on the graph,
MTN and Airtel have similar performances with average
download throughputs of 1.86Mbps and 1.84Mbps
respectively. Etisalat has the lowest average download
throughput of 1.20Mbps, which is about 35% lower than
both MTN and Airtel.

On closer inspection of the individual data readings
(shown in Figure 4.2), it is clear that the performance of
all the three networks fluctuates significantly at different
times. For example, on few occasions, the average
download throughput of MTN network exceeds 5Mbps,
while it is less than 2Mbps at many other intervals. This
inconsistency is quite frustrating for network users as it is
not possible to rely on any of the networks for certain
applications that require steadily-high throughput or low
jitter. It is also noteworthy that Etisalat network
performance appears to be particularly low during the
first week of the experiment (readings 1-32) compared to
the second week (readings 32-64). On the other hand,
MTN exhibits almost the opposite behaviour. This will be
further investigated.
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4.2 Average Upload Throughput

Figure 4.3 shows the average upload rates of MTN,
Etisalat, and Airtel at UDUS, Sokoto monitored over a
two-week period in March 2015. In the upload case, MTN
network clearly outperforms the other two networks
with average upload rate of 1.7Mbps compared to
855.71Kbps and 695.13Kbps for Etisalat and Airtel
networks respectively.

Interestingly, the measured average upload rate
(1.7Mbps) for MTN network is only slightly lower than its
average download rate (1.86Mbps), while for Airtel
network, the average upload rate (695.13Kbps) is less
than half of its average download rate (1.84Mbps). This
result may be an indication of how the two networks
allocate their wireless spectrum for uploads and
downloads. It is quite common for mobile wireless
networks to allocate larger share of bandwidth for data
downloads than uploads, because the average person
downloads more content than he uploads (Alcatel-Lucent,
2012).

Figure 4.4 shows that similar to the download case;
MTN network upload performance has the highest
fluctuation rate (varies between 500Kbps-3Mbps)
compared to both Airtel (varies between 200Kbps-
1.8Mbps) and Etisalat (varies between 500Kbps-1.4Mbps)
networks. However when the download and upload rates
are compared for all the three networks, the fluctuation

rate during data uploads (between 200Kbps-4Mbps) is
lower than when performing downloads (between
200Kbps-600Kbps).

4.3 Performances at Different Times of Day

The final set of results compares performances of the
three networks at different times of the day. These
results are summarized in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. The
individual graphs are also shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

For Etisalat and Airtel networks, there is not a
significant performance difference seen for both data
downloads and uploads. However, MTN performs much
faster downloads at afternoon compared to all other
times of the day. On the other hand, the MTN network
performs much slower uploads in the morning compared
to all other times of the day.

Table 4.1 Average Download rates in (Kbps)
Network
s

Morning Afternoon Evening Night

Airtel 1079.2 1240.8 1139.2 1240.8
MTN 1710.4 2053.6 1780.8 1821.6
Etisalat 1473.5 1872.8 1638.4 2457.6

Table 4.2 Average Upload rates in (Kbps)
Network
s

Morning Afternoon Evenin
g

Night

Etisalat 902.4 876 823.2 808
Airtel 621.6 768.8 750.4 640.8
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MTN 602.4 1630.4 1903.2 1870.4

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented preliminary findings on
performance of three mobile broadband networks at the
main campus of Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto.
Based on the results obtained, the following conclusions
can be made:

 Two of the three networks providers namely MTN
and Airtel have average download throughput of
(1.86Mbps and 1.84Mbps respectively) this means
they provide true broadband service within the
Nigerian context (average speed of 1.5Mbps), but

far below values advertised by the mobile
broadband service providers of (7.2Mbps)
download speed, while Etisalat did not  meet true
broadband service as per definition within the
Nigerian context (average speed of 1.5Mbps) and
far below values advertised by the service providers
(7.2Mbps ) download speed. This has far reaching
implications, as many Internet-based applications
and services cannot function properly at the
measured rates.

 During the study period, MTN was the best
performing of the three networks with average
download and upload throughputs of 1.86Mbps and
1.7Mbps respectively. However, MTN network
performance was also seen to be highly unstable, in
terms of throughput fluctuations.

 With an average download throughput of 1.8Mbps,
Airtel outperformed Etisalat, which had an average
download throughput of 1.2Mbps. However for
data uploads, Etisalat outperformed Airtel with
average throughputs of 855.71Kbps and 695.13Kbps
respectively.

Our results also showed that MTN network has similar
performances for both downloads and uploads, while the
other two networks perform faster downloads compared
to data uploads. Similarly, MTN network was seen to
perform much faster downloads during the night period,
while it was seen to be particularly slow for uploads in
the morning period. While the reason for these behaviors
is not clear, it may be an indicator of network policy in
terms of how the different networks allocate bandwidth
on the downstream and upstream at different times of
the day. This will be further investigated in future.

Presently, the work is still ongoing and we are still
generating more data for months and the data collection
centers and experiment locations will be extended to
other places/campuses within the university campus.
Similarly, different mobile devices other than laptop
computers will be used to see how those factors will
affect the mobile broadband performance. However, we
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recommend that a software be incorporated to capture
large data during experiment from the simulation tool
(Networx) on different systems which will be send to the
central database for further processing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Search engines are designed to help users to
quickly find useful information on the web
(Takakuwa, 2000). With a number of search
engines on the web and each with different
indexing/ranking methods and different coverage,
finding the one that gives the best results for a
query becomes a bit challenging. Previous studies
shows that the performance of search engines
depends on the performance measures used and
the application domains. The performance of
search engines can be evaluated using various
measures such as precision, coverage, response

time, recall and interface (Dong  and  Su, 1997). In
this paper, we focus on recall and precision of
search engines. The quality of searching for the
right information accurately would be the precision
value of the search engine. For example if we have
Precision = 6 / 10 it implies that out of the 10
retrieved documents only 6 are relevant.  Recall is
the ability of a retrieval system to obtain all or most
of the specifically relevant documents in the
collection. For example Recall = 6 / 20 because
there are 6 specifically relevant document out of
the 20 documents retrieved.

ABSTRACT

With a number of search engines on the web and each with different indexing and ranking methods and
different coverage, finding the one that gives the best results for a query becomes a bit challenging. The
main problem however, that existing Search engines have to deal with is how to avoid irrelevant
information and to retrieve the relevant ones. This current work presents a new approach for retrieving
relevant information on the Web, by adopting breadth-First search algorithm. The implementation result of
the retrieval system was analysed using recall and precision model for three departments at Elizade
University. By learning from users’ behaviour, the approach can return very high quality search results, with
a strongly reduced computing load.

Keywords: Full-Text Retrieval System, Evaluation Approaches, Ir, Search Engines, Elizade University
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Recent efforts to create digital libraries have grown
exponentially. A survey of the literature (Kreitz,
1996; Kreitz and Orgden, 1990) on digital libraries
and initiatives offers definitions of digital library
and challenges as well. This article focuses on
electronic library resources within three
Departments at Elizade University.

The importance of Information Retrieval (IR) keeps
growing as the amount of digital information keeps
expanding at an ever-increasing rate. Stored
documents, photographs and contents of books,
and billions of Web pages are useful only if they can
be found when needed. Web search engines are
the most common way to find such information.
They are attracting more than 170 billion queries
each month (Bonfils and Yandex, 2013). The field of
IR also covers supporting users in browsing or
filtering document collections or further processing
a set of retrieved documents. Given a set of
documents, clustering is the task of coming up with
a good grouping of the documents based on their
contents. It is similar to arranging books on a
bookshelf according to their topic. Given a set of
topics, standing information needs, or other
categories (such as suitability of texts for different
age groups), classification is the task of deciding
which category, if any, each of a set of documents
belongs to.
IR systems must have at least three different
processes which are, representing the content of
documents, representing a user’s information need
and comparing the two representations (Hiemstra,
2001).  IR process begins when a user inputs a query
into the retrieval system. Queries are formal
statements (in declarative a formal language) of
information needs, for example search strings in
web search engines. In information retrieval a
query does not uniquely identify a single object in
the collection. Instead, several objects may match
the query, perhaps with different degrees of
relevancy. An object is an entity that is represented
by information in the system database. User
queries are matched against the database
information.

Full text retrieval systems (FTRS) have become a
popular way of providing support for text
databases. In a full-text search, a search engine
examines all of the words in every stored document
as it tries to match search criteria for example (text
specified by a user).  The main components of a
typical search engine according to (Brin and
Lawrence, 1998) are: Web Crawler, Indexing and
Ranking. Web Crawler according to (Sherman,
2002) are programs which traverse through the
Web searching for the relevant information using
algorithms that narrow down the search by finding
out the most closer and relevant information.
Indexing collects, parses, and stores data to
facilitate fast and accurate IR. The main purpose of
storing an index is to optimize speed and
performance in finding relevant documents for a
search query. Ranking is the medium a search
engine use to determine which pages are more
important than the others, and present them to
individual users in order of relevance. The most
famous one is the Page Rank Algorithm published
by Google founders (Pavalam et al., 2012)

3. METHODOLOGY
There are various search methods to traverse (visit
all the nodes) of a graph systematically. A couple of
these methods give us some information about
graph structure (e.g. connectedness). The key idea
behind graph traversal is to mark each vertex when
we first visit it and keep track of what we have not
yet completely explored. We describe some of the
mechanics of these traversal algorithms here.
Depth-First Search (DFS) is an algorithm for
traversing a finite graph. DFS visits the child nodes
before visiting the sibling nodes; that is, it traverses
the depth of any particular path before exploring
its breadth. A stack is generally used when
implementing the algorithm. Breadth-First Search
(BFS) uses a queue data structure and it is level by
level traversal. Breadth First Search expands nodes
in order of their distance from the root. It is a path
finding algorithm that is capable of always finding a
unique solution, if one exists.

3.1 IR Evaluation Approaches
According to (Agbele, 2014) retrieval effectiveness
can be quantitatively measured in a number of
ways using a well-known metrics in the IR
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community to enhance retrieval effectiveness. The
most frequently and important basic measures for
IR evaluation are precision and recall which are
both used in this present study.

3.1.1. Precision
After a search, the user is sometimes able to
retrieve relevant information and sometimes able
to retrieve irrelevant information. The quality of
searching the right information accurately would be
the precision value of the search engine.

3.1.2. Recall
Recall is the ability of a retrieval system to obtain all
or most of the relevant documents in the
collection. Also, recall is the fraction of relevant
items that are retrieved to relevant items in the
database or the probability given that an item is
relevant to the retrieved.  For example for text
search on a set of documents recall is the number
of correct results divided by the number of results
that should have been returned.

3.1.3. 11- Point Average Precision
11-point average precision is a measure for
representing performance with a single value. In 11-
point average precision, we are looking at 11 recall
levels (0.0, 0.1, 0.2,... 1.0) and finding the precision
at each point. We average these scores across all of
the different issued queries from the participants or
information needs to validate the retrieval
effectiveness of developed system.

3.2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Figure 1 depicted the architectural design for a Full
Text Retrieval System (FTRS) proposed (Aruleba,
2015). This architectural design was implemented
using Breadth First Search. The proposed system
makes use of a Crawler to gather information from
every document on the website and store this
information in the index. The index is a structured
system of storing the unstructured data returned
by the Crawler.

Figure 1: Proposed Architecture for FTRS

4. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the evaluation of the adopted
document retrieval search algorithm. The aim of
the section is to measure the effectiveness of the
retrieval system. In order to test the effectiveness
of the full text search system, three departments
from Elizade University, that is Departments of
Mathematics and Computer Science, Civil
Engineering and English were considered. Recall
and precision were the two performance
parameters used for evaluating the search system.
Department of Mathematics & Computer Science,
Civil Engineering were chosen to test the computer
skills of the users in query formulation and the use
of keywords, also English was selected to see how
users can construct sentence using keywords and
to see how relevant the results of the retrieval
system is. The various departments and the total
number of participants used in the evaluation is as
shown in Table 1.

Table1: Departments and Participants

Department Participants
(Users)Mathematics & Computer

Science
15

Civil Engineering 15

English 15
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Total 45

The evaluation had no fixed queries. The Users
were asked to perform their daily book searches as
usual, based on their daily information needs
without any change. The only requirement was that
they needed to focus mainly on using search terms
related to their departments.  The system was
developed and implemented with PHP; before the
system can be used some requirement (such as
software and hardware requirement) must be met.
Figure 2 depicts the sample snapshot search
system.

Figure 2: Sample Search Screen

5.1 RESULTS
During the evaluation, users were asked to rate
their overall satisfaction with the search engine
based on the retrieved results in facilitating their
academic work. The results shows that the users in
Mathematics & Computer science are more
satisfied with the performance of search engines,
while the opinions of the users in Civil Engineering
and English appeared to be similar to one another
as shown in Figure 3.

5.2 DISCUSSION
According to Figures 3, it was observed that there is
usually a trade-off between recall and precision i.e.
at a high recall value, more documents containing a
lot of junks was retrieved by the system and hereby
reducing precision while at a high precision value,
less but the most relevant documents were
retrieved and thereby providing a low recall value.
Another observation is that the system seems to
perform well on one query than it does to another.
This has to do with the query formulation skills of
the individual user and how much knowledge a user
had about the system content as illustrated in
Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Average 11-point r-p curve across 10 queries using Department of Mathematics and Computer

Science, Civil Engineering, English.

Figure 4: Comparison of 11-point average of mathematics & computer science, civil engineering and English.

(NB: The curve closest to the upper right-hand corner of the graph indicates the best performance)

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, the analysis of results of the
implemented information retrieval system shows
that the users of the system find it very effective to

use. The implemented information retrieval system
enables users to have access to latest learning
facilities such as, articles, journals, textbooks,
thesis, projects, newspapers, etc. without going
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through the rigorous steps and routine in the
conventional institution libraries. The field of
information retrieval is a very interesting research
area where improvements can always be made no
matter how sophisticated your retrieval application
looks. For the future, it remains to be seen whether
novel algorithms which may use hybrid techniques
and may outperform BFS and DFS individually.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement in Information Technology
(IT); users now demand connectivity anywhere and
anytime. This evolution is driven by popularity of
video, social media and Internet gaming across
mobile devices such as smartphone and tablets

thus lead to explosion of cellular networks data
traffic.

ABSTRACT

The cellular networks are increasingly facing the challenge of data explosion due to high demand of data by
users. Several forecasts and analysis indicates that, in the near future the technology cannot cater for the
demand of users. Many attempts to upgrade the technology resulted into another inefficient or expensive
solution. Cellular data offloading to Wi-Fi is the most promising solution that solves the problem at an
affordable cost. This paper proposed a technique to offload more traffics with reduce packet loss and
latency respectively in a cellular network. In the proposed algorithm, whenever data request is received, the
algorithm checks the availability and signal strengths of both the Wi-Fi and cellular and then classified the
applications into real-time and non-real-time. The strategy always connects to Wi-Fi network if available. But
when the Wi-Fi signal falls below the minimum threshold during the transfer, the strategy will complete the
transfer using cellular immediately for real-time applications and wait till the end of the delay deadline in
case of non-real-time applications before it switch to cellular. The performance of the proposed cellular data
offloading algorithm was evaluated using a simulator.  In the simulation the following input parameters
were used: the value of threshold signal, network availability and application type. The followings metrics
were determined for each simulation; rate of packet loss, transfer latency and fraction of data offloaded to
Wi-Fi. To test the completion time of real time application, a small amount of data was used on VoIP
application which can only tolerates delay in order of milliseconds. The simulation result shows that the
enhanced algorithm achieved 59% of offloading efficiency similarly to the Wiffler algorithm but with 28%
reduction in packet loss and 30% less completion time for real-time traffics compares to existing algorithm. It
was concluded that the proposed approach may be adapted by the designer od cellular networks.

Keywords: on-the-spot strategy, delay-tolerance strategy, Wi-Fi, real-time applications
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It was predicted that by 2014 an average mobile
broadband user will consume 7 GB of traffic per
month (Wipro, 2012), and the number of mobile
users was predicted to reach 5.2 billion by the year
2017 (Ericson, 2013). This will consequently, raised
the amount of data traffic generated by mobile
devices alone to 11.2 Exabyte per month by 2017, a
13-fold increase over 2012 (Cisco, 2013).

To address the problems and the issues associated
with mobile traffic overload many solutions were
proposed, the main proposed solutions to tackle
the problem include:

a. Upgrade: upgrading the existing cellular
technology with the higher technologies such as:
long term evolution (LTE) by third generation
partnership project (3GPP) and High Speed Packet
Access (HSPA) that will provide more bandwidth
(Siris and Kalyvas, 2012).  But this cannot effectively
solve the problem, since both the technologies has
the same frequency band as the original cellular
which is very scarce (Chandrasekhar et al, 2008)
and expensive (Berg and Katsigiannis, 2012).

b. Adding Spectrum: additional spectrum will
definitely enable operators to install more antennas
and other equipment at a given cell site, which will
eventually increase capacity without affecting the
quality of the existing network.  But this solution is
not cost effective with the spectrum being a limited
resource and governments and regulatory agencies
value it a lot, therefore in many countries buying
additional spectrum can never be an option (Berg
and Katsigiannis, 2012).

c. Cellular Data Offloading: This is the use of other
(mostly complementary) network technologies for
delivering data originally plan to be transmitted via
cellular network. The complementary networks
work with the macro-cellular network as an adjunct
or overlay network (Han et al, 2012).

In a cellular data offloading, other networks (e.g.
Wi-Fi and Femtocell) are used to transfer data
which originally intended for cellular network thus
minimize the traffic in the cellular network. The
other networks (e.g. Wi-Fi) usually offer less
expensive method for delivering data services.
Operators can utilize the complementary network
to reduce traffic congestion on the main network
and to cost-effectively increase network capacity at
specific locations.

The main network technologies for cellular data
offloading are Wi-Fi and Femtocell (Bichi, 2013). Wi-
Fi is the general name given to any wireless local
area network (WLAN) products which is based on
IEEE 802.11 standards (Gass and Diot, 2011) while
Femtocell refers to a small cellular base station, use
mostly in a home or small business which connects
to the service provider’s network via broadband
(Elleithy and Rao, 2011).

Using Wi-Fi Access Point (AP) is the most promising
solution for cellular data offloading (Chandrasekhar
et al, 2008) and is the only solution that can cater
for the future continuous explosion of data traffic
(Bulut and Szymanski, 2012). The solution
contributes in higher bandwidth availability and
reduced data services cost. And there is less
interference since Wi-Fi operates in different
spectrum with the cellular base station (Gass and
Diot, 2011).

Other economic factors that contribute to the
success of Wi-Fi APs in cellular offloading include
the vast availability of APs, this simplifies the
complexity and cost of both managing and
deploying a new Wi-Fi AP;  therefore reduce the
overall cost of the network services (Gupta and
Rohil, 2012). Since Wi-Fi operates in unlicensed
spectrum, regulatory approval is not required for
individual deployments (Bulut and Szymanski,
2012).  Moreover, user’s devices are already capable
of communicating using Wi-Fi. The Figure 1 shows
the typical offloading scenario using Wi-Fi:
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Figure 1: Cellular Data Offload Using Wi-Fi

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Background
The two main strategies for cellular data traffic
offloading to Wi-Fi Access Point (AP) are: On-the-
spot offloading (Hagos, 2012) and Delay tolerance
(Lee et al, 2010).
a. On-the-Spot Offloading
In the strategy of the On-the-spot, mobile device
switch the data transfer from cellular network to
Wi-Fi AP immediately whenever is available; the
transfer is complete using cellular network
whenever user moves out of Wi-Fi coverage
(Hagos, 2012).  Majority of devices with Wi-Fi facility
are configured by default to give higher priority to
Wi-Fi over the cellular interface for data
transmissions.  Therefore, the strategy is the most
commonly used whenever the Wi-Fi network is
available. Offloading starts automatically whenever
node move into Wi-Fi coverage area and continue
the transfer using cellular networks when the Wi-Fi
strength falls below the minimum threshold value.
b. Delay tolerance
The delay tolerance which uses the concept similar
to that of delay tolerance networks (DTN) assigns a
deadline to a data to be transfer, the data request
will wait whenever a user moves out of Wi-Fi
coverage and continue the transfer when user
enters the Wi-Fi coverage area again until finally a
maximum delay threshold is reached before it
complete the transfer via cellular network (Lee et
al, 2010).  The delay can help to exploit Wi-Fi

network more thus higher offloading percentage
could be realized (Han et al, 2012).

The delay-tolerance strategy has higher offloading
percentage compared to on-the-spot algorithm
(Hagos, 2012), but the strategy treats application
uniformly therefore result in high rate of data loss
and lack of quality assurance for real-time
applications such as video streaming and VoIP.

Real time data communication such as the one
mention above requires low latency; therefore not
suitable for the existing delay algorithm and the
gain is insignificant with the on-the-spot strategy. In
order to exploit Wi-Fi more while maintaining the
quality of real time application. This research
proposed a hybrid strategy for the cellular Data
offloading. The proposed algorithm will apply delay
tactics on non-real-time applications while for real-
time the algorithm will offloads data on-the-spot.
The algorithm will work by first classifying
applications into, real-time and non-real-time.

2.2 RELATED WORKS
Lee et al, 2010 and (Gupta and Rohil, 2012)
compared the performance of both on-the-spot
and delay-tolerance strategy by experimental and
simulation techniques and the work showed that
significant reduction of cellular congestion can be
achieved by applying cellular data offloading. The
work further confirms that the delay strategy has
higher offloading percentage as compared to the
strategy of on-the-spot.

In Siris and Kalyvas, 2012, a new delay-algorithm
was proposed; the algorithm can predicts both the
duration in Wi-Fi coverage and the time to
complete the transfer of data. The simulation result
of the proposed algorithm shows 60% cellular usage
reduction.
Balasubramanian et al. (2010), introduces a method
called Wiffler, which is an enhancement over the
traditional delay tolerance option; Wiffler combined
the strategies of delay tolerance and fast switching
to cellular networks.  The method works by
predicting future Wi-Fi throughput, given any
amount of data to transfer the algorithm predicts if
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there is possibility of Wi-Fi occurrence within the
limit of the delay tolerance; otherwise proceed with
the transfer using cellular network.

The prediction of meeting AP is based on the
historical probability of past occurrence of AP.  The
probability assumes that, if the device meets APs
frequently, then it will likely meets the next AP
within a short time interval. Similarly, if time
interval between meetings is large, then the next
AP will not be met at short interval.  An analysis
over large set of data shows that AP meetings obey
the pattern.

However, the concept of offloading was proposed
using social network (Han et al, 2012; Li et al, 2011).
The research observes that MoSoNets connect
large domain of people together; ranging from
friends, work colleagues and family members who
otherwise are hidden from these online services. It
can also provide a platform to signal face-to-face
interactions among nearby people who probably
should know each other.

MoSoNets can be viewed as a marriage of
traditional social networks with emerging
opportunistic networks. They can exploit both
types of communication to facilitate information
dissemination in MoSoNets. Users can actively
forward (push) information whenever they want,
while mobile users that are in contact can also pull
information from each other locally. Analysis shows
that the proposed Heuristic algorithm of (Han et al,
2012) can offload cellular data traffic by up to 73.66
percent.

Kashihara et al. (2012), proposed the possibility of
data offloading to public transport vehicles for
sending/receiving large data objects that can
accept some delay. In the proposed approach, they
employ public transport vehicles, such as a bus or a
train, as a communication medium between users
and the Internet. A user sends a large data object to
a public transport vehicle by using high-speed
short-range wireless communication and the public
transport vehicle forwards the object to the
Interne. As for receiving a large data object, a

public transport vehicle receives a user’s data from
the Internet, and delivers it to the location (e.g., a
bus stop or station) where the user desires to
receive it. After that, the user receives the large
data object using high-speed short-range wireless
communication. Since such public transport
vehicles are closely related to users’ daily life (e.g.
commute), users have frequent access to the
reachable locations such as bus stops or train
stations. A benefit of this approach is that the
delivery time of the user’s data can be estimated,
because the public transport vehicles basically
follow timetables. The paper proposes the basic
design and performance for data offloading to
public transport vehicles, and then considers
technical issues for achieving it.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
In the proposed approach, the cellular data
offloading algorithm work as follows: For a user to
connect to cellular network, the algorithm checks
Wi-Fi availability and the signal strength, if the Wi-Fi
is available and the signal is above minimum
threshold value the algorithm offload the data
traffics to Wi-Fi else continue the transfer using
cellular network. And for the user initially on Wi-Fi
the algorithm will maintain connection unless user
moves out of Wi-Fi or the signal fall below minimum
threshold value then it will check whether the
application is real-time or non-real-time. For real-
time it immediately connect back to cellular while
for non-real-time it will wait for tolerable delay
period. If user enters Wi-Fi before the delay
threshold then continue transfer using Wi-Fi else go
back to cellular.

The on-the-spot strategy offloads less percentage
of the traffic compares to delay-tolerance strategy.
It is clear that, the delay-tolerance exploits Wi-Fi
more, by waiting for some period before switching.
The strategy will be good for non-real-time
applications but affects the performance of real-
time services. Some of the bulk data for example,
personal videos, some scientific experiments data,
and some uplink data created by sensors, that do
not require real-time transmission can tolerate
certain delay. But on the other hand, services like:
video streaming, VoIP, mobile TV, video
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conferencing, and tele-medicine, which require high
network bandwidth and fast response time will be
better using on-the-spot.

In the existing algorithm (Balasubramanian et al,
2010) the applications are only allow using cellular
network after losing some packets therefore hurt
the performance of the real-time services. And the
algorithms only used on-the-spot in the upstream
direction when forwarding the packets. There is
another delay of counting the prediction before
deciding the offload, these affects the performance
of real-time applications.

To reduce the latency of packets transfer in real-
time applications; in the proposed algorithm
(Figure 2), the traffics from the real-time
applications such as video streaming or VoIP will be
transfer directly using cellular if Wi-Fi signal is not
available or RSSI from all the AP’s are below the
minimum threshold for real-time communication.
The delay of retransmission attempt over Wi-Fi and
the delay of medium access have to be eliminated
for real-time applications.

Variable:
Td: total delay
MD: Maximum delay
Ws: Wi-Fi signal
Sth: Minimum Signal threshold
Algorithm:

For all AP’s in the vicinity Do //collect RSSI

information

Scan for RSSI

n= number RSSI received

For i=2 To n Do

If RSSI1 > RSSIi set RSSI = Ws

Increment i

If (Ws >= Sth) then

Transfer data using Wi-Fi

Else

// check application

If application port address is known for

real-time application then

Transfer data using cellular

Else set Td =0

Do
If (Ws >= Sth)

Transfer remaining data using
Wi-Fi

Exit loop
End If

Advance Td

While (Td < MD)
Transfer remaining data using

cellular

End if

End if

Fig 2: Proposed Algorithm
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the proposed cellular data
offloading algorithm was evaluated using a
simulator. Variable parameters were used for each
simulation.   The inputs parameters include: the
value of threshold signal, network availability and
application type. The followings metrics were
determined for each simulation; rate of packet loss,
transfer latency and fraction of data offloaded to
Wi-Fi.

To test the completion time of real time
application, a small amount of data was used on
VoIP application which can only tolerates delay in
order of milliseconds. The Figure 3 compared the
performance of the proposed cellular data

algorithm against the algorithms of delay-tolerance
and on-the-spot strategies, and the result was
positive on VoIP application which is an example
real-time services.

Figure 3: Graph of Delay-deadline (vs.) Completion
Time

As shown in Figure 4, the proposed algorithm has
lower transfer latency as compare to delay-
algorithm. The result also indicates that the
proposed algorithm works like on-the-spot

algorithms on real-time applications by eliminating
the delay of packets retransmission and by avoiding
the delay of transmission in both upstream and
downstream as opposed to Wiffler algorithm
(Balasubramanian et al, 2010).

The packets loss during offloading is directly
promotional to the delay time. The graph in Figure
4 shows the percentage of packets lost in the
proposed algorithm and two other existing
algorithms for benchmarking when a video
streaming of 5MB was applied.

Figure 4: Graph of Delay-deadline (vs.) Packet Loss

The simulation result (Figure 4) shows less packet
loss in the proposed strategy even when high delay
deadline is used. At the delay of 300s the proposed
strategy lost only 30% of packets which is close to
20% of the on-the-spot and much lower than 58% of
the delay-strategy.

The proposed strategy as opposed to other on-the-
spot algorithms can offload high percentage of the
traffic from cellular network to Wi-Fi Access Point
like the delay-strategy when a non-real-time
applications that can naturally tolerate substantial
delay is applied on the algorithm as in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Graph of Delay-deadline (vs.)
percentage of data offloads to Wi-Fi

From figure 5 the delay-strategy and the proposed
strategy offloaded almost the same percentage of
respective 60% and 59% at 50s delay deadline which
is much higher compare to the percentage
offloaded by on-the-spot strategy at the same point
which is 29%. The finding shows higher offloading
efficiency of new strategy compares to the on-the-
spot when dealing with non-real-time applications
that can tolerate high delay.

5. CONLUSION
The proposed algorithm reduces the transfer
latency and percentage of packets losses in the
transfer of real-time applications. The enhanced
algorithm have the advantageous features of both
the on-the-spot and delay-tolerant strategies.  The
research conducted a simulation of all the three
strategies using the same parameters, as described
in the preceding figures. The proposed enhanced
algorithm reduces the completion time of data
transfer and percentage of packet losses in real-
time applications. The enhanced algorithm as
opposed to direct on-the-spot strategy like Oracle
algorithm has lower transfer latency in real-time
applications while achieving substantial percentage
offloading. The simulation result shows 59% of
offloading with 28% reduction of packet losses
compared to existing delay-algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The last decade has witnessed a tremendous

evolution and expansion of the Web, which has led
to the introduction of additional technologies such
as social networks, blogs, content sharing and
video sharing. These technologies allow dynamic
user-generated contents, the publishing of
consumer feedbacks forming global online
communities at real time (Saw et al., 2012). Social
networking is becoming the preferred (by end-
users) way to manage personal data. It is an area
where people take an active interest in how their
personal information is managed and displayed
rather than being passive account. With social
networks representing the world’s largest body of
personal data collection, it is becoming a trend for
users to give their account passwords to others to
help in managing their various profiles, and this
leads to various users falling into the hands of
social networks miscreants, and in most cases, it

was discovered that personal data was being
compromised.

There is the need to see tools for more fine-
grained delegation of authorization to help solve
the problem of identity theft and data compromise
by unauthorized users.

Social networking sites are essentially websites
designed for human interaction. They enable users
to meet others; keep in touch with them; and share
experiences, feelings, and opinions (Sancho, 2009).
They are all built on a similar foundation ‘Trust’ - the
user builds a network of contacts bound by an
element of trust. The user then creates content for
his/her friends and, in turn, accesses the content
they have created. This content can include diverse
things as holiday pictures, interesting links, latest
news, opinions, comments, and mood updates.
There are potentials for mischief and malicious
activities when one or more of your contacts or
social aggregators breaks your trust. Some of the

ABSTRACT

Presently, user authentication on social media depends on username and password, which is text-based.
The accounts of many users have been hacked because text-based password can be guessed or hacked.
However, nobody can hack a user’s biological feature. Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a method
of computer access control, which a user can pass by successfully presenting several,
separate authentication stages. This paper presents an application model with the conventional
username/password and voice biometrics authentication system to further secure social media access. The
developed system has three modules: the voice enrollment, profile acquisition, and multi-factor matching
stage. The application model was developed and run using visual studio 2010 development environment and
the .net system’s speech library.

Keywords: Authentication, Multi-Factor, Security, Social-Media
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things that can go wrong when such happens may
include, but not limited to, the following:

 Your account might be compromised and
somebody else is using it.

 Insufficient use of privacy controls caused you
to share data with people you never intended.

 Your account might be used by someone else
to perpetrate fraud.

 Loss of vital information to cyber miscreants.
Despite well-known security issues, passwords

are still the most popular method of end-user
authentication. Guessing and offline dictionary
attacks on user-generated passwords are often
possible due to their limited entropy (Emiliano, et
al., 2014). Over the years, a number of policies have
been introduced in order to increase security in the
use of social media such as enforcing a minimum
number of characters, inclusion of non-
alphanumeric symbols, or frequent password
expiration. But in reality, this often creates an
undesirable conflict between security and usability
as highlighted in the context of password selection
(Egelman et al, 2013), management and
composition (Zezschwitz, et al, 2013) and in turn
drives users to find the easiest password that is
policy-compliant (Adams, 1999).

Multi-factor authentication has emerged as an
alternative way to improve security by requiring the
user to provide more than one authentication
factor, as opposed to only a password (Ayannuga
and Lawal, 2012; Emiliano et al., 2014).

This study presents a Multi-factor application
model for social media, using the
Username/password and Voice biometric
authentication systems.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Authenticating is the process of verifying the

identity of a certain person. This has been used for
many different purposes throughout history e.g.,
scouts and other messengers needed to
authenticate themselves to city guards and sentries
in the past before they were given access to
different areas (Richard, 2001). In the modern
electronically wired information society,
authentication has gained an even more important
role, where user authentication is used to grant
access control for many computer systems (UNIX,
Linux and Windows). User authentication on these

operating systems is usually based on password
authentication.

Xiaoyun, et al., (2005) divide authentication
methods into three categories: token-based
authentication; biometric-based authentication;
and knowledge-based authentication. Ayannuga
(2012) identified a few threats to authentication,
which include: brute force, shoulder surfing,
hashing, spyware, social engineering, phishing,
spoofing, guessing, and dictionary attack. However,
new threats are being discovered regularly. These
authentication threats have necessitated the need
for multifactor authentication, which implements a
combination of at least two categories of the
authentication methods.

Multi factor authentication is an extra layer of
authentication added to the conventional single
factor authentication to an account login, which
requires users to have additional information
before access to a system is granted (Gonzalez,
1998). The traditional method of authentication
requires the user to enter only a username and
password before being granted access to a closed
software, whereas multi-factor authentication
requires the user to have additional information
available only to the user before access to the
system is granted (Al-Fairuz, 2011). The information
required to authenticate users includes one of the
following methods listed below. Knowledge based
i.e. a piece of information the user knows such as a
Personal Identification Number (PIN) or password.
The Biometric factor; the physiological or biological
components of the user such as fingerprint, face
image and voice pattern. Things within the
possession of the user, such as a hardware or
software token could also be used but not as safe
as biometric factor.

Ayannuga and Lawal (2012) and Emiliano et al.
(2014) worked on the usability study of multi-factor
authentication system with emphasis on two-factor
systems. These studies inferred that two-factor
technologies are overall perceived as usable,
regardless of motivation and/or context of use. The
studies also presented an exploratory factor
analysis, highlighting that three metrics –ease-of-
use, required cognitive efforts, and trustworthiness
– are enough to capture key factors affecting two-
factor authentication usability.

Marise and Micheal (2010) also worked on the
adoption of Single Sign-On (SSO) and Multifactor
Authentication in Organizations (MFA). The
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findings in the study suggested a number of
technology, organization and environment factors
both positively and negatively that affect
organizational adoption of SSO and MFA. It clearly
stated a number of key benefits gained from
adopting SSO and MFA, such as increased
corporate security and reduced organizational
costs of managing access control. There are also a
number of key challenges to be overcome by
organizations adopting SSO and MFA. These
include the ability to accommodate the complexity
of multiple heterogeneous systems and to be
resilient to new information security threats
thereby allowing a SSO and MFA solution to deliver
improved and secure access control to information
systems both within and across organizations.

Ayannuga and Lawal (2012) observed that
almost all the existing usable authentication
schemes have one or more noteworthy security
shortcomings for which shoulder surfing is a major
player. The schemes do not provide mechanisms
that will, to a large extent, protect user against
shoulder surfing. Some of these schemes do not
suggest good usability as they are difficult for users
to memorize and adapt to, especially when a user
needs to use different passwords for different
online transactions; since it is unsafe for a user to
use the same password for all online transactions.

An important goal of all usable authentication
schemes is to ensure a usable yet secure system for
user authentication. Sometimes, this was done too
faithfully, compromising parts of the system
security. Other times, the schemes failed to
consider certain important aspects of usability such
as: ease of use, ease of adapting, ease of
memorizing, and several others. To ensure that the
goal of usable authentication schemes are
achieved, developers should put the user into
consideration, while ensuring high level security of
user’s authentication details (Ayannuga and Lawal,
2012). The use of multifactor authentication, which
combines the regular username/password with
voice biometric authentication system is an
attempt to achieve this laudable goal. This is what
the paper is set out to achieve.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Conventional authentication system uses one of

knowledge factor (password), possession factor
such as identification cards or inheritance factor

(Biometric factor) for access control system. This is
defective since the circumvention of anyone of the
factors used could breach the security system of
the application. This calls for further research to
ensure extra layer of security for authentication
system. This study implements the conventional
password factor and voice biometrics to
authenticate social media user. The application
used a multitier development paradigm of
programming and different .dll from the
System.Speech library to simulate the
authentication system.

3.1 Objective of the Developed System
The objectives of the developed system

include: representing voice pattern using
discriminate features, storing extracted features
into a relational database, matching voice pattern
against a database of enrolled features, adding
extra layer of password authentication to ensure
that the password given matches with the identity
provided by the matching system and ultimately
ensure and enforce the social media user owns the
identity he/she claims.

3.2 System Design
The system was designed to proceed in two

stages; the enrollment and the matching stages.
The enrollment stage was modeled to enroll
different users, acquire their voice pattern, and
assign inputted profile and passwords to the
acquired pattern. The enrolled data is permanently
stored in the database. The matching stage
requires that a user pronounces the same word
acquired during the enrollment. The application
makes effort to match the voice pattern against
those initially stored in the database. The
multifactor layer of the application then picks up
the user’s identity if found and prompt to enter
password. If the password matches with the
identity fetched by the biometric layer the
application displays access granted and if it does
not match, it displays invalid entry. The flowchart in
figure 1 shows the processes involved in the
enrollment stage while the flowchart in figure 2
describes the processes involved in the matching
stage. The matching stage is presented as a web
module which authenticates users before giving
access to the social media.
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3.3 Database Relational Entity Diagram
Two tables were synchronized to design an

effective multifactor authentication system. The
tables are: the Userprofile (i.e. the profile of the
social media users), Users table (i.e. all valid users
table, which stores voice templates and
usernames) and secQuestion Table (i.e. Table with
security question answer and the affiliated
username). The “Userprofile” typifies a valid user
and the assigned password, while the users table
has the voice biometric templates of valid users
created during the enrollment process. The users

table has an “Id” field (i.e. user’s identification
number) as the primary key to ensure that the table
can accept incremental voice templates of a user
described by same username at different times in
case of wrong identification of users. Such users
are made to re-enrolled using a ‘my voice do not
match link’ after providing answer to the security
question. The Users table keeps all the enrolled
templates for all the username.  Figure 3 shows the
entity relationship diagram.
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Figure 1: Enrollment Stage Flowchart
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Figure 2: Matching Stage Flowchart
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Figure 3: Entity Relational Diagram

3.4 Simulation Tool
The simulation tools used include:

 Visual studio 2010
 System.Speech in .net
 Microsoft Sql server 2008

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The web based application to model a multi-

factor authentication system was developed and
run in Visual Studio 2010 development
environment. The interfaces at different levels of
implementation are shown in this section. The
application proceeded in three stages, namely, the
enrollment stage, where the diction, speech engine
and pronunciation adjustment is done; profile
acquisition and management module; and the
matching module. Figures 4 and 5 show the
interface during diction and speech engine
selection.

Figure 4: Starting Diction Selection Process

Figure 5: Interface to Select Diction

In the profile acquisition module, basic
information of social media users is captured. The
voice biometric obtained is matched to the
username stated in this module. Figure 6 showed
the interface where the information is acquired.

Figure 6: Data Acquisition Interface

The matching module presents the multi-factor
authentication system, as it matches the identity
provided by the voice biometric matching module
with that provided when username and password
are entered. Figure 7 and 8 showed the username
and password interface and voice biometric
matching interface, while figure 9 shows the user
valid dialog box.

Figure 7: Username and password Authentication
page

Figure 8: Authentication system showing “invalid
user dialog box”
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Figure 9:  Authentication system showing “valid
user dialog box”

5. CONCLUSION
This study presents a multi-factor authentication
system toward improving social media security. The
developed system would help improve social media
security system by adding extra layer of biometric
based security on it and help avert intrusion and
data theft, which occur as a result of social media
profile compromise.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing acceptability of digital option for
many critical applications and services is legendary
as the whole world attained the status of global
village. Examples of such applications are financial
services, retail services, on-line news channels and
digital libraries (Topkara et al,2005). This has led to
aggressive colonization of manual methods by the
Internet-based technology which has created a lot
of opportunity in terms of automatic availability of
services, global coverage, efficiency, reliability and
zero-delay of service delivery. Despite these noble
contributions of Internet to service delivery and

management, the security issue of the cyberspace
has become a key concern to the stakeholders:
service providers, online companies and users who
patronize these services (Kumar and Kumar, 2014).
The Web has become a hotbed for supporting a
wide range of criminal enterprises such as spam-
advertised commerce, financial fraud and as a
vector for propagating malware. Numerous types
of attacks are hidden behind Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) connections such as phishing,
cross-site scripting and botnet attacks (Cao et al.,
2013). The incidence of Internet security reached all-
time high with the advent of phishing, a costly

ABSTRACT

In recent times, numerous types of attacks have been reported behind HTTP connections. One of such
attacks that have generated serious concerns for both service providers and online users is phishing
attacks. Phishers continue evolving new patterns despite the existence of various countermeasures.
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Digital Signature Scheme (ECDSS) was employed as a building block for the construction. The security of
the proposed scheme relies on the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) on which the
security of Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) is based. Finally, we present the security analysis of the
scheme and discuss possible attack forms with their countermeasures.
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attack that threaten stakeholders’ confidence in
the usability of Internet for driving major services
(Abdelhamid et al. ,2014). Phishing is a major
security threat to the online community and one of
the fastest growing scams on the Internet.
Phishing is a web-based criminal act that uses social
engineering and technical subterfuge to exploit
Internet users and acquire sensitive data (Gowtham
and Krishnamurthi, 2014).  Social engineering
schemes use spoofed emails to lead internet users
to counterfeit websites designed to trick recipients
into divulging financial or personal data such as
credit card numbers, answer to security questions,
passwords, PIN etc. On the other hand, technical
subterfuge schemes plant crime-ware onto PCs to
steal credentials directly, often using Trojan key-
logger spyware. One of the motivations that keep
Phishers in this malicious business is the prevalent
use of phishing toolkits that can create a phishing
page in a very short time (Xiang et. al., 2012).
Another incentive for phisher is their ability to
maintain anonymity despites the huge financial
losses occasioned by their activities(Longe and
Wada, 2012),
Despite the existence of various countermeasures,
phisher continues evolving new patterns and the
problems of zero-day attack, high true positive rate,
low false positive rate and high computational
overhead still possess challenges for anti-phishing
schemes. In addition, the server/client-side
approaches employed in most works have been
recently criticized as inadequate. The challenges of
client-side method (e.g. browser plug-in, toolbars
etc.) were identified to include the use of specific
browser (e.g. spoof Guard on Mozilla), user
intensive administration (configuration, installation
and upgrade), high browser exploits and
vulnerabilities of over 79% (Ofuonye and Miller,
2013). The server filters is another popular
alternative in most anti-phishing schemes which
suffers from the challenges of trust and third
parties involvement (e.g. SSL certificate etc.).
To this end, a cryptographic anti-phishing defense
scheme (CAPS) that mitigates Phishing attacks on
the basis of integrity checking and which is
achieved through mutual authentication between a
user and the server where a particular website
resides was proposed in this paper. As against the
conventional authentication mechanism in which

only the server verifies user’s identity, mutual
authentication implies that both the user and
server verify each other’s identity before a session
begins proper. The computational efficient Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Scheme (ECDSS) was
employed as a building block for our construction.
The security of the proposed scheme relies on the
Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP)
on which the security of Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem
(ECC) is based. Ultimately and generally, ECC based
protocols exhibit a greater and better performance
in terms of computation and security with smaller
key sizes when compared with other available
asymmetric cryptosystems (such as RSA, DSA and
Elgamal), hence the choice of ECDSS in our
construction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
section 2, literature review and preliminaries to the
study are presented. In section 3, the proposed
scheme was discussed in detail, while section 4
discussed the security analysis of the scheme and
possible attack forms with their countermeasures
and finally section 5 conclude the paper.

2. RELATED WORKS
Anti-phishing research has attracted a lot of
interests from security experts from both
academics and IT industries. Governments are
contributing their own quota by enacting laws that
ensure the prosecution of cyber criminals. The legal
implications of these laws have been an intense
subject of debates by legal practitioners. This
section provides overview of these existing anti-
phishing studies and techniques.
A number of studies have examined the reasons
that people fall for phishing attacks. For instance,
Dhamija et al 2006 identified lack of computer
system knowledge, lack of knowledge of security
and security indicators, visual deception and
bounded attention. The authors further showed
that a large number of people cannot differentiate
between legitimate and phishing web sites, even
when they are made aware that their ability to
identify phishing attacks are being tested.

The instruments of Law in the race against
phishing were considered in Larson (2010) and
Lovet (2009). Lovet (2009) examined the judicial
challenges and recommended for expedient
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x3 = s2−x1−x2

y3 = s (x1−x3) −y1

where slope s=
(y2 - y1)/(x2 -x1); if P1 ≠ P2 (point addition)

(3x1
2+a)/ (2y1); if P1 =P2 (point doubling)

It should be noted that:

P1+P2=O (if P2 is inverse of P1 denoted as -P1)

P1+O=O+P1=P1 (O denotes point at infinity)

international cooperation and harmonization of
cyber-criminal offences amongst legal systems
beyond borders. Larson (2010) recommended that
courts should consider either large-scale damages
against individual phishers or secondary liability
against Internet Service Providers (ISP) under the
areas of either intellectual property (IP) or unfair
competition law.
An efficient phishing webpage detector, which uses
a combination of search engine to detect status of
a webpage base on deviations from the sites
prescribed identity using extracted heuristics, was
proposed (He et al., 2011).The approach does not
suffer from client side vulnerabilities and the cost
of deployment is low, which increases the
practicability of the proposed solution. On the
downside, the solution fails to detect form-based
anomalies, multi-page phishing and XSS attacks.
The use of an automated individual white-list
(AIWL) to protect users’ online credentials using
Naïve Bayesian classifier to automatically maintain
an individual white-list of a user was proposed in
(Han et al.,2012). AIWL could effectively defend
users dynamic pharming attacks and is an efficient
tool for protecting web digital identities. However,
the system does not prevent pharming attacks.
Again, there is possibility of new login problem in
which a user is unnecessarily warned when
interacting with new system.

A new method based on heuristics and machine
learning which depends on profiling phishing
attacks has offered significant progress in the quest
against phishing. A three-tier classification
approach was investigated (Islam and Abawajy,
2013) to detect phishing emails where accuracy of
detection is up to 97%. Though interesting, this
technique suffers from lengthy training time and
complexity of analysis before classification
decisions are made.
A novel methodology to detect phishing attacks
and discover the entity/organization that the
attackers impersonate using Conditional Random
Field and Latent Dirichlet Allocation was presented
(Ramanathan and Wechsler, 2013). The proposed
solution was found to have a discovery rate of
88.1%. It also helps the legitimate organization to
take down the offending phishing site.
Unfortunately, the associated problems with the

approach are that of scalability, need for robust
parser and inadequate for online transaction due to
lack of real-time detection.
Recently, Gowtham and Krishnamurthi (2014) came
up with an architecture which detects phishing
based on features extracted from web pages.
These heuristics were fed as an input to a trained
learning algorithm to detect phishing sites. To
reduce computational overhead the framework
introduced screening modules consisting of
preapproved site identifier and Login Form Finder.
The strengths of the framework include protection
of users from pharming and multipage phishing
attacks as well as being a stateless approach
because it does not record any personal data of the
user. However, the framework involves user
intensive administration (configuration, installation
and upgrade) and high browser exploits. Also, high
categorization time associated with the scheme
results in high overhead.

2.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem
The Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) was
independently proposed in Miller (1987) and Koblitz
(1987). Since then, ECC has received intense
scrutiny from Cryptographers, Mathematicians and
Computer Scientists around the world to the extent
that today, ECC is not just practical but it is the
most efficient public-key cryptosystem known. The
fact that no significant weaknesses have been
found has led to high confidence in the security of
ECC. The equation for elliptic curve over the field of
real numbers is generally expressed as:
y2 = x3 + ax + b (1)
for some fixed values of the domain parameters a
and b.
The addition of points on elliptic curve forms a
group operation that forms the basis of
constructing ECC.  Given any two points and their
coordinates, say P1=(x1, y1) and P2= (x2, y2) on the
curve, the following show how a point P3=(x3, y3)
can be obtained:
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Figure 1 depicts how two different points are added
on elliptic curve while figure 2 illustrates point
doubling.

Figure 1: Addition of Points on Elliptic Curve

Figure 2: Point Doubling on Elliptic Curve

Moreover, the security of ECC relies on the
difficulty of solving the Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP). That is, given points P
and Q, it is hard to find a number k such that:

Q = kP (2)
if k is sufficiently large. Again, several methods

have been used to encrypt and decrypt using
elliptic curves. The commonest one is to simulate
the Elgamal cryptosystem using an elliptic curve
over GF(p) or GF(2m). Thus, the major components
of ECC are key generation, encryption, decryption
and digital signature.

3. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Cryptographic techniques have offered various
security services that mitigate the influence of
cyber crooks in online communities. To this end, we
present an antiphishing scheme tagged CAPS based
on the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Scheme
(ECDSS). The ECDSS is a digital signature
component of ECC and a variant of Digital Signature
Algorithm (DSA). The proposed solution uses an
elliptic curve over Galois field of prime numbers
denoted as GF(p). The elliptic curve over GF(p) is
discussed below.

3.1 Elliptic Curve over GF (P)

The field GF(p) is generally used in cryptographic
applications because operations over the field of
real numbers are slow and inaccurate due to round-
off error. Also, elliptic curve over the field of real
numbers generates smooth curves that are easier
to attack in polynomial time. The equation for
elliptic curve over GF(p) with characteristic p > 3 is
given by:

y2 = (x3 + ax + b) mod p (3)

The notation Ep (a, b) represents all the points (x, y)
that obey equation (3), Ep (a, b) also includes the
point at infinity denoted by O that serves as the
identity for elliptic curve group operations. The
points in Ep (a, b) are set of coordinates (x, y) such
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that the relationship for non-singularity of elliptic
curve points holds .i.e.

(4a3 + 27b2) mod p ≠ 0 (4)

The implication of using a singular elliptic curve is
that the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem
on such curve is computed in polynomial time. A
cryptographic algorithm with polynomial time
complexity is said to be insecure because the
algorithm can be easily broken without much
computational difficulty.

3.2 The Scheme (CAPS)

Assuming we have a set W={w1, w2, w3,…,wn} of
websites residing respectively on server set S={s1,
s2, s3,..,sn}, the challenge usually faced by users of a
particular website wi∈W  (i=1,2,3,…n) is
diffrentiating between website wi∈W and another
similar website wj∈W. Failure to distinguih
between a genuine website and a counterfit one by
a user usually results in information leakage. This
happens when the innocent user unknowngly
supplies cruicial and confidential information to a
fake web page. In order to guide against this form
of phishing attack, we hereby propose the use of
mutual authentication between a user and server.
This implies that both user and server verifies each
other’s identity before any online transaction takes
place. The phases of CAPS are as follows:

3.2.1 Key Generation

Prior to commencement of usage of a website
wi∈W residing on a server Si∈S, the web designer
(Admin) chooses a non-singular elliptic curve E(a, b)
over GF(p). Also, a base point G = (xG, yG) on the
curve and a prime number q (the field size) are
selected. The web designer then uses these
parameters to generate private/public key pair for
his website wi using the elliptic curve key
generation procedure as follows:

Step 1: Admin chooses a private integer dwi such
that 0 < dwi < q.

Step 2: Admin calculates ewi = dwi × G

Step 3: Admin then publishes (ewi, p) as wi public
key and keeps the private key dwi a secret.

The private/public key pair generated are pre-
configured onto the server si where the website wi

resides. It should be noted that wi also shares Ep (a,
b), G and q with every user of the website.

Furthermore, when a new user U logs on to the
website wi which resides on server si for the first
time, he chooses a user name Uid and the server si

completes the registration process by generating
private/public key pair for the user as follows:

Step 1: Si chooses a private integer du such that 0 <
du < q.

Step 2: Si calculates eu = du × G

Step 3: Si sends (eu, p) and du to U as his public key
and private key respectively.

On receiving private/public key pair from the server,

U announces (eu, p) and keeps du a secret.

3.2.2 Entity Authentication

This is a process by which a registered website user
U and the server Si hosting the website wi verify
each other’s identity. The proposed Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature based authentication protocol is a
two-way scheme (mutual) and involves the
following steps:

(i) The protocol is started by a user U log on to
website wi and connecting to server Si through a
user authentication interface on the website.

(ii) wi prompts U to supply his username Uid and
public key (eu, p).
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(iii) Si compares the response with the one
registered during registration of U for a match.

(iv) Si validates U’s identity if a match is found.

(v) Si then generates two random number RSi and
kSi, signs the numbers with its own private key dwi

and sends the resulting tuple (R, rx1, s)Si to U for
verification. This is to ensure that U is
communicating with the right server and not a
counterfeit one before proceeding with his actual
transaction on the website.

(vi) U verifies the signature with Si’s public key ewi

and terminates his transaction if the signature is
invalid.

(vii) For a valid server signature, U proceeds by
generating his own two random number Ru and ku,
signs the numbers with his private key du and sends
the resulting tuple (R, rx1, s)u through wi to server Si

for verification.

(viii) Si verifies the signature with U’s public key eu,
allows U to continue his main transaction if the
signature is valid and deny him access if otherwise.
The proposed authentication protocol is detailed in
figure 3.
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The proposed mutual authentication protocol as
shown in figure 3 serves two major purposes:

(i) It ensures that a registered user of a particular
website can continually verify the authenticity of
the website using the website’s unique public key.
With this, the user can easily identify counterfeit
websites (assuming he has at least once used the
original website before).

(ii) It also safeguards the user from being
impersonated by an attacker who intends to use
the user’s credentials to commit cybercrimes. This
will continue to hold as long as the user does not
divulge his private key to anyone.

Correctness: The correctness of the signature
verification by either side (user or server) is of

paramount importance. However, we focus on the
signature verification process of the website wi by
user U since our major concern is about
differentiating a counterfeit website from a
legitimate one. Thus, we show that vx2 ≡ rx1 (mod q)
in U’s computation to verify server Si’s signature.

Proof: To show that vx2 ≡ rx1 (mod q) in the
signature verification process, we first show that
v≡r1 (mod p). This is because vx2 was extracted from
v while rx1 was extracted from r1. Therefore, the
proof goes as thus:

v ≡ r1 (mod p) (Assumption)

Recall that v ≡ [(u1×G) + (u2×esi)] mod p

But u1 ≡ (R × w) mod q and u2≡ (rx1×w) mod q

v ≡ ((R × w× G) + (rx1×w×esi) mod p) mod q

v ≡ (w ((R× G) + (rx1× esi)) mod p) mod q

Figure 3: Server-user authentication flow in CAPS
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Note that from key generation, esi = dsi ×G

(i.e. ewi = dwi ×G )

v ≡ (w ((R× G) + (rx1× dsi ×G)) mod p) mod q

v ≡ (w × G (R + (rx1× dsi)) mod p) mod q (*)

Recall that s≡ [k-1(R+ (dsi× rx1))] mod q

Making k subject of the equation, we have

k ≡ [s-1(R+ (dsi × rx1))] mod q (**)

Recall also that w ≡ s-1 mod q

Substituting w for s-1 in (**), we have

k ≡ [w (R + (dsi× rx1))] mod q

Substituting for k in (*), we have

v ≡ k × G (mod p) ≡ r1

Hence, vx2 ≡ (k × G mod p) mod q≡ rx1

If vx2 ≠ rx1, then a fake website (who does not know
the private key associated with the public key of
the legitimate website) may have attempted to
forge the signature. The user simply terminates his
transaction in case of this suspicious occurrence.

4.    SECURITY ANALYSIS

Assuming there is a counterfeit similar website
wj∈W with private and public keys dwj and (ewj, pwj)
to the legitimate website wi∈W having private and
public keys dwi and (ewi, pwi), we show that the
proposed scheme allows a registered website user
U to distinguish between  a genuine website wi and
imitated website wj by proving that the signature
verification described in the last section will not be
valid if wj (without knowing wi’s private key dwi) has
forged wi’s signature with his own private key dwj as
follows:

Proof: Recall that from figure 3, U computes the
following to verify website wi’s signature

1. U computes w≡ s-1 mod q

2. U computes u1≡ (R × w) mod q and u2≡ (rx1× w)
mod q

3. U computes v = (u1×G) + (u2×eSi) =(x2, y2) [wi

resides on si, thus ewi = esi]

4. U calculates vx2 ≡ x2 mod q= rx1

Let us now assume that wj has used its private key
dwj to forge wi’s signature in an attempt to imitate
wi and launch phishing attack on user U, the
verification process by U (using wi’s public key ewi)
will not yield a valid signature as shown below:

v ≡ r1 (mod p)     (Assumption)

Recall that v ≡ [(u1×G) + (u2×esi)] mod p

But u1 ≡ (R × w) mod q and u2≡ (rx1×w) mod q

v ≡ ((R × w× G) + (rx1×w×esi) mod p) mod q

v ≡ (w ((R× G) + (rx1× esi)) mod p) mod q

Note that esi = dsi × G,   esj=dsj × G and dsi ≠ dsj

v ≡ (w ((R× G) + (rx1× dsj ×G)) mod p) mod q

v ≡ (w × G (R + (rx1× dsj)) mod p) mod q (#)

Recall that s≡ [k-1(R+ (dsj× rx1))] mod q

Making k subject of the equation, we have
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Recall also that w ≡ s-1 mod q

Substituting w for s-1 in (##) above, we have
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Hence, vx2 ≡ (k × G mod p) mod q ≠ rx1
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The signature verification by U is invalid because he
used the legitimate website wi’s public key ewi to
verify wj’s signature that has been computed with
wj’s private key dwj, which  has no connection with
wi’s public key ewj. To successfully forge wi’s
signature, designer of website wj has to obtain
private key dsi from esi = dsi × G which is ECDLP.
Alternatively, the designer of wj may decide to
obtain dsi from the signature equation:

s≡ [k-1(R+ (dsi × rx1))] mod q (5)

However, using different value for k per signature
makes this even a more complicated approach for
such phisher to determine dsi. Also, using different
values of k per signature increases the complexity
of brute force attack on wi’s signature.
Generally, the larger the prime number p in Ep(a,b),
the  more number of points on the elliptic curve
and as a result the harder for an attacker to break
the cryptosystem. Therefore, we suggest that a
website Administrator should carefully choose the
curve parameters for his server/website in order to
prevent guess, exhaustive search and forgery attacks
by imitators.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As technology advances with unprecedented
reliance on Internet by business and individuals, the
Phishing techniques being used are also getting
advanced and hence it demands that anti-phishing
techniques are continuously upgraded to meet with
new challenges. In this paper, a Cryptographic Anti-
Phishing Scheme based on the Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Scheme (ECDSS) was proposed. The
proposed scheme allows a website user to
differentiate between a legitimate website from a
counterfeit one by simply verifying the signature of
the website with its server’s unique public key. The
scheme also allows the website to authenticate the
user with the user’s unique public key instead of
the commonly used password-based

authentication. The ECDSS based mutual
authentication protocol increases the complexity of
dictionary attack as well as exhaustive search
attack that are usually associated with the
traditional password-based authentication. In
future, we hope to devise more effective and
efficient anti-phishing system based on other areas
of information security other than Cryptography.
This is to eliminate the challenge of having to store
private keys proportional to the number of
websites a user is registered.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Biometrics is a Technology that measures the intrinsic
physical or behavioral characteristics of human beings.
A typical physical characteristic is fingerprints which
are permanent and different for each individual even
for identical twins. Because these natural
characteristics are different for each individual and are
also measurable for each individual the Technology of
biometrics relies on these features and factors to
develop systems that automatically identify people
uniquely.

The uniqueness of identification that biometrics
provides is making the latter a powerful tool for
tracking criminals in forensicsand crime scene
investigations. Areas of use in civil applications include
election control systems, Access Control- including

Passenger Arrival and Departure monitoring systems at
aviation terminals.

1.1 FINGERPRINTS
Thespecific features that characterize a person’s
fingerprints in such a way that it is unique to him and
different from those of others has been discussed1.
These features include how the Friction Ridge Skin
(FRS)in the person’s finger is composed of. The FRS has
ridge units that are aligned and fused differently for
each individual to form his unique fingerprints.

1.2. BIOMETRICS ALGORITHMS
These are mathematical functions derived from
modeling the unique features of fingerprints. These
functions or Algorithms are used to recognize the
unique features of fingerprints.

ABSTRACT

Biometrics has been embraced widely by both civil and military formations in security and defense
applications for the purposes of tracking persons and identifying them uniquely. The accuracy of a biometrics -
enabled database however depends on the tools and technologies used to develop it. In this work we design
and develop a 2-modal biometrics systemthat is very efficient not only for authenticating persons uniquely but
also for eliminating any possibility of double registration.

Keywords: Access Control,Authentication, De-Duplication, Biometrics Modalities, Identification.
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The Biometrics Algorithm provides an Application
Programming Interface (API) which programmers
adopt for integration to database applications.

1.3 MODALITIES
Biometrics has advanced from its earlier adoption
which centered only on fingerprints to more areas that
incorporate other human physical characteristics such
as Face, Iris, Palm, Voice, Gait, etc. Each of these
physical characteristic is referred to as a Modality in
biometrics parlance. The performance of any of these
modalities in any identification process is a function of
the superiority or inferiority of the algorithm that is
used to model, characterise and implement it.

2.0. ENROLLMENT
The process of capturing and storing images of
biometric traits (such as fingerprints, faces irises, etc.)
in a database is known as Enrollment. The biometric
system provides basic framework of functions to:
i) to talk to a sensor device, such as a
fingerprint scanner, camera, etc,
ii) capture an image (of face, fingerprint,
iris, palm, etc), and
iii) extract the unique minutiae data from
the image.

The minutiae data, known as template, is what is stored
in the database.

2.1. AUTHENTICATION/VERIFICATION
Theessence of extracting biometrics information from
a subject, (or enrollee) is to either store it in the
database or to compare it to existing information in the
database. The comparison of two sets of extracted
templates is done during Authentication and
Verification processes. In an Authentication process an
enrollee’s biometric data is once again acquired and
the system uses this to identify who the enrollee is.
This involves comparing the acquired biometric

information against templates corresponding to all
enrollees in the database. Verification on the other
hand involves the comparison with only those
templates corresponding to the claimed identity. Thus
while Verification is a 1:1 comparison Authentication is a
1: N comparison where N>1.

3.0. UNIMODAL BIOMETRICS
From our experience most of the biometrics systems in
use in the country currently are built around fingerprint
modality. Known in the industry as an AFIS(Automatic
Fingerprint Identification System) the Enrollment
Process is typical of what is given in Figure 1.  A
photograph of an enrollee, when it is part of the input
requirements of the system, is incorporated manually
using a camera (webcam, for example).

The level of confidence implicit in this type of system is
very low. The reasons for this arise from a number of
factors.
i) By capturing photographs manually it is easy

touse an image cut from newspapers to createa
false record (spoof). A typical example of this occurred
some years back when thephotograph
of the famous boxer, Mike Tyson, was used to
create a record in the registration database of an
important government agency in Nigeria, INEC, to be
precise.

ii) The use of one modality makes it possible for
people to introduce multiple registrations
into the database. Since fingerprint is the only
requirement in terms of biometrics anybody
who was able to fake a fingerprint will take
advantage and rubbish the system.
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4.0. MULTI –MODAL BIOMETRICS
As discussed above the use of a single biometrics
indicator to build enterprise biometrics systems is not
ideal because, from experience, such a system is more
susceptible to biometrics spoofing and therefore
suffers from unacceptably high error rates.  One of the
key objectives of our proposed system therefore is to
build a biometrics system that is robust enough to
eliminate multiple errors in the areas of authentication,
and verification. To this end we will adopt a scheme
that features multimodal biometrics indicators.
Specifically we will advocate the implementation of a
system comprising of one of:

i) face and fingerprint,
ii) fingerprint and iris,
iii) fingerprint and voice,
iv) palmprint and face.

The system to be developed here will be based on (i),
that is, face and fingerprint modalities.

Our multimodal system will seek to alleviate most of
the drawbacks mentioned in (7) above. This it will do by
providing multiple evidences (face and fingerprint)
characteristics of the same person. Multiple evidences
will minimise spoofing since it will be more difficult for
an impostor to spoof multiple biometrics traits of a
genuine user simultaneously. In summary the key
features of our proposed system will include the
following:

i) Fingerprint and face images captured
simultaneously.
ii) Face image is captured by a biometrics
engine via a camera/webcam.
iii) ‘Liveness’ Detection: A mechanism that will

ensure that the system will respond only if
it detects that a ‘live’ enrollee is indeed

present at the point of data acquisition.
iv)        Face and fingerprint images of an enrollee
must be captured before his registration
could succeed.
v)           The registration of an enrollee succeeds

only when the Matcher engine confirms
that a record of the enrollee is not already present in
the biometrics database.
vi)        The biometrics Algorithm to be used for

integration must satisfy all industry
standards (NIST, FBI, ISO, BioAPI 2.0,
WSQ data format compliant).

Our proposed solution constitutes what is known in the
industry as an ABIS (Automatic Biometrics
Identification System). With our ABIS in place, most, if
not all, the errors inherent in the single modality AFIS
solution, prevalent in the country and discussed earlier
(see 3.0), will be eliminated.
4.1 Multimodal Biometrics Enrolment.
The architecture of our proposed biometric system is
given in Fig 2 below.
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The architecture is self-explanatory. The functionality
of the system is split into components with each
component providing complementary
services to the others. The major components available
consist of the biometric engines viz:

i) The Fingerprint Extractor:  Biometrics
systems do not work with raw imagesextracted by
devices such as scanners. Rather they work with
biometric templates extracted from the fingerprint
image by the Fingerprint Extractor.
Templates are in a data format amenable to biometrics
processing by the Matcher (see later) and records in
the database are stored in this format.

The Fingerprint Extractor itself is actually an engine
built from an algorithm developed by using the
characteristic patterns of a fingerprint.

ii)  The Face Extractor: This is similar to the
Fingerprint Extractor but performs
functions related to extraction of face
templates from face images captured
using cameras.

iii)  The Fusion Engine: The fingerprint and
face templates extracted by the
Fingerprint and Face extractors are

fused together by the Fusion engine to
form a single multimodal biometric
template which is stored in the database.

iv)  The Matcher engine: The Matcher
compares the fused template with those
already stored in the biometrics
database with the aim to check if it
belongs to the same person.

The biometric engines are indicated in the figure as A,
B, C, and D. The performance of our multimodal system
will largely depend on them: that is, the ability of the
two Extractors to generate reliable templates and the
strength of the Fusion engine to wrap up everything
well. The Matcher complements these functions by
deciding correctly when to reject or accept a new
enrollee. We adopted a biometrics algorithm that
delivered excellently well on all key indices of our
system.

5.0 STRATEGIES FOR MINIMISING
SPOOFING
We will elaborate on some of the features listed in (4)
above and add other specific requirements that are
built into the system to minimise spoofing. These
strategies include:
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i) Technology: use of robust biometrics
algorithm,

ii) User control: control of access to the
system,

5.1 Technology Features: ‘Liveness’
Detection.
This feature has been mentioned earlier. The
biometrics algorithm has advanced features that were
implemented to ensure that the system will respond
only if it detects that a ‘live’ enrollee is indeed present
at the point of data acquisition. The data capture
device, that is fingerprint scanner, complemented this
feature. It too is Live-Finger-Detection compliant (see
below).

5.2 Technology Features: Capture Devices
The type of device used to capture a biometrics
modality, such as fingerprint, plays a key role in the
quality of the specimen (image). Generally the two
major capture devices are fingerprint Scanners and
Cameras.

5.2.1 Cameras.
The recommended cameras are those that capture
ISO/IEC 19794-5 compliant face images.

5.2.2 Fingerprint Scanners.
The recommended fingerprint scanners are those:
i) that are certified by FBI to deliver fingerprint
image quality of PIV-071006.  Such scanners use
advanced CMOS technology and precise optical
system.

ii) have special built in electronic circuit to
do Live Finger Detection(LFD). This LFD
feature is selected from the scanner when it
is also present and implemented in the
biometrics algorithm.
iii) The fingerprint scanning window should be
at least 16.26 x 24.38 mm.
iv) The fingerprint image resolution should be
at least 480 x 320 pixel and 500DPI.

The LFD feature will ensure that only a live fingerprint
is scanned into the system. Fake fingers made from, for
example, silicone rubber will be rejected.

5.3 User Control
These are features that control user access to the
system. These include:
i)   Login: Users are authenticated by a
biometrics Login module. Current Login module is
based on Fingerprint biometrics but can be extended
to face and fingerprint biometrics.
ii)  User trace: Login and Logout periods and
activities undertaken.

6.0 IMPLEMENTATION
Thetwo-modal biometrics system described above has
been implemented using Microsoft .NET WinForms.
The solution is currently based on three distinct
modules:

i)A Biometrics Login module: featuring
fingerprint modalit

ii)A Biometrics Data Capture Module (to
capture 1-10 fingerprints and face images
of an enrollee).

iii)A Demographic Data Capture Module(to
capture name, date of birth, address,
Location, etc.). The Location Information is
based on State, LGA, Registration Area,
and Polling Unit. This is derived from the
36 states plus FCT and the 774 LGAs as
defined in the Nigerian Constitution. It is
similar to that used by INEC.

Other features of the solution include:
iv)Face and Fingerprints: must be

captured for each enrollee before
registration can proceed beyond Biometrics
Data Capture Module.
v)  De-duplication: Biometrics matching and
de-duplication is strictly enforced in the
Biometrics Data Capture Module. The
registration of an enrolleeterminates in
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this module if his data is already in the
database otherwise registration proceeds to
the Demographic Data Capture Module.
vi) Algorithms: The solution implemented
face and fingerprint algorithms that have
“liveness” detection functionality to

ensure that the system responds only if it
detects that a ‘live’ enrollee is indeed
present at the point of data acquisition. The algorithms
are also WSQ compliant thus
ensuring interoperability of templates with templates
of algorithms of other providers.
vii)COTS Capture Devices: The solution
implements open technology that allows the
use of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf capture
devices. It allows for the deployment of a
wide range of Fingerprint scanners and Face
cameras.

In our case we have deployed two types of FBI-
compliant fingerprint scanners which we use

interchangeably.
a)Futronic FS 80 (1x10 fingerprint capture
system),
b)DactyScan84C (4+4+2, OR 1x10 fingerprint
capture system).

For camera we use Logitech HD 720p Autofocus
webcam.

viii) Scalability: Though we have implemented
Face and Fingerprint modalities thesolution
is scalable for future expansion. For
example, we can implement the multi-
biometric functionality to enable the use of
fingerprint, face, iris, palmprint or voiceprint
biometrics in any combination. Costs will be
an important factor in this regard.

ix)  Enrollee’s ID: This is generated uniquely by
concatenating data relating to the enrollee’s location

information.

7. SCREEN SHOTS OF BIOMETRICS DATA CAPTURE MODULE AND DEMOGRAPHICS DATA CAPTURE MODULE

fingerprint and face fusion center Demographics

8EXTENSION OF WORK
Thecurrent work implements de-duplication at the local

workstation level.Miscreantsmay of course wish to
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defraud by registering several times at different local
workstations.

De-duplication in this case will require that all the
workstations be tied to a central biometrics database
hosted by a network server, for example.Work is now

ongoing to incorporate this functionality by using a
distributed computing environment.

9. CONCLUSION
In this work we have designed and developed an
Automatic Biometric Identification System (ABIS) using
face and fingerprint modalities. The ABIS systemwas
tailored towards minimising, if not entirely eliminating,
the penchant for Nigerians to spoof and defraud
biometric registration systems in the country.The
system achieved its objectives by ensuring that
introducing “ghost” registration through “spoofing” is
eliminated by implementing “liveness” detection at
various stages of data capture.In addition uniqueness
ofrecords is ensured by eliminating any possibility of
duplicate registration.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Throughout the developing world, there is a
strong focus on improving information
technology. In this view, many believe that the
use of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) is a key that can help to
address certain problems that required constant
attention, like monitoring, controls, security and
other commercial businesses. In early 1940’s
computers were used only to solve problem such
as calculation and finding of trigonometric
problems: As time went on the use of computer
extended to things like data processing
applications and result oriented programs.

Today Information technology has advanced so
much in the last decade or two that it has made

life more comfortable and efficient. The comfort
of being able to control devices from one
particular location has become vital as it saves a
lot of time and effort.  With the adoption of this
system, control can be gained over certain things
that required constant attention. Their existing

technologies that are widely used for such
transfer of information/control from one place to
another are as followed:-

ABSTRACT

With advancement in technology things are becoming simpler and easier for mankind. Automatic
systems are being preferred over manual system. This research work presents the development of GSM-
based control of home and office appliances. Remotely, the system allows the user to effectively
monitor electrical equipment via the mobile phone set by sending commands in the form of SMS
messages and receiving the appliance status, as the feedback. The main aim of this prototype is to
reduce electricity wastage, provide security and replace human work force, which is prone to errors to
automated system. The system will be integrated with microcontroller and SIM300 GSM module
network interface using assembly language. It is activated when a user sends the SMS to the controller,
on receiving the SMS command, the microcontroller unit then automatically controls the electrical
appliances by switching “ON” or “OFF” the device according to the user instruction. The design
technique used in this research is top down decomposition; the approach is best-suited when the
problem and its environment are well defined.

Keywords: E-EPROM, SIM300GSM module, Microcontroller, Embedded system.
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Bluetooth Technology, Zigbee Technology, Wi-Fi
Technology, GPRS (General Packet Radio
Service). SIM300 GSM Module implementation
of Smart Home is based on application of the
GSM technology. Using GSM Network, a control
system has been proposed that will act as an
embedded system which can monitor and
control appliances and enable home security
against intrusion in the absence of home owner.

Communication and networking technologies
have advanced tremendously over the past
decade. The application of mobile phone cannot
be restricted to sending SMS or starting
conversations. The following are the goals of the
researchers:
i. To co-ordinate appliances and other devices

required for fighting fire during fire outbreak
case without risking life at very high
temperature through short message
services (SMS) send by ordinary mobile
phone.

ii. There is no way; power consumption can be
minimized specifically now prepaid meter is
used in various homes and offices.

iii. The life span of electrical home and office
appliance are reduced to the lack of devices
that will help in the monitoring and
controlling of the electrical devices on
weather change while in office or market.

iv. Human power are been wasted, in
monitoring and control appliance in home
and industries where usage of electrical
appliance are highly required just to ON or
OFF the equipment.

v. It is difficult to operate machine and gadget
that are hazardous to operate, so many
people lost their lives in performing  task
that are beyond human capability   size and
speed in the existing system (example, the
work of the fire services  people)

The main aim of this research is to develop an
interface between the GSM and remote electrical
appliances that will be able to:

i. Co-ordinate appliances and other devices
through short message services (SMS).

ii. Effectively receive and transmit data via
SMS.

iii. Design a circuit that can automatically
switch ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ the home appliances.

2.0 Literature Review.
In order to come up with the best design of the
control process of the project, the researchers
review previous articles, book and journal on the
subject matter. The information gathered from
the literature will go a long way not only in
shaping the direction of the project but also in
sharpening. Faisal et.al,2012 develop a system
that uses Android OS based mobile giving voice
command, the mobile application convert the
voice into text to control the electrical device.
Amit, et.al, 2011 sign remote control based on
GSM mobile technology, using SMS message
that is generated by the web. It is implemented
based on micro-controller that receives SMS and
commands from a cellular phone over the
network. The microcontroller then carries out
the issued commands and then communicate
the status of a given applicant or device back to
the cellular. Yuan Xin Lin et.al, 2014 implemented
smart home using ZigBee technology, the
system used a low power cost CC2430 processor
as central controller. Touch screen interface
allows the ZigBee technology to achieve wireless
monitor-ing of home device. Pandikumar et.al,
2013 proposes architecture to enable the users to
control and monitor smart devices through
Internet. It creates an interface between users
and smart home by using GSM and Internet
technologies. In this architecture the users give
commands through web then the users inputs
are converted into GSM-SMS commands. These
commands are sent to embedded system
module (embedded system directly connect with
devices) through GSM network, and finally the
user commands are executed by microcontroller
to control any electronic objects like home
appliances and lights and it sends the
acknowledgement. The embedded system
module can place anywhere in the world and it
will controlled by IoT, (Internet of Things) Agent
through GSM network. Jayashri et.al, 2013
developed two methods for home security
system. The first system uses web camera,
whenever there is a motion in front of the
camera it gives security alert in terms of sound
and a mail is sends to the owner. The second
methods send, SMS which uses GSM GPS
Module (Sim 548c) and Atmega664p
microcontroller, relays and buzzers. Das. C. K
et.al, proposed a method which enables users to
control their home appliances and system from
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anywhere using cell phone. To access the control
unit, then user should send an authentication
code (DTMF) along with the required /desired
function to his/her home control system via
GSM.

2.1 The Proposed System.
In our proposed system, we developed a
software module that can control many ports,
send back report on the condition of the
appliances to the owner through the user’s
phone, provides security to the user electrical
appliances and it strictly can be controlled by
only person with password. This system can be
monitored or controlled using any type of phone.

3.0 Design Analysis
This section expresses the actual design analysis
and the construction of this project. Design has
to do with plans, sketching of circuit diagram
that will suit the desired specification of the
project.

3.1 The Block Diagram of the System
Designed

At this point each block was developed into
circuits to achieve the respective peculiar
function of each of them. This project circuit
diagram has seven modules.

Fig 1: The System Block Diagram of the System

3.2 Detail Design
This section of this work expresses the detailed
entire modules with the respective components
and devices that make up the module.

3.2.1 POWER SUPPLY MODULE
This module is very important part, which none
of the remaining module cannot do without. The
moment this module is off, every other parts of
the entire system will turn off. The power supply
module has two current form, the alternate
current (AC) and direct current (DC). The
alternate current is used to power and monitor
devices under control by the project
furthermore, it is also used to power the power
supply unit of the designed system while the
direct current is the output power from the
power supply unit that rectify and regulate to
specified DC voltage level from the AC input of
the system. This module consists of transformer,
Capacitor, bridge rectifier, voltage regulators
and other components.

3.2.2 Data Trans-Receiver Module (TX/RX
Module)

This is the unit that serves as the gateway of the
system. It receives information from the user
mobile phone station and feed into Data
processing module on control mode; it also
receives feedback information from the
processing module back to user mobile phone
station on monitoring mode that it has full
duplex function. This module is made up of
Phone Fbus and Mbus, SIM card reader,
registered and MTN SIM card.

3.2.2 PROCESSING MODULE
This module is the brain behind the operation of
this system. It controls both the input and output
information of the entire system, processes it
and gives out instruction to appropriate module
for action. When the system is in control mode it
receives information from the trans-receiver

INDICATION
MODULE

PROGRAM
MODULE

DRIVING
MODULE

SIM300GSM
MODEM

DATA TX
/RX
MODULE

PROCESSING
MODULE

POWER SUPPLY
MODULE
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module, process it and send instruction to the
appropriate device the information is made for
through driving module then indicating module,
process it and send SMS message to the user
mobile phone via trans-receivers module. This
module is made up microcontroller, capacitors,
crystal oscillator and resistors.

3.2.3 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
PLATFORM.

It is most important to select the best platform
that suits a particular application. The program
that makes up this system is design using an
assembly programming language. The choice of
assembles programming language in this
research work implement is due to its enormous
advantage over other identified programming
languages such as it is easier to understand and
saves a lot of time and effort of the programmer,
easier to correct errors and modify program
instructions. Assembly language has the same
efficiency of execution as the machine level
language; it is one to one translator between
assembly language program and its
corresponding machine language program.
Lastly it reduces size of the code, increase speed;
use tricks to prevent disassembling debugging.

3.2.4 DRIVING MODULE
This module drives the device connected to this
system; it receives information from the
processing module as instruction and turns the
connected device on/off depending on the
processing module instruction. This module is
made up of NPN transistor, relays, diodes and
resistors.

3.2.5 INDICATION MODULE
This unit serves as the output unit of the system;
it is made up of bulbs, device under control and
also the user mobile phone. It is on to indicate
that the appliance is “ON” and “off” to indicate
the appliance status. Another indication
component the appliance itself goes “ON” /“off”
to indicate its operation state.

3.2.6 SOFTWARE/ HARDWARE INTEGRATION
MODULE

This is the combination of software and
hardware part required for the system to work.
After the programming, compiling, simulation
and debugging of the software part, the

researcher integrate the software into machine
language and transfer machine language into the
microcontroller with the help of E-EPROM
(Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only
Memory) it is a type of non-volatile memory used
in computers and other electronic devices to
store information into devices. Fig 2 and fig 3
displays the hardware internal integration and
external integrated part of the system
respectively
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3.3 Object-Oriented Analysis of the System.
The UML (Unified Modeling Language) is the
most widely known and used notation for object-
oriented analysis and design. To be an analysis or
design method it must include guidelines for
using the notation and methodological
principles. The most useful standard UML
diagrams are: - Use Case Diagram, class diagram,
sequence diagram, state-chart diagram activity
diagram, component diagram and deployment
diagram. But the researchers explain only Use
Case Diagram and state diagram.

3.3.1 State Chart Diagram
The state chart diagram defines the states of a
component and these state changes are dynamic
in nature, so its specific purpose is to define state
changes triggered by events.  State chart
diagram are used to model states and also
events operation on the system. When
implementing a system it is very important to
clarify different states of an object during its life
time and state chart diagrams are used for this
purpose. Therefore, the main usage of state
chart diagram is:  to model object states of a
system, to model reactive system, to identify
events responsible for state changes.

Fig 3: The External Integrate
Gadget.

Fig 2: Hardware Internal Integrated of
the system
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TYPE IN THE PHONE NUMBER

PHONE INTERFACE

TYPE CREDIT
NO

LOAD CREDIT TO USER’S
PHONE

PHONE INTERFACE

PHONE UPLOADING
TRANSFER CREDIT TO PHONE MODERN

PHONE INTERFACE

TRANSFER ACCEPTED

ENTER THE REQUEST

PHONE INTERFACE

ENTER
SMS

Blocked

SENDING SMS

PROCESSING COMMAND

PHONE MODERN

CONTROL THE DEVICE BY ON
OR OFF

G.S.M PHONE THE USER

PROCESSING  COMMAND

MICRO PROCESS

SENDING
FEEDBACK STATUS
TO THE USER.

RETURN THE

MESSAGE.

CANCEL OR SELECT
RIGHT SMS

SENDING THE
PROCESSOR

SENDING SMS TO THE
PROCESSOR

Fig 4: State Chart Diagram for Smart Home.
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3.3.2 Use-Case Diagram
A Use Case illustrates a unit of functionality
provided by the system. The main purpose of the
Use-Case diagram is to help development teams
visualize the function of the system including the
relationship of the “ACTORS” to essential
processes, as well as the relationships among
different use case. Below is a diagram of use
Case for G.S.M control for Home and Office
appliance.

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Input Specification
In the proposed system, GSM is used to send the
message to the gadget, this service’s as the user
input form, to the system.  The input depends on
the user request at the particular time. The table
1 shows the type of message that will be sending
to the GSM interface to “On” a particular
electrical device or electrical equipment.

Fig 5: Use case Diagram for Smart Home

USER

G.S.M Control Unit

The processor

Transfers credit to G.S.M  Modem

Type in the Request

Verify the phone ID

Send the Request

Receive the command SMS

Control input and output information

Send and Receives information from the indicating  unit.

Send SMS to the User

Receives the transfer credit from the user

Gives out instruction to appropriate unit

On  Or Off the device

Load credit to user’s phone and
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Table 1: Input Analysis Table

Figure 6 shows the user interface screen. The
message which is “A=1” Simple means that
device A is being turn “On”. When this message
is received by the gadget and processed it will
automatically turn the device ON. Fig 7 shows
the user, feedback message received from the
gadget; on the status of the device this makes
the system user friendly.

Password (the phone
number)

Input Message
to the system.

Status report
to user
mobile.

08142788247

07032193487

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

208142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

A=1

B=1

C=1

D=1

E=1

F=1

G=1

H=1

I=1

J=1

K=1

Turn A  On

Turn B On

Turn C On

Turn D On

Turn E On

Turn F On

Turn G On

Turn H On

Turn I  On

Turn J On

Turn K On

Fig 6: Input User Interface to ‘ON’ a Device.

Fig 7: Feedback Report to ‘ON’ Device

Fig 8: Input interface to off Device
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The command in the interface of figure 8 phone
screen will be send to the gadget via user phone to
‘off’ the device.

The Feedback Massage on Turning the Device
OFF

The message which is “A=0” Simple means that
device A is being turn off. The fig 9 shows the
device A which is Television is turn “OFF”.

4.1.1 Output specification of the system

The expected output includes:
i. The acknowledgement the user gets from a

particular request on the condition of the
device.

ii. Action expected to perform on the
appliances which may be ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’.

4.2Testing of the Individual Component
The testing at this stage is carried out by the use
of AVO- meter. In this stage the researchers
tested the components in respect to their
respective features after necessary inter and
intra-module connections as specified in the
diagram, (Fig: 1 The System Block Diagram of the
System).

Table 2: Input Analysis Table

Password Output
message
to the
system.

Status report
to user
mobile.

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

08142788247

A=0

B=0

C=0

D=0

E=0

F=0

G=0

H=0

I=0

J=0

K=0

A Off

B  Off

C Off

D Off

E  Off

F  Off

G  Off

H Off

I   Off

J  Off

K Off

Fig 9: The Feedback on Turning the Device “OFF”
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The table 2 shows the type of message that will
be sending to the GSM interface to “Off” a
particular electrical device or electrical
equipment.

4.2.1 System Testing.
At this stage all modules were linked

together and we SMS are sent command from
mobile phone, and the phone network service
provider MTN indicates that SMS command is
delivered to the system. The particular relay
switch which the SMS command is made turn on,
the SMS command was repeated by instructing
the relay to ‘OFF’ the message delivered again to
the processing unit, which in turn, turns off the
relay switch. After this confirmation the

researcher then integrate the modules by
soldering them on the board.

4.2.2 Expected Versus Actual Test Result
There was a little variation in the power supply
voltage when the test was carried out. The
change observations are negligible since it falls
between the actual values. The system works
perfectly at range of voltages of 3.5 volt and 12
volts.
The fig: 10 shows the expected result at the end
of the test, which was represented with
electrical bulls.

Fig 10: The Expected Result

CONCLUSION

This research work that was undertaken has
helped to gain a better perspective on various
aspects related to our area of study as well as
practical knowledge of electronic equipment and
communication. The extensive capabilities of this
system are what make it so interesting. From the
convenience of a simple cell phone, a user is able
to control and monitor virtually any electrical
devices. This makes it possible for users to rest
assured that their belongings are secure and that

the television and other electrical appliances was
not left running when they left the house to just
list a few of the many uses of this system.

RECOMMENDATION
Remote operation of weapons in controlling of
insurgency is still a difficult task to embark on in
Nigeria, thus, many soldiers die daily in North
East of Nigeria, hence, this automation system is
recommended to soldiers and fire service men
for monitoring and controlling gadget that are
hazardous in nature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information or data is a valuable asset in any

organization whether it is social, governmental, or
educational. Organizations have become highly
dependent on database for their daily operations
because almost all have their information system
and other operational functions automated, this
automation makes the database to be more
valuable assets in today’s economy. Database form
the basis for web applications such as e-commerce,
e-banking, e-leaning, e-portal, e-registration, e-
exam, e-government, etc. Due to the sensitivity of
the information or data stored, there emerges the
need to protect the information. Securing the
information or data has become a top priority and a

major challenge for the organization. Protecting
the confidentiality and sensitivity of data stored in
the repository is referred to as database security.
Database security is the system, process and
procedure that protects data in the database from
unintended activities and unauthorized access. The
database security is to prevent undesired
information disclosure and modification of data
while ensuring the availability of the necessary
service.

Outsourcing database means using an external
company to manage an organization’s database.
This can also be referred to as database stored in
the cloud. Cloud computing is the idea that data

ABSTRACT

Security is one of the major challenges that people are facing all over the world in every aspect of their lives.
Similarly, security in electronic world has a great significance. This is an area of substantial interest in database
because the use of database is becoming very important in this world of technology to an organization.
Databases contain information that is majorly enterprise asset. In cloud computing this database is exposed to
the third party (service provider) who has privilege to access the data and hijackers. The vulnerability of the
data due to undue access makes security a major concern to the organization. This work takes a precursor look
at a prototype that can secure data in cloud using RSA Partial Homomorphic Encryption (PHE) schemes to
encrypt and decrypt the data as it goes in and comes out of the database. The prototype that will be designed
provides information confidentiality, integrity, accountability and prevents abuse of special privileges because
any attack on the database by any unauthorized person will only access obfuscated or meaningless cipher
texts.

Keywords: Homomorphic, Security, Data, Encryption, Obfuscated.
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and programs can be stored centrally, in the cloud,
and accessed anytime from anywhere through thin
clients and lightweight mobile devices Mark (2013).
Shared platforms such as database server hardware
and software are provided to host multiple
outsourced databases.

Security and privacy are major challenges in
cloud computing because both the hardware and
software are under the physical control of the
service providers that host the database. For
databases deployed into a cloud database service,
the service providers have the privilege to access
the databases and the database might be accessed
improperly by the service providers accidentally or
intentionally. The potential danger of such
improper accesses causes the concern of users
about the privacy of their outsourced databases
and the privacy of the outsourced databases can
also be at risk of being breached by the attackers.
To protect data in cloud databases, a
straightforward approach to database security
must be put in place because no matter the degree
of the security that was put in place, sensitive data
in database are still vulnerable to attack.

In general, encryption is a useful tool for
protecting the confidentiality of sensitive data so
that even if a database is compromised by an
intruder, the data remains protected even after the
database has been successfully attacked or stolen.
Security in cloud is one of the major areas of
research. The survey shows that, the researchers
are focusing on efficient algorithms and encryption
techniques to enhance the data security in cloud.
This work focuses on encrypting data using RSA
homomorphic encryption scheme before they are
stored. By this way, the service providers or
attackers can access only meaningless ciphertexts.
RSA is a multiplicative partially Homomorphic
encryption scheme. It was first discovered by Ron
Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman, the letter
RSA was derived from the first letter of their
surnames.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Kadhem, et al (2009) studied security of the
databases shared between many parties from a
cryptographic perspective. They proposed Mixed
Cryptography Database (MCDB), to encrypt
databases over untrusted networks in a mixed form
using many keys owned by different parties. The
framework addressed the issue of data
confidentiality, privacy and integrity when the
database is shared between many parties. To
achieve this, the author grouped the framework
into four steps. First, it introduces new data
classification based on who owns the data. Second,
it proposes a mixed cryptography database based
on data classification methods. Third, it illustrates a
query management system over a mixed
encryption database. Finally, it analyzes the security
of data storage and data transmission in the new
cryptography framework. The proposed framework
is very useful in strengthening the protection of
sensitive data even if the database server is
attacked at multiple points from the inside or
outside but it has its own limitations in the area of
performance of queries and security analysis and
access control.

Neha, et al (2012) in their paper titled
Implementing DES Algorithm in Cloud for Data
Security described Data security system
implemented into cloud computing using DES
algorithm. This framework considered security at
both clients and server side. The security
architecture of the system was designed by using
DES cipher block chaining, which eliminated the
fraud. In order to secure the system the
communication between modules was encrypted
using symmetric key. The author proposed that the
cloud data security must be considered to analyze
the data security risk, the data security
requirements, deployment of security functions
and the data security process through encryption.
This framework was acceptably secured but it has
its own limitation in the area of key distribution,
scalability and authentication.

Joshi, et al (2011) argued that Asymmetric
Cryptography Algorithms and Digital Signature
techniques are reliable and efficient to provide
more security user’s data in Cloud Computing.  This
paper proposed a more effective and flexible
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distributed verification scheme to address the data
storage security issue in cloud computing, as it
relied on the cryptography algorithms [RSA] and
digital signature techniques, for protecting user
data which include encryption prior to storage, user
authentication procedures prior to storage or
retrieval, and building secure channels for data
transmission. This method achieved the availability,
reliability and integrity of erasure in coded data and
simultaneously identifies misbehaving servers i.e.
whenever data corruptions will occur during the
storage correctness verification. Through detailed
performance analysis, it showed that the scheme
should provide more security to user’s data in cloud
computing against failure, unauthorized data
modification attacks and even server colluding
attacks
The potentiality of their paper is that, they have
seeded the idea of using two different keys
algorithms. However, they failed to give the model
or methodology that shows how and where these
algorithms should be implemented.

3. METHODS
From the literatures reviewed, different

methods of encryption techniques have being
applied to address the issue of security.  However,
these methods were deficient and could not
adequately secure the data outsourced or stored in
the cloud. Due to these shortcomings or
weaknesses of reviewed existing technique, we
proposed RSA homomorphic encryption technique.
This method is a much more secured technique
because it provides confidentiality, authentication,
integrity, has better scalability, both private and
public keys are kept by the client, and third party
can perform computation without knowing the
content. This section shows the framework to
implement partial Homomorphic Encryption
Scheme (PHES) in securing student’s data in an
outsourced database. RSA HES will be used for
privacy-preservation using the iterative model to
analyze and design the framework. This designed
model encrypts the user’s data first before it is
stored in the cloud to provide security of the data,
only the authorized users have the secret key to
decrypt the data in other to view it correctly. RSA is
a block cipher, in which every message is mapped
to an integer. RSA consists of Public -Key and

Private-Key. In our Cloud environment, Pubic-Key is
known to all, whereas Private-Key is known only to
the user who originally owns the data. Thus,
encryption is done by the Cloud service provider
and decryption is done by the Cloud user or
consumer. Once the data is encrypted with the
Public-Key, it can be decrypted with the
corresponding Private-Key only.

Design architecture: In order to achieve the
system flexibility, robustness, and resistance to
potential change, the popular three-tier (layer)
architecture is deployed. The architecture is
composed of three layers namely, the user
interface layer, the application logic layer and the
database layer. The three-layer architecture aim is
to solve a number of recurring design and
development problems, and make the application
development work more easily and efficiently.

Three-layer architecture:
Client/User Interface Layer: The first layer is the

user interface layer. It offers the user a friendly and
convenient entry to communicate with the system
as it manages the input/output data and their
display. The users are allowed to access the system
by using any existing web browser software. The
user interface layer contains HTML components
needed to collect incoming information and to
display information received from the application
logic layers. The clients communicate with the web
server via application protocols, such as HTTP and
SSL, sending requests and receiving replies. Clients
of the system are administrator and students.

Application Logic Layer: The application logic
layer is the middle layer, which bridges the gap
between the user interfaces and the underlying
database, hiding technical details from the users.
Components in this layer receive requests coming
from the interface layer and interpret the requests
into a proposed action controlled by the defined
work flow in accordance with certain pre-defined
rules. Application logic layer consists of a control
module and three functional modules. The control
module controls the flow of functions execution
and transferring required information between
them and the database layer. The functional
modules are authentication module, result module
and homormophic module, Figure1.

Database Layer: The database layer is
responsible for modeling and storing information
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needed for the system and for optimizing the data
access. Data needed by the application logic layer
are retrieved from the database, and then the
results computations produced by the application
logic layer are stored back in the database, Figure2.
Since data are one of the most complex aspects of
many existing information systems, it is essential in
structuring the system. Both the facts and rules
captured during data modeling and processing are
important to ensure the data integrity.

Figure 1: Architecture of the Proposed System.

Figure 2: Use Case Diagram for Proposed System
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents some actual results from
the implemented application.  We ran a few
examples in the actual application showing the final
look and feel of the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
and Use Dialogs including real results from the

transactions made to the database located with the
mySQL server.
First Step is to make the server active in order to
start the program.

To start the program, these three steps were
followed.

i. Ensure that the server is on, by double
clicking the WampServer icon on the
desktop

Figure 3
ii. Right click the green wampserver icon

shown on the tool bar and choose Local
Host (Figure 3)

iii. To view the web page, click on
RSAEncryption (Figure 4).

Figure 4
The web page shown in Figure 5 below would

be displayed immediately after the three steps. The
page serves as welcome page and the main GUI and
is the first interaction with the user after starting
the program. As discussed and shown in the
architecture of the proposed system, the Client
Interface Layer has two clients, the student and
administrator.
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Figure 5
STUDENT LOGIN:

i. Click on student to display the
page below (Figure 6), the page
asks for the student’s
matriculation number to be
entered.

Figure 6

ii. Example:  Type the matriculation
number and click search result
(Figure 7)

Figure 7

 The reply to the command would be in two
forms:

i. In case the user’s matriculation
number cannot be found in the
database, the web page in Figure 8 is
displayed.

Figure 8

ii. In the case where user matriculation

number is found in the database, it

displayed the web page of all the page

of all the results tag with the

matriculation number (Figure 9)
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Figure 9

ADMINISTRATOR LOGIN:

i. To login in as an administrator, click on

Admin Login at the right corner of the

web page (Figure 10)

Figure 10
ii. Immediately the Admin Login is

pressed, the web page below will be

displayed (Figure 11), requiring the

administrator to supply user name and

password as a measure of security to

authenticates the authorized user.

Figure 11

iii. This web page collects the user/login

name and the password, which is

hidden from view by using special

characters as the password (Figure 12).

Figure 12

iv. In the case the user enters invalid

information, which cannot be

validated by the mySQL server, the

user will be denied access to the

administrator web page.  The web

page in Figure 13 will still be displayed,

requesting for correct user’s name and

password.
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Figure 13

v. Once the password is correct, the web

page below is displayed (Figure 14).

Figure 14
vi. To upload, click browse to bring in the

file from a CSV file then click upload to

send to the database (Figure 15)

Figure 15

vii. Figure 16 below shows how the result

was stored in database. During the

uploading, the software encrypts the

students’ result before it was stored in

the database.

Figure 16
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viii. To view result, click view all result.  The

web page will display the decrypted

result of the entire students (Figure 17)

Figure 17

5. CONCLUSION
Data to any organization is a valuable property.

Security of sensitive data is always a big challenge
for an organization at any level. In today’s
technological world, database is vulnerable to
hosts of attacks. Due to these security issues the
scope and promises of homomorphic encryption
scheme to protect the data cannot be ignored.
Researchers all over the world are taking great
interest in recent times to develop homomorphic
that can be deployed practically. This work
described a complete designed scheme and
evaluation of a provable secured students’ data
stored in database. It makes use of RSA
homomorphic encryption schemes to encrypt and
decrypt the data as it goes and comes out of the
database to prevent information leakage and
protects information integrity. Any attack to the
database by unauthorized person will only access
meaningless ciphertexts.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is considered one of the most
dominant paradigms in the Information
Technology (IT) industry today. It offers new cost
effective services on-demand such as Software as a
Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
and Platform as a Service (PaaS). This form of
distributed system offers solutions to the
challenges presented by device proliferation, the
exponential growth in volumes of data, and the
accelerated changes demanded by the increasingly

fast pace of businesses. However, with all of these
services promising facilities and benefits, there are
still a number of challenges associated with cloud
computing. It may suffer from conventional
distributed systems’ security attacks such as
malicious code (Viruses, Trojan Horses), back door,
Man-in the Middle attack, Distributed Denial-Of-
Service (DOS) attack [1], insecure application
programming interface, abuse and infamous use of
cloud computing, and malicious insiders (current or

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews previous access control models and proposes an adaptive task role-based access control
model with federated identity as a gatekeeper for cloud-based services so that fine-grain access can be
achieved. The motivation behind this architecture stems from the fact that cloud computing, though a
growing field in information technology is not widely being implemented by enterprises due to security
challenges. Information Technology strategists and decision-makers need to balance the gains of cloud
computing, be it on the public or private model with the security needed to safeguard information assets and
ensure regulatory compliance.  Hence, this means one security policy model cannot cater for every IT
infrastructural design model. A quantitative methodology is used to elicit access scenarios on the issuance of
security tokens for task and processes. A policy-based markup language is being used to implement the
model. This model can be applied in a public, private or hybrid cloud environment.

Keywords: model, security, architecture, markup language, identity, MAC, DAC
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former employee, contractor, or other business
partner who has or had authorized access to
organization's network, system, or data and
intentionally exceeded or misused that access in a
manner that can negatively affect the
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the
organization's information or information
systems)[2][3].

Cloud services could be inaccessible due to these
attacks or security threats of increasing
sophistication that represent a new generation of
complex advanced persistent threats (APTs) such
as Stuxnet and Hydraq (a piece of malware that
uses a method of gathering system and network
information initially, and then steals user names
and passwords before collating all this information
into a 'config' file)[4]. These bizarre names are
among the latest in what has been a series of
concerns regarding the unintended exposure of
information and the exploitation of resources that
depend on IT-managed services. It is an important
and primary requirement for cloud service
providers to ensure its services are fully usable and
available at all times [1].

A security policy model is a concise statement of
the protection properties that a system or generic
type of system must have. An access control
system is a pool of components and methods that
determine the right admission to activities by valid
users centered upon preconfigured access
permissions and privileges defined in the access
security policy [5].

Access control mechanism is the logical
component that serves to receive the access
request from the subject to decide and to enforce
the access decision. Access control is a crucial
requirement to ensure information security. It is
also used as a critical system component to filter
out inappropriate data, to provide customized

views, and to improve effectiveness in information
management [6].

2.0 RELATED WORKS
The basic goal of any access control system is to
restrict a user to exactly what it should be ableto
do and as well protect information from
unauthorized access. There is an array of methods,
models, technologies and administrative
capabilities used to propose and design access
control systems. Thus, each access control system
has its own attributes, methods and functions,
which derive from either a policy or a set of
policies [7].Generally, there are three fundamental
access control methods; Mandatory Access Control
(MAC), Discretionary Access control (DAC) and
Role-based Access Control (RBAC) [8].

2.1 Mandatory Access Control (MAC) Model
Mandatory access control model is a set of rules by
institution rather than individuals, used for
authorization to read or write files in a system. It is
loosely defined as any access control model that
enforces security policies independent of user
operations [9].  MAC allows for a system-wide
access control policy which determines who is
allowed to have access.  Mandatory Access Control
is usually associated with the 1973 Bell-LaPadula
Model of multi-level security which uses only two
properties, no-read-up and no-write-down, and the
Biba integrity model.An individual is only given a
read permission to a document D if (i) there is a
reason to trust that person would not divulge the
secrets in D (ii) if the contents of D are relevant to
the person’s job.Nevertheless, the reasons why
this model is not suitable for cloud is its inability to
supporttime and location constraint and
dynamically activated access right for certain tasks.

2.2 Discretionary Access Control

Discretionary access control model provide
considerable flexibility by evolving many
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protection decisions about object to the subject
who created it. DAC empowers the subject to
specify for each object what type of access can be
made and by whom. This access is referred to as
privilege.

DAC model is generally less secure than mandatory
access control model, so it is used in environment
that do not require a high level of protection. It is a
very flexible and easier to implement than other
models. Hence, DAC model is the most used access
control model in commercial operating systems
(WINDOWS and UNIX base operating
systems).There are two ways to implement a
discretionary access control model, this can be
accomplished using identity based access control
or by means of an access control matrix (Access
Control List (ACL) or capabilities) [7].However,
DAC violates the integrity and confidentiality of
objects by allowing users to pass rights to another
user. It is not scalable for cloud computing.

2.3 Role-Based Access Control Model

RBAC method can be seen as an independent
component of access control, coexisting with MAC
and DAC when appropriate. Early work on role-
based access control goes back to 1988, when
Lochovsky and Woo defined roles and organized
them into a hierarchy. RBAC has three principal
rules, namely, Role assignment, Role authorization,
and Permission authorization. In the first rule, if an
individual has been assigned a role, he can use a
permission. In the second rule, a person’s active
role must be authorized for that person. Finally, in
permission authorization rule, a man can get
permission only if the permission is authorized for
the man’s active role. This rule ensures that users
could get only permission for which they are
authorized.

The RBAC model has many benefits compared to
DAC and MAC models, yet it has its own limitations
and problems when it is deployed in the real-world
scenario [7]. Defining the roles in a different
context is difficult and it may result into large role

definition. Sometimes it produces more roles than
users. Also, it does not separate tasks from roles
and active responsibilities of staff is not
supported.Moreover, it does not support the
delegation principle. Although an extension of the
RBAC model called Open Architecture for Secure
Internetworking Services (OASIS) does support
both the delegation and revocation principle[10].

2.4 Existing Solutions with RBAC

The MIRE report of 2004 recommends focus on
risk and proposes three guidelines;

i. Measuring Risk
ii. Establishing acceptable levels of
risk
iii. Ensuring that information is
accessible at acceptable risk level

The concept of Risk-Adaptive Access Control
Model (RAdAC) was introduced in 2009 wherein
the limitations of traditional access control
approach to sharing information and the main
conceptual characteristic of RAdAC were
discussed, but without articulation of a precise
formal model.

RAdAC brings the concept of risk from the entire
component used for access into the access control
decision process. It also brings the concept of
operational need (need-to-know) and situational
factors (external or environmental conditions
under which the access decision is being made)
into the access control decision process. RAdAC
principles of real-time, adaptable and risk-based;
addresses real world scenarios where risk is an
important factor in making access decisions [5][11].

In 2011, a paper by [12] proposes a more robust
RBAC model to deal with the shortcomings of
applying conventional RBAC model in an enterprise
environment. It inherits many features from RBAC
and distributed RBAC (dRBAC) such as dRBAC’s
domain [7].

Cloud optimized Role-based access control model
seeks to solve some of these limitations, one of
which the certification space of RBAC model
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becomes complicated when facing a large number
of users. Although conventional RBAC model
provide the scalability to deal with users that are
frequently changed, coRBAC combines the
dRBAC’s distributed authentication services
together and expands the function of the
certificate Authority.

In this improved model, the certificate authority
also assigns the domain for the enterprise and
organization with which they can manage their
role and user in their own internal network.
coRBAC also improves the overall efficiency of the
access control system by adding hierarchical
caches.Attribute is defined in different ways in the
ABAC model. An attribute can be a subject’s work
start date, the location of a subject, the job role of
a subject or all of them. Attributes are considered
discrete therefore they may or may not be related
to each other. The discrete values of attributes are
compared against set of values by a policy decision
point to determine whether to give or deny access.

Moreover, subjects need only to authenticate itself
to the system and provide its attributes. The
system does not require prior knowledge of any
subject.ABAC systems can enable Risk-Adaptable
access control solutions with risk values expressed
as attributes.

In the ABAC model, subjects request access to
objects, access control mechanism evaluates rules,
subject attributes, object attributes, and
environment conditions to compute a decision and
Subjects are given access to objects if authorized.

ABAC solves the user role assignment problem
which is present in RBAC and instead of focusing
on the roles it focuses on the attributes of a user. It
gives higher flexibility in a distributed, open,
sharable and dynamic environment where the
numbers of users are very high. Therefore ABAC is
very flexible model for administration purposes
and it works very well than RBAC.ABAC also
support the global agreement of attributes so that
attributes which are provided in one domain can

be forward to the other domain at the point of
domain to domain interaction.

However, due to the diversity of user information,
complexity is increased therefore to solve this, it
requires the central database having all attributes
in the same format. On the other hand, if the
multiple organizations decide common set of
standardized attributes, this would raise the
problem of low expressiveness for representing
the subjects and objects, therefore it loses the
advantages of the flexibility and dynamism of the
ABAC functionality [15].

3.0 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED ACCESS
CONTROL MODEL

The aim of this research is to review existing access
control models and propose an adaptive and
scalable access control model that is suitable for
private public or hybrid cloud models. It is adaptive
because attempt was made to set up a risk engine
that keeps track of user’s behaviours and takes
certain action base on previous behaviours.
Although the core of the model would rely heavily
on the task-role based model, the use of the task
and role concept makes it expandable to meet
future needs or other cloud base infrastructural
need. This feature can successfully deal with large
number of users and administrators.

The proposed model facilitates the role and task
principles as shown in Figure. 1. In the model, users
are classified according to their actual jobs. Thus,
users will be located on a security domain that
relates to their roles. Every role within the model
will be assigned a set of the most relevant and
needed tasks for practicing this role. Every task will
have a security classification for accessing the data
or assets, and the exact permissions needed for
accomplishing this task. A risk engine is utilized to
deal with dynamic and random behaviours of
users; it credits consumers according to their
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access behaviours. A security token engine is also
utilized for issuing security tags in semi (having the
characteristics of both a private and public cloud
environment) or untrusted environments and
processes.

The model can secure access to data or assets by
marking the data and assets with security labels.
Any attempt to access the data has to ensure task

classifications dominate the data or assets security
labels. In this model, effort was made to utilize
security tags in some circumstances according to
the level of trust and security used within the
environment. The security tag proposed consists
of a user role, classification, permissions, the
current location, issued time and a random unique
number as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Proposedaccess control modelfor a Cloud-Based environment

4.0 ACCESS CONTROL FRAMEWORK
The choice of a formal language for specifying a
security policy is based on the capabilities,
suitability and the richness of this language on one
handand the requirements of the intended
applicationon the other hand. In order to specify
security policies, there is need to express norms,
i.e. rules which say what must, may or must not be
done.

1) The access control framework for the
proposed model would have the following
components:

 Domain (Do) – is a set of Domains
in a trusted environment

 Users (U) - is a set of users
identified by the IMS

 Roles (R) – is a set of Roles
 Tasks (T) - is a set of tasks.
 Sessions (S) - is a set of sessions

controlled by the IMS.
 Permissions (P) - is a set of

permissions.
 Data (D) - is set of data.

Identity Management
System

User Roles

Session

Task

Security
Token engine

Risk Engine

Database

Classification Permission

Sensitivity
Labels

Constraints

Role Assignment
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 User Assignment (UA) - is a
subset of intersection between U
and R.

 Role Assignment (RA) - is a subset
of intersection between R and T.

 Permission Assignment (PA) - is a
subset of intersection between P
and T.

 Constraints (Con) - is a set of
constraints used in the system
such as separation of duties and
delegation.

 Classifications (Cla) - is a set of
security classifications utilized to
classify tasks in the model.

 Sensitivity labels (SL) - is a set of
sensitivity labels used to restrict
access to data according to its
sensitivity.

 Security tokens (ST) - is a set of
security tokens

2) Every user U in the model can have an
outlined number of roles {r1……...rn}, and
every role can have a defined number of
tasks {t1…………..tn}. Every task t is
assigned the exact needed permissions
{p1………..pn} to accomplish its job, and a
classification cla to access the targeted
data or asset.

3) The relationships in the model are many-
to-many except user-to-session (a user can
have one session) and task-to-
classification (every task has a
classification) relationships which are one-
to-one. For each task to be executed, a
security token is generated and assigned
to it.

 ∀ ∈ → ∈ : Where u
cannot activate r outside s or Do
but can use multiple roles in one
domain.

 ∀ ∈ → ∈

 ∀ ∈ has a maximum number
of authorized users  and
activation at one time

 ⊆ × : a many to many
mapping of user to role
assignments

 ⊆ × : a many to many
mapping of role to task
assignments

 ⊆ × : a many to many
mapping of permission to task
assignments

4) This access control model supports the
following constraints:

 Least privilege principle: It is the
idea of granting a subject s the
only needed permissions p to
accomplish its task t∀ ∈ →{ …… . } , ∀ ∈ →{ …… . } , ∀ ∈ →{ …… . . }
U assigns which uses

Only requires permission pto
accomplish its actions

 Delegation of capabilities: For
flexibility and dynamism, users
are allowed to collaborate to
accomplish general
tasks.However, delegation of
tasks can happen only under the
risk engine control, and between
two users which have equivalent
roles and workwithin the same
domain. , ∈ , ∈ , ∈

is assigned but cannot
finish it. Hence, an admin can
delegate ⟷ , ∈
and in the same domain.

Separation of duties: The goal is to partition tasks
and permissions linked to roles in other to prevent
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assigning too much authority to one user. It also
ensures roles and interest do not conflict. ∈; , ∈ ; , ∈ ; ℎ ≠ ≠

activates ↔ ∩ =∅ isassigned to , activates ↔ ∩= ∅
5) Classifications are given to tasks when

they try to access data or a system’s
assets. They have to control an object’s
security label before accessing it.∀ ∈ → ∈ , ∀ ∈ → ∈

6) Sensitivity labels are attached to data or a
system’s assets to restrict access
according to sensitivity degree.In this
model, a hierarchically ordered set of
security labels isutilized, which are highly

classified (HC) >Classified (CL) >
Confidential (C) > Unclassified (U).

7) Security tokens will be used when a task
tries to access data from another domain
or employed processes.∀ ∈→ { , , , , }
Wherest is a security tag assigned by the
security token engine
RUN (Random Unique Number) is used to
ensure every security token is unique

8) ∀ ∈ → { ( ), ( ), ( )( )}
9) Every task is distinctive and can either be

executed alone or requires one or more
actions to be triggered to fulfill its
purpose. Nevertheless, situations arise
where sequences of tasks are used to
complete a job or a task relies on another
task to finish its work. In such cases, the
task that is accessing the data or assets
directly has to allot a security token, in
order to prevent privilege leakages or
denied access. There is no delegation of
security tokens in this model, that is, an
issued token for a task being delegated to
another task.

5.0 TASKS AND SECURITY TOKENS
The following scenarios illustrate how a security
token is employed by a task accessing data:→ ………………………………(1)

A security tokenst is generated for every
task that tries to access data base on the
task classification.→ …………………..…….(2)

A task attempting to access data indirectly or
through another task, a security token is generated
by the actual task accessing the data.

∈ ………..…(3)

Any process that requires access to a particular
data must request a security token which is
generated by the task that owns the process.

→ ∈ …..…(4)
Any foreign process that needs to access
data have to get a security token from the
actual task attempting to access data and
employed it. This is to prevent leakage of
privileges.
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6.0 SECURITY LEVELS OF THE MODEL
1) In a secure environment and trusted processes:

there is no need of using security tokens.
2) Semi secure environment or trusted processes:  In

this level, security tokens are used and have
validation times.

3) Unsecured environment and untrusted processes:
It uses the same principle as a semi secure
environment; although a security token is issued
for every access to data or assets so as toprevent
any chance of reusing the security token or
cheating by either tasks or processes.

7.0 ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED
ARCHITECTURE
Although Task-Role based access control is used as
a backbone to the proposed model because of its
simplicity and flexibility in the configuration, it
needs to be combined with an identity
management system, developed and extended for
cloud computing to support the delegation
principle, dynamic and random behaviours of
users, local and global access.The proposed system
as shown in Figure 1 can deal with the previous
apprehensions by employing the following
concepts:

1. In organizations and enterprises, roles are
used to specify a user's responsibility and
control access to resources. A user
responsibility takes precedence over
whom the useris. Hence roles are used
since it gives organizations the ability to
impose their constraints.

2. Each user that has been authenticated by
the identity management system is
assigned a role; subsequently, roles are
assigned tasks that have permissions.
Every role within the system will have a
set of the most relevant and needed tasks
for practicing this role. These permissions
are assigned to roles with respect to their
tasks and the given permissions

dynamically change according to the task
at hand.

3. The current task or process activates or
deactivates permissions. Permissions are
dynamically changed according to users’
behaviours.

4. Resources and information flow are
controlled using classifications and
security labels. Sensitivity labels are used
to watermark data internally according to
their sensitivity and value, which are highly
classified (HC), Classified (CL), Confidential
(C), and Unclassified (U).

5. The model supports time and location
constraints, least privilege principle,
separation of duties either static or
dynamic and delegation of capabilities.

6. Based on a user's previous behaviours,
this model uses a risk engine to deal with
some security concerns by controlling and
crediting users based on how they comply
with security and access policies.

7. A security token engine is used for
generating security tags for tasks, which
might be passed to employed processes.
The security tags are utilized in untrusted
environments to control access to a
system’s resources.

8.0 CONCLUSION
In this paper, effort has been made to review other
access control models and proposed a unique
access control architectural framework for cloud
computing. It is our believe that the proposed
model can fulfill the access control requirements in
cloud environment. Its backbone is based on the
role and task principles which make assigning
privileges dynamic and easy. In this model, each
user that has been authenticated by the identity
management system is assigned a role;
subsequently, roles are assigned tasks that have
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permissions. Every role within the system will have
a set of the most relevant and needed tasks for
practicing this role. These permissions are assigned
to roles with respect to their tasks and the given
permissions dynamically change according to the
task in hand. The current task or process activate
or deactivate permissions. Permissions are
dynamically changed according to users’
behaviours. The full scale implementation of this
model with CloudSim will reveal the efficiency of
the proposed architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Epidemic diseases have highly destructive effects
around the world and these diseases have affected
both developed and developing nations. Disease
epidemics are common in developing nations
especially in Sub Saharan Africa in which Human
Immunodeficiency Virus /Aquired Imunodeficiency
Disease Syndrone (HIV/AIDS) is the most serious of
all  (Idowu et al., 2009). HIV is one of the world’s
most serious health and development challenges
(Henry, 2013). It is a type of virus called a retrovirus

which infects humans when it comes in contact
with tissues such as those that line the vagina, anal
area, mouth, eyes or through a break in the skin
(Eric and Daria, 2012), while Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is the
advanced stage of the retroviral infection that
swept through sub-Saharan Africa with venom
(Hoe, 2011; Idowu, 2012).

Globally, HIV continues to be a very serious health
issue facing the world (Ojunga et al., 2014). About

ABSTRACT

In this paper we developed predictive model for survival of pediatric HIV/AIDS patients who were receiving
antiretroviral drug in Nigeria based on identified variables. Interviews were conducted with the virologists and
pediatricians.  Pediatric HIV/AIDS patients’ data (216) were also collected from two tertiary health institutions
in Nigeria, preprocessed and the 10-fold cross validation technique was used to partition the datasets into
training and testing data. The model was developed using supervised learning techniques (Naïve Bayes’
classifiers) and the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) was used to simulate the model in
which CD4 count, viral load, opportunistic infections and nutritional status were used as the independent
variables for the prediction. The result shows that Naïve Bayes’ classifier was suitable in carrying out the task
of forecasting the survival of paediatric HIV/AIDS patients with an accuracy of 81.02% (175 correct
classifications out of 216), the mean absolute error rate was 0.2025, 0.2920 for the root mean square error and
40.92% for the relative absolute error.  The ROC area for the model was also 0.993 showing that the level of
bias was very low (0.007) 81.0185. The validation was done by comparing the developed model with the
historical data from the two selected health tertiary institutions in Nigeria.

Keywords: Paediatric, Acquired Immunodeficiency Disease Syndrome, Human Immunodeficiency Virus,
Antiretroviral Drug, Predictive Model.
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34 million (31.4 million–35.9 million) people were
living with HIV at the end of 2011 and an estimated
0.8% of adults aged 15-49 years worldwide are living
with the virus, although the burden of the epidemic
continues to vary considerably between countries
and regions (UNAIDS, 2012).

In Sub-Saharan Africa, roughly 25 million people
were living with HIV in 2012, accounting for nearly
70 percent of the global total. The epidemic has
had widespread social and economic
consequences, not only in the health sector but
also in education, industry and the wider economy
(WHO, 2012; Shearer, 2000). The epidemic has
heavy impact on education, school attendance
drops as children become sick or return home to
look after affected family members (Picat et al.,
2013). Moreover, Sub-Saharan Africa remains most
severely affected, with nearly 1 in every 20 adults
(4.9%) living with HIV which accounts for 69% of the
people living with HIV worldwide. Although, the
regional prevalence of HIV infection is nearly 25
times higher in sub-Saharan Africa than in Asia,
almost 5 million people are living with HIV in South,
South-East and East Asia combined and sub-
Saharan Africa region is the most heavily affected
region follow by the Caribbean, Eastern Europe and
Central Asia, where 1.0% of adults were living with
HIV as at 2011 (Henry, 2013).

In addition, Nigeria is the most populous nation in
Africa with an estimated population of over 160
million people. Government reports claim that over
300,000 Nigerians die yearly of complications
arising from AIDS. Nigeria has the highest HIV
populations in Africa with 5.7 million infected
people. It is estimated that over 200,000 people die
yearly in Nigeria as a result of HIV/AIDS (Nigerian
Bulletin, 2014).

At present, there is no cure for HIV but it is being
managed with antiretroviral drugs (ARV). There is
optimal combination of ARV which is known as
Highly Active Antiretroviral drug (HAART) (Rosma
et al., 2012; Kama and Prem, 2013). Antiretroviral
therapy is the mechanism of treating retroviral
infections with drugs. The drugs do not kill the virus
but they slow down the growth of the virus
(Ojunga et al., 2014).  HAART refers to the use of

combinations of various antiretroviral drugs with
different mechanisms of action to treat HIV.

The epidemic of HIV/AIDS affects two classes of
people: the pediatric and the non-pediatric
individual. The non-pediatric patients are patients
above 15 years of age while the pediatric patients
who form the main target of this research are
patients whose age is less than 15 years (Sanjel,
2009).

There are four distinct stages of HIV infection which
includes: the primary HIV infection stage or clinical
stage 1 which involves asymptomatic and acute
retroviral syndrome ; clinically asymptomatic stage
or clinical stage 2 which involves moderate and
unexplained weight loss (<10% of presumed or
measured body weight; symptomatic stage or
clinical stage 3 is also a conditions where a
presumptive diagnosis could be made on the basis
of clinical signs or simple investigations like
unexplained chronic diarrhea for longer than one
month, unexplained persistent fever (intermittent
or constant for longer than one month) and
progression or Clinical stage 4 that is a condition
where a presumptive diagnosis can be made on the
basis of clinical signs or simple investigations like
HIV wasting syndrome, pneumocystis pneumonia,
recurrent severe or radiological bacterial
pneumonia etc. Patient at this stage is in a
condition where confirmatory diagnostic testing is
necessary (Avert, 2014; Centre for Disease Control,
2011).

There are different modes of transmission of this
virus one of which is mother-to-child transmission.
Here, about nine out of ten children exposed are
infected with HIV during pregnancy, labour,
delivery or while breastfeeding (UNAIDS, 2010).
Without treatment, 15-30 percent of babies born to
HIV positive women are infected with the virus
during pregnancy and delivery and a further 5-20
percent are also infected through breastfeeding
(WHO, 2006). In high-income countries, preventive
measures are undertaken to ensure that the
transmission of HIV from mother-to-child is
relatively rare and in cases where it occurs, a range
of treatment options are undertaken so that the
child can survive into adulthood. Blood transfusion
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is another route in which HIV infection can occur in
medical setting (Mira and Denis, 2010).

HIV epidemic in Nigeria is one of the incurable
deadly diseases and it varies widely by region
(Petros et al., 2010). The impact of HIV/AIDS is
pervasive and far-reaching, affecting individuals
and communities not only psychologically but also
economically and socially. Families lose their most
productive members to this disease, leaving
children and elderly people without means of
support (UNAIDS, 2013).

Despite the state of this deadly disease in Nigeria
and most especially among children, there is no
existing model in which survival of infected
patient can be predicted. Therefore, this paper
present the development of survival model among
pediatric HIV/AIDS patients in South Western
Nigeria and the objectives were to identify survival
variables for HIV/AIDS pediatric patients in the
South Western Nigeria and formulate survival
predictive models based on variables identified
(CD4 count, viral load, nutritional status and
opportunistic infection) from the interview
conducted with the virologist and pediatrician at
the study area.

2. RELATED WORKS
Researchers had worked on the prediction of
HIV/AID prediction using different types of
variables like CD4 count, CD8. Some of the
researcher and the result of their finding are:

In 1996 Lucia developed a model to predict survival
of HIV/AIDS using sequential and standard neural
networks. The aim of the study was to produce a
model of disease progression in AIDS using
sequential neural network and compare the
model’s accuracy with that of a model constructed
using only standard neural networks based on
demographic and socioeconomic variables. The
strength of the study was that sequential neural
networks could discriminate patients who die and
patients who survive more accurately than the
standard neural networks. The weakness of the
study is that only demographic and socioeconomic
variables were used, which is not sufficient to

predict survival. CD4 count, viral load, opportunistic
infections and nutritional status would be enough
to predict survival accurately in this paper.
Brain et al (2006) applied neural network in the
prediction of HIV status of an individual based on
demographic and socioeconomic characteristics.
The aim of the study was to use supervised learning
to train neural networks, to classify the HIV status
of an individual given certain demographic factors.
The strength of the study is that the neural
networks used for prediction has high predictive
capability. The weakness is that demographic and
socioeconomic characteristics are not enough to
accurately predict survival status.

Torsak et al (2009) used highly active antiretroviral
therapy to predict survival among HIV-infected
children in Asian countries. The aim of this research
is to conduct a general review of Paediatric ART
effectiveness in Asian countries using Kaplan- Meier
survival analysis to estimate survival time
probability, after the introduction of ART and Cox
proportional hazard model was used for
multivariate analysis. The strength of this research
is that there were beneficial outcomes of first-line
antiretroviral therapy for HIV infected children in
Asian countries. The weaknesses were (1) limited
information about the management of children
who failed first line NHRT I regimen and (2) There
was need to improve access to early diagnostic
testing and treatment in infancy. CD4 count was
the only predictive variable used in this study which
is not enough to determine the survival of infected
HIV patients CD4, viral load, opportunistic infection
and nutritional status were added to the existing
predictive factor in this thesis.

Sameem et al (2010) used Classification and
Regression Tree (CART) for the Prediction of
Survival of Aids Patients receiving antiretroviral
therapy in Malaysia. The aim is to investigate the
use of CART as a tool for prediction of AIDS survival
using CD4, CD8, Viral Load and Weight as predictor
variables. The strength of the research is that the
potential treatment methods and monitoring the
progress of treatment of AIDS patients could be
determined with the approach experimented and
the results obtained. Fewer variables were
considered for the prediction of survival of AIDS
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patients and data limitation is also a constraint in
the study. Also opportunistic infections and
nutritional status that are very important for
HIV/AIDS prediction were not used in the research.
CD4, CD8, viral load and weight are not enough
factors to predict survival.

Dalton et al (2010) carried out a prospective cohort
on the Predictors of mortality in HIV-1 infected
children on antiretroviral therapy in Kenya. The aim
of this work was to carry out a study on early
mortality following highly active antiretroviral
therapy (HAART) using Cox proportional hazard
model to determine the baseline characteristics
associated with mortality and Kaplan-Meier method
to estimate the probability of survival. The study
shows that Low baseline hemoglobin was an
independent risk factor for death. The weakness is
that only hemoglobin was used as predictor
variable in this research which is not enough to
determine survival rate.

Heamoglobin is not enough to predict the survival
of pediatric infected HIV patients but in this thesis,
CD4, CD8 and viral load, opportunistic infection and
nutritional status were used as predictive factors.

Rosma et al (2012) developed a predictive model
for AIDS Survival using Data Mining Approach. The
aim of the research was to describe the feasibility
of applying data mining technique to predict the
survival of HIV/AIDS. An adaptive fuzzy regression
technique, FuReA, was used to predict the length
of survival of AIDS patients based on their CD4, CD8
and viral load counts. The strength  of the research
is that CD4, CD8 and viral load counts were used
because the authors believed that predictors /
markers are appropriate for predicting AIDS
survival due to the high accuracies demonstrated
by Fuzzy regression analysis (FUREA). The
weakness is that fuzzy neural network prediction
results on AIDS survival could not be made possible
because of data limitation. This is because Fuzzy
neural network requires the use of large volume of
data for prediction. Opportunistic infections and
Nutritional status are important predictor variables
together with CD4, CD8 and viral load counts that
can be used to predict the survival of HIV/AIDS
patients.

Nurilign et al (2014) carried out a retrospective
cohort study on the survival status of HIV positive
adult on antiretroviral treatment in Debre Markos
Referral Hospital, Northwest Ethiopia. The aim of
this study was to determine survival status and
associated factors among HIV positive adult on
antiretroviral treatment using Kaplan Meier to
estimate survival and Cox regression for the
analysis. Lost, drop out, transfer out and transfer in
patients with high risk of death were excluded so as
not to under estimate mortality of infected
patients. Secondary data in which some important
variables were not documented well were used and
many opportunistic infections were presumed
diagnosis. Pre-processing exercise was carried out
in order to remove incomplete data before
classification and prediction of survival took place
and more independent variables were also used in
this study. CD4, CD8, viral load, opportunistic
infection and nutritional status were in this thesis
as predictive factors.

Ojunga et al (2014) applied logistic regression in
modelling of survival chances of HIV-positive
patients under highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART) in Nyakach District, Kenya. The aim of this
study was to outline the various social and
economic factors affecting survival of HIV patients
under highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART).
The study was expected to provide suitable model
for predicting the chances of survival among the
HIV positives attending ART clinic in Nyakachi
District and also provide information for policy
makers on the factors affecting survival of HIV
positive ARVs. The strength shows that the survival
of infected patient under study can be improved if
their access to socio-economic factors is
considered. The outcome may only be obtained in
services that have smaller numbers of patients.
Socioeconomic factors are not enough to predict
survival as CD4, CD8, viral load, opportunistic
infections and nutritional status were added to the
existing study in this paper as predictive factors.

3. METHODS
Extensive review of literature on related areas in
HIV/AIDS survival prediction was carried out and
interview was conducted with virologist and
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Paediatrician in order to identify required survival
variables for HIV/AIDS. Predictive model was
developed using supervised learning techniques
(Naïve Bayes classifier) and the Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) was
used to simulate the model. The performance of
this model was tested and we found out that it can
predict HIV/AIDS survival with an accuracy of
81.015% based on selected dependent variables. The
validation of the models was done by comparing
the historical data collected from The Federal
Medical Centre, Ondo State and Obafemi Awolowo
University Teaching Hospital Complex, Ile- Ife with
predicted value.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Result
Mathematically, the Naïve Bayes’ Classification is
expressed as follows:

- Prior distribution
P(X|Ci) = P(x1|Ci)* P(x2|Ci)* P(x3|Ci)*……….*P(xk|Ci)

The classification of each training data was
performed via the implementation of the Naïve
Bayes’ classification algorithm which calculates the
probability and manipulates them into the
necessary results.  A typical demonstration of how
this is achieved is shown as follows:
For HIV survival model, the variables used are: CD4
count, viral load, Opportunistic Infections and
Nutritional Status and they are represented as X
(input value) and the output class by C.
X = (x1 = “CD4 status = value”,  x2 = “viral load =
value”, x3 = “nutritional status = value”,  x4 =
“opportunistic infection = value”)
The probability that the output of the survival is
YES =  P(X|YES) = P(x1|YES)* P(x2|YES)*
P(x3|YES*P(x4|YES)
P(x1|YES) = probability of the value of CD4 status
(High/Low) when survival is YES
P(x2|YES) = probability of the value of Viral Load
(High/Low) when survival is YES

P(x3|YES) = probability of the value of nutritional
status (High/Low) when survival is YES
P(x4|YES) = probability of the value of opportunistic
infection (Yes/No) when survival is YES
The probability that the output of the survival is NO
P(X|NO) = P(x1|NO)* P(x2|NO)* P(x3|NO)*P(x4|NO)
P(x1|NO) = probability of the value of CD4 status
(High/Low) when survival is NO
P(x2|NO) = probability of the value of Viral Load
(High/Low) when survival is NO
P(x3|NO) = probability of the value of nutritional
status(High/Low) when survival is NO
P(x4|NO) = probability of the value of opportunistic
infection (Yes/No) when survival is NO

Therefore, the output value of survival is
the probability max [P(x|YES), P(x1|NO) ] .
Hence, Ci is the required Output/Survival (YES or
NO)

Figure 1: Naïve Bayes’ Prediction of all 216 Data
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Figure 2: Confusion Matrix of Naïve Bayes’
Classification for all 216 data.

4.2 Discussion
From the results of the analysis made on the
dataset using Naïve Bayes’ classification in
developing the predictive model of HIV/AIDS
survival for Paediatric patients; the following were
observed from Figures 1 and 2.

In Figure 2, out of the 216 data collected from FMC,
Owo and OAUTHC, Ile-Ife, after using the Naïve
Bayes’ Classifier to train the data and validate the
model developed using 10-fold cross validation, it
was discovered that the naïve bayes’ prediction
model made 95 correct classification and 80
incorrect classifications of the output of the
survival.  Figure 1 above shows the graph of the
results of the classification made by the Naive
Bayes’ prediction model; blue crosses identify YES
and red crosses identify NO while the boxes show
misclassifications. From the results of the analysis
made on the dataset using Naïve Bayes’
classification in developing the predictive model of
AIDS survival for Paediatric patients; the following
were discovered: that out of 97 dataset which had
survival of YES, 95 were classified as YES and 2 were
classified as no and of the 119 dataset which had a
survival of NO, 39 were classified as YES and 80
were classified as NO. The model also produced an
accuracy of 81.02% in prediction. The above was
also represents with a confusion matrix in figure 2
above.

From the Naïve Bayes’ prediction model, the True
Positive (TP) rate values were 1.00, 0.659 and
0.979; False Positive (FP) rate values were 0.359,
0.026 and 0.328 and precision rate were 0.678,
0.964 and 0.709 for the FMC, OAUTHC and both
data sources respectively.  The area under the ROC
curve were 0.995, 0.985 and 0.993 for FMC,
OAUTHC and both data sources respectively
showing that the Naïve Bayes’ Model has a low rate
of bias; an average of 0.01 (1% of results).

5. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL
Validation is the task of demonstrating that the
model is a reasonable representation of the actual

system. It reproduces system behaviour with
enough fidelity to satisfy analysis objectives. In
table 1 below, the validation of the model was done
by comparing the values of the developed survival
predictive model with the actual values collected
from the two health institutions (historical data)
and it was discovered that the values from the
decision tree which is the most efficient of the
three model were almost the same as the actual
values using all the input variables (CD4 count, Viral
load, Opportunistic infections and Nutritional
status).

Table 1: Validation of the Model with the Actual
Data

6. CONCLUSION
Child mortality is a factor that can be associated
with the well-being of a population and taken as
one of the development indicators of health and
socioeconomic status in any country. HIV/AIDS
epidemic has devastated many individuals, families
and communities. Therefore, in order to reduce
child mortality which is one of the important
millennium goals, there is need to have effective
and efficient model that can be used to forecast the
survival of Paediatric HIV/AIDS patients in South
Western Nigeria. It will also help individuals, NGO
and the government to make adjustments in areas
where these affected children are suffering. The
naive baye’s predictive model serves as an effective
model from the analysis above and will be
recommended for use to predict Pediatric HIV/AIDS
patients survival in order to justify results collected
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from the two health institutions (FMC, Qwo and
OAUTHC, Ile-Ife). Pediatric HIV/AIDS patients
survival prediction depends on some major factors
as shown in the result of this paper and the factors
serves as contributing factors to the patient’s
status
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